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Music Therapy (MT) literature reviews report a reduction of Behavioural and
Psychological Symptoms associated with Dementia (BPSD) after MT for Persons
Living with Dementia (PWD). However, a consensus on how to implement MT in
dementia care is still lacking and further research is needed. This study aims to
identify MT Techniques (MTTs) and significant moments, contributing to a
reduction in BPSD during MT group sessions.
Six groups of 3 PWD aged between 65-100 and manifesting behavioural symptoms
participated in 12 weekly active Group MT (GMT) sessions. A mixed method
research approach was applied. Agitation Behaviour Mapping Instrument (ABMI),
Observed Emotion Rating Scale (OERS), and Music in Dementia Assessment Scale
(MiDAS), quantitative direct observation tools, detected Moment(s) of BPSD
Reduction (MBR) during the session. A qualitative assessment based on
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis attempted to describe how MBR occurred
by identifying relevant MTTs, sonority and sound interaction at MBR (MBR
descriptors). A prevalence analysis and an artificial neural network system (AutoContractive Map) identified qualitative data associations.
A pool of four qualitative MBR descriptors (pool-components) for each of the
following syndromes was identified: Aggression - Features of Clinical Environment,
Calming, Pacing, and Rhythmic Grounding; Depression - Rhythmic Grounding,
Introducing Change, Music Therapist’s Flexibility, and Features of Clinical
Environment; Apathy - Rhythmic Grounding, Group As a Resource, Group Creation,
Features of Clinical Environment; Hyperactivity - Giving, Client Validation, Giving
Value to Client’s Music and Sound, Rhythmic Grounding, Making Spaces.
The qualitative analysis of the nature of the pools highlighted a two-phase
mechanism for MBRs. Results showed that Rhythmic Grounding, Features of
Clinical Environment, Pacing, and Making Spaces were functions for preparing the
conditions for MBRs in music therapy (first phase), all the other pool components
were essential functions for achieving MBR in GMT (second phase). The Rhythmic
Grounding technique was a constant component through all the phases and conditions
for achieving MBRs. The clinical conditions expressed by the pools contribute new
knowledge of the internal mechanism of MT at MBR.
Keywords: Group Music Therapy; Dementia; BPSD Reduction; Mixed Methods
Research
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Study background and motivation for the research

The current study focuses on active Music Therapy (MT) with Persons living With
Dementia (PWD), and its role in relation to Behavioural and Psychological
Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD). BPSD are associated with challenging emotions for
PWD (1.2.2). Music has been found to deeply affect emotion processing beyond
cultural differences (Sloboda, 1986) and can be used as a means to facilitate emotion
regulation to modify affective states (Saarikallio, 2016). Based on this, the main aim
of this study is to explore what happens at Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBRs)
within a therapeutic relationship, particularly where therapist-client interaction is
based on music, as in music therapy.
In the last twenty years, music therapy has become increasingly common in dementia
care. In 1995, Odell-Miller presented her research findings regarding the importance
of active group music therapy for PWD. Her results suggested that music therapy
with PWD increased levels of engagement and helped to build relationships between
the therapist, assistants and group members (Odell-Miller, 1995). Since then, more
than 400 articles have been published on this subject, as reported by Vink et al. (2011)
and in the last (2017) Cochrane Review.
Active group music therapy in nursing homes and dementia day centres is often
aimed at reducing BPSD (2.3). Hsu et al.’s (2015) study on investigating individual
music therapy sessions in reducing neuropsychiatric symptoms of dementia provided

1

inspiration for the present study. One of the study’s procedures consisted of the
identification of specific session moments where neuropsychiatric symptoms were
minimized, especially by identifying “participants’ remaining abilities to enhance
residents’ expressions, mood and cognitive and sensorimotor functioning within
sessions” (Hsu et al., 2015, p.4). The idea of selecting such moments inspired the
motivation of the present study in terms of designing a similar procedure for group
music therapy sessions to investigate the reduction of BPSD in a group setting. In
Hsu et al. (2015), the selection of these moments was noted by the music therapist to
carers, in order for carers to use such music techniques and interventions in their dayto-day caring of the patients. This allowed for the benefits of individual music
therapy sessions to carry over in the PWD’s everyday life. The present study aims to
identify such moments in group music therapy sessions and to describe the
characteristics of the Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBRs).
In music therapy practice, documenting sessions is regarded as a crucial point in the
therapy process (Bonde and Wigram, 2002; Bunt, Hoskyns and Swami, 2013; Aigen,
2003). Documentation of sessions may help to identify musical and relationship
indicators of BPSD reduction in group music therapy, which may contribute to
achieving a PWD’s individual care plan goals in care centres and nursing homes. The
findings of many reviews and studies have indicated that music therapy is effective
in reducing clients’ behavioural and relationship problems; however, the scientific
methodology and rigour of these studies have often been poor, meaning that the
results cannot be validated for further analysis, as pointed out in the 2011 Cochrane
review (Vink, Bruinsma and Scholten, 2011). This Cochrane review highlighted the
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need for more rigorous studies, such as Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs), to
show the effect of music therapy in reducing BPSD and increasing quality of life for
PWD (2.2). For this purpose, McDermott et al. (2012) and Vasionytė and Madison
(2013) reported the need to investigate underlying internal mechanisms of music
therapy interventions with PWD. An investigation to identify components of the
group music therapy process at MBRs might provide new insights into designing a
music therapy RCT or other experimental studies, where the MT intervention
protocol might be based on ingredients (i.e. components of the MBR) rather than
recipes (i.e. protocol steps). Identifying the elements that occur at MBR is the first
step towards elucidating the mechanisms of music therapy that are effective for
symptom reduction. Therefore, the motivation of this study is, firstly, to contribute
new knowledge and understanding of the group music therapeutic process at MBRs
and, secondly, to improve the design of MT clinical protocols for use in dementia
studies.
1.1.1

Personal motivation

One last consideration regarding the motivation for this research can be found in the
researcher’s professional history. The researcher is an experienced music therapist
who has been working for more than 15 years with PWD in day-care centres and care
homes in Italy. The potential effects that music interventions might have for PWD
were the main motivation for the researcher to study music therapy initially. In his
music therapy practice, the researcher observed that PWD often experienced
revitalizing and re-socializing moments and BPSD often decreased. Furthermore, it
seemed music therapy was often the only activity in which PWD could actively
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participate within these centres. The researcher identified the need to document his
music therapy process to be able to communicate the uses and benefits of music
therapy with multi-professional staff. The music therapist felt the need to document
specific moments of transformative clinical value within in the sessions, which met
the clients’ individual care goals, by using validated recognized assessment tools.
The interest of the researcher in documenting the clinical process of music therapy
with PWD was oriented towards creating evidence of day-to-day music therapy
practice. Throughout his clinical practice, the researcher developed the idea that such
documentation could result in data that could bring new knowledge about the internal
mechanisms of music therapy with PWD. For this reason, he became interested in
developing the present research project.
The following sections present more details about the study’s background, including
information on dementia (1.2.1), on BPSD (1.2.2) and BPSD syndromes (1.2.3), on
the non-pharmacological treatment of dementia (1.2.4) and dementia care in Italy
(1.2.5).
1.2

The Context of the study

The context of this study is outlined by the definition and aetiology of dementia
according to the two worldwide diagnostic tools, i.e. DSM-5 (American Psychiatric
Association, American Psychiatric Association and DSM-5 Task Force, 2013) and
ICD-10 (World Health Organization, 2016). It then discusses the behavioural and
psychological symptoms associated with dementia (BPSD) and their non-
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pharmacological treatment. Lastly, to complete the context, it gives an overview of
dementia care in Italy, the country where this study is based.
1.2.1

Dementia

According to the World Alzheimer Report, published prior to this study (Prince,
2016), 47 million people worldwide are living with dementia, and this number is
projected to increase to 131 million by 2050. The report states that worldwide most
people living with dementia have not received a formal diagnosis, which creates
barriers to proper care and treatment. The report highlighted the need for better
worldwide coverage of healthcare for PWD and, particularly, the need to effect
transformative change in delivering healthcare for this client group. The report
suggested that by paying attention to cost modelling, this would be possible. Since
non-pharmacological treatment is widely considered to be an integral part of
dementia treatment in both studies and guidelines for dementia (Burgio and Fisher,
2000; Abraha et al., 2017; Gauthier et al., 2010; Livingston et al., 2005), the global
issue concerning dementia care will involve the exploration of psychosocial
interventions. Therefore the cost-effectiveness of music therapy, as one of these
psychosocial interventions (Abraha et al., 2017; Livingston et al., 2014), will become
a very relevant topic for future research and for practical decision making in
healthcare (1.2.4).
Prior to the 20th century, the term ‘dementia’ generically indicated a condition of
altered intelligence and behaviour. This understanding of dementia was prevalent
until 1906 when Alois Alzheimer described the pathological clinical symptoms of a
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woman affected by progressive cognitive impairment and hallucinations associated
with cerebral plaques and atrophy documented during subsequent autopsies.
According to the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related
Health Problems 10th Revision, ‘dementia’ (categories F00-F03) is defined as:
A syndrome that results from disease of the brain, usually of a chronic
or progressive nature, in which there is disturbance of multiple higher
cortical functions, including memory, thinking, orientation,
comprehension, calculation, learning capacity, language, and
judgement. Consciousness is not clouded. The impairments of cognitive
function are commonly accompanied, and occasionally preceded, by
deterioration in emotional control, social behaviour, or motivation.
This syndrome occurs in Alzheimer disease, in cerebrovascular disease,
and in other conditions primarily or secondarily affecting the brain
(World Health Organization, 2016)
In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5th edition (DSM-5)
(American Psychiatric Association, American Psychiatric Association and DSM-5
Task Force, 2013), dementia is defined as a cluster of symptoms, whilst the various
forms of dementia are defined more specifically as Neurocognitive Disorders (NCD)
according to the type and severity of symptoms present. However, the term ‘dementia’
is still a valid alternative for major NCD. Minor NCD indicates fewer disabling
syndromes that may be prodromal to dementia and is equivalent to Mild Cognitive
Impairment (MCI).
The DSM-5 lists cognitive domains that may be affected in both minor and major
NCD:
Complex attention: sustained attention, divided attention, selective attention
and information processing speed
Executive function: planning, decision making, working memory, responding to
feedback, inhibition and mental flexibility
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Learning and memory: free recall, cued recall, recognition memory, semantic
and autobiographical long-term memory, and implicit learning
Language: object naming, word finding, fluency, grammar and syntax, and
receptive language
Perceptual-motor function: visual perception, visuo-constructional reasoning
and perceptual-motor coordination
Social cognition: which includes recognition of emotions, theory
(American Psychiatric Association, American Psychiatric Association and
DSM-5 Task Force, 2013, pp.590–625)

In DSM-5, diagnosing mild or major NCD should be followed by an examination of
potential causes, which are indicated based on impairments in various cognitive
domains. This is not based solely nor necessarily on memory impairment but also on
difficulties in other cognitive domains, such as language or attention. Identification
of the impaired cognitive domain allows for a subtype of NCD to be assigned: NCD
due to Alzheimer’s Disease; Frontotemporal NCD; NCD with Lewy Bodies,
Vascular, or due to traumatic brain injury; Substance/Medication-Induced NCD;
NCD due to HIV infection; Prion Disease; Parkinson’s Disease; Huntington’s
Disease; Another Medical Condition; or Multiple Etiologies.
1.2.2

The Behavioural and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD)

Besides cognitive impairment, people living with dementia will often show altered
behaviours and psychological symptoms, such as agitation, depression and psychosis.
In 1999, the International Psychogeriatric Association developed an International
Consensus Group, which provided a definition of the term Behavioural and
Psychological Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD): “symptoms of disturbed perception,
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thought content, mood or behaviour that frequently occur in patients with dementia”
(International Psychogeriatric Association, 2002, p.5).
The altered behaviour and psychological symptoms which accompany cognitive
impairment, such as agitation, depression and psychosis, are usually identified by
directly observing the patient. Behavioural symptoms may include: physical
aggression, screaming, restlessness, agitation, wondering, culturally inappropriate
behaviour, sexual disinhibition, hoarding, cursing, and shadowing. Psychological
symptoms may include anxiety, depression, hallucinations and delusions, which are
usually more pronounced at the beginning and in the central stages of dementia
(International Psychogeriatric Association, 2002). BPSD has been found to be one of
the major reasons for the institutionalization of PWD (Cerejeira, Lagarto and
Mukaetova-Ladinska, 2012). In addition to being distressing for the PWD, BPSD are
often causes of stress and significant burden on formal or informal caregivers. Recent
decades have seen the development of a great variety of scales for assessing BPSD.
By 2002, the IPA Handbook on BPSD had reported 20 scales (International
Psychogeriatric Association, 2002, pp.9–10) The most used (van der Linde et al.,
2014) are the Cohen Mansfield Agitation Inventory (CMAI) (Cohen-Mansfield,
Marx and Rosenthal, 1989), the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) by Cummings et
al., (1994), and the Behavioural Pathology in Alzheimer’s Disease Rating Scale
(BEHAVE-AD) (Reisberg et al., 1987). The CMAI, NPI and BEHAVE-AD were
considered very useful because of their “specificity, reliability and validity” (Hersch,
2008, p.613) and the NPI and BEHAVE-AD were recommended by Jeon et al. (2011).
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The NPI assesses the gravity and frequency of symptoms of the PWD, as reported by
caregivers. Its symptom domain areas can be used to further introduce BPSD. The
NPI domains are introduced below, based on the definitions presented in the
International Psychogeriatric Association Handbook (2002):
Delusions: PWD may be convinced that caregivers or other people are being
untrue to them, that the spouse is an impostor or is unfaithful, that the house
is not their home or that people are stealing things.
Hallucinations: PWD may experience hallucinations, such as false visions or
voices.
Agitation: PWD may manifest uncooperative or resistive behaviour. Agitation
has also been defined as “inappropriate verbal, vocal or motor activity that
is not judged by an outside observer to result directly from the needs or
confusion of the person” (International Psychogeriatric Association, 2002,
p.10). The CMAI (Cohen-Mansfield, Marx and Rosenthal, 1989) is the most
commonly used scale to assess agitation in dementia. The International
Psychogeriatric Association BPSD Educational Pack introduces four
subtypes of agitation in dementia such as “screaming, cursing, temper
outbursts, making strange noises”. (International Psychogeriatric
Association, 2002, p.11)
Aggression: Shouting angrily, attempting to hurt or hit others or themselves.
This IPA domain includes the physically and verbally aggressive subtypes.
Depression: PWD may appear sad, depressed or low in spirit. The subject may
also show tearfulness.
Anxiety: PWD may appear nervous, worried or frightened from non-stressful
events or may repeatedly ask questions and confirmations about an
upcoming scheduled event.
Euphoria: PWD may be overly happy or too cheerful for no specific reason.
Apathy: PWD may be apathetic or indifferent and show no motivation and lose
interest in doing things; “although lack of motivation occurs in apathy and
depression, the syndrome of apathy denotes lack of motivation without the
dysphoria or vegetative symptoms of depression” (International
Psychogeriatric Association, 2002, p.9).
Disinhibition: PWD may act impulsively and say things that are not usually
done or said in public. The PWD may do things that are embarrassing to
caregivers or others.
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Irritability/Lability: PWD may get irritated and easily disturbed or display very
changeable moods and may be abnormally impatient.
Aberrant Motor Disturbance: PWD may pace, do things over and over, or
repeatedly pick at things. In the BPSD Educational Pack, aberrant motor
disturbances were grouped as ‘Wandering’ and reported as the “most
troublesome of the behavioural problems that commonly accompany
dementia, particularly in terms of the burden it places on caregivers”
(International Psychogeriatric Association, 2002, p.10) and highlighted that
behaviours that can be covered by the term ‘wandering’ also include:
“Checking (repeatedly seeking the whereabouts of the carer), trailing
or stalking (an extreme form of checking – following the caregiver or
another person), pottering or rooting (walking around the house or
gardening trying ineffectively to carry out tasks … aimless walking,
night-time walking, walking directed towards an inappropriate purpose,
excessive activity, wandering off, needing to be brought back to the
house; repeatedly attempting to leave the house” (p.10)
Sleep Disorders: PWD may show difficulties in sleeping, wander at night, get
dressed, go into others’ rooms.
Appetite and Eating Disorders: PWD may manifest changes in eating habits.
These descriptions of BPSD, as identified by the NPI, mainly overlap those provided
in the Specific Symptomatology section of the International Psychogeriatric
Association - Educational Pack (2002), where a variety of studies about each type of
symptom were presented.
During the 1980s, BPSD were mainly attributed to malfunctioning neurotransmitters
or neuropathology. However, these symptoms cannot be attributed to cognitive
impairment alone; personality contributions and psychosocial factors must be taken
into consideration (International Psychogeriatric Association, 2002, p.2).
Kitwood’s studies (Kitwood and Bredin, 1992; Kitwood, 1998) suggest that BPSD
depend on unmet psychological needs and difficulty interacting with the social and
physical environment, which might provoke fear, anger and social withdrawal.
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Kitwood stressed the importance of recognising and supporting the “communicative
attempts” of a person with dementia. His analysis of the key stages of the
“communicative act” involved recognition of an initial gesture and response, which
sustains the interaction and the “holding” of the emotional experience.
Kitwood (1997) highlighted a cluster of five needs that might be unmet for people
with dementia. These needs overlap, with the concept of a “central need of love”
(Kitwood, 1997, p.81), which is characterized by the need for “unconditional
acceptance, a whole hearted emotional giving, [and] a generous forgiving” (p.81)
underpinning them all. Kitwood’s five needs are:
Comfort, i.e. the need for tenderness and closeness, which can calm anxiety and
provide a feeling of security. For an individual with dementia, this need of comfort
is “great when a person is dealing with a sense of loss” (p.82).
Attachment relates to Bowlby’s (1979) theory of bonding and attachment (especially
with parents), which are essential in creating a sense of security. Kitwood states that
“the need of attachment remains when a person has dementia; indeed, it may be as
strong as in early childhood” (Kitwood,1997, p.81).
Inclusion is the need of being part of a group, which has to do with the “social nature
of human life (…) as to be part of a group was essential for survival (…). The need
for inclusion come poignantly to the surface in dementia, perhaps in so called
attention seeking behaviour” (p.83).
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Occupation is the need to be “involved in process of life in a way that is personally
significant” (p.83). This involves an individual receiving response from others and
having control over their living environment. Kitwood highlights that when
proposing activities to meet this particular need for PWD, one has to be skilled and
has to use imagination to meet this need without “imposing false solutions, crude,
and ready-made” (p.83).
Identity is an important need for every human being, which cannot be forgotten for
PWD. Kitwood describes this as knowing “who one is in cognition and feeling, it
means having a continuity with their past” (p.83). Therefore, it is important to
participate in activity, across the different “roles and context of present life” (p.84).
Specifically, Kitwood highlights two important factors for meeting PWD’s identity
needs: (1) being aware of the individual’s personal history and (2) having empathy,
“through which it is possible to answer a person as Thou, in the uniqueness of his or
her being” (p.84).
1.2.3

BPSD Syndromes

Syndromes are clusters of symptoms. McShane (2000) highlighted the importance of
using five reliable syndromes for prescribing drugs and for correct clinical judgment
in the treatment of BPSD. He grouped the symptoms using a factor analysis of data
within a study of 104 community-dwelling PWD patients.
The more reliably identified components of each syndrome were:
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Aggression: Aggression towards others, aggression towards objects, verbal
aggression, uncooperativeness, resistance;
Depression: Sad appearance, anxiety, crying; guilt;
Apathy: Social and emotional withdrawal;
Motor hyperactivity: Pacing/aimless walking, handling objects inappropriately;
Psychosis: Hallucinations
(McShane, 2000, pp.152–153).
This set of syndromes could be used as a working framework for the classification
of music therapy session elements identified as useful for specific BPSD reduction.
1.2.4

Non-pharmacological treatment of BPSD

Since the last decade, guidelines for dementia care have recommended careful
consideration regarding the usage of anti-psychotropic drugs (i.e. risperidone and
olanzapine) to treat BPSD, as they represent an increased risk of adverse
cerebrovascular events (Committee on Safety of Medicines, 2004 cited by
Turner(2005); Gauthier et al., 2010). Non-pharmacological interventions have been
recommended to be used first (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2004, cited by Turner,
2005). The UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Clinical
Guideline 42 for Dementia Care (2006) advised using medication “in first instance
only if there is severe distress or an immediate risk of harm to the person with
dementia or others” (p.16). Moreover, NICE advised considering nonpharmacological interventions tailored to a person’s skill and preferences as a first
line of intervention.
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A variety of non-pharmacological interventions for BPSD have been developed
within the last two decades and are grouped by O’Neil and colleagues (2011) into
four categories:
Cognitive/emotion-oriented interventions: Reminiscence therapy, simulated
presence therapy, validation therapy;
Sensory stimulation interventions: Acupuncture, aromatherapy, light therapy,
massage/touch,

music

therapy,

snoezelen

multisensory

stimulation,

transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation;
Behaviour management techniques: Functional analysis of specific behaviours,
token economies, habit training, progressive muscle relaxation, communication
training, behavioural or cognitive-behavioural therapy, and various types of
individualized behavioural reinforcement strategies;
Other psychosocial interventions: Animal-assisted therapy and exercise.
Music therapy has been identified as one of the non-pharmacological treatments of
BPSD, as reported by reviews on this topic (Abraha et al., 2017; Burgio and Fisher,
2000; Livingston et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2015) and also in the NICE (2006)
guidelines.
1.2.5

Dementia care in Italy

In Italy, where the current research was carried out, after a person receives a dementia
diagnosis they can access most medical and social assistance free of charge through
the Italian National Health System (Servizio Sanitario Nazionale), which is
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organized by regions where the political authorities have the power to set
requirements and define processes. A geriatric specialist team working in an NHS
structure makes the diagnosis of dementia. According to the European Carer’s Report
2018 (Alzheimer Europe, 2018; Woods et al., 2019), in Italy a dementia diagnosis is
on average provided within 1.6 years of problems being noticed, whilst in the UK a
dementia diagnosis is on average provided within 2.2 years after problems first
present (Alzheimer Europe, 2018, p.16; Woods et al., 2019, p.117) (note that the UK
data solely refers to Scotland in this report). The recent National Health Service
(NHS) guidelines (NHS England, 2019) provide very detailed recommendations on
all the phases of dementia and subtypes of dementia diagnosis. The guidelines regard
primary assessment (to clarify suspected cases of dementia) and specialist dementia
service. This shows a great effort in reducing the time taken to make the diagnosis.
In fact, in the UK, according to NHS England documentation (NHS England, 2019),
the time taken to make a diagnosis strives to remain within a six-week window.
In Italy, an NHS specialist provides a clear diagnosis of dementia based on the degree
of cognitive impairment and functionality, which are two crucial elements in
diagnosing dementia. Across the disease trajectory, the patient is periodically tested
with these three main scales: The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) by
Folstein and colleagues (1975). The Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) by Morris
(1993) and the Index of Independence in Activity Daily Living (ADL) by Katz and
colleagues (1963). More scales regarding behavioural and medical conditions may
be utilised later as the care path develops. Following a diagnosis, the patient is
evaluated

by

a

regional

multidisciplinary
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board

Unità

Valutazione

Multidimensionale (UVM) [Multidimensional Evaluation Unit], which is charged
with evaluating the medical and social care path for people with a permanent loss of
self-sufficiency and defining a customized global assistance plan that, depending on
the gravity of symptoms and socio-economic conditions, may assign the patient to
one of the following alternatives:
•

Home assistance with medical care provided by NHS geriatric specialists
with periodic day hospital recoveries to monitor health conditions and adjust
pharmacological therapy;

•

Day centres for the generically non-self-sufficient elderly;

•

Day centres for patients with cognitive disorders;

•

Long-term generic nursing homes;

•

Specialized dementia wards in long-term nursing homes.

This initial care path is re-evaluated as the disease progresses and new issues arise,
and the appropriate resources are dedicated.
Each health district has a single, long waiting list. Although the position of a patient
in the list depends on the severity of the UVM unit’s evaluation (in terms of health
and social care), patients are actually assigned to structures as funds and places
become available. This means that in any one structure there may be large differences
in the patients’ level of dementia and the type of behavioural symptoms they show.
In Italy, the non-pharmacological treatment of dementia is mainly provided in care
homes and day-care centres, though over the last two years some nonpharmacological interventions have also been provided under the form of “Alzheimer
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Cafés” (support groups where PWD and caregivers meet to express their emotions,
share their experiences) according to the Alzheimer Café concept outlined by Jones
and Miesen (1992). These groups are aimed at breaking out of isolation and removing
the taboo surrounding dementia. Alzheimer Cafés have recently started to
incorporate music therapy sessions as well.
According to the Piano Nazionale Demenze (Italian National Dementia Plan)
published in the Italian official journal Gazzetta Ufficiale (Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca
dello Stato, 2015), the regional governments have to prepare guidelines for dementia
treatment aimed at developing both professional multidisciplinary work within local
communities and integrating economic resources based on cost-effectiveness
evidence.
The present study was mainly carried out in the Tuscany Region. The Tuscany
Regional Health Council Guidelines for Dementia Diagnosis and Treatment
(Regional Health Council .Tuscany, 2015) highlight that drugs (or pharmacological
treatment) should only be offered as a second line BPSD treatment. The first line
treatment for BPSD should be non-pharmacological interventions and the Council
has advised music therapy in day-care centres and care homes (p.32).
The present study represents an opportunity to present new information and
knowledge regarding music therapy in Tuscany in the hope of contributing to the
development of the music therapy profession in this area.
Having outlined the motivations driving this research and contextualised the state of
dementia care provided in Italy and the UK as of 2015, especially related to non17

pharmacological care aspects, this study now moves to consider the literature in this
area in order to better frame the research questions regarding BPSD reduction in
group music therapy sessions.
1.3

Thesis Overview

The next section provides an overview of all chapters presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the main research areas relating to the topic
of this study. These include music therapy and dementia, music therapy related to
BPSD and dementia, moments of significance during music therapy sessions, and
moments of behavioural reduction that occur during group sessions. This chapter
concludes that there are several lacunae in the existing literature, mainly relating to
the internal mechanisms of music therapy at moments of behavioural reduction,
which will be addressed by the research question presented in chapter 3.
Chapter 3 begins by formulating the present study’s research question. It asks
whether it is possible to identify moments of behavioural reduction and link them to
specific music therapy techniques and other moments of significance. The chapter
then goes on to define the study’s underlying methodology, explaining how the
characteristics of the mixed methods approach are the most suitable in addressing the
research question, before presenting the quantitative assessment tools, qualitative
analysis methods, and the steps needed to shape the research protocol.
Chapter 4 outlines the methods used in implementing the research phases. It
highlights the implementation of the protocols outlined in chapter 3 and raises and
addressees some of the practical issues – such as ethics, data collection and the music
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therapy sessions and clinical orientation – that arise from research of this kind. The
chapter then outlines how the quantitative data was collected from the sessions before
describing how the quantitative data triggered the gathering – and subsequent
analysis – of qualitative data.
Chapter 5 presents the final phases of this study’s data analysis methods in different
phases by describing how this data was sorted into a data set and how this data set
was analysed to identify the aggregation of music therapy techniques, BPSD
syndromes and symptoms with a prevalence analysis and an analysis based on an
artificial Neural Network (ANN) system. The chapter concludes by considering the
validity of quantitative and qualitative assessments.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the qualitative and quantitative phases of the mixed
method study. It shows the results of the variety of analyses performed at each level
of the study, highlighting the theme types and related categories at each level. It
begins with a brief section introducing the general quantitative results arising from
the data gathered during the direct observation (i.e. the identification of MBRs) of
the sessions. It then provides an overview of the qualitative material indicating the
specific relevant themes. Following this, it presents the results of two further
quantitative analyses (prevalence and ANN analyses), which were performed to
aggregate the distilled qualitative descriptors of MBRs. These aggregations represent
the core findings of the present study. Finally, the chapter concludes by describing
the qualitative nature of the aggregated elements in terms of their relationships and
mechanisms.
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Chapter 7 summarises the findings of this work as it relates to previous and current
studies. While taking into account the study’s limitations, it addresses how the
findings respond to the research question, highlighting other themes that were raised
during the thematic analysis, beyond the scope of the question. It concludes by
considering the implications this study’s results may have on music therapy practices
and training, as well as any paths it may open up for further academic research.
Chapter 8 presents the study conclusions highlighting how the present study
contributes knowledge about the internal mechanism of group music therapy in
Dementia care.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a review of music therapy and dementia literature, particularly
in regard to group interventions and reduction of BPSD. Specifically, this chapter
will provide more background into the reduction of BPSD for PWD within Group
Music Therapy (GMT) sessions. It aims to do this by reporting the state of knowledge
prior to the study, including studies and reviews, about BPSD reduction during GMT
sessions with PWD.
The present literature review was completed in September 2016, when the current
study’s data collection phase began.
The initial section (2.2) presents the most significant reviews regarding music, music
therapy, and dementia. The following section (2.3) presents literature on music
therapy and BPSD reduction, in order to better understand how music therapy may
be used in an attempt to reduce BPSD in dementia care, especially in the context of
group interventions. After discussing dementia and music therapy related to BPSD,
studies exploring GMT with PWD are examined (2.4) before describing concepts of
‘moments of significance’ within the literature of music therapy (2.5). The
penultimate section (2.6) considers definitions of music therapy interventions used
in previous research and current understanding of the mechanisms of music therapy.
Finally, all these areas of the examination will support the formulation of the research
question and sub-questions (2.7), which will be further discussed in chapter 3.
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The present literature review on music therapy and BPSD (2.3) was undertaken
through a hand search as well as an electronic search in MEDLINE/PubMed, Google
Scholar, PsycINFO, AMED, MEDLINE, and CINHAL databases. The search terms
used were ‘Music Therapy’ + ‘BPSD’ + ‘Dementia’. The following inclusion and
exclusion criteria were utilised:
Inclusion Criteria:
•

Studies regarding active music therapy and the reduction of one or more
BPSD symptoms or syndromes

•

Studies regarding active GMT with dementia clients

Exclusion Criteria

2.2

•

Studies regarding intervention that was not conducted by qualified music
therapists

•

Studies regarding non-active music therapy activities

•

Studies where music therapy was part of a group of therapies, or not the main
intervention

Music therapy and dementia

Over the past twenty years, music therapy has been increasingly used in dementia
care, with many recent and previous literature reviews reporting its positive effects
in the context of dementia care. Prior to this, from an historical point of view, it is
worth mentioning one of the first publications devoted solely to this topic: Music
Therapy in Dementia Care by David Aldridge (2000). Aldridge’s work shows not
only that music therapy was already present in dementia care in the 1990s, but that it
was also reasonably common, considering that he included 81 references. The book
also presents the various approaches that can be undertaken in this field; from
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scientific evidence-based studies to qualitative case studies. Aldridge also introduced
the idea of considering music therapy as a diagnostic tool for assessing the degree of
cognitive and language impairment as well as topics such as intention and wilful
behaviour (pp.139-165) among PWD.
Previous literature reviews (Brotons, Koger and Pickett-Cooper, 1997; Koger,
Chapin and Brotons, 1999; Sherratt, Thornton and Hatton, 2004; Guetin et al., 2013)
highlighted music therapy’s efficacy in improving active involvement and social,
emotional and cognitive skills as well as decreasing behavioural problems.
McDermott et al. (2012) reported that the effects of music therapy with PWD covered
three main areas: BPSD, cognition, and physiological changes through engagement
in meaningful activities and social relationships.
Some reviews have focussed on BPSD (Livingston et al., 2005; Raglio et al., 2012;
Ueda et al., 2013) or the reduction of specific symptoms, such as agitation, (Lou,
2001), and anxiety (Ing-Randolph, Phillips and Williams, 2015). Livingston et al.
(2005), Ridder (2005), McDermott et al. (2012) and Ueda et al. (2013) found
evidence for the improvement of BPSD following music therapy intervention. These
reviews often included music therapy studies together with other types of musical
interventions. None of these reviews found, however, that music therapy produced
long-term effects for the reduction of BPSD.
Cochrane Reviews are systematic reviews and meta-analyses of well-conducted
controlled trials for healthcare interventions, which are a key resource in evidencebased health practices. Cochrane Reviews have become essential tools for evidence23

based decision-making carried out for medicine and healthcare practice in the UK.
These reviews draw on studies and empirical evidence to answer specific research
questions and, through a methodology designed to minimise bias, provide the most
reliable outcomes possible. Prior to this study, two Cochrane Reviews had been
carried out to examine the effectiveness of music therapy for people with dementia
(Koger and Brotons, 2000; Vink, Bruinsma and Scholten, 2011), which highlighted
the need for more rigorous research design and methods within music therapy
research.
Although the reviews show that music therapy is widely used for the purposes of
BPSD reduction, the 2011 Cochrane Review could only identify, and thus include,
ten randomised controlled trial (RCT) studies in music therapy – five of which looked
at active GMT aimed at reducing BPSD. The statistical reporting of the studies’
outcomes was considered poor and the authors recommended the use of validated
outcome assessment tools to evaluate the effects of music therapy for people with
dementia. The review also highlighted that the studies were too heterogeneous and
that there would be a need in future studies to differentiate between the various
approaches in music therapy interventions (especially active vs receptive
approaches).
Besides the need for more robust RCT studies related to GMT and BPSD reduction
in dementia patients, some reviews (Koger, Chapin and Brotons, 1999; Sherratt,
Thornton and Hatton, 2004; McDermott et al., 2012; Vasionytė and Madison, 2013)
have also highlighted the importance of describing the music therapy process and the
underlying mechanisms of music therapy. In particular, Vasionytė and Madison
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highlighted that studies should be aimed at investigating the effects of musical
interventions on patients with dementia, differentiating between different types of
interventions and different outcome measures (affective, behavioural, cognitive and
physiological). Their review is notable as it points out that many studies investigating
music-based interventions with PWD suffer from poor research methodology and,
further, the authors identify the need for research into the underlying mechanisms of
music therapy. Vasionytė and Madison's analysis (2013, p.1208) showed that the
CMAI (Cohen-Mansfield, Marx and Rosenthal, 1989) and Geriatric Depression
Scale (GDS) (Yesavage et al., 1982) were the most common outcome measures used
within studies looking at the effects of music therapy on BPSD.
Although many literature reviews have been published recently on music therapy in
dementia treatment, in preparation for the present study an updated exploration of
active music therapy and BPSD reduction was implemented and will be introduced
in (2.3). The lacunae within the current literature (i.e. the need to define the
underlying mechanisms of music therapy, the need to differentiate between its
different approaches and the need for more rigorous research designs and methods)
form the subject of the next section.
2.3

Music Therapy and BPSD

Music therapy for PWD is often concerned with reducing or coping with BPSD.
Reviews, articles, and book chapters published in recent years (Hsu et al., 2015; IngRandolph, Phillips and Williams, 2015; Ridder and Wheeler, 2015; Petrovsky,
Cacchione and George, 2015) show that music therapy and BPSD is a common
subject within music therapy research.
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Table 2.1 shows an excerpt of studies included in the present study’s literature review.
Appendix A provides the complete table containing the results of the electronic
search for ‘Music Therapy’+’BPSD’+’Dementia’.
The database search results identified 34 studies, 24 that regard ‘GMT and BPSD’,
10 that regard ‘individual therapy and BPSD’ and 1 that regards ‘dyadic’ music
therapy. The studies found were conducted between 1995 to 2016, as shown in Table
2.2, where the search results are divided into GMT studies and individual music
therapy studies.
Further data emerging from the search results show a change in the use of outcome
measures for music therapy BPSD treatment in dementia. Contrary to Vasionytė and
Madison's analysis (2013), CMAI was used less frequently after 2013. Search results
show that in experimental studies on music therapy and BPSD reduction since 2013,
the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) (Cummings et al., 1994) has become
prominent, being used in six experimental studies out of nine (Raglio et al., 2016;
Gallego and Gómez García, 2016; Thornley, Hirjee and Vasudev, 2016; Raglio et al.,
2015, p.201; Hsu et al., 2015; Vink et al., 2014).
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Table 2.1 Excerpt of the table containing the results of electronic search for ‘Music Therapy’ + ‘BPSD’ + ‘Dementia’
First Author

Year

Title

type

Intervention description

Research design

Number
Outcome
of participants
measure

Focus and results

Dyadic structured Active Music Therapy (AMT)
intervention to facilitate communciation between
PWD and their FC (4 couples). 12 sessions.

Experimental non
randomised study (Pre
post and follow up)

4

Burden interview, the Hamilton
Anxiety Rating Scale, and the
Beck Depression Inventory for
FC Neuropsychiatric Inventory
(NPI)and Geriatric Depression
Scale (GDS) for PWD

The study results shows BPSD reduction
in PWD and improvement of
psychological and stress conditions in FC
after 12 AMT sessions

Experimental non
randomised study

25

Menorah Park Engagement
Scale (MPES) and Observed
Emotion Rating Scale (OERS)
mapping 30 min pre MT 30 min
MT and 30 min post MT or 90
min standard care

Group Ative music therapy (less than 12); no
Experimental non
protocol but each session included several activities randomised study
(described) - Hello song, play and sing along. Music
and movement (6 weeks with two sessions per
week)
Individual Individual MT. RCT pilot study. Individual music
Pilot RCT
therapy is compared with active engagement
intervention: encouragement of expression through
simple occupational activities (4 weeks 2 sessions
per week)

47

Raglio A

2016 Active Music Therapy for persons
with dementia (PWD) and their
family caregivers (FC).

dyadic

Cheong CY

2016 Creative Music Therapy in an Acute
Care Setting for Older Patients with
Delirium and Dementia

Individual Individual Creative Music Therapy: improvisation,
music making and playing familiar songs

Gallego MG

2016 Music therapy and Alzheimer's
disease: cognitive, physiological and
behavioural effects

Group

Thornley J

2016 Music therapy in patients with
dementia and behavioural
disturbance on an impatient
psychiatry unit

Werner J

2015 Effectiveness of group music therapy Group
versus recreational group singing for
depressive symptoms of elderly
nursing home residents, pragmatic
trial

Raglio A

Hsu MH

Ridder HM

Vink AC

32

Socialization vs. Isolation: statistically
significant positive change in contructive
and passive engagement in playing
(MPES). OERS pleasure and general
alertness items occured with higher
frequency during the CMT 30 min
compared to before and after CMT
Neuropsychiatric Inventory
Music therapy improved some cognitive,
(NPI), Hospital Anxiety and
psychological and behavioural
Depression Scale ( HADS), Mini- alterations in patient; positive outcomes
Mental State Examination
incl. NPI (anxiety)
(MMSE)
Change in BPSD measured with CMAI and NPI scores showed no
NPI-C and Cohen-Mansfield
difference between the two groups at
Agitation Inventory (CMAI) at
any of the time points. Limitation:
baseline and weekly, within 24 related to the more severely affected
hours from the session
sample, the varying duration of patient
stay and tratement

Group music therapy
Person Centered Approach. The sessions were
based on group singing, receptive music therapy,
instrumental improvisation and dance/movement
which were selected depending on the current
situation in the groups.
2015 Effect of Active Music Therapy and
Individual Individual Music Therapy aimed at creating
Individualized Listening to Music on
nonverbal communication. Was compares with
Dementia: A Multicenter randomised
Standard Care (SC) and Standard Care Singing and
Controlled Trial
instrumental were used to facilitate the expression
of PWD’s emotions and promote moments of
“affect attunement”.
.
2015 Individual Music therapy for
Individual Individual MT
managing neuropsychiatric
Based on individual active music therapy based on
symptoms for people with dementia
live interactive MT - 30 min for 5 months.
and their carers (…)
the intervention included postsession
video presentations to carers

Pragmatic trial 2 armed
cluster RCT

117

RCT

MT
Neuropsychiatric Inventory
40/12 (NPI), Cornell Scale for
0 mt
Depression in Dementia
(CSDD). MT assememnt with
Author created
BehavioralMusic Therapy Check
List–Dementia MTCL-D
17 ( AND
Neuropsychiatric
10 Staff)
Inventory
(NPI), Dementia Care Mapping
(DCM), Physiological data,
semistructured interviews

2015 The use of extemporizing in music
therapy to facilitate communication
in a person with Dementia: An
exploratory case study
2014 Effect of music therapy versus
recreational activities on
neuropsychiatric symptoms in
elderly adults with dementia (…)

Individual Individual MT

Qualitatively

1

Group

an exploratory RCT

74

Group MT

A cluster randomised
controlled feasibility
study
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Montgomery-Asberg
Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS) at baseline T0 and T1

Mind maps, tables,
quantification, timelines,
graphical notation opf each
session, music scores
Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire (NPI-Q)

Interactive GMT therapy improved
depressive symptoms more effectively
than reacreational singing in residents of
two German nursing homes

BPSD Effects of group active MT on BPSD.
NPI and CSDD CBS-QoL improved in all
groups with no significant differences
between S Care and standard Care with
Listening to Music groups. In MT group
MTCL-D
Individual MT weekly. Residents
receiving MT improved in NPI and DCM
compared with control group reciving
standard care. Qualitative data form
carers semistruct.interviewed
demonstrated the feasability music
therapy programme that
incorporated the involvement of care
staff in managing neuropsychiatric
symptoms of dementia for care home
residents.
Extemporization provides a safe ground
for engaging in communicative
dialogues.
The study falls to show a superior effect
on agitation of MT compared with
recreational activities

Table 2.2 List of search results by authors of group studies and individual studies

Group music therapy for PWD

Individual music therapy for PWD

Gallego and Gómez García, 2016;

Cheong et al., 2016;

Werner, Wosch and Gold, 2017;

Thornley, Hirjee and Vasudev, 2016;

Chu et al., 2014a;

Raglio et al., 2015;

Gold, 2014;

Hsu et al., 2015;

Vink et al., 2014;

Ridder and Wheeler, 2015;

Vink et al., 2013;

Raglio et al., 2013;

Lin et al., 2011;

Ridder et al., 2013;

Werner, 2010;

Raglio et al., 2010b;

Han et al., 2010;

Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen, 2009;

Raglio et al., 2010a;

Raglio et al., 2008;

Zare, Ebrahimi and Birashk, 2010;
Choi et al., 2009;
Okada et al., 2009;

Raglio et al., 2016; (Dyadic)

Takahashi and Matsushita, 2006;
Ahonen-Eerikäinen et al., 2007;
Ledger and Baker, 2007;
Suzuki et al., 2007;
Svansdottir and Snaedal, 2006;
Suzuki et al., 2004;
Ashida, 2000;
Kumar et al., 1999;
Clair and Ebberts, 1997;
Brotons and Pickett-Cooper, 1996;
Odell-Miller, 1995.
The most common outcome measures utilised in this area are the NPI, the CMAI and/or the
GDS. The music therapy intervention approaches used are heterogeneous; however, many
studies provided a very short but essential description of music therapy. In the studies
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included, the music therapy approaches are described in terms of modality and styles. This
highlights the fact that there is no current consensus or protocol regarding how active music
therapy should be implemented for PWD.
The following studies give examples of how both past and recent music therapy studies have
approached BPSD reduction. The first example, which dates from the 1990s, is a study
carried out by Brotons and Picket (1996). As BPSD had yet to be formalized by the
International Psychogeriatric Association (IPA), studies in the 1990s referred more generally
to the use of music therapy in reducing behavioural symptoms. Brotons and Pickett-Cooper’s
(1996) research shows the commencement of interest in demonstrating the efficacy of music
therapy for this purpose. Their study described a rough protocol (i.e. a sequence of phases)
for music therapy sessions. The study outcomes were based on pre-, during and post- session
evaluation using the Disruptive Behavior Rating Scale (DBRS), an agitation validated
measurement tool (Mungas et al., 1989) that indicated, using a two-factor analysis of
variance with repeated measures, whether subjects showed less agitated behaviour during
and after music therapy sessions. The study showed that participants were less agitated
during and after music therapy. However, as is typical of quantitative studies undertaken
during the 1990s, no account was given of how music therapy activity might have worked
in reducing agitation.
The second example consists of a literature review undertaken by Raglio et al. (2012). In
this review, the authors argue that the studies included could demonstrate the efficacy of
music therapy in reducing BPSD. The review included literature about music, music therapy
and dementia. The authors analysed 32 RCT studies published between 2000 and 2011 and
included studies that explored music activities and music therapy for PWD. Twenty studies
focussed on the effects of music and music therapy for BPSD specifically, and the authors
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concluded that the results of these studies suggest music therapy can improve BPSD. They
highlighted that the term ‘music therapy’ is widely used in the literature, and the specific
contents of its therapeutic interventions often remain vague or unclear. They did, however,
suggest “a definition of music therapy [that implies] the essentially relational nature of the
intervention, which should be grounded upon theory–practice coherence and [be] adequately
verifiable” and that “a music therapy intervention should take place in a therapeutic setting,
and be conducted by adequately trained music-therapists” (Raglio et al., 2012, p.305). The
authors concluded that “there is little evidence to support the benefits of music on cognitive
function and physiological changes, but there is sufficient evidence for the improvement in
BPSD following active music activities or active music therapy” (p. 308). However, no
statistical results were provided in this review and thus there is no indication as to whether
the results showing improvement in BPSD were significant. Therefore, this review can be
an example of the increasing need for developing more rigorous reporting in studies and
reviews.
Ueda et al. (2013) also conducted a meta-analysis on RCTs and controlled trials (total n=20)
focusing on the effects of music therapy on BPSD. Only moderate effects on anxiety and
small effects on ‘behaviour’ and depression were found. The authors were unable to identify
a particularly effective music therapy intervention or specify a patient group that benefited
particularly from music therapy.
In a letter to International Psychogeriatrics (vol. 28, issue 5), Thornley, Hirjee and Vasudev
(2016) presented an RCT pilot study in which they compared individual music therapy with
an ‘Active Engagement Intervention’ (active control). This control group intervention was
provided by a social worker and consisted of “supportive interviewing and encouragement
of expression through simple occupational activities” (Thornley, Hirjee and Vasudev, 2016,
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p.2). Their study was carried out to determine the effectiveness of music therapy for BPSD
in an inpatient psychiatric unit. They found no significant decrease of BPSD, as shown by
the CMAI and NPI scores. However, the authors were keen to emphasize the study’s
limitations, such as the small number of participants and the fact that the lack of benefit
might have been related to the severity of the participants’ dementia. This study provides an
example of a recent study in which the authors were unable to overcome research limitations
in order to successfully demonstrate the positive effects of music therapy; especially due to
only considering the pre-post design of the outcome measures.
All the above examples are consistent with the main considerations of the 2011 Cochrane
Review (Vink, Bruinsma and Scholten, 2011). In this review, Vink and colleagues reported
more than 500 studies published to date on the subject of music therapy and dementia. For
the purpose of the review, they selected only RCT, parallel group, or cross-over studies. One
of the key findings of this review was that the methodological quality of the studies was
generally poor, and the study results could not be validated or pooled for further analysis.
The authors state that “most of the studies cannot be warranted due to methodological
problems making interpretation of the results difficult. Little information was provided on
randomisation methods, and overall the studies consisted of small sample sizes and short
intervention periods, increasing the risk of bias which may have led to an overestimation of
the ‘true’ effect of the intervention” (Vink, Bruinsma and Scholten, 2011, p.19).
In response to the lack of significant evidence for the effectiveness of music therapy, as
indicated by (Vink, Bruinsma and Scholten, 2011), Schall and colleagues (2015) raise the
question of whether the efficacy of music therapy and other creative interventions can be
measured using traditional psychometric instruments. Their study is based on a time series
analysis of observational measurements regarding communication behaviour, well-being,
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and the expression of positive emotions during individual music therapy sessions with PWD.
Using this method, they found statistically significant improvements in clients’
communicative behaviours and emotional states. Although this may be a step towards the
development of a new psychometric approach to measure the efficacy of music therapy
sessions, they did not qualitatively describe what happened during the music therapy
sessions and how this is linked to the measurement scores. This would have provided a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms of music therapy for reducing BPSD.
The literature thus showed that although there is a great variety of studies and approaches
regarding the importance of a reduction in BPSD during GMT music therapy sessions, there
is a lack of knowledge regarding the specific moment of BPSD reduction, which prompted
the form of the research question of this study (3.2).
The importance of studying effects using data collected within the music therapy session, as
introduced by Schall et al. (2015) became a crucial concept in the present study design as
also discussed in the Discussion chapter (7.1.1).
2.4

Group interventions

The results of the current electronic search on music therapy and BPSD (presented in 2.2)
showed that GMT is broadly investigated (n=24) compared to individual music therapy
(n=10). Group sessions are indicated in McDermott et al. (2012) as one of the most common
types of music therapy interventions for social isolation and social withdrawal for PWD,
which are common in mild- and severe stages of dementia (International Psychogeriatric
Association, 2002). According to Landes, Sperry and Strauss (2005), quoted in Solé et al.
(2014), in later stages of dementia “as dementia progresses, people tend to isolate themselves
more, and spontaneity and interactions with other people decrease” (p.120). It can be argued
that GMT for PWD mainly addresses social interaction to reduce social isolation and BPSD.
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Darnley-Smith (2002) reported on clinical GMT with older adults, where the sessions
facilitated a process of relating through music in the group. The sessions’ musical contents,
either freely improvised music or structured pre-composed songs, emerged through the
process of free association, which was seen as an acoustic dreaming process. This flexible
way of associating different musical contents in the group session was defined as freely
improvised use of music. Darnley-Smith reported that this approach could “enable the
spontaneous building of a group culture, and facilitate an unconscious process of ‘acoustic
dreaming’, through which emotional expression and interaction may occur” (2002, p.88).
The author mentioned that the use of a combination of improvisation with pre-composed
songs was relevant to people with cognitive impairment as “free improvisation alone could
be too unstructured and … planned … use of songs alone might not address the unconscious
needs of those patients” (Darnley-Smith, 2002, p.88).
Among the studies found regarding GMT and dementia, 10 reported positive effects on
BPSD reduction, of which 3 concerned agitation (Svansdottir and Snaedal, 2006; Ledger
and Baker, 2007; Vink et al., 2013), 3 considered depression (Ashida, 2000; Chu et al., 2014;
Werner, Wosch and Gold, 2017) and the other 4 regarded BPSD in general (Raglio et al.,
2008, 2010; Suzuki et al., 2004). Studies also considered socialization (Solé et al., 2014;
Clair and Ebberts, 1997) and psychological factors (Kumar et al., 1999; Okada et al., 2009;
Takahashi and Matsushita, 2006). However, BPSD seems to be the most common research
topic investigating GMT for PWD.
Reviews indicate that the studies of music therapy and dementia present a great variety of
limitations, mainly concerning the study design, the outcome measure tools, and the specific
intervention used. For instance, Hsu et al. (2015) state that research on active music therapy
delivered by professional music therapists has mainly regarded group interventions and that,
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while only a few of these studies were RCTs, there is modest evidence that GMT has
beneficial short-term effects on dementia symptoms. However, the robustness of this
evidence has been called into question by reviews (Vink et al., 2013; McDermott et al., 2012;
Ueda et al., 2013), which have underlined the need for further RCT studies with better
reporting quality.
Group music therapy sessions may regard a combination of music therapy interventions with
other activities. Sung et al. (2006) show that group music with movement interventions can
be beneficial in managing agitation for dementia patients. Agitated behaviours were
significantly reduced in the experimental group following 4 weeks of group music with
movement intervention.
Additionally, GMT may involve both caregivers and patients. Melhuish (2013) involved
professional caregivers on an assessment ward in the evaluation of a pilot GMT intervention.
She developed a framework for evaluating three aspects of patients’ responses to music
therapy: engagement, well-being and relationships. She used scales of her own devising and
involved caregivers and patients’ relatives, who participated in the sessions, in the
evaluations using questionnaires and feedback forms. Choi and colleagues (2009) analysed
the effects of GMT on patients with BPSD and their caregivers. The authors found that there
was an improvement in the severity of PWD’s symptoms, especially agitation. In the article,
the authors did not provide details on how the musical interaction and group dynamics
worked in terms of achieving music therapy goals. Interestingly, the group size for the
sessions was twenty participants – ten patients and ten caregivers – which would be
considered a very large group to manage.
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Bruscia (1987) states that in GMT, “a group may range in size from 3 to 25 members”
(p.511) and the functioning level of the group members is considered a crucial factor in
determining the appropriate group size. Group members with dementia who manifest severe
behavioural symptoms might require a smaller group size in order to benefit from GMT. If,
for example, a client manifests a symptom it may also trigger other group members’
symptoms, which is likely to be more manageable in small groups.
There are many studies that have looked into GMT for PWD. McDermott and colleagues’
(2012) narrative synthesis presented 18 studies of music therapy in dementia care, 8 of which
referred to group practice. Since Odell-Miller’s (1995) findings, which suggested the
importance of active GMT in increasing engagement levels and creating relationships, at
least 15 studies have been published on GMT, as identified in a review by Vink et al. (2011),
but only 5 of these were RCTs. However, the authors of this review have highlighted the
need for more studies with better reporting quality, for both individual and group
interventions, to develop better understanding into how music therapy works. McDermott et
al. (2012) also report the studies’ heterogeneousness of methods used as well as the poor
reporting on methodology used. However, the authors also highlight that a quantitative
approach alone may not be sufficient to determine the benefits of music therapy to reduce
BPSD.
The present study design was informed by the contents of this section which highlighted the
variety of group music therapy interventions that can be provided based either on music
therapy activities alone or in a blend with other activities. The possibility of the presence of
a caregiver in music therapy sessions was also introduced. These elements contributed to
clearly defining the format of the music therapy sessions in this study which is described in
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Research Methods (4.1.4), especially as regards the group size issue which is defined for the
present study in the Methodology (3.11).
The next two sections focus on two important aspects in music therapy literature with the
aim to describe the internal mechanisms of how music therapy works: (1) important
moments in music therapy sessions – ‘turning points’ in the progression of the therapy – and
(2) descriptions of the music therapy intervention in the literature.
2.5

Moments of significance in music therapy sessions

This section introduces an overview on how ‘moments of significance’ within music therapy
practice are described and conceptualize in music therapy research literature.
In music therapy practice, moments of significance are events within sessions that are
considered important steps of the therapy process. Such moments have been described using
various terminologies: Meaningful Moments (Amir, 1993), Moments of Meaning (Ruud,
1998), Pivotal Moments (Grocke, 1999), Moments of Synchronicity (De Backer, 2004),
Moments of Counter-Transference (Pedersen, 2007), Significant Moments (Trondalen,
2005), Music Therapy-Present Moments (Ansdell et al., 2010). In MT literature, the
definition of these moments is influenced by the author’s theoretical frame or type of MT
practice (active/receptive). The following paragraphs use the generic term moments of
significance to discuss, compare, and critique these different concepts and their
corresponding terminologies.
Amir (1993) provided an early introduction to the concept of meaningful moments in music
therapy using a qualitative analysis of open-ended interviews with four humanistic-oriented
music therapists and four music therapy clients after four months of music therapy. She
focussed her work on describing moments of insights and moments of transformation where
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the music therapist and/or client have “a sudden understanding of something, an intuitive
new perception about anything. The participants used words such as ‘insight’, ‘recognition’,
‘intuition’” (p.90). The interviewees described moments of transformation as a “very
powerful experience that changed their lives; during the experience they found new
meanings to life and new capabilities … Insights occurred to clients while being engaged in
a creative dialogue with the therapist (musical or verbal) and were experienced in four inner
realms: intellectual, physical, spiritual, and emotional” (p.90).
According to the qualitative analysis of the interviews, Amir outlined a combination of
session conditions for insight/transformation moments to occur, such as: (1) when both client
and therapist were totally and creatively engaged; and (2) when the music therapist
manifested significant listening capability and recognized which of the client’s inner factors
might facilitate insights. Amir considered music therapists’ intuitions and the holistic view
of the client therapist relationship as very important conditions to facilitate insights in music
therapy sessions. In this early study, the conditions are presented as a list of suggestions and
recommendations for the therapist. Amir reports that the qualitative analysis of music
therapists’ open-ended interviews is a powerful tool for gathering information relating to
meaningful moments during the process of music therapy. However, the musical elements
of the music therapy process are not extensively described. Moreover, Amir’s study does not
specifically consider meaningful moments within music therapy sessions with PWD.
Ruud (1998) introduces the idea of moments of meaning within clinical improvisation. He
examined improvisation from the perspective of interaction theory using “interaction and
communication theory terminology such as turn taking, dialogue, imitation, affect,
attunement, pulse, intensity, narrative, complementary and symmetrical communication”
(p.146). He refers to a music therapy case study with an adolescent referred to music therapy
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from a psychiatric day-care centre. Ruud proposed likening the musical peaks of an
improvisation to the moments of meaning between infant and adult, which is comparable “to
an improvisation where two people are moving towards a more or less definite goal” (p.160).
Ruud states that this form of improvised interaction creates new inter-subjectivity moments
and that they may be helpful in understanding how improvisation in music therapy leads
people to change. It is possible that using communication theory terminology might be
suitable to describe the peak experiences in music therapy improvisation with PWD and
what happens in terms of dialogical ‘non-verbal interaction’ when interaction arises during
musical improvisation.
Grocke (1999) investigated the features of the music that underpin pivotal moments in
Guided Imaginary in Music (GIM). She used the term pivotal as it could best represent a
turning point where “something is seen from a new perspective or a different point of view”
(p.51). Grocke studied these moments in GIM at three different levels: the client’s
experience, the therapist’s experience and the underpinning music experience. A
phenomenological analysis of the clients’ and therapists’ interviews was used to describe
and identify the pivotal moments.
De Backer (2004) describes moments of synchronicity as points within a musical
improvisation where while playing together, both therapist and client share an inner
experience of feeling a sense of freedom and autonomy during their musical improvisation.
This shared experience appears unexpectedly and unintentionally and the moment when the
musical parameters of the therapist and the patient are most attuned. This attuning moment
is characterised by the presence of: pulse; silences and musical dialogues; emerging
phrasing; emerging rhythm and melody variation; and the intertwining of timbre. The
moments of synchronicity are presented, in a psychodynamic approach, as the first step
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towards a ‘transitional space’ (Winnicott, 1971), which enables the patient to make the
transition from a level of genuine trauma to a symbolic level of words and visuals (De Backer,
2004).
Trondalen (2005) defines significant moments as “some clear and evident signs in a limited
period of time which [are] analysed and contextualised” (p.3) and as “sequences of
regulation, which are mutually harmonized by the therapist and the client in the musical
interplay” (p.13). Significant moments of a music therapy session were identified by
triangulation of defined moments where the scientific supervisor, the peer music therapist
and the researcher all agreed that “something was happening” (p.4) during an audio
recording of the session. In Trondalen’s study findings, significant moments were suggested
to be triggered or accompanied by a predictable musical form based on a steady pulse and
intense dynamics in improvisation practice.
Pedersen (2007) introduced a particular definition of a significant moment: a moment of
counter-transference described by physical sensations, emotions, and changes to the way the
music is improvised. Pedersen’s study used phenomenological analysis of interviews with
four music therapists who had experienced counter-transference in their work with adult
mental health clients. The therapists were asked to “identify an event/phase” (p.233) from a
recorded improvisational session of music therapy where they themselves experienced
counter-transference as the therapist. The moments of counter-transference were described
as moments of both identification with the mental suffering of clients and the subsequent
breaking out of that identification. The authors suggest that “the counter-transference
experience includes an unconscious change in the musical expression of the music therapists,
where they risk playing out music differently” (Pedersen, 2007, p.295), which causes a
change in the therapist-patient musical relationship. Although in some cases the therapists
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reported ‘negative’ counter-transference moments, during which they felt themselves
becoming ‘insensitive’ to the patient’s condition, these moments can be considered positive
in terms of elevating the work to another level and linking moments of counter-transference
to the larger context of the therapy process.
Both Ansdell et al. (2010) and Ruud (1998) refer to Daniel Stern’s (2004) theories regarding
the present moment in psychotherapy to explain that therapeutic change happens in episodes
during the music therapy process. As this model can be applied to clinical MT improvisation,
examination of the musical content at significant moments is crucial to understanding the
therapeutic process in addition to exploring the non-musical phenomena. Ansdell and
colleagues (2010) highlighted two crucial aspects of Stern’s present moments concept: (1)
the smallest unit that has a sense of meaning in the context of a relationship may last from 1
to 10 seconds; and (2) it is a conscious phenomenon. Ansdell and colleagues (2010)
introduced the concept of the music therapy – present moments based on the ideas of (i)
communicative musicality advanced by Trevarthen and Malloch (2000), which is the sharing
of timing, melodic contour , intensity, texture and overall narrative form in human
interaction, (ii) present moments by Stern (2004), which is a moment when therapeutic shifts
seem to happen, and (iii) affect modulating process by Schore (2003), where the therapist
creates rupture and repair transactions leading to reparative moments of affective
dysregulation. Ansdell et al. (2010), in a single case study, produced a heuristic formulation
of when music therapy – present moments occur during a music therapy session. These
moments are based on an understanding of communicative musicality and from which “there
are certain helpful consequences[:] musical companionship (Trevarthen and Malloch, 2000),
enhancement of the intersubjective field between the therapist and the client (Stern, 2004),
or the creation of positive shifts towards affect regulation (Schore, A., 2003)” (Ansdell et al.,
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2010, p.9). Ansdell and colleagues explored this heuristic formulation in two events of affect
modulation in a music therapy session with a woman with psychotic illness. The two music
therapy – present moment events resulted in “both musical-relational and symptomatic
change [affect modulation] in less than four minutes” (p.9). The authors, in their preliminary
observations, aimed to expand the understanding of this phenomenon and generate further
inquiry. They suggest that present moments are the place where essential therapeutic work
happens and as a window for relational and therapeutic change. However, they also point
out that, compared to Stern, present moments could be seen as part of a process which
includes other micro-phases and, therefore, extends for more than ten seconds.
North (2014) recently identified moments of significance through a timeline-based system.
She described her dual-trained practitioner perspective – music therapist and speechlanguage therapist – during four moments of significance within her music therapy case
material. These four particular moments were very important to her, as she experienced a
strong sense of communication and connections within the work. She used timelines
containing the exact time position of the moments and detailed descriptions of the musical
and relational events that occurred in time frames which varied from 30 seconds to 120
seconds in a microanalysis (Wosch and Wigram, 2007) perspective. North did not provide a
definition of moments of significance nor moments of change. The moments described were
selected as they were considered very significant to her, according to her dual therapistpractitioner experience. These moments of less than two minutes are described in a very
detailed way, but of course they cannot be seen just as isolated spots within the therapy
process. In a response to North’s article, Fachner (2014) highlights that specific moments of
change must be seen through a situational and context-dependent lens, as they are part of
continuous and longer term change.
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In Coomans’ (2016) PhD study, essential moments of meeting were discussed as Moments
of Resonance (MOR), which were selected through an in-depth analysis of video recordings
and the music therapist’s clinical notes of music therapy sessions taken from four cases
studies with PWD. Coomans describes MORs as essential moments of meeting, where the
music therapist resonates with the client’s affective inner state through a music-interaction,
beyond the PWD’s cognitive and functional impairment. MORs will be discussed further in
the conclusion section of the present thesis, in relation to the current study’s MBRs.
Table 2.3 identifies the major differences and similarities in definitions of ‘moments of
significance’ as well as therapeutic context, to identify the extent they may be relevant to
music therapy sessions with PWD.
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Table 2.3 Comparative table of similarities and differences in the definition of ‘moments of significance’ in music therapy sessions

AUTHOR

YEAR DEFINITION

DESCRIPTION

IDENTIFICATION

Amir

1993

Meaningful moments

Moments of insight or totally
Qualitative analysis of
creative engagement based on music interviews with therapist and
therapist’s listening ability and
clients
intuition capability

Humanistic music therapy
sessions with cognitively nonimpaired adult clients

Ruud

1998

Moments of meaning

Moment of interaction during
Analysis of a case study report
clinical improvisations where clients
and therapist experience
symmetrical and complementary
communication. Musical peaks of an
improvisation defined by similarity
to the moments of meaning in
communication between infant and
adult

Mental health (Adolescent)

Grocke

1999

Pivotal moments

Turning points during GIM sessions
where clients and the therapist
experience new points of view and
insights

GIM clients with supposedly no
cognitive impairment

De Backer

2004

Moments of Synchronicity

Moments in a clinical improvisation Micro Analysis of selected
where both the therapist and client
Music therapy sessions with
share an inner experience of freedom mental health clients
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GIM session clients’ and
therapists’ interviews;
phenomenological analysis

THERAPEUTIC CONTEXT

Mental health

and autonomy characterised by an
attunement of musical parameters
and the emerging of phrasing and of
rhythm and melody variation;
Seen as a first step towards a
transitional space where a symbolic
level of images and words may be
reached

Pedersen

2007

Moments of counter
transference

Described in body feelings,
emotions, and in changes in the
musical improvisation as part of a
counter transfer experience

Phenomenological analysis of
interviews with music
therapists who identified the
moments

Mental health clients.

Trondalen

2005

Significant moments

Sequences of regulation, where
affect attunement occurs between
therapist and client in musical
interplay

Agreement process among a
scientific supervisor, a peer
music therapist and the
researcher that something was
happening

Mental Health - eating disorder

Ansdell et al.

2010

Music Therapy -Present
Moments

A heuristic formulation, based on
Stern’s present moment concept, of
what happens on a platform of music
therapy musicality i.e. musical
companionship, enhancement of the
therapist-client intersubjective field,

IPA analysis based on music
Mental Health client
therapist’s description of 2 case
study events involving
interdisciplinary professionals
(3 Music Therapists, 1
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Coomans

2016

Moments of Resonance

or a positive shift towards affect
regulation

Psychiatrist, and 1
psychologist)

Moments where the music

In-depth analysis of individual Dementia
music therapy video recordings
and in-depth analysis of the
music therapist’s clinical

therapist resonates with the
client’s affective inner state
through a musical-interaction
(Table 2.3 continued)
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Table 2.3 shows that, although there are differences in the definitions of moments of
significance, identification is largely based on the qualitative analysis of therapist or
client-therapist interviews, who identify the moments they feel are significant (apart from
Trondalen and De Backer’s approaches). Clients in these interviews appear to be largely
able to communicate through speech; none are identified as being in the later stages of
dementia. Therefore, the identification of moments of significance in sessions with PWD
needs to be centred on a different modality.
Moments of significance have been described as ‘sharing experiences’ by Amir (1993),
Grocke (1999) and De Backer (2004), as reported by clients and therapists. De Backer
(2004) and Trondalen (2005) identified and described moments of significance based on
the analysis of the sound, or of the music of the recorded clinical improvisation. Moments
of significance in Grocke (1999), Pedersen (2007) and Ansdell (2010) were identified
through phenomenological interviews, while Trondalen (2005) used a triangulation
method involving agreement among three different persons. In all cases, the definitions
were formed using a qualitative approach based on personal reports or opinions of
interviewees, without the confirmation of any observational validated assessment tool.
Raglio et al. (2015) also mentioned ‘moments of affect attunement’ in music therapy
sessions. However, such moments were not structured as the above defined moments of
significance were and the authors did not develop these moments as constructs nor
indicated criteria for their identification.
This section of the literature review inspired the formulation of the first research sub
question (3.2) and thus the idea of defining clearer, more robust, specific quantitative
criteria to identify MBRs (4.1.7) that can be subsequently analysed.
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Although moments of significance are considered highly important in the music therapy
process, so far there has been no discussion of such moments within GMT sessions with
PWD. It can be argued that moments of BPSD reduction are moments when affects and
emotions become regulated and, therefore, are significant moments when considering
work with PWD.
In a broad sense, the detailed analysis of a short time frame in GMT sessions with PWD
can be seen as a microanalysis. Therefore, the present study’s literature research includes
the following sub-review about moments of significance and microanalysis.
2.5.1

Moments of significance and microanalysis

Studies have investigated moments of significance in music therapy using microanalysis
techniques. Wosch and Wigram (2007) presented twenty microanalysis methods
developed by twenty different authors and grouped into three categories: video
microanalyses, music microanalyses, and text microanalyses. These methods were
developed mostly in Europe and Australia by various researchers in the clinical areas of
psychiatry, autism, social and behavioural disorders, and neuro-disability as well as eight
methods that were not developed for a specific clinical area. Only one method focused on
dementia. However, as the authors state, many of the methods are applicable to different
clinical areas. Most of the models are used to analyse a specific episode and/or event of
therapy.
Although none of the authors focus on defining moments of significance, it can be argued
that the application of the microanalysis would be for identified moments of significance.
Indeed, the methods can also be grouped based on whether the microanalysis is applied
to identify a specific moment or is applied after the identification of a moment according
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to pre-defined criteria. Some contributors in the book use microanalysis to identify the
moment or relevant themes, as in Holck’s (2007) section on Ethnographic Descriptive
Video Analysis. In this method, 5-10-minute sequences of the session are reviewed and
analysed to generate a transcription of the music and non-verbal movements, facial
expressions and direction of gaze. Another method of similar type is McFerran and
Grocke’s (2007) Phenomenological Analysis which is used to identify themes and
‘distilled essence’ of client and therapist’s perception of the music therapy experience.
Other methods are based on unspecified selection criteria for the fragment(s) submitted
to microanalysis or selection criteria are not embedded in the method (i.e. the choice is
based on the purpose of the microanalysis such as Plahl (2007), Abrams (2007), Erkkilä
(2007) and Grocke(2007).
Other authors select moments of significance using explicit criteria which may be clinical,
musical, theoretical and/or pedagogical, as highlighted by Bonde (2007) and then apply
microanalysis to the identified moments (Scholtz, 2007; Inselmann, 2007; Wigram, 2007).
In this approach, some authors refer to moments of significance: Ridder’s (2007) criteria
were to select pivotal moments, moments of clients’ emotional responses or clients’ turntaking, or when the music therapist uses a certain technique. De Backer’s (2007) selection
was based on categories of sensorial play, synchronicity and musical form (p.125).
Pavlicevic’s (2007) method (the Music Interaction Rating Scale) is applicable to an entire
music therapy session or to an excerpt. It is based on selecting segments according to
‘moments of change’, which are identified through an indexing process (p.177) typical of
the Nordoff-Robbins approach.
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The Microanalysis in Music Therapy book (Wosch and Wigram, 2007) shows that
microanalysis can be used both for identification and description of moments of
significance.
Additionally, the extensive variety of microanalysis techniques presented offer a good
methodological context for designing a protocol to identify moments of significance in
music therapy sessions. This great variety of techniques regarding the details of specific
session moments (i.e. microanalysis) inspired the choice of a phenomenological approach
in the Methodology chapter (3.9 and 3.9.1) which involves a multi-layer description of
MBRs as developed in the Research Methods chapter (4.1.11).
2.6

Intervention description

This section explores how music therapy interventions have been described in previous
studies about MT and BPSD reduction with PWD. It aims to report how the studies
highlight the possible connection between the music therapy process and the reduction of
BPSD.
Over the last five years, some RCT studies have taken an interest in describing the music
therapy intervention in detail. This represents a step in the direction of a qualitative
research approach, in which a description of the subject is an essential part. This section
presents some music therapy RCT studies that have, to some extent, provided a
description of the music therapy intervention they use.
In their literature review of music, music therapy and dementia, Raglio et al. (2012)
presented a list of 10 recommendations endorsed by the Italian Psychogeriatric
Association. Five of these concerned clinical practices which can help in reducing BPSD
(p.309):
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1. Personalized interventions with music or MT as the surest predictor of success.
2. The use of active music and music therapy approaches in the management of
BPSD in addition to standard care; the direct music therapist-patient interaction
appears to be key to BPSD reduction.
3. The preferential use of MT to make the treatment more tailored to meeting the
patients’ needs, and to improving BPSD and communicative skills in particular
in moderate–severe dementia.
4. The use of individualized music listening based on preferred and/or familiar
music as background music did not prove its efficacy.
5. The introduction of Evidence Based Practice in the choice and in the conduction
of the music and MT treatment.
The other five recommendations concerned the research activity in the field of music and
MT in dementia:
1. A more rigorous methodology, including more accurate definitions of the
population of patients and of the type of interventions.
2. The conduction of studies aimed at identifying which types of dementia have the
greatest chances of improvement due to different kinds of music and MT
interventions.
3. The assessment of a possible dose–effect relationship of the different interventions.
4. The evaluation of the cognitive and physiological aspects, by identifying adequate
assessment tools.
5.

The conduction of the comparative studies on the effects of the MT versus music.
(Raglio et al., 2012, p.309)

The recommendations about clinical practice are not prescriptive, but rather take the form
of advice. The authors did not describe how they developed these recommendations;
however, they do seem to have been developed from their review of the literature.
Nevertheless, the development of the recommendations demonstrates the interest of the
authors in making a contribution to describing the nature of music therapy clinical
practice and the music therapy process. It should be highlighted that one of their research
activity recommendations states the need for a “more accurate description of types of
interventions” (Raglio et al., 2012, p.309).
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Music therapy methods described in the work of Odell-Miller (1995) and Ridder (2013)
utilise instrumental improvisation and well-known songs to engage clients in facilitating
their expression in the music. It is noted that improvisation can be incorporated into wellknown songs, where the structure of the song acts as a base for the client’s improvisation.
Odell-Miller (1995) highlights that the main rationale for music therapy was to increase
interaction, awareness, socialization, communication, and both physical and intellectual
stimulation. Familiar songs or other pre-composed music like hymns or Sousa’s marches
were used in response to clients’ vocalisation or rhythmic pulses as a result of discovering
“musical or expressive needs and potential for the patients, and building on this” (OdellMiller, 1995, p.96). Ridder and Gummesen’s (2015) single case explorative case study
confirmed the importance of using well-known musical material in music therapy with
PWD. Specifically, they highlighted that well-known songs and music can be used as a
clear framework in which the client may be facilitated to initiate the sound-musical
interaction with the therapist.
Ridder et al. (2013) based music therapy interventions on “improvising (either ‘free’
improvisation or based on songs/melodies), singing (to well-known songs, unknown
songs or pre-recorded music), dancing/moving (…), listening, and other activities (talking,
going for a walk, etc.). The overall aim of the music therapy was to facilitate initiative,
engagement, self-expression and mutual understanding” (Ridder, Stige and Gold, 2013,
p.669). Both of these authors identified that familiar music can be used as a playground
for improvising. Thus, familiar music can be seen as a starting point or arrival point for
the free joint musical improvisation between clients and therapist.
Hsu et al. (2015) provide a very exhaustive description of music therapy, based on the
live client-therapist interaction in music therapy, similar to Odell Miller (1995) and
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Ridder et al. (2013). Hsu et al. (2015) identified 4 key session constructs used to guide a
session:
A) Well-known songs were used, such as My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean. These
provided repetition of musical properties, e.g. rhythm, tempo, pitch and melody,
and were employed to modulate residents’ arousal. The therapists would
intuitively transpose the keys of their instrumental playing and alter their singing
voices to either soothe or invigorate the residents.
B) Improvisation was also used as part of the well-known songs or vice versa to
promote the residents’ participation in the joint music-making. It is necessary to
note that the improvisation employed in this context did not refer to the
improvisation performed in a formal classical or jazz concert. This was a process
of free music-making between the resident and the therapist. It allowed the
residents to respond by freely playing the instruments or simply exploring the
sounds of the instruments.
C) Talking, as similar to a psychotherapy session, also formed part of the session,
allowing reminiscence and the expression of feelings. The therapists would adjust
their spoken utterance and use short phrases or sentences in order to facilitate
communication with the residents.
D) Visual cues: Facial and bodily expressions were given prominence and utilised
as part of therapists’ musical and verbal expressions. These expressions provided
non-verbal contextual cues in therapist-resident communication. (Hsu et al.,
2015, p.4)
The results of this study found that the music therapy programme appeared to be a
“practicable and acceptable intervention in managing dementia neuropsychiatric
symptoms … Preliminary outcomes indicated differences in symptoms (13.42, 95 % CI:
[4.78 to 22.07; p = 0.006]) and in levels of wellbeing (−0.74, 95 % CI: [−1.15 to −0.33;
p = 0.003]) between the two groups, indicating that residents receiving music therapy
improved” (Hsu et al., 2015, p.1). Staff were involved with the music therapy sessions
through being shown video clips of the most significant moments in the session. The
music therapists utilised these clips to provide training for how the care staff could use
music in their caregiving, which was shown to be enhanced as a result of the programme.
The video presentations of music therapy sessions to the care staff formed an important
part of Hsu et al.’s (2015) study. These presentations were based on filtering the most
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useful information to extend the effect of music therapy to day-to-day care practice. This
procedure of carefully distilling key session information seems to be an important starting
point towards an in-depth description of the music therapy session elements crucial to
prevent or decrease clients’ BPSD.
Ridder and Gummesen (2015) found that the improvisation technique ‘extemporization’
(Wigram, 2004) can provide a starting point for a transition from a musical known to
something new which can be more personally expressive. In their study, they gave an
account of the improvisation elements that were crucial to involve the client in the
therapist/client interaction:
“In the therapy process with [the client] extemporization was key to facilitate
communication. For his favourite songs, either played on CD or singing together
with the therapist, allowed him to engage and express his identity for short
moments. The therapist did not use empathic improvisation … that demands two
separate identities, but rather used mirroring and matching through sympathic
extemporization. This allowed [the client] to express himself as a person and
engage in communicative dialogues” (Ridder and Gummesen, 2015, pp.23–24).
A description of the clinical method might be important for subsequent analyses of
aspects that are relevant within music therapy, and possibly for matching with other data.
In standards for medical research it is expected that ‘ingredients’ in a treatment, as well
as the composition of these ingredients, are unified and described in detail. The same way
of unifying therapeutic interrelation is not realistic if the approach is based on personcentered care, where due to the number of confounding variables it is important to give
clear and precise descriptions of as many variables as possible, and in this way to focus
on the value of subsequent cross-case analyses. However, Ridder and Gummesen (2015)
stressed that “there is a lack of knowledge in how to describe music therapy processes in
depth and identify those factors, methods, and techniques that are meaningful” (Ridder
and Gummesen, 2015, p.10).
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The need to provide a better investigation into the music therapy process was stressed by
Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen (2009), who highlighted the importance of developing of a
“theoretical understanding of basic forms of communication and interaction in therapeutic
settings … and in current care practices” (p.106) for PWD. Moreover, this need was also
stressed in (McDermott et al., 2012) Narrative Synthesis (NS) systematic review about
Music Therapy and Dementia. This review included quantitative, qualitative, and mixed
methods studies, as an NS approach to the systematic review provides a synthesis of
findings from multiple studies and relies primarily on the use of words and text to
summarise and explain the findings, which “enables a systematic evaluation of both
process-based and outcome-based studies” (p.793). The authors concluded that evidence
for a short-term improvement in mood was consistent, but they highlighted the lack of
evidence for long-term effects in music therapy. The also argued the need to define a
theoretical model, in order for outcome measures and findings regarding the wellbeing of
PWD could be more focussed: “rigorous evaluations of qualitative data from music
therapy sessions … may be important to investigate what aspects of music therapy people
with dementia themselves may find meaningful” (p.12).
Solé et al.’s (2014) study presented a method based on counting behaviours to assess
affect change during music therapy group work. The authors designed a pre-post study
aimed at assessing the effect of GMT in quality of life, affect and participation changes
for PWD. Participants were three nursing home residents, each of whom was at a different
stage of dementia (mild, moderate and severe). Quality of life (QoL) was measured with
GENCAT (Generalitat de Catalunya) Scale for Quality of Life in Dementia. (Alonso et
al., 2008). Although no significant difference in QoL scores between pre- and post- music
therapy session was found, the results did show two dimensions of the GENCAT QoL
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(social emotional well-being and personal development) increased after music therapy
intervention.
Sole et al. (2014) also did a video analysis of facial affect to identify changes in affect
during the music therapy sessions, based on the frequency count of 33 behaviours grouped
under five categories: (a) verbalization, (b) physical contact, (c) visual contact (looks),
(d) active participation in music activities, and (e) emotions/ facial affect and body
expressions (Solé et al., 2014, p.110). The video analysis found that in music therapy
sessions “affect seems to be positively influenced, especially for those patients in the mild
phases of the dementia” (p.122). The authors provided a brief description of the music
therapy intervention components (listening to music, playing musical instruments,
composition/improvisation, and movement to music) that were used in three fixed
sessions phases (Opening, Central, Closing) but combined differently at every session.
The authors did not describe any music therapy intervention components that were not
related to music.
An RCT study carried out by Raglio et al. (2015) provided a brief description of the music
therapy intervention utilised within their study. It is noticeable that the authors introduce
moments of emotional attunement, referred to as the framework of present moments
presented by Stern (2004), as one of the goals of the music therapy intervention with
PWD. However, they did not describe in detail the implications regarding the inclusion
of this concept in music therapy for PWD. Raglio et al. (2015) presented a brief
description of the music therapy process, which consisted mainly of singing and
improvisation with instruments aimed at promoting non-verbal communication, the
expression and modulation of emotions, and moments of affect attunement. The authors
did not, however, provide any further detail on this concept.
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Using an RCT design, Raglio et al. (2015) compared 20 individual MT sessions with a
Listening to Music (LtM) activity and with standard care. This involved 120 PWD to
assess the effect of active MT in the reduction of BPSD. Pre-post scoring of the NPI, the
Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia (CSDD), and the Cornell-Brown Scale for
Quality of Life in Dementia (CBS-QoL) were utilised to measure the primary effects. The
results found that BPSD increased overall but that there was no significant difference
between the three groups. The MT process was assessed with a specific tool: the Music
Therapy Behavioural Check List for Dementia Clients (MTCL-D), which was developed
by the authors (2015, p.1535). The sonorous-music MTCL-D items are defined by Raglio
et al. (2015):
Non-attuned production: PWD and music therapist play simultaneously or
antiphonally; the sonorous-music production is not syntonic from a rhythmic or
melodic point of view
Attuned production: PWD and music therapist play simultaneously or
antiphonally: the sonorous-music production is syntonic from a rhythmic or
melodic point of view
Variations: Presence of sound-music variations: melodic, rhythmic, harmonic,
dynamic, speed variations
Listening to music: PWD listens to music therapist’ sound-music production
without playing (Raglio et al., 2015, p.1536)
The authors calculated the MTCL-D items’ trends by using the one-way ANOVA and
also calculated the trends of NPI subscales, CSDD, and CBS by applying repeatedmeasures ANOVA. They found that the trends related to the NPI global score and anxiety
subscale were consistent with the trend of Attuned production and Variations MTCL
items, which show interaction between the music therapist and the PWD. This can be
seen as a way of linking the primary outcome measures’ scoring with “music behavioural”
elements, i.e. the MTCL-D items.
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It is noteworthy that in their conclusion, Raglio et al. (2015) highlighted the possibility
of using quantitative and qualitative methods to monitor markers of music therapy
treatment efficacy. This can be seen as a suggestion to identify process-markers using
mixed- methods research designs and to develop an assessment of therapeutic efficacy by
considering indicators of the sessions’ internal process.
This section discussed examples of studies about GMT work in dementia treatment and,
in particular, those containing a description of the musical intervention. Beyond the
practical description of the intervention, the internal mechanisms of group work, such as
the musical elements that built the interaction, the dynamics and the co-creative playing,
are not discussed in depth nor investigated in relation to BPSD reduction. Therefore, how
musical interaction in music therapy relates to the decrease of BPSD needs further
exploration.
This section of the literature review informed the motivation for this present study and
contributed to form the research question (3.2), which will investigate the possibility of
connecting moments of BPSD reduction with specific musical events and interactions
occurring during the group MT sessions, and contribute to an in-depth intervention
description.
2.7

Towards the research question

This section will summarise the gaps in knowledge that have been identified through the
literature review. These identified needs will help define the research questions of the
current study.
Section 2.2 and section 2.3 presented reviews on music therapy in dementia treatment,
especially the treatment of BPSD, which report the positive effects of music therapy in
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Dementia Care (Brotons, Koger and Pickett-Cooper, 1997; Koger, Chapin and Brotons,
1999; Sherratt, Thornton and Hatton, 2004; McDermott et al., 2012; Guetin et al., 2013).
Cochrane’s 2011 review (Vink, Bruinsma and Scholten, 2011) highlighted several needs:
for more rigorous research designs and methods, for using validated outcome assessment
tools to assess the efficacy of MT practice and the need to differentiate between the
various approaches in the music therapy intervention (especially active MT versus
receptive MT interventions). Vink et al. (2011) highlighted that only five active GMT
studies were acceptable to include in their review. Fundamentally, the authors highlight
the need to ameliorate the current research designs and methods used for evaluating GMT
sessions in dementia treatment. This is in line with the motivations behind the study, as
presented in chapter 1 – regarding the investigation of the context around the GMT
sessions aimed at reducing BPSD.
Vasionytė and Madison (2013) and Schall et al. (2015) highlighted the need to explore
the underlying mechanism of music therapy in BPSD reduction, in parallel with the need
to explore alternative outcomes and methods to prove the efficacy of MT. In particular,
Vasionytė and Madison's (2013) meta-analysis highlighted the need to differentiate
between different types of interventions and different outcomes, and thus describe what
factors cause BPSD reduction during music therapy sessions. The need to explore
alternatives to pre-post outcome measures for the efficacy of MT in BPSD reduction in
creative therapies was also highlighted by Schall and colleagues (2015).
Section 2.4 presented various studies exploring GMT interventions. From this review, it
seems that GMT is often used for BPSD reduction, and therefore it may be reasonable
and necessary to study the internal mechanism of MBRs in this context. The studies
presented in section 2.4 have reported the positive effects of GMT in reducing BPSD,
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specifically regarding agitation, depression, and socialisation. Out of all the studies on
GMT with dementia clients, BPSD seems to be the subject that has received the most
attention. It is important to note, however, that all the reviews also show the same
limitations, specifically relating to overall methodologies and the quality of the reporting,
which further highlights the importance of providing new research into this topic. Finally,
this part of the review also highlighted the importance of taking account of group size and
the need to examine the specific mechanism of GMT, such as possible group dynamics
and social dimension resources, in the reduction of BPSD. It is hoped that the current
study will contribute to filling this gap in knowledge.
None of the previous definitions of meaningful moments referred to the context of
dementia treatment within GMT sessions with PWD. Therefore, the present investigation
on MBRs might contribute new knowledge to the nature of these specific moments and
to this side of music therapy research.
In the methods section of their NS review, McDermott et al. (2012) discussed the positive
findings of previous music therapy studies that explored various aspects of music therapy,
such as the use of improvisation, the incorporation of familiar songs, group therapy to
reduce isolation, and the effects it had on language skills. Their discussion highlighted
the need for an in-depth exploration into the mechanisms of music therapy intervention –
a feature consistent with the gaps that emerged from the reviews outlined above (2.2, 2.3,
2.4). The heterogeneity of musical interventions was cited by McDermott and colleagues
(2012) as being one of the elements that limited the consolidation of evidence which
would allow the development of a theory related to singing as a medium of change in
music therapy. This indicates that an investigation into identifying what common
essential elements are key even to heterogeneous music therapy would be useful as a
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means of consolidating their evidence. In their RCT study on music therapy for agitation
in dementia, Ridder and colleagues (2013) indicate that there is a need to “provide
guidelines for best practice ... and ... specific music therapy approaches and techniques”
(p.11). Moreover, in an RCT study, Ridder et al. (2013) showed a decrease in agitation
and disruptiveness following MT and therefore recommended it as valid treatment for
agitation as well as a possible aid in reducing psychotropic medication. However, Ridder
and Wheeler (2015) state that despite the many studies and reviews, there is still no
consensus about how to implement MT in dementia care and so further research is needed.
Since there are no in-depth investigations of music therapy mechanisms, this might be
identified as the main gap where the present study can contribute new information,
especially regarding the dimensions of group activities.
All these elements informed the definition of the main research question and sub question.
and one ‘dyadic’ (Raglio et al., 2016), (Petrovsky, Cacchione and George, 2015)w
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3 METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the rationale for the research question, the mixed methods approach,
the assessment tools and research methodology. Section 3.4 outlines details regarding the
process of creating the study design. The actual method and step-by-step delivery of the
design are then discussed in chapters four and five. In particular, sections 4.1.1 and 5.1.1,
introduce the essential steps of the research process, and sections 4.2 and 5.1.1 present a
diagram of the order of data analysis events.
3.1

Defining the Research Question: rationale

The literature review highlighted several gaps in current research into music therapy for
PWD. Specifically, it identified the need for research into active group music therapy
with PWD aimed at reducing BPSD. A study in this area can contribute new knowledge
about the mechanisms of group music therapy for BPSD reduction.
Among the many definitions of moments of significance identified in 2.5, Trondalen’s
(2005) concept of a significant moment is the most similar to an MBR. Both MBRs and
significant moments are positive therapeutic events that occur between therapist and client
in musical interplay. However, in MBRs, the therapeutic event is primarily focused on
BPSD reduction, whereas Trondalen’s significant moments are mainly focused on ‘affect
attunement’ between client and therapist.
In this study, significant moments refer to the Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBRs), as
this is often one of the main aims of MT practice in dementia care (2.2 and 2.3). These
moments can be described using both quantitative data, such as time and date of the
session, the type of symptoms and to what extent they were reduced, and qualitative data,
which describes the session context (music and relationships) and the conditions that
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drove the moment of change within the continuum of the session’s therapeutic process.
These conditions may also include other parallel significant moments, such as an increase
in musical or social interaction.
The research question will be focussed on the aims of the study in order to investigate a
new concept of moments of significance (2.5) in music therapy, as related to BPSD
reduction. Previous reviews of MT research in dementia treatment highlighted the need
to improve research designs and methods in this area. The present study hopes to
introduce a clear way to identify and describe MBRs, which could be incorporated into
future research study designs. Additionally, an investigation into what occurs at MBRs
will contribute new knowledge to music therapy practice, as the elements of group music
therapy that work effectively in reducing BPSD can be identified. Therefore, the results
may allow for refining MT practice guidelines and contribute to developing specific
music therapy approaches and techniques for clinical practice with PWD, as pointed out
by Ridder and Wheeler (2015).
It is also vital to determine that it is possible to identify such moments and their
application during the music therapy sessions. This identification could lead to the
identification of the internal mechanisms of music therapy, the importance of which is
highlighted in the narrative review by McDermott et al. (2012). McDermott et al. (2012)
created MiDAS (Music in Dementia Assessment Scale MiDAS – see 3.5.3), the validated
tool for assessing music therapy interaction during music therapy for people with
dementia, with the intent of providing a tool to investigate these mechanisms. The need
to better describe the internal mechanisms of music therapy is also highlighted by
Vasionytė and Madison (2013), who stated that the underlying mechanisms are “poorly
understood, [and this] remains a challenge for future research” (p.1209).
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Overall, such an investigation can provide elements useful for the creation of a consensus
on implementing MT in dementia care (Ridder and Wheeler, 2015). This can be seen as
the main gap where the present study can contribute new knowledge. Importantly, the
results might be useful in describing the essential mechanisms and ingredients of MBRs,
and therefore lessen the heterogeneity of musical interventions as highlighted by
McDermott et al. (2012), which has contributed to limited consolidation of results in
music therapy studies.
Identifying mechanisms of music therapy sessions may be best aided by considering the
set of actions undertaken by the music therapist to create and develop a musical
interaction with the clients, which might lead to a reduction of BPSD. The activity of a
music therapist can be described using the notion of music therapy techniques. For this
purpose, in this study, the Bruscia (1987) definition of technique will be used: “an
operation or integration initiated by the therapist to elicit an immediate response from the
client or to shape his/her immediate experience” (p.533). Bruscia’s music therapy
techniques in group music therapy sessions may involve one or more group members, so
it is important to also consider the social dimension of interactions. In addition to the
music therapy techniques used, social, physical and environmental variables are all very
relevant in consideration of the conditions where an MBR takes place. Therefore, this
study is aimed at exploring the possibility of clearly identifying moments where MBRs
occur during MT sessions and then investigating the possibility of describing and linking
all contextual elements relevant to the reduction of the BPSD symptoms. Thus, the
research question can be framed as follows.
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3.2
•

Research question
Can specific music therapy techniques and significant moments that occur at
Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBRs) during group music therapy be identified
and described?

Sub-questions:
•

Is it possible to identify a moment where BPSD decreases?

•

Can a direct link between specific music therapy techniques, significant moments
and reduction of BPSD symptoms be isolated and described?

The main research question can be answered by addressing the two sub-questions. For
the first, it is crucial to define what, when and to what extent BPSD are reduced during a
given music therapy session for each participant. This close-ended question is typical of
a fixed quantitative research design (Robson, 2011). BPSD and MBRs can be described
quantitatively by using the scorings of geriatric validated scales.
The second sub-question is about investigating how the BPSD symptoms were reduced.
Any attempt to isolate MT techniques (or clusters of techniques) and practices (including
the clinical environment) requires an in-depth description of what happened at an MBR
by both the researcher and the music therapist, in what can be referred to as a qualitative
approach. The link between an MBR and music therapy techniques is highlighted and
revealed by analysing the integration of quantitative and qualitative data. The mixed
methods strategy is based on the combination of quantitative and qualitative research
components and can be considered the best-connected methodology for the aims of this
study. A mixed methods approach allows the tools that answer the sub-questions
separately to work together. During small-group MT sessions, quantitative tools can be
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used to identify moments where BPSD decrease (i.e. an MBR). When an MBR occurs,
qualitative tools can be used to attempt to describe how it happened by isolating relevant
MT techniques and music/sound relationships among or between the music therapist and
clients. Thus, the characteristics of the research questions orientate the methodology of
this study towards a mixed methods approach, in order to quantitatively identify an MBR,
(in terms of scoring difference of geriatric validated tools [3.5]), and then qualitatively
describe the context in which it occurred. The final data-analysis phase integrates the
different data types to gain new perspectives on which elements, such as music therapy
techniques, social, physical or environmental aspects, occur at MBRs. In particular the
quantitative data which identify the MBR and the qualitative data can be combined using
conversion of data type into a data set responding to the second sub question (3.4.2.1).
3.3

The mixed methods approach

The mixed method approach was developed in the nineties after the so called qualitativequantitative “paradigm wars” (Robson, 2011, p.164). The 1950’s to the 1970’s saw the
dominance of the positivist quantitative approach, while from the mid-1970’s to the
1990’s the interpretivist/qualitative approach became accepted as the grounded
alternative. From the mid-1990’s onwards, the mixed methods approach has been
increasingly applied, consisting of a combination of quantitative and qualitative research
designs, data collection and research strategies (Robson, 2011, p.161).
A mixed methods research design needs to specify sequencing and prioritize the two
strategies and their relationship to each other. Creswell (2003), identified six major
strategies of mixed method approaches. The first three strategy designs were
characterised by the sequential collection and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data.
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The first three strategies are summarized below according to Creswell (2003, pp.213–
219):
•

Sequential explanatory design: The collection and analysis of quantitative data
precede collection and analysis of qualitative data (with priority often given to the
former). The integration of the two methods occurs during the interpretation phase.
The function of the qualitative data is to help explain and interpret the quantitative.

•

Sequential explorative design: The collection and analysis of qualitative data
precede collection and analysis of quantitative data (with priority often given to
the former). As with the previous method, the integration of the two methods
occurs during the interpretation phase. The design’s primary focus is the
exploration of a phenomenon.

•

Sequential transformative design: Either method (quantitative or qualitative) can
precede the other and either method can be given priority. But a “theoretical
perspective (…) guides the entire design like for instance, a participatory lens in
a social science study” (Creswell 2003, p.213). The results are integrated during
the interpretation phase. The researcher prioritizes the combination of methods
which best serve the overall aim of the strategy and suit their theoretical
perspective.

The final three strategy designs were characterised by the concurrent application of
qualitative and quantitative methods:
•

Concurrent triangulation design: In this method the researcher uses the qualitative
and quantitative methods separately, autonomously and simultaneously. The
results are then compared to assess their convergence, and the two different types
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of data are used to “confirm, cross-validate and corroborate findings” (Creswell,
2003, p.217).
•

Concurrent nested design: Either method (quantitative or qualitative) can be
embedded within the other, with the embedded method becomes secondary to the
other. The embedded method may address different questions to the primary
and/or seek information from different aspects or groups. The data is integrated
during the project’s analysis phase.

•

Concurrent transformative design: This method consists of the concurrent, nested
or triangulation design and is orientated towards a specific conceptual or
theoretical framework. The integration of the quantitative and qualitative data
“would most often occur during the analysis phase” (Creswell 2003 p. 219).

A very important aspect in a mixed methods approach is to express clearly where the
integration of the qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis occurs. Bazeley
(2006, p.66) proposes two main ways of integrating quantitative and quantitative data in
the analysis phase: (1) the combination of data types (typically numerical and text data),
derived from categorical or continuous variables which can be used for both statistical
analysis or comparison of coded material, and (2) the conversion of data types, where one
type is converted into another for the purpose of analysis. Typically, qualitative codes are
converted into numerical codes which are used for statistical analysis. Bazeley (2006)
mentions strategies such as data consolidation, blending and merging, which are likely to
involve both conversion and combination.
This section introduced the mixed methods approach. It is noteworthy to mention a recent
change in the use of the terms regarding the two approaches blended in mixed methods.
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In the seminal monograph, 3rd edition, on Music Therapy Research, Wheeler and Bruscia
(2016) move to the most recent research strategy terminology. The term objectivist
research is used to identify the fixed-quantitative research approach and aims to
determine whether a pre-defined hypothesis is true or not. Interpretivist research, on the
other hand, is used to define the flexible-qualitative research approach, which is
considered more organic. Unlike objectivist research, which is undertaken to determine
the validity of a hypothesis, the interpretivist approach seeks to explore a phenomenon
and explicate and understand it as it unfolds and manifests itself during the course of the
study.
3.4

Music therapy mixed methods studies

In music therapy research, an interest in mixed methods approaches has increased over
the last ten years (Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen, 2009; McFerran, Roberts and O’Grady,
2010; Barry et al., 2010; Silverman, 2010; Carr et al., 2012; Roberts and McFerran, 2013;
Cook and Silverman, 2013; Ettenberger et al., 2014; Rickson et al., 2016). Bradt and
colleagues (2013) presented the mixed methods research approach, highlighting that it is
very suitable to MT research. They suggest that a mixed methods approach can facilitate
the typical need of MT research to integrate “multiple ways of knowing and forms of
evidence” (Bradt, Burns and Creswell, 2013, p.123) and, hence, is very suitable in
investigations of real-life contexts and naturalistic inquiries. They recommend a high
degree of integration between the two types of data as this strengthens the quality of this
type of study.
3.4.1

Music therapy in dementia treatment mixed methods studies

This section presents two seminal mixed methods studies in the field of music therapy for
dementia treatment (Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen, 2009; Hsu et al., 2015).
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Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen’s (2009) pilot study on the effect of music therapy for people
with frontotemporal dementia was a mixed methods study, based on the triangulation
approach. It examined a combination of data collection methods “with the overall goal to
document changes in intersubjectivity” (p.103). The authors investigated MT as a
psychosocial treatment and aimed to develop a research protocol for the study of a larger
participant sample. The quantitative data was collected the week before and the week
after a 4-week individual MT session programme based on therapeutic singing.
Quantitative measures included the ADRQL (Alzheimer’s Disease-Related Quality of
Life) (Kasper et al., 2009), the CMAI, and the NPI. The qualitative data consisted of an
independent video analysis of selected fragments from the session.
Ridder and colleagues highlighted that the triangulation of data types and data collection
methods allow for the integration of the therapist’s observational data alongside the
CMAI, NPI and ADRQL outcome measures. This, according to the authors, “strengthens
reliability and validity that data is not only based on outcome measures, but does also
include variables that are connected to the therapeutic intervention, the therapeutic
relation, and the context as a whole” (Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen, 2009, p.128). The
integration of the two methods occurred mainly in the discussion phase of the two case
studies presented. Ridder and colleagues’ mixed methods approach, which aimed to
integrate data resulting from validated outcome measures with qualitative data resulting
from an in-depth description of the therapeutic intervention, played an important role in
orientating the approach of this present study.
Hsu et al. (2015) designed a study based on a two-phase mixed methods design. The first
phase of this randomized-clustered feasibility study shows a beneficial effect of
individual music therapy sessions with PWD on both BPSD and wellbeing. This phase
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was based on a concurrent embedded mixed methods design: a quantitative evaluation,
based on NPI and Dementia Care Mapping (primary data-type), addressed the outcomes
of the treatment whilst a qualitative investigation (secondary data-type), based on
caregivers’ semi-structured interviews, explored the participants’ experiences during
treatment. Qualitative data additionally highlighted that the music therapy intervention
had a “high level of acceptability and clinical utility of the MT programme” (Hsu et al.,
2015, p.15).
The second phase of the study was aimed at exploring the mechanisms of individual
music therapy sessions. Two case studies of participants’ music therapy sessions were
explored, based on a sequential explanatory mixed methods approach, where the initial
quantitative data collection was followed by a qualitative data collection and then the
integration of the data results (Creswell, 2003). In fact, quantitative measurement of the
participant’s heart rate change was observed in response to the music therapist’s input.
To identify possible reasons for this blood pulse variation, a video of the session was used
to qualitatively observe therapists’ and residents’ behaviours (Hsu, 2017).
3.4.2

The current study’s mixed methods approach

This section presents an outline of the current study’s design, to highlight the main mixed
methods features of the study. In this study, a number of group music therapy sessions
are analysed quantitatively to identify MBRs, which are then qualitatively described. The
qualitative data are then analysed to identify themes (qualitative descriptors) and MT
techniques that occur during reduction of specific MBR syndromes. In the final analysis
step, an aggregation of symptoms/syndromes, qualitative descriptors and MT techniques
was undertaken to identify the links between these aspects to answer the main research
question.
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3.4.2.1 The study’s mixed methods strategies
For each MT session analysed in this study, the qualitative and quantitative processes are
first combined according to a sequential explanatory design (3.3). The first step is to
identify MBRs using the quantitative data obtained through the scoring of validated scales
during MT sessions, which provides an answer to the first research sub-question (3.2).
The identified MBRs are then described qualitatively using semi-structured interviews
with the music therapist. The qualitative data are analysed using a qualitative analysis
(3.9.1). Since the collection and analysis of quantitative data (i.e. MBR identification) is
sequentially followed by the collection of qualitative data (i.e. MBR descriptions) for
each MT session, this phase might be called a repeated sequential explanatory form,
where the qualitative data have the function of explaining and interpreting the phenomena
identified by the quantitative analysis. This MBR identification and description phase
allows examination of “processes or experiences along with outcomes” (Bradt, Burns and
Creswell, 2013).
A second phase of the analysis combines the study’s qualitative and quantitative
characteristics according to an exploratory design, in which the qualitative data from the
interviews are grouped using a quantitative analysis to identify relationships among MT
techniques, qualitative elements, and the specific symptoms reduced and thus address the
second research sub question (3.2), i.e. the association between syndrome symptom
reductions, music therapy techniques used and the conditions of the therapeutic setting.
This association is based on the conversion of data types to permit a descriptive statistical
analysis. The qualitative data conversion into codes is based on a qualitative analysis
(3.9.1). Therefore, this second step of the study has a sequential exploratory design form,
where qualitative data analysis produces quantitative data that is then analysed.
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In terms of the strategy taxonomy introduced by Creswell (2003), this study employs a
sequential explanatory design phase, followed by a sequential exploratory design phase.
The qualitative analysis in this mixed method study responds to the question of how things
occur at an MBR and it focuses on the process of MBR reduction in music therapy,
involving the researcher as the data-gathering subject.
Because the research question of this present study asks for both the identification and
description of significant moments during music therapy sessions (i.e. the context),
including music therapy techniques that are linked to BPSD reduction, the use of either a
quantitative or qualitative approach alone would not have been sufficient. A purely
quantitative approach would have been insufficient for describing the BPSD reduction
process whilst a purely qualitative approach would not have been robust enough to
identify the actual moment of reduction.
As far as integration points are concerned, this study has adopted a mixed methods
approach to link the numerical, quantitative description of an MBR to a qualitative
description of the clinical context (i.e. the description of the process and the MT
techniques used by the music therapist). The identification of the MBR is strictly
quantitative, arising from pre-defined numerical conditions (i.e. the reduction in
symptoms showed by the behavioural assessment tools scoring). This quantitative
identification then triggers a qualitative description. The data from this qualitative
description is then distilled and fed into a data set composed of the combination of both
quantitative and qualitative data.
In order to answer the main research question, a further quantitative analysis – a
sequential exploratory design phase – was undertaken to highlight the associations
among the BPSD syndromes, the qualitative descriptors and the MT techniques used.
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However, there might be not enough data to establish cause and effect between the events
that occur during MBRs and the reduction itself. Therefore, this study will aggregate the
data (i.e. identified descriptors and MT techniques used) for each syndrome’s reduction,
with the aim of providing a data pool whose components’ cause and effect relationships
can be verified in future research studies. These data pools would not only consider the
presence or absence of specific techniques and qualitative descriptors but would also
consider how techniques and qualitative descriptors are linked to each other within the
pool. To do this, a short qualitative analysis of the pools’ components will be undertaken
to identify possible relationships (based on ‘content’ or semantics) between the pool
components.
The next sections introduce the tools which were identified for the quantitative and
qualitative steps discussed above. These tools are introduced from a methodological
perspective (i.e. aims and motivation for choosing these tools).
3.5

The quantitative assessment direct observation tools

This section presents the rationale for using the quantitative tools aimed at identifying the
MBR. Vink (2011) highlighted the importance of using already existing validated tools
when collecting data. The quantitative direct observation assessment tools used to identify
MBRs are: the Observed Emotion Rating Scale (OERS) by Lawton et al. (1999), the
Agitation Behaviour Mapping Instruments (ABMI) by Cohen-Mansfield and Libin (2004)
and the Music in Dementia Assessment Scale (MiDAS) by McDermott et al. (2015).
The following sections will examine each measure in turn, highlighting the type of
behaviour or symptom reduction that can be observed using each tool within a short time
frame. These measures were chosen as a means to answer the first research sub-question
(3.2).
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3.5.1

Observed Emotion Rating Scale (OERS)

The OERS (Lawton, Van Haitsma and Klapper, 1999) was designed to measure the
frequency of five main emotions/affects (pleasure, anger, anxiety-fear, sadness, and
general alertness) over a 10-minute period. It is the final version of the scale called
Philadelphia Geriatric Center Affect Rating Scale (Lawton, Van Haitsma and Klapper,
1996) or, for short, the Affect Rating Scale (ARS). The OERS has a high correlation
between the ARS ratings of positive and negative states and various measures based on
other independent assessment tools, which for negative states were Multidimensional
Observation Scale for Elderly Subjects (MOSES) (Helmes, 1988) and the CMAI.
Although designed to be used over a 10-minute period, the OERS authors also report that
this scale can be used for five-minute periods, as in this study. The five-minute version
of the scale was presented in 1999 in a study aimed at testing if the scale was “sensitive
enough to capture intraindividual variations in people’s affective expression as they
moved from one environmental context to another” (Lawton et al., 1999). At that time,
the scale was named the Apparent Affect Rating Scale (AARS), but it was later renamed
OERS (Lawton, Van Haitsma and Klapper, 1999). Their study showed that the AARS
could “distinguish varying affective states for the same individual in different behavioural
contexts” (Lawton et al., 1999, p.72). Figure 3.1 shows the scoring area of the OERS
adapted to five-minute time intervals (according to the AARS scoring).
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Figure 3.1 The OERS scoring form (Lawton et al., 1999) adapted to a 5 minutes scoring interval

The OERS approach can be seen as a frequency count of micro-behaviours. The most
common standard tools used to assess BPSD in music therapy (NPI and CMAI, see 2.3)
are built on the principle of counting behaviours or counting the frequency of behaviours
within a given time. Therefore, the use of the OERS in this study is appropriate as a means
of measuring BPSD within a short time frame. The measure of behavioural frequencies
is a shared feature of studies which are based on NPIs and shared outcomes assessments.
The idea of counting behaviours to assess music therapy is also present in three music
therapy studies (Odell-Miller, 1995; Gold, 2014; Solé et al., 2014) where a count of
behaviour-frequency or behaviour-occurrence was used to assess the efficacy of music
therapy interventions.
The OERS was used by Schall et al. (2015) together with the Communication in Dementia
(CODEM) instrument (Kuemmel, Haberstroh and Pantel, 2014) – a standardised
observational instrument for assessing communication behaviour in dementia care – and
the Positive Response Schedule for Severe Dementia (Perrin, 1997) to evaluate the effects
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of music therapy on communication behaviour, well-being and the expression of positive
emotions. Schall et al. (2015) used these outcome measures during individual music
therapy with nine participants with advanced dementia. Schall and colleagues provided a
pre-post evaluation of cognitive impairment using the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975), Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) (Morris, 1993), Global
Deterioration Scale (GDS) (Reisberg et al., 1987), NPI, the Activities of Daily Living
Scale (IADL) (Lawton and Brody, 1969) and Quality of Life in Alzheimer’s Disease
(QoL-AD) (Logsdon et al., 1999) outcome measures. They found that there was no clear
pre-post improvement nor worsening when PWD attended music therapy sessions.
Nevertheless, they stated that a time series data analysis of observational measurements
(well-being and the OERS expression of positive emotions) during individual MT
sessions reflected the positive effects of music therapy. These flat results led the authors
to identify the need for more appropriate outcome measures to assess the efficacy of
music therapy interventions for PWD.
In a pilot study, Cheong et al. (2016) aimed to evaluate the impact of creative music
therapy on mood and engagement for PWD. The study’s music therapy intervention was
based on clinical music improvisation, playing familiar songs and listening to music.
Their study showed positive changes in outcomes, according to both the Menorah Park
Engagement Scale (MPES) (Judge, J. Camp and Orsulic-Jeras, 2000) scores and the
OERS alertness and pleasure items scores.
In the current study, the OERS outcomes were scored every five minutes during the music
therapy session. The author considered five-minute intervals appropriate for assessing
client’s behavioural changes. This five-minute interval scoring is the approach taken by
the current study.
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3.5.2

Agitation Behaviour Mapping Instrument (ABMI)

The ABMI (Cohen-Mansfield and Libin, 2004) was created to assess agitation and
hyperactivity symptoms for people with dementia. It is based on counting 14 agitated
behaviours categorised into physical agitation (Pacing, Repetitive behaviours,
Aggression, Exit-seeking, Fiddling and Other physical behaviours) or verbal/vocal
agitation (Screaming, Complaining, Groaning, Attention seeking, [speaking] Nonsense,
Cursing and Hallucinations). The scoring for each item is via counting the occurrence of
each behavior throughout a three-minute time period.
Cohen-Mansfield and Libin. (2004) reported significant correlations between the ABMI
and the CMAI items with identical definitions and significant convergence between
assessment of agitation obtained through caregiver ratings and through direct observation
in 175 nursing homes involved in the study. The ABMI is meant to rate both agitation
and environmental conditions in nursing homes. Raters not only observe the patient’s
behavior, they also rate the social environment, the trigger of the behaviour (location,
activity level, how many people were in the room, light level and restraints). An
interesting point regards the trigger (i.e. what caused the behaviour). Some triggers of
BPSD might be very clearly observable but some of them might be interpreted and
therefore in the present study the ABMI assessment regards only the 14 behavioural items.
Pacing in the ABMI refers to the similar item of the Cohen Mannsfield Agitation
inventory (CMAI) Pacing and aimless wandering which consists in “Constantly walking
back and forth” (Cohen-Mansfield and Libin, 2004, p.887). It is important to note that
this is quite a different concept from the one expressed as a music therapy technique by
Bruscia (1987) where Pacing means that “the music therapist matches the client’s energy
level by using the same [musical] intensity and speed and effort as the client” (p.539)
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without necessarily performing the client’s same actions but with a particular attention to
how the client shapes his sound/musical energy phrasing (p.540).
Figure 3.2 shows the ABMI 14 behavioural items as they appear in the original Cohen
Mannsfield & Libin, (2004 p.91) scoring form, where the number of behaviours occurring
in a three-minute interval can range from 0 (low) to 10 (high).
Figure 3.2 ABMI scoring

In the current study, the three-minute time window was extended to five-minute periods
in order to identify the presence of BPSD, specifically aggression, hyperactivity and
anxiety/depression syndrome symptoms. As the scale is used only to identify the presence
of BPSD, the extra time has no psychometric implication and it allows the ABMI to
exactly overlap the OERS scoring.
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3.5.3

Music in Dementia Assessment Scale (MiDAS)

The MiDAS was specifically designed by McDermott, Orrell and Ridder (2015) to assess
the engagement of PWD during MT sessions. The scale is aimed at providing a measure
of engagement in the musical experience; five items related to engagement are rated. It
consists of five Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) items, regarding the levels of Interest,
Response, Initiation, Involvement, and Enjoyment in Music, each scored on a 100 mm
bar from “none at all” on the left to “highest” on the right. The rating regards a fiveminute observation time period The “VAS scales are based on individual optimal levels
(the ‘best’ score that an individual can achieve) rather than a uniform, predetermined set
of scores” (McDermott, Orrell and Ridder, 2015, p.244). Figure 3.3 shows the five VAS
items of the MiDAS tool.
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Figure 3.3 The five MiDAS Visual Analogue Scales

(McDermott, Orrell and Ridder, 2015, pp.250–251)

The MiDAS scale also scores six major reactions, marked as absent or present:
agitation/aggression, withdrawn/low in mood, restless/anxious, relaxed mood,
attentive/interested and cheerful/smiling. The MiDAS scoring is designed to be applied
to the first five minutes and to the best clinical five minutes of the music therapy session,
which in this study corresponds to the five minutes containing an MBR. Therefore, in this
study it is compiled by the music therapist after the MBR identification, whilst watching
the video of the MBR.
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3.6

Direct observation tools and BPSD

In this study, the choice of using direct observation tools is connected to the need for
analysing exactly what happens within music therapy sessions in real-time, and within a
very short time frame. This can be done through the observation of five-minute time
segments and specifically involves identifying the time segment when BPSD symptoms
may occur.
The validated direct observation tools outlined above have psychometric properties and
provide scales that can be “evaluated and compared for quality improvement purposes”
(Curyto, Van Haitsma and Vriesman, 2008, p.2) among multidisciplinary staff members.
As highlighted in the introduction (1.2), among the many scales used to assess BPSD, the
most commonly used are the NPI (Cummings et al., 1994) and the CMAI (CohenMansfield, Marx and Rosenthal, 1989). These tools are based on family or professional
caregiver reports, which are in turn based on the carer’s experience of the PWD’s
symptoms in day-to-day practice over a period of weeks rather than the brief five-minute
segments used in this study. Indeed, exploring shorter five-minute segments is more
appropriate when it comes to looking for direct symptom reduction in the moment, using
direct observation tools.
Curyto et al. (2008) have also highlighted the benefits of using shorter direct observation
tools. In fact, direct observation may give more accurate reports as “retrospective report
is also limited in providing accurate information on the frequency and duration of
behaviours” (p.1). For this study, a five-minute validated direct observation tool seemed
to be more appropriate. In fact, Curyto and colleagues (2008) also highlight that the OERS
and the ABMI are short time direct observation tools and show a good convergent
correlation with the CMAI (one of the most common tools to assess agitation with PWD).
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The use of already validated direct observation tools is a response to the advice by Vink
et al. (2011) to use properly validated scales in future music therapy studies. Within the
present study, the OERS is used to integrate the ABMI to identify the presence of BPSD,
including depression, apathy and aggression syndrome symptoms.
3.7

Correspondences between ABMI and OERS items and BPSD

Importantly, the combination of the ABMI and OERS items covers behavioural
symptoms of all the five BPSD syndromes, as defined by McShane (2000), which are
used in this study to group the MBRs. Syndromes can be defined as clusters of symptoms.
As previously mentioned (1.2.1), McShane (2000) highlighted the importance of using
five syndromes for correct clinical judgement in the treatment of BPSD. The most reliably
identifiable components of each syndrome are:
•

Aggression: aggression towards others, aggression towards objects, verbal
aggression, uncooperativeness, resistance;

•

Depression: sad appearance, anxiety, crying, guilt;

•

Apathy: social and emotional withdrawal;

•

Motor hyperactivity: pacing/aimless walking, handling objects inappropriately;

•

Psychosis: hallucinations.

In this study, the symptoms reduced during MT group sessions are identified using
quantitative direct observation tools, which are grouped under McShane’s syndrome
categories.
At this point, an important methodological step in preparation for the study design
consisted of double-checking the correspondence between the direct observation scales
and BPSD. The NPI items were used as BPSD descriptors. The symptoms described by
the NPI domains can be mapped onto all ABMI or OERS items, with the exception of
NPI domain ‘L’ (Sleep Disorders) and ‘M’ (Appetite and Eating Disorders). The reason
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for the exclusion of these two domains is that these symptoms would not be readily
observable in a restrictive five-minute time frame and within the context of a music
therapy session.
The symptoms described in NPI domain ‘A’ (Delusions) and ‘B’ (Hallucinations) can be
scored using the ABMI items for hallucinations. Except for the symptoms described in
domains ‘D’ (Aggression), ‘E’ (Depression), ‘F’ (Anxiety) and ‘H’ (Apathy), which can
be scored using the OERS, all others – ‘C’ (Agitation) ‘G’ (Euphoria), ‘I’ (Disinhibition),
‘J’ (Irritability), and ‘K’ (Aberrant Motor) – can be assigned to one of the ABMI items.
Therefore, using the ABMI also fulfils the task of assigning particular symptoms to the
syndrome groups.
These two tools are based on direct observations and, thus, on observing the manifestation
of a particular symptom. The reason for assigning symptoms to a particular syndrome
group is to facilitate data aggregation under sharable labels for MBRs. In this study,
BPSD are scored using the OERS and the ABMI items. Symptoms are then linked to a
syndrome. Table 3.1 shows the correlations between the ABMI item and the syndrome it
has been grouped in, as analysed by the current researcher in preparation for the study. It
should be noted that some items are subject to interpretation and may be associated with
more than one syndrome. For example, the ABMI item “other verbal” refers to agitated
verbal expressions which are assigned to either aggression or depression BPSD syndrome,
according to the content of the verbal expression. Other items such as Attention (seeking),
Repetitive, Fiddle, Exit seeking, and Other Physical are assigned to a BPSD syndrome
based on the type of other concurrent ABMI or OERS items. To sum up: When an MBR
is assigned to a syndrome using the ABMI, a correct identification of the syndrome must
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be cross-checked with the OERS, the MiDAS and the information taken from the video
analysis of the MBR.
Table 3.1 ABMI items and their associated BPSD syndromes

ABMI item

Associated BPSD syndrome

Attention (seeking)

Depression, Aggression

Complain

Depression

Scream

Aggression

Groan

Depression

Nonsense

Depression,

Curse

Aggression

Hallucinations

Psychosis

Other verbal

Aggression, Depression

Pace

Motor hyperactivity,

Repetitive

Psychosis, Depression

Fiddle

Psychosis, Depression

Aggressive

Aggression

Exit seeking

Motor hyperactivity, Depression

Other Physical

Aggression, motor hyperactivity

As mentioned above, the symptoms described by the NPI domains ‘D’ (Aggression), ‘E’
(Depression), ‘F’ (Anxiety) and ‘H’ (Apathy) in this study are identified using the OERS.
Table 3.2 illustrates the direct correlation, as analysed by the current researcher in
preparation for the study, between OERS signs and their corresponding NPI syndromes.
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The OERS signs are based on behaviour descriptions and facial, postural, or physical
expressions of emotion. Table 3.2 lists all OERS signs, but not all of them can be assigned
a direct correspondence with an NPI item (and so have been left blank), as NPI items are
mainly based on behavioural descriptions assessed within a four-week period. Even if
there is no direct correspondence with a specific NPI item, they describe a microbehaviour that can be assigned to the NPI domain. It should be noted that within a fiveminute evaluation it is more worthwhile to search for emotional expressions rather than
deeply ingrained behavioural descriptions.
The NPI domain ‘H’ (apathy) symptoms have been identified using opposite value OERS
alertness signs. As can be seen in Table 3.2, all symptoms have been assigned an OERS
sign. In terms of syndrome assignment, the symptoms listed under the OERS category for
anger refer to aggression, while the symptoms listed under the category for anxiety refer
to depression; sadness to depression; and general alertness to apathy resolution.
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Table 3.2 Correspondence between OERS signs and NPI items
OERS Signs

NPI items

ANGER

D. Aggression

Physical Aggression

D.3 Does subject(S) attempt to hurt or hit others? D.4 Does (S)
grab, push or scratch others?

Yelling

D.1 Does (S) shout or curse angrily?

Cursing

D.1 Does (S) shout or curse angrily?

Berating

D.5 Is (S) unreasonably or uncharacteristically argumentative?

Shaking Fist
Drawing eyebrows together
Clenching teeth
Pursing lips
Narrowing eyes
Making distancing gesture
ANXIETY / FEAR

F. Anxiety

Shrieking
Repetitive calling out
Restlessness
Wincing grimacing
Repeated or agitated movement

F.9 Does (S) make repeated statements or comments (…)

Line between eyebrows

F.7 Does (S) have a worried expression?

Lines across forehead

F.7 Does (S) have a worried expression?

Hand wringing
Tremor
Leg jiggling
Rapid breathing

F.3 Does (S) have periods of shorting of breath (…)

Eyes wide

F.7 Does (S) have a worried expression?

Tight facial muscles

F.7 Does (S) have a worried expression?

SADNESS

E. Dysphoria - Depression

Crying

E.1 Does (S) have periods of tearfulness or sobbing that seems to
indicate sadness?

Frowning

E.2 Does (S) say he/she is in low spirit or ACT as if he/she is sad
or low in spirit

Eyes drooping

E.8 Does (S) have a worried or pained expression?

Moaning

E.2 Does (S) say he/she is in low spirit or ACT as if he/she is sad
or low in spirit

Sighing

E.1 Does (S) have periods of tearfulness or sobbing that seems to
indicate sadness?
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Head in hand

E.2 Does (S) say he/she is in low spirit or ACT as if he/she is sad
or low in spirit

Eyes/head turned down expressionless E.8 Does (S) have a worried or pained expression?
(only with other signs)
GENERAL ALERTNESS

H. Apathy (as opposite sign)

Participating in a task

H.9 (reduced participation) F.10 (no interest)

Maintaining eye contact

H.10 Is (S) less interests or curious about routine or new events
in his/her environment

Eyes following object or person

H.10 Is (S) less interests or curious about routine or new events
in his/her environment

Looking around room

H.8 Does (S) sit quietly without paying attention to things going
around him

Responding by moving saying
something

H.10 Is (S) less interests or curious about routine or new events
in his/her environment

Turning body or moving toward a
person or object

H.10 Is (S) less interests or curious about routine or new events
in his/her environment

(Table 3.2 continued)

The ABMI items in Table 3.3 correspond to the NPI domains: i.e. anxiety, aggression,
dysphoria/depression and apathy. These NPI domains can be included in one of the
syndromes highlighted by McShane (2000). To summarize, Table 3.3 shows all the
symptoms identifiable by OERS and/or ABMI which can be grouped within McShane’s
syndromes.
This section shows that the ABMI and OERS scoring allows for BPSD identification
within a music therapy session. The ABMI and OERS items can then be used to doublecheck scoring and identification of symptoms / syndrome occurrences during the session.
The next section introduces the MBR concept and also highlights methodological aspects
of considering it a “concept” that can be embodied in a data structure.
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Table 3.3 Correspondence of ABMI and OERS symptoms to McShane’s (2000) syndrome grouping
BPSD
Syndrome

Symptoms clustered in the
Syndrome (Mc Shane 2000)

Correspondent
ABMI Items

Depression

Sad appearance, Anxiety,
Crying, Guilt;

Attention;
Complain;
Groan;
Nonsense;
Pace (anxiety)

Aggression

Aggression towards others,
Aggression towards objects,
Verbal aggression,
Uncooperativeness,
Resistance;

Attention
Curse
Aggressive
Other verbal
Other Physical

Motor
Hyperactivity

Pacing/aimless walking,
Handling objects
inappropriately

Pace
Fiddle
Exit seeking
Other Physical
Repetitive

Apathy

Social and emotional
withdrawal

Psychosis

Hallucinations

Correspondent
OERS items

(McShane
2000)
(ANXIETY signs)
Shrieking;
Repetitive calling out
Restlessness
Wincing grimacing
Repeated or agitated
movement
Line between eyebrows
Lines across forehead
Hand wringing
Tremor
Leg jiggling
Rapid breathing
Eyes wide
Tight facial muscles
(SADNESS signs)
Crying,
Frowning,
Eye dropping
Head in hand
Eye/Head turned down
Physical Aggression
Yelling
Cursing
Berating
Shaking Fist
Drawing eyebrows together
Clenching teeth
Pursing lips
Narrowing eyes
Making distancing gesture

AS OPPOSITE SIGNS:
Participating in a task
Maintaining eye contact
Eyes following object or person
Looking around room
Responding by moving saying
something
Turning body or moving toward
a person or object
Hallucinations
Nonsense
Repetitive
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3.8

The Moment of BPSD Reduction (MBR) concept

This section highlights the MBR construct. The MBR is one of the core concepts of the
present study. The MBR is presented here as a construct which links two different sets
of data: (1) the quantitative data about the reduction of symptoms (what symptom was
reduced and to what extent) and (2) the qualitative descriptions of actions, events and
conditions occurring at that moment during the symptom reduction. This construct
embodies the mixed methods methodological principle of combining qualitative and
quantitative data. The direct observation scoring of the OERS and the ABMI identifies
the MBRs (4.1.7). Therefore, the MBR serves to identify a moment of the MT session
where BPSD was reduced; however, the MBR can further act as a construct that can be
seen as a way of organizing the data to identify, describe and also store information
related to MBR occurrences during MT sessions.
MBRs are defined as a moment of BPSD reduction occurring during the music therapy
session. The participants’ behaviours are assessed every five minutes during the session
using the ABMI and OERS. To better introduce the mixed methods methodological
aspects of this work, some aspects regarding the study design are introduced here. The
MBRs’ assessment criteria are based on a systematic application of direct observation
tools throughout the session in five-minute intervals (epochs) to isolate the epoch in which
the reduction occurred. Therefore, the ABMI and the OERS scores of each five-minute
interval are analysed. The difference in the scoring between two adjacent epochs (fiveminute time intervals) may identify an MBR. More details in the MBR identification
criteria are provided in 4.1.7. After an MBR is identified, qualitative themes are
developed to provide a description of what was happening during the symptom reduction.
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The identification of MBR qualitative characteristics is possible through the use of semistructured interviews.
3.9

The Interviews

Interviewing PWD clients participating in the group was very difficult since they were
affected by moderate to severe dementia and therefore were likely to manifest cognitive
and language impairment. Consequently, it was decided not to interview PWD in this
study. This decision was based on the fact that the purpose of interviews was to obtain
information on MBRs through qualitative data which the PWD clients would have had to
provide by describing their experience of the MBR. However, given the severity of their
dementia, their verbal content would have required such a high degree of interpretation
that it might have confused the data to be used in the subsequent qualitative analysis.
Moreover, PWD sometimes avoid responding or become agitated before responding to
questions they find cognitively challenging so it was decided to avoid requiring this type
of demanding cognitive effort from them so as to avoid provoking an undesirable side
effect (e.g. getting frustrated or agitated). However, the possibility of interviewing PWD
in future studies is also discussed in 7.9.1.
The alternative was to interview the music therapist to gain their perspective on what was
occurring during the session at the MBR. A further step is then to use a suitable analysis
type to render the complexity of this event.
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009)
seemed to be the most suitable, as it is focussed on the analysis of the participants’
experience collected in semi-structured interviews (i.e. interviews with open ended
questions).
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An early example of qualitative data gathering through interviewing music therapists
according to a phenomenological approach is Forinash’s (1992) early study where an
interview based on phenomenological approach was used. The interview aimed to
investigate how a Nordoff Robbins music therapist experienced clinical improvisations
with clients (children). The interview transcriptions were analysed using the Giorgi (1984)
Phenomenological Approach, which identified the essentials for phenomenological
analysis: (1) an interview based on reflections on the phenomena under examination; (2)
distilling meaningful units or themes; (3) grouping these units to have invariance of
phenomena and a description of the structure of the experience. The validity of results
was obtained by having the music therapists review and comment on the analysis results.
This procedure is very similar to the IPA process implemented by Smith et al. (2009),
where reflection on the phenomena and distillation are essential elements of the process.
These IPA method characteristics were what inspired its use in this study’s semistructured interviews.
3.9.1

Rationale for using IPA in Qualitative Analysis

IPA was chosen for the analysis of the semi-structured interviews as it focuses on
“people’s experiences and/or understandings of particular phenomena” (Smith, Flowers
and Larkin, 2009, p.46). Here the phenomena refer to the music therapists’ experience of
a client’s BPSD reduction during a music therapy session.
Although Braun and Clarke’s (2006) method for identifying themes was initially
considered, ultimately the decision to use IPA was based upon its very clear 6-step
method for drawing out a set of super-ordinate themes. Moreover, Braun and Clark state
that their method can be incorporated into other systems, but that there should be a clear
theoretical framework that this would seek to elucidate (Braun and Clarke 2006, p.97).
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This study strives to make the data speak for itself by recording what actually took place
at the MBR and then examining the impression of the music therapist at that moment to
find what works best in producing the moment. It does not start with a theory a priori that
needs to be justified.
The use of IPA analysis of the interviews is to identify, to a sufficient extent, descriptions
of what is perceived, interpreted and thought to be essential during MBRs. It is hoped this
would work towards the identification of internal mechanisms of music therapy practice
with PWD. Although an “internal mechanism” may sound mechanical, like something
that works according to certain cause-effect principles, the music therapy process is
deeply connected with life and with interpersonal interaction, which may work according
to non-linear occurrences of events in a sonorous-musical relationship. Therefore, the
complexity of MBRs may be best analysed using the video-recordings of sessions
alongside semi-structured interviews with the music therapists. IPA was identified as the
most suitable approach to investigate the complexity of MBRs, as its purpose is to analyse
a phenomenon from multiple perspectives of the study participants’ interview
transcriptions and the researcher’s subsequent interpretation of the original transcript.
3.10 The pools of MBR descriptors
A crucial element to answer the research question consists of defining the methodological
framework to group the syndrome-symptoms and the MBR characteristic descriptors
(qualitative descriptors and MT techniques), and to explore how they are linked together.
This section briefly describes the development of the groups of MBR descriptors.
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3.10.1

The concept of “pool of descriptors”

The possibility of identifying groups of descriptors elements can help build an answer to
the main research question. A specific analysis may lead to groups of descriptor elements,
which are prevalent and concurrent at specific syndrome MBRs. These groups are defined
as MBR syndrome pools.
The choice of this term relates to the idea that the four elements may work in conjunction
to contribute to MBRs. The idea is a working group (i.e. a pool) or an aggregation of
elements that work together toward a common goal. Merriam Webster Online Dictionary
defines a ‘pool’ as: “a group of people available for some purpose, for example, a
shrinking pool of applicants” (Merriam Webster, 2019).
Pool components are linked according to the principles of being the most prevalent and
of occurring simultaneously at the MBRs of a given syndrome. The next paragraph
discusses the criteria that led to the choice of a prevalence analysis and an Artificial
Neural Network based analysis to identify the pools of MBR descriptors. The
relationships among the pool components can also be investigated beyond the principle
of being the most prevalent and of occurring simultaneously at MBRs of the given
syndrome. This leads to the need to better investigate the nature of descriptive elements
that are grouped together. This can be done by examining their qualitative characteristics
to find “content” or semantic elements that can highlight new perspectives on the nature
of these pools and provide a more complete answer to the main research question. This
kind of analysis is performed in the case when the pools are identified and consists of
content analysis of the descriptors to search common or opposite relational themes. In
terms of IPA, it can be considered an extension of the phase where “pattern across cases”
(Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, p.101) is identified.
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3.10.2

Criteria for developing the pools of MBR descriptors – prevalence
analysis and Auto-CM neural network graphs

Identifying the frequency of elements that occur within a session is a method that has
been used in previous studies to assess music therapy work, typically to identify the
occurrence of positive behaviours (Odell-Miller, 1995; Gold, 2014; Solé et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the main BPSD assessment tools (NPI and CMAI) are also based on this
process of counting the frequency of symptom occurrences. This concept of analysing
frequency underlies the current study’s prevalence analysis, which is used to identify the
most used elements during MBRs and the links among these elements. The prevalence
analysis involved calculating the frequency at which elements (i.e. MBR descriptors such
as music therapy techniques and qualitative descriptions) occur during the reduction of
each syndrome’s MBRs and whether these elements occur simultaneously.
Identifying links between MBR descriptors can be done by analysing the frequency of
the occurrence of elements based on the prevalence analysis, and by using an ‘Artificial
Neural Network’. This neural network was based on a system created by Buscema and
Grossi (Buscema and Grossi, 2008). They developed a specific Artificial Neural Network,
the Auto-Contractive Map (Auto-CM) in order to identify associations among variables
in a dataset by using an algorithm (5.2.2) In this study, this Auto-CM is used alongside
the prevalence analysis to discover associations among simultaneously occurring
elements during MBRs. This process will be described in more detail in chapter
five.(5.2.2, 5.2.3). The purpose of this method is to verify the most prevalent MBR
descriptors for each syndrome's MBRs (i.e. the music therapy techniques most often used
to reduce specific symptoms) and then determine the extent to which these elements occur
simultaneously (i.e. the music therapy techniques that are used concurrently to reduce a
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specific symptom). The most prevalent and simultaneous descriptors are then included in
that syndrome's 'pool' of linked elements.
MBR descriptor links, in terms of associations, and the development of syndrome pools
could have also been analysed using a statistical regression model for categorical
variables. However, such models can only be estimated with a sample size of MBRs much
larger than the number of the descriptors (parameters) (Agresti, 2007). In the present
exploratory study, the data might not meet this requirement. Therefore, the prevalence
analysis outlined above was developed in order to allow for the identification of links
among syndromes and MBR descriptors with a potentially limited number of MBRs and
a potentially large number of descriptors. This method fits best with the exploratory
nature of this study.
3.11 Defining group dimension
This section discusses important aspects for the methodological framework regarding a
research design for exploring Group Music Therapy. Before presenting the final study
design, this section will discuss issues regarding the group dimension or size (i.e. the total
number of participants taking part in the group) of a music therapy group session aimed
at reducing BPSD in PWD clients. In the current study, the music therapy group size
consists of three clients plus the music therapist. During the session, a caregiver may also
be present, perhaps participating in the playing or musical interaction at times, according
to the clinical needs as determined by the therapist. An observer is also present in the
session for collection of ABMI and OERS data.
As identified in the literature review, in music therapy groups aimed at managing BPSD,
the group dimension should be no larger than five clients. Therefore, this study is oriented
toward a naturalistic approach (Creswell and Clark, 2011) to study pre-existing music
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therapy groups, in which there are no more than three clients with dementia plus the music
therapist and, if needed, a professional caregiver. The total group dimension included in
this study falls, therefore, within the maximum range of four (three clients and the music
therapist) to five persons (three clients, the music therapist and the professional caregiver).
The reason for limiting the group dimension to three PWD is to give the best chance of
minimising BPSD for PWD participants. Vink et al. (2013) compared the use of music
therapy with general recreational therapy to decrease agitation in PWD. They found that
MT and general recreational therapy were both effective in reducing agitation. In the
discussion section of the study they stated that “the therapists who participated in this
study all reported, on the basis of clinical expertise, that the group size of five participants
is far too large for the treatment of severe disruptive behaviours (…) and too large to be
able to achieve therapeutic goals” (Vink et al., 2013, p.1037). Therefore, the current study
chose to investigate music therapy groups made up of three participants.
3.12 Naturalistic Inquiry characteristics of this study
The final mixed methods consideration of the present study consists of the use of aspects
of Naturalistic Inquiry methodological framework. Naturalistic Inquiry is a qualitative
approach, which was developed by sociology researchers. Denzin (1971) first used the
term Naturalistic Inquiry to indicate a research approach aimed at “enter[ing] the worlds
of native people and to render those worlds understandable” (p.166). Lincoln and Guba
(1985), in their seminal book, presented the fundamentals of Naturalistic Inquiry research.
They highlighted 14 characteristics of this approach to research. The following of Lincoln
and Guba’s characteristics informed this study’s methodological framework:
Natural Setting: The research is carried out in the settings that are being studied. It is
important to investigate all the environmental variables to better understand the
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phenomenon. The current study is exploring MBRs that occur in real-life music therapy
sessions, which are impossible to recreate in laboratories. Therefore, this principle is a
very important consideration for the methodological framework of this study. However,
this point has implications for recruitment; it implies a purposive recruitment aimed at
identifying both settings and participants who satisfy the enrolment conditions. Therefore,
settings needed to be identified where MT had already been in place.
Researcher as primary vehicle of data gathering: In this study the researcher interprets
the transcript of semi-structured interviews and is present during the MT session.
Therefore, the researcher is one of the primary means of collecting data. This is a
characteristic that this study has in common with Naturalistic Inquiry.
Tacit knowledge: The researcher should consider all types of knowledge that human
beings use, beyond the knowledge based on formally structured verbal data. This is a
characteristic that this study has in common with Naturalistic Inquiry.
Qualitative methods: This characteristic highlights the need to use a variety of qualitative
methods to describe the complexity of a reality study. Lincoln and Guba (1985) consider
qualitative methods as central to Naturalistic Inquiry.
Purposive sample: The sample studied does not need to be randomized according to
statistical principles but can be selected according to the research questions or research
interests. This characteristic determined the recruitment of participants and groups for the
current study, as described above.
Induction data analysis: As knowledge is a human construction, the inductive and
interpretative analysis of data is preferred in order to form flexible working hypotheses
instead of looking for universal truths. This characteristic is in common with the
Naturalistic Inquiry approach. In this study, interpretative analysis plays a central role.
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The above six characteristics of Naturalistic Inquiry presented by Lincoln and Guba were
included in the present study’s methodological underpinning. However, several of their
identified characteristics, outlined below, were not used in the present study.
Grounded theory is not used in this study.
Emergent design where results emerge spontaneously from the interactions between the
researcher and the environment is not planned in this study.
Negotiated outcomes with participants are not planned in this study.
Case studies reporting mode are not used in this study.
Similar to this study, in Naturalistic Inquiry results are seen as a portrait of the studied
situation, and they are not generalizable as general laws (Ideographic interpretation and
Tentative application) as results are not foreseen to be easily generalized from one setting
to another. Unlike Lincoln and Guba’s Naturalistic Inquiry approach, this study has clear
boundaries (i.e. specifically investigating the MBRs in MT), which are not totally left
fluid and emerging from the research activity itself (focus determined boundaries). The
final characteristic listed by Lincoln and Guba regards the criteria for trustworthiness.
The authors mention a variety of activities that support the statement of credible findings,
among which peer debriefing plays a central role. Lincoln and Guba contributed to
defining important qualitative trustworthiness methods, such as persistent observation
and triangulation (1985). Therefore, this last characteristic of the Naturalistic Inquiry
approach is connected to the qualitative assessment of this study’s findings (4.1.11, 4.1.12,
5.3.2.2, 6.9, and 7.7).
To summarize, the present study’s methodology cannot be seen as adopting an entirely
Naturalistic Inquiry approach. Nevertheless, this study’s methodological framework does
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contain important aspects of Naturalistic Inquiry, such as referring to an already existing
clinical environment and setting as well as the purposive sample selection.
3.13 Conclusion and methodological issues
This chapter has outlined the research questions of the present study and how these
research questions led to the development of a mixed methods approach. The use of a
mixed methods approach within music therapy studies was briefly revisited, with specific
attention to mixed methods studies on therapy and dementia. The chapter then introduced
the methodological considerations (i.e. motivation and principles) for quantitative and
qualitative data collection aimed at responding to the research question and sub-questions
(direct observation quantitative tools and qualitative analysis tools). The central section
introduced how the characteristics of MBRs can be fully explored using a mixed methods
construct that contains both qualitative and quantitative data. The chapter concludes with
a presentation of the concept of grouped data, named pools of data in the current study,
which can be seen as the core construct of the study in answering the main research
question. The Methods chapter (4) will discuss the design and how the method was carried
out step by step within the overall mixed methods study design.
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4 RESEARCH METHODS
This chapter discusses the study design and the real-life context of the research. The
second part of this chapter gives an account of the data collection phases. In the real-life
context of the current study, certain steps of the proposed study design needed to be
modified according to the three different environments (i.e. sites) where data collection
took place. This was considered part of a naturalistic research design, which has been
outlined above (3.12).
4.1

The study design

The research was carried out in three centres in Italy: two care centres in central Italy
(referred to as sites 1 and 3) and a care home in north Italy (referred to as site 2).
Each centre employed its own music therapist; therefore, three different music therapists
ran the six groups studied. However, the observer (the primary researcher) was the same
on each site to maintain data homogeneity during data collection.
Ethical approval was obtained from two Italian NHS ethical committees (i.e. one per
region) – Regione Toscana Comitato Etico Area Vasta Toscana Centro [Tuscany Region
- Central Vast Area Ethics Committee] and Azienda Sanitaria del Sud Tirolo Provincia
Autonoma di Bolzano – Comitato Etico [Autonomous Province of Bolzano -South Tyrol
NHS Ethics Committee] and the Anglia Ruskin University Ethics Committee (see
Appendix B). Participants were then only enrolled in the study if they or their guardian
signed the Informed Consent and Data Treatment Consent forms.
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4.1.1

Essential steps of the research process - steps 1 and 2

Before continuing with the discussion of research methods, it might be useful to present
an overview of the essential steps of the present study’s research process. Table 4.1
presents the research steps 1 and 2.
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Table 4.1 Essential steps of the research process - steps 1-2

STEP 1: MBR IDENTIFICATION
In 72 small group music therapy sessions with PWD:
•

Every 5-minutes ABMI and OERS (external observer) were used to assess PWD’s
behaviour.

•

ABMI and OERS were double-checked (by music therapist and research
observer) by watching the video of the entire session.

•

ABMI and OERS scoring differences between adjacent 5 minutes (epochs)
identified MBRs and their symptoms.

•

When an MBR was identified:
o

The video of the two 5-minute epochs was examined in detail
(microanalysis). The music therapist and the research observer
reviewed the events and conditions concurrent with MBR.

o

A MiDAS scale for the MBR was compiled by music therapist to
integrate the OERS client engagement assessment and aid apathy
reduction identification.

STEP 2: MBR DESCRIPTION – IDENTIFICATION OF MBR DESCRIPTORS
The music therapist was interviewed by the research observer using a semi-structured
interview focussed on the musical elements, musical relationships and social
interactions, music therapist’s responses and feelings, and music therapy technique
identification.
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA)was then used:
•

to distil qualitative themes describing the MBRs from the semi-structured
interviews;

•

to distil patterns across cases;

•

as a basis for the further distillation step of categorization of IPA super-ordinate
themes. This produced the EST (Emergent Super-ordinate Themes) which are
seen as qualitative labels of the significant moments occurring at MBR.

MBR and MBR descriptors identification resulted in 34 MBRs and 23 types of MTT
(Music Therapy Techniques); and 20 types of EST accompanied the MBRs.
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4.1.2

Subjects

The study included music therapist participants (n=3) and PWD participants (n=18). The
music therapists each ran two groups at their respective workplaces, which resulted in a
total of six groups being evaluated. Each session had three participants and ran weekly
for 12 weeks. PWD participants were selected using the following inclusion criteria:
•

already receiving music therapy

•

aged 65-100

•

affected with moderate-severe dementia [Clinical Dementia Rating (Morris,
1993) score ranging from 2 to 4]

•

experiencing BPSD as reported in their individual care plan or as reported
through Neuropsychiatric Inventory (Cummings et al., 1994) and/or the Cohen
Mansfield Agitation Inventory (CMAI) (Cohen-Mansfield, Marx and Rosenthal,
1989)

PWD participants were excluded based on the following exclusion criteria:
•

deafness or acute physical illnesses

•

non-BPSD behavioural problems (e.g. derived from psychosis)

•

refusal to sign consent forms

Music therapist participants were selected according to the following criteria:
•

being a trained music therapist

•

having 2 years of experience working with PWD

•

being a member of an Italian Music Therapy Professional Association

The centres selected for the study were selected according to the following criteria:
•

being specifically devoted to dementia treatment

•

running weekly music therapy small-group sessions

•

regularly running music therapy sessions based on active music therapy including
improvisation with clients
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The enrolment of participants was based on a naturalistic principle in order to minimize
the impact of the study on the setting environment by using purposive sampling.
Therefore, the enrolment phase consisted mainly of identifying pre-existing music
therapy groups satisfying the above-listed conditions. As the three centres manifested
their interest in participating in the study, an agreement was signed by each centre and
the researcher.
A diagram of the movement of participants through the study and an overview of the
design is provided in section 4.2 (diagram 1).
4.1.3

Ethics – Informed consent collection

The procedure to obtain the University and the local Italian NHS Ethical Committee
approval led to the collection of the subjects’ informed consent (see Appendix B, Subappendices B.7 and B.8).
Ethical procedures were designed according to Italian ethical rules and to the Anglia
Ruskin University ethical research process. The procedure included informed consent
confidentiality and anonymity in collecting data and minimal alteration of the therapeutic
environment (i.e. no control group).
In every centre, a meeting with family caregivers and welfare guardians/legal
representatives was arranged to provide information about the study (i.e. aims and
motivation for the study) and to proceed with the Informed Consent and Data Treatment
Consent Form collection. All subjects’ legal representatives and family caregivers agreed
to participate in the study.
In seven cases it was not possible to seek consent from the participant or from a legal
representative. Therefore, the Chief Investigator and the study’s Italian NHS data
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protection officer applied authorisation 9/2014 through the Italian Data Protection
Authority (B.6).
4.1.4

The music therapy session characteristics

Each music therapy session lasted 20-40 minutes and was video-recorded. The music
therapy sessions were aimed at reducing BPSD in PWD clients and had to be mainly
based on active music therapy, improvisation, singing and using musical instruments
(Orff instruments such as xylophones glockenspiels, metallophones, various-sized drums,
percussions and other professional instruments such as keyboard, piano, guitars,
percussions and drums were used).
Two cameras were utilised to ensure the availability of a back-up video if one camera
were to fail. During the session, the observer sat in the music therapy room and scored
the ABMI and OERS every five minutes for each client. The presence of an assistant in
the session was considered possible and sometimes necessary, according to the client’s
overall conditions and her/his clinical needs. The music therapist was responsible for
deciding whether or not to have an assistant.
At the end of the session, the music therapist wrote his or her clinical notes and the
observer double-checked the ABMI and OERS scores by watching the session video
through from the beginning. After the session, ABMI and OERS scores were doublechecked by the researcher together with the music therapist via the video footage. As
introduced in 3.5 and 3.6 the direct observation tools scorings are used to identify a
change in the BPSD of each client, which would indicate MBRs; therefore, the
observational scoring is crucial for answering the research sub-questions 1 (3.2).
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At all the sites the music therapy sessions were held in a place clearly separated from
where the subjects live, which provides a homogeneous treatment condition among the
three sites.
The music therapy sessions were based on active improvisational music therapy. The
sessions did not have a rigid protocol. It was important to keep the naturalistic approach
and respect the setting conditions that belonged to an already existing music therapy
intervention. However, the criteria for selecting the three sites helped to ensure a similar
music therapy intervention across the sites.
Professional caregivers participated in the sessions if a client’s condition required it. The
study protocol was flexible on this point. The aim of this flexibility was to keep preexisting environmental setting conditions as non-altered as possible. In all the three sites,
the active involvement of the caregivers in the session was decided based on the music
therapist’s clinical choice.
Since this study is oriented towards a naturalistic approach (3.12), regarding collecting
data from real-world music therapy sessions, it was crucial to strive to keep the setting as
natural as possible during data collection. Therefore, it was important to maintain one of
the original setting characteristics; that is, the fact that the setting is open, leaving
participants and residents of the home free to exit or enter at will. In some cases, some
group members left while others who were not enrolled in the group spontaneously
wandered into the session and stayed. Overall, in 6 sessions out of 72, one of the group
members is not one of the enrolled members. It was decided to take direct observation
scores for all the participants present but then to assess only the behaviour and symptoms
of the enrolled participants.
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4.1.5

The three music therapists’ approaches

Each centre had its own music therapist, but to maintain data homogeneity the observer
was the same (the researcher). In this sub-section, the three music therapists’ theoretical
approaches and methods are introduced. A brief description of their different
improvisational styles will be outlined, based both on the researcher’s direct observation
of their work, which occurred in the pilot sessions, and on discussions with the therapists
after the data collection phase. Bruscia (1998) defined “method as a particular type of
musical experience in which the client engages in for therapeutic purpose” (p.115).
The three music therapy methods utilised by the therapists in the current study are based
on an integration of Alvin’s (1975) Free Improvisation Therapy approach and the
Creative Music Therapy approach by Nordoff and Robbins (2007). The next paragraph
presents some essential features of these approaches.
Bonde and Wigram (2002) indicated some central musical aspects of Alvin’s
improvisational model: “Music is a creation of man and therefore man can see himself in
the music he creates” (p.131). Since music is a potential space for expression, Alvin
developed the concept of free improvisational therapy where client and therapist can
improvise without musical rules. Music can express a person’s character or personality,
so improvisation in this approach is used in a totally free way, using sounds or music that
are not composed or written beforehand. Free improvisation requires no musical ability
or training and is not evaluated according to musical criteria.
The therapist imposes no musical rules, restrictions, directions or guidelines when
improvising. The client can freely decide to use, or not, any aspect of music including
pulse, metre, rhythmic pattern, scale, tonal centre, melodic theme or harmonic frame. On
the contrary the Nordoff-Robbins (2007) Creative Music Therapy approach stresses the
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importance of the music therapist providing well-structured musical forms which may
have therapeutic effects. Improvised music should also include musical archetypes such
as organum, exotic scales, Spanish idioms and modal frameworks.
The music therapists of the present study integrate these two approaches in a practical
dimension in their sessions. In fact, in the continuum of the improvisation process, they
may switch from one approach to another, for instance from an Alvin approach of using
no tonal centre nor pulse to Nordoff-Robbins approach which is based on a tonal centre
or pulse.
The three music therapists trained at three different Italian music therapy schools, each
of which provide education in various methodologies regarding active music therapy
without specializing in any single one; therefore, the music therapists in this study
eclectically draw on more than one approach in their practice.
Site 1’s music therapist is a guitar player who obtained her music therapy degree in
Bologna at the “Music Space” music therapy school in 2007. She is Free Improvisation
Therapy (Alvin, 1975) oriented, although she integrates it with some Creative Music
Therapy approach elements. She tends to start the sessions with an empathic approach by
mirroring the client’s music or physical energy, thus creating an empathic and sensitive
musical frame, which is typical of Alvin’s model. Then usually one of the next steps is to
improvise using a clear musical form, such as in a Nordoff-Robbins approach, as a crucial
element in developing therapeutic relationships with the clients. Sharing clients’
instruments or playing side by side is a common feature of her work, as is her use of facial
expressions and body language, learned during her training and performance as a ballet
dancer, to enhance non-verbal communication with clients. It seems that clients perceive
her competence with her own instrument (the guitar) and are stimulated to engage in
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playing with her. The improvised musical structures that she uses are often very simple
melodic patterns from traditional folksongs using her guitar and voice, enriched by
classical guitar technique accompaniment. This emphasis on musical structures is
characteristic of the Nordoff-Robbins approach.
Site 2’s music therapist is a male percussionist who graduated from the School of Music
Therapy in Assisi in 2009. He is Tuscan but works in northern Italy. His training was
eclectic, but he has oriented his practice in the psychodynamic framework and uses active
improvisation in his sessions. When he improvises, he follows Alvin’s Free Improvisation
Therapy principles, in particular empathic improvisation to create therapist/client
relationships and the use of music instruments as intermediary objects to project emotions.
When he begins working with clients, he does not start too close to the group but gradually
comes closer as he builds relationships. He tends to remain very composed with little
expression during sessions. He is a trained percussionist but in sessions he often uses
guitar or sits side-by-side with a client to play percussion instruments together. He tends
to use his voice in a very soothing way both when singing and speaking. He often uses
his rhythmic management skills to build containment frames for the group or individuals
by mediating the various pulses produced by clients in a session. Musical forms and
structures are often used in his rhythmic improvisation (i.e., samba, Italian traditional
rhythms, some 5/4 structures) for their archetypal musical qualities. He tends to integrate
the Alvin approach with some Creative Music Therapy principles as well.
Site 3’s music therapist is a female singer who also plays guitar. She was trained at
Tuscany Music Therapy Center school. Her approach is mainly based on Alvin’s Free
Improvisation Model. However, she also refers to Mauro Scardovelli’s (1999) Sound
Dialogues music therapy, which consists in the application of Bandler and Grinder (1975)
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matching, pacing and leading Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) phases to music
therapy improvisation. She relies on her voice throughout most sessions. She uses her
voice, accompanied by the guitar, to sing songs or to build improvised songs with clients
based on short musical phrases to create a stable frame for clients. She is also very
sensitive to changes in clients’ moods, intervening quickly to direct musical production
or to attempt to influence undesirable behaviour. She also works with small percussion
instruments and xylophones. She also tends to integrate Alvin’s approach regarding
empathic improvisation with the Music Centred approach idea that some song structure
qualities may have an important cultural or archetypical value which may help in
developing therapeutic relationships.
Thus, all three music therapists use active improvisation with a very flexible approach in
their clinical work. Their approaches are mainly based on Alvin’s Free Improvisation
method, where the non-imposition of rules, structures or themes on clients’
improvisations is important but they all tend to integrate it with some principles of
Creative Music Therapy as regards musical qualities, formal structures and musicalsound elements as a therapeutic tool (although they did not receive any formal NordoffRobbins training). All three also mainly use active group music therapy. The patients are
involved in playing instruments, singing and improvising. The sessions are based on
improvisations combined with popular/traditional songs and moments of verbal
interaction. Improvisation may be proposed verbally or through sound by the music
therapist or may derive from instrumental solos of songs or verbally triggered ideas.
Improvisation with PWD is aimed at providing opportunities to express ideas and feelings
through music, thus developing a non-verbal way of relating and responding to others and
developing reciprocal interactions, despite the decline of verbal skills.
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The musical instruments used on the three sites are a set of xylophones, small percussion
instruments, and two guitars. In site 1, a piano was available whereas in site 3 the music
therapist occasionally used a keyboard in the session but she mainly used guitar as a
harmonic instrument.
4.1.6

Preliminary data analysis - MBR identification

When each MT session was over and the direct observation scores were checked via video,
a data sheet table containing each 5-minute interval of the session was compiled by the
researcher, who inserted the data for each patient. Each epoch was recorded in an Excel
datasheet column with OERS and ABMI and MiDAS scorings, whose items were listed
in rows. An example of this is seen in Table 4.2 Example of direct observation tools
scorings datasheet (OERS, MiDAS, ABMI).
The first column of the data sheet contains the OERS, MiDAS and ABMI scale names
followed by their item names. Regarding the ABMI only the items of behaviours
occurring in the session are listed. The next columns indicate the scoring of each item at
each epoch.
Regarding the ABMI, the first row contains the total number of counted behaviours that
occurred in each epoch (column). The following rows contain the time each counted
behaviour occurred in each epoch, in reference to the session time line. In the event an
ABMI item occurred more than once in an epoch, additional lines referring to the same
item have been added.
In the first line of the data sheet, each epoch is indicated by a start value and an end value
in minutes on the GMT session timeline. For example, the first epoch starts at 00’:01’’
and ends at 05’:00’’ and it is indicated as [0 5] in the first line and second column of the
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data sheet; the second epoch starts at 5’:01’’ and ends at 10’:00’’ and it is indicated as [5
10] in the first line and third column of the data sheet.
In this example a scoring of 0 was indicated by a blank field. Table 4.2 also contains the
MiDAS scoring, which was only carried out and inserted if an MBR was identified.
Figure 4.1 also presents an example of a histogram created to represent each five-minute
epoch’s OERS scoring.
Table 4.2 Example of direct observation tools scorings datasheet (OERS, MiDAS, ABMI)
time (5' epoch)
OERS
0-5
5-10
pleasure
0
anger
0
anxiety/fear
0
sadness
5
general alertness
4
MIDAS
interest
35
response
44
initative
10
involvement
23
enjoyment
31
ABMI
0
complain
exit seeking

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

0
0
2
4
5

0
0
0
5
5

0
0
0
2
5

4
0
0
0
4

4
0
0
0
5

3
0
3
0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
3
14,32
14,36
14,36

45
50
31
50
49
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.1 Example of OERS scoring histogram
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The histogram representation is aimed at facilitating the identification of MBRs by
allowing for the comparison of consecutive five-minute epochs. The next section presents
the criteria for identifying an MBR.
4.1.7

Quantitative MBR identification criteria

Using the OERS histograms and the OERS and ABMI scoring sheets, the researcher
identified possible MBRs during the music therapy sessions according to the following
selection criteria:
•

OERS items regarding anger, anxiety and sadness of at least four being reduced
by 2 points with no concurrent ABMI items. (This would indicate that the MBR
belongs to Aggression or Depression syndrome.)

•

ABMI items reducing to zero and the OERS items regarding anger, anxiety, and
sadness not scoring over 3 in the epoch. (This would indicate that the MBR
belongs to Aggression, or Depression, or Motor hyperactivity or HallucinationsPsychosis syndrome.)

•

If there is evidence of OERS items regarding pleasure and general alertness
increasing by 2 points and no ABMI items nor OERS items regarding anger,
anxiety, sadness over 2 in the second epoch. MiDAS scoring should also confirm
that the client’s engagement has increased. (This would indicate that the MBR
belongs to Apathy syndrome.)

In the Table 4.2 example presented above, the MBR was identified between the 3rd and
4th epochs, where the OERS sadness score reduced by 3 points and ABMI items reduced
to zero.
A video microanalysis of the five-minute intervals identified was carried out by the music
therapist and the observer in preparation for the qualitative description of the MBR. For
every MBR identified, the MT scored the MiDAS based on the video footage of the MBR
occurrence within the session and participated in a semi-structured interview led by the
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researcher, which was audio-recorded. To determine apathy symptoms reduction, an
integration of the OERS scoring with the MiDAS data was essential to confirm an
increased level of client engagement.
4.1.8

MBR syndrome identification

As outlined in section 4.1.7, the identification of MBRs was based on a clear reduction
of the scales’ scores in adjacent 5-minute segments of the music therapy sessions. The
concurrent use of both the OERS and the ABMI outcome measures was crucial in
identifying the symptoms and then assigning them to the appropriate McShane (2000)
syndrome, according to the correspondences outlined in 3.7. ABMI items scoring had to
be double-checked with OERS scoring for the items other verbal, repetitive, fiddle, exit
seeking and other physical to disambiguate the nature of symptoms and assign them to
the proper syndrome. This was done after the MBR was identified.
4.1.9

The MiDAS data

This section provides additional details about the MiDAS data scoring and usage. The
main function of MiDAS scoring is to determine an increase in client engagement, which
is necessary to identify apathy reduction. Compiling a MiDAS was also considered a
preparatory activity for the music therapist before being interviewed, by allowing them
to review the session activities and the client’s engagement.
As introduced previously, the MiDAS was completed by the music therapist for the
MBRs identified by the researcher (via the OERS and ABMI data). This scoring was done
only for the client who experienced each identified MBR. The MiDAS protocol is to score
the clinical best five minutes within a session; in the current study, this was modified to
refer to the five-minute epoch where the MBR occurred. Further, within the present
design the scoring protocol was also modified to only use the Visual Analogue Scale
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(VAS) items (levels of interest, response initiation, involvement, enjoyment) of the
MiDAS. The VAS scoring is useful in that it adds complementary information to the
OERS scorings and reflects how the music therapist experienced the MBR in terms of the
client’s engagement. In the current study the music therapist was not asked to score the
MiDAS six major reactions observed items (i.e. agitation/aggression, withdrawn/low in
mood, restless/anxious, relaxed mood, attentive/interested and cheerful/smiling), as they
overlap with the OERS scorings.
In this study, the MiDAS scores are used alongside the ABMI and OERS scores in order
to detect a decrease in apathy/social withdrawal symptoms. A decrease in
apathy/withdrawal may be identified when: (1) the ABMI scores show no agitation
symptoms; (2) the OERS scores show an increase in General Alertness and/or Pleasure;
and (3) the MiDAS scores show an increase in client engagement at an MBR. These
conditions allow for the identification of MBRs that involve the symptom of apathy.
4.1.10

The video analysis

Video analysis of each session was performed twice. The first time, as discussed above,
the observer watched the video footage immediately after the session to check every fiveminute epoch and confirm that the OERS and ABMI scoring was correct. The second
time, microanalysis of the two (or more if needed) five-minute epochs where the MBR
occurred (defined as the five-minute intervals before and during the MBR) was
undertaken by the music therapist and the researcher. Prior to the semi-structured
interviews, the music therapist and researcher watched the video of the MBRs together,
focussing on MT techniques, musical elements and interactions/relationships that were
evident during the MBR. This second video analysis functioned as a further confirmation
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of the OERS and ABMI scorings as well as encouraging dialogue and discussion between
therapist and researcher in preparation for the semi-structured interview.
4.1.11

MBR qualitative descriptions – semi-structured interviews

The qualitative description of an MBR was based on the semi-structured interviews with
the music therapists, which were preceded by video analysis of the MBR. The five-minute
time segments (before and during each MBR) were video analysed by the music therapist
and the researcher, to reflect on the musical elements, the musical relationships and the
music therapy techniques used during the MBRs. The music therapist was then
interviewed by the researcher using an open question semi-structured interview. These
interviews,

regarding

each

MBR,

were

then

analysed

using

Interpretative

Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) to investigate the following:
1. Musical elements
2. Musical relationships and personal or group interactions
3. The personal responses and feelings of the Therapist
4. Music Therapy Techniques used by the music therapist
The semi-structured interviews between the researcher and the music therapist were held
directly following the music therapy session. The interviews were used as a tool to collect
qualitative data aimed at describing the way in which MBRs arose in the sessions.
Additionally, the music therapist’s clinical notes are also transcribed in the interview
sheet. The researcher interviewed the music therapist using an open question semistructured interview, which allowed the “researcher and participant to engage in a
dialogue (…) a kind of conversation with purpose and (…) the purpose is informed by
the research question” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, p.57). It is important to state
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that the researcher and the interviewee were both music therapists, which might have
helped in creating a dialogue leading to an enrichment of theme definitions.
The interview was inspired by the phenomenological idea of describing different levels
of the experience of music (Ferrara, 1984) and of the music therapy process (Forinash
and Gonzalez, 1989). Ridder, Wigram and Ottesen (2009) highlighted the importance of
developing qualitative analysis orientated towards describing the nature and quality of
musical interaction in music therapy sessions with PWD. The aim of these interviews was
to lead the interviewee to provide descriptions on multiple levels: a “pure” musical
description level; a musical/personal interactions level; a level regarding the music
therapist’s internal perceptions; and a level regarding descriptions of actions/techniques
performed at the MBR. These multi-aspect levels of the interview are crucial to answering
the main research question, as they are the starting point in the identification of the MT
techniques and the musical, environmental and relational elements occurring at MBRs.
Therefore, the topic guide for the semi-structured interview was developed to consist of
three open questions and a specific question focussed on MT techniques:
1. “Can you give a description of the musical elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?”
Here, the music therapist’s attention should be focussed on the musical
environment in which the MBR occurred.
2. “How would you describe this moment in terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?”
Here the music therapist is required to move the focus of his/her attention
to human relationships, before focussing on himself in the following
question.
3. “How would you describe this moment in terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?”
4. “What Music Therapy Techniques were relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?”
This question has been placed at the end so as to avoid influencing the
replies to the preceding questions.
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The music therapist was additionally able to develop clinical notes or personal notes
which could also become part of the interview introduction in the transcript and
incorporated into the IPA analysis.
The interviews and clinical notes were then analysed according to the six-step IPA
procedure (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009) to identify thematic material that could be
labelled. The themes that were identified in the IPA analysis were imported into a
datasheet containing all the MBR data from the OERS, MiDAS and ABMI scoring.
4.1.12

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of the interviews

As previously mentioned, the five-minute segments (before and during each MBR) were
video analysed by the music therapist and the researcher, who are both music therapists.
This was undertaken to identify the musical elements, the musical relationships and the
music therapy techniques used during the MBRs. The interviews, which took place
between two trained music therapists who were both present during the phenomenon
being explored, had the potential to create rich dialogues and descriptions regarding the
events that lead to the MBR. This reinforces the motivation for using the IPA for the
interview analysis, as it highlights the importance of the dialogical dimension during the
interview.
The IPA was undertaken to investigate the following during MBRs:
1. Musical elements
2. Musical relationships and personal or group interactions
3. The personal responses and feelings of the music therapist
4. Music Therapy Techniques used by the music therapist
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The IPA allows for the distilling of themes that then can be used to identify links between
symptoms reduction, techniques used and key qualitative elements. The original IPA
(Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009), steps are:
1. Original transcript of each interview
2. Reading and rereading
3. Initial noting: descriptive, conceptual comments
4. Emerging themes: reducing detail volume but keeping complexity
5. Super-ordinate themes (clustering of like elements of emerging themes)
6. Identifying patterns across cases to find connections among super-ordinate themes
of different cases
After the interview was transcribed in Italian, the first step of the six step IPA. Reading
and rereading, was done before continuing with the following steps, Initial noting and
Linguistic and conceptual comments in English.
Reading and rereading is the first phase of IPA and consists of repeated reading of the
original transcript to ensure that the researcher comes as close as possible to the
participant’s world, which then becomes “the focus of the analysis” (p.82). Reading and
rereading was done using the original Italian version to ensure full comprehension of all
the nuances in the provided description of events. This was additionally facilitated by the
fact that the researcher was also present in the session and has training in music therapy.
The translation into English was then completed following the reading and rereading.
In the second step of IPA, Smith and colleagues suggest basing the Initial noting on three
types of comments:
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•

Descriptive – the contents in terms of what matters to the interviewee,
highlighting objects that structure thoughts and experiences

•

Linguistic – regarding the specific language and interjections used to express
content

•

Conceptual – more interpretative elements of the analyst’s reflections on the
interview content, shifting away from the interviewee’s point of view and
integrating the analyst’s experience

In this study, descriptive and conceptual comments were most prevalent likely due to the
fact that the interviewee is describing a professional experience. In this phase, after having
absorbed the contents of the original transcript, the researcher notes his or her initial
comments, which can either be descriptive, regarding what was important to the
interviewee and what are key elements he reported, or conceptual comments, regarding
the researcher’s interpretative point of view.
According to Smith and colleagues, ‘emergent themes’ are meant to “reduce the volume
of detail without losing complexity (…), [by noting] interrelationships, connections and
patterns” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, p.91) in order to succinctly express the
essence of the comments. Emergent themes may also reflect the “analyst’s interpretation”
(p.92) of the event described and are typically defined using a couple of short sentences.
‘Super-ordinate themes’ are then distilled by clustering similar elements of emerging
themes. Super-ordinate themes are typically defined using a few words or a short sentence.
In this phase of analysis, the focus is on mapping how the “analyst thinks the themes fit
together” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, p.96). Some emerging themes may not be
closely connected enough to the research question and may be discarded. The authors
suggest grouping or clustering themes by physically mapping the themes’ connections.
The procedure consists of printing out a list of themes, cutting them into strips of one
theme each so that each theme is on a different piece of paper, and then spatially exploring
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how the themes relate to each other by setting down, moving, and clustering the pieces of
paper.
The authors indicate six main strategies for identifying and labelling the super-ordinate
themes (pp.98-100):
Abstraction: putting the themes together according to similar ideas and then assigning
the cluster a new name
Subsumption: “similar to abstraction” but one of the emerging themes acquires the status
of super-ordinate theme
Polarization: relating and grouping the themes in opposite poles or oppositional relations
(i.e. positive/negative experience) which may create a system of opposite super-ordinate
themes
Contextualization: relating the emergent themes to particular narrative moments
Numeration: giving account of frequencies of an emergent theme in the narrative
Function: clustering the themes according to their function in the narrative
It is important to note that the authors stress that these strategies “are not mutually
exclusive” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, p.99).
Up to this point, these first five steps are carried out with regard to a single MBR interview
analysis. The next phase is defined as identifying patterns across cases. The pattern across
cases phase produced common or similar codes for some of the different Emergent
Themes and Super-ordinate Themes of the analysed interviews. The sixth step is meant
to identify where the super-ordinate themes, which belong to different cases, fit into
relationships with the other cases. The process for this is:
a) determine if one case illuminates another;
b) identify any especially potent super-ordinate themes (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009,
p.101).
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4.1.13

IPA translation and modification

IPA interviews were undertaken with some modifications. Firstly, an ‘introduction’ was
inserted, which contained essential information regarding the MBR (i.e. what symptom
was reduced, the scores of the quantitative measures and the epochs in which the
reduction occurred). A ‘clinical notes’ section was also included, where the music
therapist provided further information verbally. In some cases, the music therapist would
also provide written notes that were also included and named clinical notes.
The interviews were recorded in Italian, then translated into English by the researcher.
According to Kim and Elefant (2016), it is essential that the translation ensures cultural
representation of the interviewee, in terms of “culture and values” (p.282). The
translations were double-checked with a native English speaker, who is a musician living
in Italy.
For the analysis of the interview data, the IPA form was inserted into a Microsoft Word
table. This allowed for meaningful units from the interviews to be inserted into rows
within the table, so sometimes blank lines appear in the transcript column. The fluency
of the text within the table is not altered, as the horizontal lines of the table do not appear
–essentially, this allows for the management of meaningful units to become more feasible.
4.1.14

The function of the MBR identification number

Before continuing with the discussion of the IPA analysis, the use of the MBR
identification numbers should be introduced for clarity. After an MBR is identified, it is
numbered with a consecutive ID-number (i.e. MBR1 to MBR34). The ID-number serves
to connect all the elements that are associated with the MBR (i.e. the Emergent Themes,
the Super-ordinate Themes, the IPA forms, and the MBR row in the data sheet). Therefore,
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MBR ID-numbers are a key element for reviewing this study’s data. In the database, each
row presents a single MBR.
The Emergent themes are coded using the following system: [MBR ID-Number, a dot, a
zero to indicate that it is an emergent theme, a dot, the number of the emergent theme].
For example, [12.0.02] would identify Emergent Theme 2 of MBR 12. The Superordinate themes are coded using the following system: [MBR ID-Number, a dot, the
number of the super-ordinate theme]. For example, [12.03] would identify Super-ordinate
theme 3 of MBR 12. These codes are indicated with square brackets when they are
referred to in the text. These codes appear in the IPA forms without square brackets (see
example in 1264.1.15, Table 4.3). All the distilled Emergent Themes and Super-ordinate
Themes and their codes can be found in the IPA sheets in Appendix F, (F.1 to F.34),
where the Sub-appendix sections are ordered by MBR-ID number.
4.1.14.1 The MBR database
The interviews provide information on the MT Technique used; therefore, at this point
the data about MBR can be stored in the MBR database, including music therapy
techniques. In this database each MBR has its own row containing its ID-Number.
Therefore, each MBR is represented in a line of an excel data sheet containing information
about the MBR as follows. (Column labels are presented here in caps).

•

DATE indicates session date.

•

MBR indicates MBR ID number.

•

CLIENT indicates the client ID letter.

•

BEHAVIOUR indicates the behaviour reduced.

•

SYNDROME indicates the syndrome that includes the MBR behaviour reduced.

•

EPOCHS column contains two numbers separated by a comma, which indicate
the numbers of the two consecutive five-minute epochs where the difference in
the OERS and ABMI scoring, which identified the MBR, occurred.
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•

OERS ITEM column contains the name of the OERS item with a difference in
scoring that was used to identify the MBR.

•

OERS SC (SC is the abbreviation for Scorings) contains two numbers separated
by a comma, which indicates the two scorings of the OERS items at the two
consecutive five-minute epochs that identified the MBR.

•

ABMI IT (IT is the abbreviation for “item”) column contains the name of the
ABMI item with a difference in scoring that was used to identify the MBR.

•

ABMI SC (SC is the abbreviation for “scorings”) contains two numbers
separated by a comma, which indicates the two scorings of the OERS items at
the two consecutive five-minute epochs that identified the MBR.

•

MIDAS ITEMS column contains the number of the MIDAS item scores which
increased at MBR.

•

TECH n Columns contains the abbreviated name of the MT techniques (TECH)
that the music therapist used at MBR and described in the IPA semi-structured
interview The MT techniques used (TECH 1, TECH 2, TECH (…), TECH n).

Figure 4.2 presents an excerpt of the MBR database as an example of how the above
information is presented in the excel sheet.
Figure 4.2 Excerpt of the MBR database.
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This database provides the initial grouping of MBRs by symptom types and syndromes
to explore if there are any relationships between techniques used and the reduction of
specific symptoms.
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This database was a first step in preparation for the quantitative analysis dataset which
was used to apply a quantitative analysis to group symptoms, techniques and qualitative
themes as shown in 5.2.1.
4.1.15

Example of IPA analysis

Smith et al. (2009) provide an example analysis using a coding form built on a threecolumn table, where the initial comments are in the middle column, the exploratory
comments are in the right column and the emergent themes are in the left. This IPA
coding form was used in the current study. Table 4.3 provides an example of how an
MBR interview was analysed.
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Table 4.3 Example of IPA coding form

IPA of MBR 13
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript
Translation

Exploratory Comments
Descriptive comments (normal text) and
Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Interviewer speech in italics
Introduction
The ABMI scoring shows a Moment of
Behavioural Reduction between epochs 4 and
5. At epoch 5 the ABMI aggressive item
reduced to zero.
Clinical notes
about the client in this session
Client P was very aggressive, more than
usual. In the last 10 minutes of the session the
use of instruments with lower intensity and
the voice quality helped greatly in reducing
aggressive behaviour.

Here the Music Therapist focuses on what
musical element helped in reducing the
aggressive behaviour but she doesn’t give any
information about how. Answering the semistructured interview questions, she is able to
describe it in a more focussed way.

In this clinical note, the Music Therapist
introduces the idea that reducing volume and
paying more attention to voice timbre were
the two main ingredients for reducing
Aggressivity.
Aggressive behaviour / Anxiety Behaviour
might be reduced by reducing the use of
instruments in order to lower the overall
sound intensity energy in the session.

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
13.0.01
Client’s own
repertoire
suitable for
behavioural
reduction

The use of a song dedicated to love for one’s
mother.

The Music Therapist might have used this song
for two reasons:
Firstly, the song has a positive meaning for the
client. In this case we know that this is one of
the songs client P sings most.

13.0.02
The importance
of knowing
client’s personal
history or building
client’s personal
MT repertoire

A song dedicated to one’s own mother might
also NOT be useful- In fact at a client’s
personal level it might lead to negativity (i.e.
the client might not have had a positive
relationship with his/her mother).

13.0.03
Musical forms
suitable for
managing
sound/music
parameter
reduction useful
for behavioural
reduction

Secondly, the form of the song makes it
suitable for a reduction in aggressive
behaviour.
Music This song has a very “aria like” melody.
The soothing musical structure might suggest
a loving feeling opposing aggressive
behaviour. It’s a suitable form for managing
parameters like volume and tempo which may
induce a further step towards aggressive
behavioural reduction.
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Figure 4.3 presents an example of the grouping of MBR Emergent Themes (ET) under
three Super-ordinate Themes (ST) for MBR 13 as identified through IPA of music
therapist’s interview.
Figure 4.3 Example of IPA Emergent Themes grouping

Emergent Themes (ET) Super-ordinate Theme (ST)

ST

13.01 Direct music-and relationship actions producing MBR (ST)
13.0.01 Client’s own repertoire suitable for behavioural reduction (ET)
13.0.02 The importance of knowing client’s personal history or building client’s

ET
s

personal MT repertoire (ET)
13 0.03 Musical forms suitable for managing sound/music parameter reduction
useful for behavioural reduction (ET)

ST

13.02 MBR aggression facilitated by Multi-layer action

ET

ST

13.0.04 Simultaneous Multi-parameter (number of instruments, sound intensity,
song tempo) reduction management to reduce aggressive behaviour

13.03 Group is a resource
13. 0.05 Creating the group by singing and playing together creates the conditions

ET

(here, sound parameter modification) which facilitate an MBR.
13. 0.06 MBR positive atmosphere perceived by music therapist on an emotional level

4.1.16

The Emergent Super-ordinate Themes (ESTs)

Beyond initial IPA categorizations, a further categorization level was introduced in order
to avoid having many different categories with each containing a small number of themes.
Similar super-ordinate themes were clustered under common labels, generating what this
study refers to as ‘Emergent Super-ordinate Themes’ (ESTs), which are the distillation of
key common elements from apparently non-homogeneous events in various sessions. The
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identification of ESTs is a further categorization introduced by the researcher of the
current study, which does not belong to the original IPA analysis process. The ESTs can
be used to identify essential characteristics of the music therapy process. The superordinate themes were grouped under the ESTs, following the same criteria used in IPA to
group the emergent themes under the super-ordinate themes. To identify ESTs, the superordinate themes were grouped mainly using Abstraction criteria, which consists of
aggregating items according to similar ideas and concepts, and then assigning the
resulting clusters with a labelling name. ESTs became a datum of the MBR dataset as an
MBR qualitative descriptor. Examples of ESTs include categories such as the Individual
to Group relationship; Features of Clinical Environment; and Music Therapist’s
Flexibility. The ESTs are further discussed in chapter six. (section 6.4.and 6.4.2) and a
list of the ESTs with their sub-categories (Super-ordinate Themes and Emergent Themes)
are presented in Appendix C (C.1 to C.20 ).
4.2

Outline of research design and data analysis process

Data analysis methods to aggregate Music Therapy Techniques (MTTs), symptoms and
qualitative descriptors of significant moments will be presented in chapter five (5.2) in
detail. However, some data analysis began alongside the early data collection phases. The
identification of MBRs was based on a preliminary analysis of the rough direct
observation tools data. When the MBRs were identified they were assigned to the relevant
McShane (2000) syndrome grouping (i.e. aggression, depression, apathy or hyperactivity).
This entails analysis activity as well. The Data analysis process of the present study can
be seen as a multiphase data analysis process, where each phase triggers the next one by
producing elements that can be further analysed in the next one.
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To summarize, the three phases that have been described so far, presented in Table 4.4
and Diagram 1 (below), provide an outline of the study design.
Table 4.4 Phases 1-3 of data analysis
TYPE OF
ANALYSIS

Through

Phase 1

Direct Obs. Tools
(ABMI, OERS, MiDAS)
and Video Analysis

ANALYSIS OF SESSIONS

PRODUCED

•

MBR IDENTIFICATION

•

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS ABOUT
MBR

•

SYMPTOMS and SYNDROME of MBR
IDENTIFIED

•

EMERGENT THEMES (ET)

•

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES (ST)

•

MTT

Phase 2
INTERVIEW ANALYSIS

IPA Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis)

Phase 3
ANALYSIS OF ET and ST

IPA thematic oriented
aggregations

EMERGENT SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES (ESTs)
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Diagram 1 - Outline of the Research Design flow chart

Informed consent collection

Identification of the three centres and subjects (see 4.1)
Subject n=18 – MT groups n=6

MT sessions
n=12 for 6 groups; total n= 72

QLT data collection:

MBR identified?
No

Yes

NONO

• Semi-struct. Interview
• IPA Analysis

MBR data base analysis
•

prevalence analysis of MBR descriptors
Frequency per Syndromes

•

Auto contractive Map (neural network)

QLT descriptions of the
Nature of the “pools”
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4.3

The creation of the Research Design

This section gives account of the steps involved in the creation of this study’s research
design. The present study was inspired by a previous music therapy assessment project,
which was an assignment undertaken by the researcher whilst attending the Music
Therapy Master’s training programme at the University of the West of England in 2013.
The assignment was modified and presented as the current study’s research proposal for
the PhD programme at Anglia Ruskin University. The original research project focused
on the identification of MBRs during group MT sessions for PWD by scoring the
MiDAS and ABMI measures pre- and post- music therapy session. If a difference in
scoring occurred, a video analysis would be carried out to describe the MBR. This
section will present how this original project was modified to the current project’s
design.
4.3.1

Protocol check sessions and initial research design

After the research proposal was approved, the researcher, who was the music therapist at
site 1, carried out 12 sessions, which were observed by the site’s psychologist. These
sessions took place from February to July 2016, in order to define and check the protocol.
These session observations were crucial to test the feasibility of the direct observation
tools in identifying MBRs. During this pilot observation phase, it was also decided that it
was not feasible for the researcher to hold both the roles of music therapist and researcher
in the study.
These sessions helped music therapy group members become used to the observer’s
presence during the sessions. Therefore, pilot sessions were planned in each research site
before the commencement of data collection.
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The initial research design, presented in 2015, before the registration phase for the PhD,
was based on a pre-post session evaluation of BPSD reduction during music therapy
sessions. The possible occurrences of any BPSD reduction identified with the pre-post
evaluation of BPSD might have led to a video analysis of the session to identify where it
occurred and to describe it. Initially, the planned pre- and post- outcome measures were
the ABMI, to look at the effect on agitation, aggression and hyperactivity symptoms
(Cohen-Mansfield and Libin, 2004), and the MiDAS Scale (McDermott, Orrell and
Ridder, 2015), to look at the level of patient involvement, which was assumed could be a
sign of the level of apathy and depression symptoms.
However, after the first meeting with the supervisory team of the present study, it became
evident that a simple pre- and post- evaluation could not effectively identify the moment
of symptom reduction within sessions and, therefore, could not detect the context or
mechanisms of music therapy use for this function.
4.3.2

Breaking down the music therapy session

In the original research design, a decrease in the ABMI pre- and post-session scores or an
increase in any of the first five items of the MiDAS pre- and post-session scores would
have triggered a video analysis aimed at finding the moment(s) of symptom reduction.
Thus, the identification of an MBR would have been based only on the subjective opinion
of the music therapist-researcher. However, there would not have been sufficient
evidence to determine if the moment chosen by the researcher was really the one that
determined the symptom decrease. Moreover, a pre- and post- assessment is blind to
potential temporary MBRs during the session, which may not last to the end of session,
and may be missed in the post-session assessment. Hence, it was decided to systematically
apply direct observation tools throughout the session in five-minute intervals (epochs) to
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isolate the moment in which the reduction occurred. This would allow the video analysis
to be narrowed down to 10-minute periods, where the difference in outcome measure
scores between two epochs – the epoch where an MBR occurred and the previous one –
would be measured. This meant that the presence of an observer for the duration of the
session was necessary to score the outcome measures.
4.3.3

Inserting the Observed Emotion Rating Scale (OERS)

At the end of 2015, an additional change regarding the assessment measures was made.
In another study which took place at the centre where the researcher worked (site 1), the
OERS (Lawton, Van Haitsma and Klapper, 1999) was used together with the ABMI and
the MiDAS to explore the effects of artistic expressive therapies on the quality of the
relationship between the PWD and their family caregivers (Gori, Zilli and Pizziolo, 2016).
After this successful attempt at combining the OERS, ABMI and the MiDAS, it was
decided to utilise the OERS in the current study as well. The OERS and ABMI would
ensure robust assessment of behavioural reduction whilst the MiDAS scoring, based on a
visual analogue scale compiled by the music therapist according to her/his subjective
impression, would assess patient engagement. The MiDAS was completed only for
MBRs, whilst the OERS and ABMI were scored throughout each session. To confirm
that it was possible for a single observer to score three patients every five minutes with
OERS and ABMI, the researcher performed a number of informal pilot sessions with the
site 1 psychologist.
4.4

Data collection

The first step of the data collection was the identification of day-care centres or home
care where small active group music therapy sessions were provided to subjects who fit
the inclusion criteria defined in the study protocol. Two day-care centres in the Florence
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(Italy) area (site 1 and 3) and a care home in northern Italy (site 2) were identified where
subjects aged from 61 to 90 (mean 78,3 – SD 8,6), affected with moderate-severe
dementia [CDR 2-4], were already participating in small group active music therapy. The
18 subjects all had a diagnosis of Senile Dementia of Alzheimer Type except two who
had a diagnosis of Frontotemporal Dementia (site 1 and 3) and one who had Frontal Lobe
Dementia (centre 1). Data collection started at site 2 in September 2016. At site 1 there
were some administrative issues related to a change in management which delayed the
informed consent procedures and consequently the formal enrolment of patients in the
study. Therefore, data collection started in December 2016 at site 1 and March 2016 at
site 3 due to similar issues. In the three centres, the duration of the sessions ranged from
20 to 40 minutes. The duration was not always the same and was flexible between
sessions.
4.4.1

The clients at the three centres

The clients at the three centres had been previously referred to music therapy due to
experiencing behavioural symptoms, most of them for a combination of symptoms. The
symptoms were reported using the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) (Cummings et al.,
1994), Cohen Mansfield Agitation Inventory (CMAI) (Cohen-Mansfield, Marx and
Rosenthal, 1989) and also based on the behavioural section of the client’s Individual Care
Plan (ICP), which might indicate BPSD presence.
Here is an overview of the main symptoms experienced by the participants with dementia
at the three sites:
•

Site 1: 1 client reported agitation/aggression using NPI; 1 client reported anxiety
using NPI; 5 clients reported agitation using CMAI; ICPs reported 3 clients
manifesting agitation/aggression and 1 client manifesting anxiety. 5 clients
experienced a combination of symptoms.
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•

Site 2: All six clients reported NPI items. The CMAI was not used at this site. As
reported by the NPI, Agitation/Aggression, motor behaviour and anxiety were the
most common symptoms.

•

Site 3: Agitation/Aggression behaviours and Anxiety Aberrant motor behaviour
were present and equally distributed among the site’s 6 clients as reported by NPI
and ICPs

The NPI and CMAI scores of all the sites’ clients highlight that agitation/aggression,
followed by anxiety, apathy, and motor behaviour, are reported as the most commonly
occurring symptoms. The bar charts presented in Figure 4.4 and in Figure 4.5 show the
identified symptoms at the three sites, based on NPI and CMAI scores.
Figure 4.4 Site 1, 2 and 3 NPI items occurrences

NPI items occurrances in center 1, 2 and 3
Appetite and eating disorders
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Sleep
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Irritability/lability
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3

Agitation/aggression
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Figure 4.5 Site 1, 2 and 3 CMAI items occurrences

The participants were anonymized using a random assignment of a letter according to
ethics procedures (4.1.3). According to their clinical situation, Table 4.5 at page shows
each participant’s BPSD syndrome symptoms as reported (R) in their latest ICP
behavioural assessment and also the Most Prevalent syndrome symptoms Reported
(MPR).
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Table 4.5 BPSD Syndrome symptoms reported (R) and the Most Prevalent Syndrome Reported (MPR)
for each participant
CLIENT
AGGRESSION
P
center 1
MPR
T
MPR
R
U
MPR
X
Z
MPR
center 2
A
R
B
D
R
E
F
MPR
I
R
center 3
G
N
S
R
M
R
O
R
Q

DEPRESSION

HYPERACTIVITY
R

APATHY

PSYCHOSIS

R
R
R

R
MPR

MPR
R

MPR
MPR
MPR
R
R

R
R
R

R
MPR

R
R
R
R
R

R

R

R

MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR

MPR
MPR

Sites 1 and 3 are day-care centres whereas site 2 is a care home. The fact that many
psychosis-syndrome symptoms are reported for the care home participants may be due to
these residents having more advanced dementia and being more likely to manifest such
symptoms.
4.4.2

The pilot session data collection phase

At each site, preliminary observation pilot sessions were performed. The aims of the pilot
sessions were:
•

to increase knowledge of the person rated, which is an important preliminary
condition in direct observation assessment, as highlighted by Curyto and
colleagues (2008) and (Jeon et al., 2011);

•

to have the minimum environmental impact on the group when introducing the
observer in the pre-existing music therapy group.
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4.5

The data collection times

The data was collected at the three sites one after the other and therefore covered a span
of nearly a year. Data collection started first in site 2 from September to December 2016,
with two groups per day, followed by site 1 from January to April 2017, with two groups
per day, and then site 3 from March to September 2017, with two consecutive groups. At
each site, data was collected for 2 music therapy groups. The sessions were not rigidly
continuous as there were interruptions due to holidays or illness on the part of the music
therapist at all three sites. This circumstance is part of the “real world” context of the
research. Furthermore, the 12 sessions of the study were part of a longer music therapy
process, in which it was customary for some weekly sessions to be skipped.
4.6

The data collection procedure

This section provides details about data collection in the music therapy sessions real-life
context.
According to the study design, every session was video recorded using a video camera (a
Sony Handy Cam DCR SX) and a mobile phone camera, both set on a tripod with no need
for a camera operator in order not to alter the setting. The mobile phone camera was
included to have a second point of view of the setting and also a backup video in case the
camera had technical problems. All the video data was downloaded and stored safely on
a dedicated memory stick. In many sessions, the camera stand had to be moved in order
to follow the clients and therapists as they moved within the space; however, it was not
always possible to have all participants within the camera frame at all times.
According to the study design, every 5 minutes an OERS and an ABMI was compiled for
each participant by the observer. If the scores indicated a possible MBR, the music
therapist and the observer checked the video to confirm that the scale scoring was correct
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at the moment. This represented the start of the dialogical dimension, which informs the
IPA semi-structured interview, in which the music therapist describes qualitatively what
happened at that MBR. If an MBR was identified, the music therapist would also
complete the MiDAS for the subjects who manifested the MBR and then participate in
the semi-structured interview. The interview was held after the session, as close to the
end of the session as possible. In some cases, there were logistical problems, which meant
the interview had to be carried out by phone.
A further check using the video on the OERS and ABMI scoring was performed on the
whole session’s five-minute epoch scoring before performing the interview. This double
check ensured that the MBR was identified correctly.
4.7

Data gathering during music therapy sessions

During the sessions, the data was gathered using paper OERS forms. The OERS form
was reduced in size so as to have three empty OERS forms on a single sheet. In this way,
it was easier for the observer to compile them. The observer used the margin of the OERS
form to additionally mark the ABMI scores because it was not possible to manage and
compile more than three forms every 5 minutes during the MT session. A blank ABMI
form was kept by the observer to ensure accuracy of ABMI item scoring. Each sheet
represented a single 5-minute segment (epoch) of data.
The ABMI forms were printed directly from Cohen-Mansfield and Libin’s article (2004,
p.891). If an agitation symptom occurred during the MT session, an ABMI form was
formally completed directly after the session, based on the OERS scores from the live
direct assessment phase. In the case of an occurrence of an ABMI item, the live scoring
for each ABMI noted the behaviour item and the time when it occurred. The entire ABMI
scoring mechanism was highlighted in (3.5.2).
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After live scoring and the double check of the scores via video, the next step consisted of
inputting the data gathered on paper into an excel file. It was not always possible to do
this directly after a session due to the setting conditions; in these cases, this step was
skipped, although the possible MBR identification could take place by checking the paper
OERS and ABMI epochs’ scores.
The inclusion criteria for participants to be enrolled in the research included that they
manifest BPSD. However, in about half of the sessions scored (72) during data collection,
the clients did not show any BPSD. In these cases, the OERS and ABMI showed only
emergent symptoms or symptom reduction, and therefore the qualitative analysis was not
undertaken.
4.8

The MBR and MBR descriptors identification process: video examples

This section provides an overview of the process of identifying and describing MBRs and
is presented using two video examples of MBRs. There were two modalities used to
identify and describe an MBR, as outlined in the criteria for identifying an MBR (4.1.7):
the ABMI and OERS scoring. MBR identification was based on differences in ABMI or
OERS scores between 2 adjacent epochs (i.e. 5-minute session-segments). This section
will present two video examples of the identification of an MBR; the first is based on the
OERS scoring and the second on the ABMI scoring. The video examples can be
downloaded.
MBR 23.mp4 at
https://ln.sync.com/dl/d6f534cf0/jcnmhnjz-z862pvan-c9zqb8t2-mx8hj6bk
MBR 15.mp4 at
https://ln.sync.com/dl/10c600b90/drmasvkj-q4fsh2cc-2ucvmjt5-xab7efft
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4.8.1

Video example 1: MBR identification using the OERS scoring (MBR
23.mp4)

Video example 1 (MBR 23.mp4) illustrates how music therapy can reduce apathy in PWD
through respecting clients’ time and engagement, using the Group As a Resource, giving
value to playing together as if the group were a small orchestra and mirroring clients’
physical posture and their way of playing. The purpose of this example is to illustrate how
the music therapist describes the MBR during the qualitative interview and provide an
example of the current study’s analysis process to identify MBRs using OERS scoring.
The video example presents MBR number 23.
MBR 23 occurred in the eighth session of the first group at site 1. The clients in the
session, identified with random letters as per ethics procedures, are, from left to right:
client X (diagnosis of Alzheimer-Type Dementia), Client U (diagnosis of moderate
Frontotemporal Dementia [FTD]) and client Z (diagnosis of severe FTD). Figure 4.6
illustrates the setup of the room:
Figure 4.6 Setup of MBR 23 music therapy session

Client Z

Client U

conga
xylophone
Client X

Music
Therapist
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During this session, the clients do not seem to interact much within the music; they don’t
seem to consider each other or interact with one another. The music therapist, therefore,
seems to divide her attention between each member of the group in turn, in an attempt to
involve them in the music separately. At one point, she tries to engage the clients using
physical contact, by moving the clients’ hands and encouraging them to play an
instrument and engage in the music. This physical contact suggests an attempt to remind
the clients of the movement needed to play the instrument. Although such physical
contact may look invasive, it works to reactivate the person’s physical memory. The
therapist tries to trigger the physical memory of the specific gesture, by guiding the
client’s movement and physically leading them (i.e. taking their hands – often when they
are already holding a musical instrument – and moving them in the way the instrument
can be used). During this session, MBR 23 occurs when client U’s apathy is reduced in
epochs three and four, which was identified by the OERS scoring.
Client U manifested apathy, refusing to participate in further playing during the third 5minute session time-segment (epoch). In the subsequent epoch, client U’s participation
increases and the OERS Alertness scoring increases from 3 to 5, which indicates that
client U’s General Alertness and participation in a task increased in duration from 16-59
seconds in the third epoch to a duration of more than 2 minutes in the fourth epoch.
The video presents epoch 3 and epoch 4, where client U’s apathy was found to have been
reduced. Client Z is engaged in sensorial drumming (De Backer and Wigram, 2007, p.126)
whilst client U is sitting in front of the music therapist, physically sitting in a way that
clearly suggests that he is not interested in playing. Client Z sits and observes. The music
therapist provides a strongly accented four-beat phrasing on the xylophone and client Z
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seems to follow her with his drumming. She then provides stimuli to client X by playing
the shaker. The video dialogues are transcribed and translated in Appendix E.
Figure 4.7 shows the rough scoring on the OERS of these two epochs; the OERS and
MiDAS scoring data sheet is then presented in Table 4.4. The arrows between Figure
4.7 and Table 4.6 indicate the corresponding OERS scoring. OERS Data can also be
seen at a glance in the following bar chart (Figure 4.8). The OERS scores identified the
MBR; the MiDAS scoring also shows an increase of all the MiDAS items in epoch 4.
Therefore, Midas scoring further confirms client U’s Apathy reduction.
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Figure 4.7 Two OERS forms of the 3rd and 4th epochs of session 8, group 1, site 1.

Table 4.6 Example of Observation Tools scorings datasheet (OERS, MiDAS, ABMI) referred to Figure
4.7
time (5' epoch)
OERS
0-5
5-10
pleasure
0
anger
0
anxiety/fear
0
sadness
0
general alertness
5
MIDAS
interest
35
response
44
initative
10
involvement
23
enjoyment
31
ABMI
0

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-30

4
0
0
0
4

0
3
0
3
3

3
0
0
0
5

0
0
2
0
5

3
0
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

45
50
31
50
49
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

The arrows indicate the corresponding OERS scoring.
The MiDAS scoring shows an increase in all the MiDAS items in epoch 4. Therefore,
Midas scoring confirms client U’s Apathy reduction.
OERS data can also be seen at a glance in the following bar chart (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8 Bar chart of session 8, group 1, center 1 – Client U’s OERS Scoring

The above graph shows that in epoch 3, client U was not participating much within the
session, whilst also showing anger and sadness expressions. However, his Apathy was
found to be reduced in the next epoch, as shown by an increase in his General Alertness
OERS scoring and confirmed by his MiDAS scores, which showed that he became more
involved in playing.
Therefore, MBR 23 was identified using the OERS and confirmed using the MiDAS
scores. The music therapist was interviewed, and the interview transcript was analysed
using IPA. Table 4.7 was used for the IPA analysis of the interview, which shows the
Initial Comments and Emergent Themes. The interview has a dialogical dimension. In
the interview transcription, the interviewer add-ons or comments are reported in italics;
square brackets indicate the transcriber’s additions, where the audio was not clear enough.
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Table 4.7 IPA form of MBR 23 music therapist semi-structured interview.

IPA of MBR 23 Client U 07 mar 2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in italics

Descriptive comments (normal
text) and Conceptual comments
(underlined text)

Introduction
A Moment of Reduction of the Apathy of
client U that begins at the epoch 3 and is
reduced at epoch 4.
In epoch 3 Client X stops playing and we
have seen that there is this moment of
refusal.
Clinical Note
In this session the different thing was that
Client U participated a lot. He looked at the
23.0.01 Music
others and was nearly always active from the
therapist is
point of view of attention towards the other
sensitive and
patients, also musically because he played
flexible to client
Favourite/non
the xylophone without the need to play the
favourite instrument piano [the only instrument where he usually
current approach
became activated]. He played with me and
as it can be an
also looked at the patient playing the
indication of client’s
conga ... he smiled at the jokes. At the end
availability to
of the session he was careful to pick up a
engage
handkerchief that a patient had lost so he
was very active in comparison to other
sessions.

The music therapist describes
the unusual participation level
of client U in this session and
that he became involved in
music, making using an
unusual instrument for him.
The music therapist describes
precisely the differences with
the previous sessions where
client U’s attitude and
participation was less.
Perhaps her description is so
detailed because in the other
session he was active only for
5 minutes while here he is
inactive only for 5 minutes.

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
23.0.02 A 2 step
engagement
process.1.
respecting initial
apathy. 2. verbal
proposal referring
to small orchestra

The important elements that
worked in the client’s musical
I respected his drowsy state at first but then I
engagement were:
started calling. I didn't propose too many
sounds and I didn't intervene I had already
respecting the client’s feeling
played a little xylophone with him earlier in slightly sleepy by not
the session ... he was present, then he took a interacting with him, and not
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environment (verbal moment of rest, of relaxation which become using many sounds with the
reconnection to the a moment of apathy, which I respected and I others (to not be too loud).
group)
didn’t want to be too intrusive.

She didn’t want to be
intrusive and/or demanding.

23.0.03. mirroring
the client’s musical
attitude and posture

After I called him back, I called his name; he
had two sticks in his hand. I thought two
23.0.04 Music
Then she engaged him in
therapist create the sticks were too many, so I took one, saying
playing by proposing to play
we play with only one. Usually he refuses to
sense of an
as if they were an orchestra.
Orchestra
play on demand.
He had two sticks in his hand
(introducing, using
I even removed one from his hand and I
so the music therapist
different
describes that she facilitated
instruments, giving mirrored his way of sitting in front of the
xylophone. We both played together with a his participation by taking
the client the
stick. After a rest, I also gave him the other away one of the two sticks as
conductor role)
saying verbally “we one.
these might remind him of a
are an orchestra”
conductor’s stick.
When he stopped playing and I interacted
with the Client next to him, Client U seemed Music therapist seems to
to be attentive to what the other patient did, highlight the elements that
were important for the reactivation of client’s U defined
I said:
in a sequence as:
"the other patient there is playing the drum. 1. respecting the apathy and
Let’s do it like an orchestra where there is
sleepy feeling of client U.
percussion and the xylophone so this
2. verbal proposal referring to
becomes a real orchestra". He seemed to
a small orchestra environment
agree to this and played the xylophone
despite the fact that the other patient wasn’t which can be seen as a verbal
reconnection to the group. In
playing anymore.
fact, the other group
members might also show
interest in responding to the
In the end the patient next to him dropped
his handkerchief and he was ready to pick it music therapist’s call for
participation as well.
up.
3. mirroring the client’s
musical attitude and posture.

The music therapist is attuned
to client’s culture. His son is a
Viola player in a northern Italy
Orchestra. He is musically
educated and it’s important
to him to refer to the
Orchestra Environment. So,
the music therapist
emphasizes that they were
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becoming a real Orchestra by
playing different instruments.
She also mirrored his way of
sitting in the chair and his way
of playing.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions
23.0.05 Further
steps in musical
engagement: by
mirroring client’s
intensity, his
physical posture,
and by becoming
the client’s follower

Music therapist describes
further steps that were useful
... is that of the relationship ...
in re-activating the client. This
I played with a single stick with him, I
seems to be important
imitated him from a sound point of view and because after the first
from a physical point of view
activation of client U, she
highlights the fact that the
elements that she was
continuing to use were also
important from a relationship
this was the musical part
point of view.
and I was following his gesture

in the sense that you also took a single stick?
sometime I increased [the number of notes],
I played a few more notes but I was
following his gesture
What does it mean “I was following his
gesture”?
in the sense that I tried to play with his
rhythm and intensity

Was he playing some phrases?
He played … like scale fragments …notes
not actually phrases
Was he following you or you him?
I was following him and maybe he also
me…as if we were imitating each
other…also when we started playing using
two sticks, which we were doing after I told
him “this is an orchestra”.
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How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

23.0.06 Client
engagement
maintained by
variations in music
parameters and
verbal proposals

We started with just one stick and then he
stopped a bit. After a pause, I gave him back
the other stick and encouraged him to listen
to the other client playing a conga, saying
“Listen to the other client who is playing
percussion. We are turning into a big
orchestra” and then I gave him the second
stick.

The music therapist describes
that after the first client’s
engagement she proposed
variations on intensity and
phrasing to keep him
interested and involved. She
also encouraged the client by
saying: “now we are an
Did you physically ...and musically… match orchestra”.
him but sometimes you proposed something This happened while the
new? Of course, I increased the intensity and music therapist was mirroring
the number of notes a bit and then I gave
the client physically and
him the second stick.
musically. Moreover, she
provided variation in the
music parameters such as
volume, increasing musical
phrasing, and providing verbal
proposals.

The musical interactions are
mainly based on musical and
verbal invitation in
participating and then in
trying to build a relationship in
the music by encouraging
clients to listen to each other.
At the same time, the Music
therapist always proposed
variations of the music that
the clients were producing.

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?

It was nice to see that he reacted positively
to the activation. I had entered into
communication with him while respecting
his interaction modality
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The following question always
gets very short answers. The
music therapists tend to skip
this question and go on
describing musical-

relationships interactions
instead of their personal
feelings. This might be
something to reflect upon.

23.0.07 Using the
Introducing Change
technique on
melody phrases
and on intensity
works in obtaining
an MBR

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or did you use which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction
The synchronizing technique because I
synchronized with him in his movements
and sounds.
Before synchronizing I used pacing where I
set my intensity at his level of energy. I also
used pacing with the same number of notes
at the same volume but then I increased the
intensity and the number of notes which was
an Introducing Change technique [Rhythmic phrasing]: I divided some of the
pulse beat in two - like when he played
quarter notes I played phrases with some
eighths - and intensity. I played slightly
louder than he did. I think the increase in
volume can be seen as preparation for the
use of two sticks later on.

The client started playing
together with the music
therapist; then the music
therapist synchronized with
client U’s pulse tempo and
sound energy level and
introduced changes in melody
phrasing and intensity of the
notes. She also introduced
some phrasing.

MT techniques: Synchronizing, Pacing,
Introducing Change
(Table 4.7 continued)

The music therapist states that, among other techniques, she was using Introducing
Change during the apathy MBR, which can be observed at minute 16:11 in the video. At
this point, she introduced change by subdividing some of the pulse beats in two. At 20:03,
she also introduces some pauses instead of the beats of her phrases.
Following the initial interview analysis, the next IPA step consists in grouping the
Emergent Themes under Super-ordinate Themes. Below, the distilled Emergent Themes
of MBR 23 are grouped under Super-ordinate theme categories, as they resulted from the
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grouping of Emergent Themes. Therefore, the Super-ordinate Themes and their relative
emergent themes are:
23.01 Management of client’s response to favourite instrument proposal
23.0.01 Music therapist is sensitive and flexible to client’s favourite/non-favourite instrument current
approach as it can be an indication of client’s availability to engage.

23.02 Steps towards client’s engagement
23.0.02 A 2-step engagement process:1. respecting initial apathy; 2. verbal proposal referring to small
orchestra environment (verbal reconnection to the group)
23.0.03 Mirroring the client’s musical attitude and posture
23.0.05 Further steps in musical engagement: by mirroring client’s intensity, his physical posture, and
by becoming the client’s follower
23.0.06 Client engagement maintained by variations in music parameters and verbal proposals

23.03 Making the group by creating the sense of an Orchestra
23.0.04 Music therapist creates the sense of an Orchestra (introducing, using different instruments,
giving the client the conductor role), saying verbally “we are an orchestra”

23.04 Direct action to MBR: changes in phrases and energy
23.0.07 Using the Introducing Change technique on melody phrases and on intensity works in
obtaining an Apathy MBR.

In the current study’s IPA analysis process, there is a further aggregation step, which
consists of grouping the Superordinate themes under Emergent Super-ordinate Theme
(EST) categories (4.1.16). The MBR 23 Super-ordinate Themes and the ESTs to which
they have been assigned, which are written in caps and in square brackets, are:

23.01 Management of client’s response to favourite instrument proposal
[CHOICE OF INSTRUMENTS / FAVOURITE INSTRUMENTS]
23.02 Steps towards client’s engagement [INGREDIENT TO ENGAGEMENT]
23.03 Making the group by creating the sense of an Orchestra [GROUP
CREATION]
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23.04 Direct action to MBR: changes in phrases and energy
[ELEMENTS DIRECTLY LINKED TO MBR]

4.8.2

Video example 2: MBR identification using the ABMI scoring (MBR
15.MP4)

Video example 2 provides an example of the identification of an MBR using the ABMI
scoring (MBR number 15). The video shows how the music therapist redirects a client’s
symptom of aggression. The client (client P) manifests strong Frontotemporal Dementia
symptoms, including aggressiveness. MBR 15 took place in the second session of the
second group at site 1. This MBR was identified based on ABMI scoring (within the
aggressive syndrome scores). The video shows the last two epochs of the session, when
the Aggression MBR occurred. This section shows how MBRs are identified using the
ABMI scoring differences and the subsequent qualitative analysis to identify the
descriptors related to MBR 15.
Table 4.8 shows client P’s OERS, MiDAS and ABMI direct observation scorings, which
led to the identification and confirmation of this MBR. This MBR was identified
according to the criteria of an ABMI score being reduced to zero in two adjacent epochs.
All the scored ABMI items were reduced to zero in the last epoch (6): item 13 (Exit
seeking) was identified in epoch 2, 3 and 4; and item 12 (Aggression) was identified in
epoch 5.
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Table 4.8 Example of Observation Tools scorings datasheet (OERS, MiDAS, ABMI) referred to MBR 15
- client P
time (5' epoch)
OERS
0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
pleasure
2
0
0
3
0
0
anger
0
0
3
0
3
0
anxiety/fear
0
0
0
0
0
0
sadness
0
0
0
0
0
0
general alertness
5
0
0
5
5
5
MIDAS
0
0
interest
0
0
response
67
50
initative
21
61
involvement
66
63
enjoyment
45
59
ABMI
13 exit seeking
11:24
11:28
11:32
12 aggressive
11:35
0
0

The OERS scoring (also in Figure 4.9) showed that some Anger was expressed in epoch
5 but for less than 1 minute. These conditions aligned with the second criterion for
identifying the MBR (i.e. there is evidence of ABMI items reducing to zero and the OERS
items regarding anger, anxiety, and sadness not scoring over 3 in the epoch as the ABMI
scoring was reduced).
Figure 4.9 Bar chart of session 2, group 2, center 1 – Client P’s OERS Scoring
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The video shows the moment when the music therapist faced client P’s aggressive
behaviour; she used the music for diversion and facilitated client P in remaining calm.
Here the semi-structured interview and its IPA analysis (Table 4.9) is presented with the
distilled emergent themes and super-ordinate themes.
Table 4.9 IPA form of MBR 15 music therapist semi-structured interview

IPA of MBR 15 Client P 03-01-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory
Comments
Descriptive comments (normal
text) Conceptual comments
(underlined text)

Introduction
The ABMI scale scoring shows that this
reduction occurred in epoch 5 and 6. The
MBR consisted in ending a physical
aggression with an instrument.
Brief clinical notes:
15.0.01

Client P was angrily agitated and I could
already hear him [in this mood] outside the
Importance of
considering pre- music therapy room.
session
conditions as
behaviour cotriggers
15.0.02
Awareness of
pre-session
conditions aids
in interacting
with the client’s
communicative
attempts

The music therapist took
into consideration his presession condition. This
ability is important to
succeed in redirecting the
aggression away from the
music therapist as the
music therapist is aware
that if aggression is
present, it may be linked to
pre-session conditions.
Awareness of pre-session
conditions aids in
interacting with the
client’s communicative
attempts.
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Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
15.0.03

I used distraction towards another
instrument (xylophone) instead of the
MBR
AGGRESSION- tambourine that he was using to hit me. I
distracted him by having him sit and
Importance of
music therapist’s offering him back the tambourine in a
ability to
musical way, i.e. very briefly showing him
promptly redirect how to play it.
instruments and
action meanings

Quick reaction on the part
of the music therapist to
offer a distraction as a way
of changing the context: a
battle became a
presentation of options by
using a variety of options
one after the other during
the 5-minute epoch.

15.0.04
Importance of
assigning a
clear musical
role to group
members

I pandered to him in his choice of songs and
made him leader of the group. I suggested
various instruments. Then I supported his
pulse, redirecting client N onto the beat that
he was playing while he sang a traditional
type of folk song. Client P stayed seated.

15.0.05

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsImportance of
acknowledging a interactions?
leader role by
Acknowledgement of his leadership role.
matching his
energy, pacing

Importance of the folk
repertoire. Cultural
attunement – pacing:
supporting his pulse
making him the group
leader.

Importance of recognizing
his need to have a clear
role (previous emergent
theme.
Importance of recognizing
his leadership role during a
musical interaction. In this
sense by meeting his
energy.

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
I had to change the sense of his aggressive
gesture into one of play and this shift of
instrument and song managed to reduce his
aggressiveness.
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Importance of music
therapist’s inner ability to
“shift” the sense of the
aggression in the sense of
playing.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or did you use which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Pacing, Introducing Change (timbre,
instrument, songs), Calming.

(Table 4.9 continued)

In this interview, the music therapist’s answers are very concise. Nevertheless, the
essential ingredients of MBR 15 emerged and were coded into Emergent Themes and
Super-ordinate Themes as listed below:

15.01 Importance of considering pre-session conditions
15.0.01 Importance of considering pre-session conditions as behaviour co-triggers
15.0.02 Awareness of pre-session conditions aids in interacting with the client’s communicative
attempts

15.02 Giving a clear musical role to group members may facilitate MBR
15.0.04 Importance of assigning a clear musical role to group members
15.0.05 Importance of acknowledging a leader role by matching his energy (Pacing)

15.03 MBR Aggression: importance of music therapist’s ability to promptly redirect
instruments and action meanings
15.0.03 MBR Aggression Importance of music therapist’s ability to promptly redirect instruments
and action meanings

Themes 15.01 and 15.02 are also an example of IPA subsumption where “one of the
emerging themes acquires the status of super-ordinate theme” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin,
2009, p.100). MBR 15’s Super-ordinate Themes, and the ESTs to which they were
assigned (written in square brackets), are listed below:
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15.01 Importance of considering pre-session conditions
[ELEMENTS DIRECTLY LINKED TO MBR]
15.02 Giving a clear musical role to group members may facilitate MBR
[GROUP CREATION]
15.03 MBR Aggression: importance of music therapist’s ability to promptly redirect
instruments and action meanings
[DIVERSION]
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5 METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS
5.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the methods utilised in the last steps of the data analysis and the
validity checks, which are related to the identification of techniques and descriptors
occurring during MBRs.
5.1.1

Essential steps of the research process - steps 3 and 4

Data analysis represents the third essential step of the present study’s research process.
Table 5.1 presents research step 3 and research step 4 (explained in detail in chapter six).
The data analysis was undertaken in different phases of the research; data obtained within
each phase was then used for further analysis in the following phase, as summarized in
Table 5.2, which shows the five data analysis phases of the present study.
Chapter four described the first three phases of data analysis. Section 5.2 will discuss
Phase 4 (i.e. the creation of the MBR Data set) and Phase 5 (the prevalence analysis
combined with Auto-CM analysis), which were undertaken to determine the pools of
descriptors.
In this chapter, principles of assessing the validity of the data collection methods of the
present studies are also discussed.
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Table 5.1 Essential steps of the research process - Steps 3-4

STEP 3: MBR Data Base ANALYSIS - IDENTIFICATION OF THE “POOLS OF DESCRIPTORS”
The MBR data (MBR number and corresponding syndrome symptoms, accompanying
MTT (music therapy techniques) and EST(s)) were aggregated in a data base.
The data base was analysed using both a prevalence analysis and a neural network
analysis (Auto-CM) to identify concurrently occurring descriptors of MBRs belonging to
the same syndrome, resulting in four pools of ‘Most Prevalent Descriptors’:
Aggression: Pacing (MTT); Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Calming (MTT); and
Features of Clinical Environment (EST)
Depression: Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Introducing Change (MTT); Music
Therapist Flexibility (EST); and Features of Clinical Environment (EST)
Apathy: Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Group As a Resource (EST); Group Creation
(EST) and Features of Clinical Environment
Hyperactivity: Giving (MTT); Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s music and
Sound (EST); Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Making Spaces (MTT).

STEP 4: TOWARDS THE IDENTIFICATION OF INTERNAL MECHANISMS OF SMALL GROUP
MUSIC THERAPY SESSIONS WITH PWD
For every pool, the descriptors were examined qualitatively to identify how they worked
together (i.e. their function) in facilitating MBRs; for every pool two types of functions
were found:
•

Function 1 - implementing the conditions necessary for an MBR to occur.

•

Function 2 - contributing to a specific MBR reduction as it was linked to a specific
symptom’s characteristics.

The components of the two functions are presented in Table 6.35, summarized here as
follows.

The pools highlight the ingredients of MBRs and are an initial attempt to describe how
the ingredients work together.
Thus, the pools can be seen as a tool towards the description of the internal mechanism
of small group therapy with PWD because they identify procedures which can explain the
MBR-specific phenomena.
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Table 5.2 Phases 1-5 of data analysis
TYPE OF ANALYSIS

Through

Phase 1

Direct Obs. Tools (ABMI,
OERS, MiDAS) and
Video Analysis

Analysis of GMT
Sessions

PRODUCED
•

MBR Identification

•

Semi-structured interviews about MBR

•

Identification of Symptoms and
Syndrome of MBR

•

Emergent Themes (ETs)

•

Super-ordinate Themes (STs)

•

MTTs (Music Therapy Techniques)

Phase 2
Analysis of Semistructured interviews

IPA (Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis)

Phase 3
Analysis of ETs and STs

IPA thematic oriented
aggregations

EMERGENT Super-ordinate Themes (ESTs)

Phase 4
ASSIGNMENT of MTTs
and ESTs to each MBR

MBR Database

MBR data set

Prevalence and Auto CM Analysis

Identification of the Pools

Phase 5
Analysis of
MBR data set

5.2

Implementing pools of descriptors: identification of links among variables….

This section presents the preparation for the phase of data analysis aimed at identifying
the pools of MBR descriptors. The prevalence analysis and the Auto Contractive Map
(Auto-CM) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based analysis, which identify MBR
descriptors that occur during MBRs, are presented. The specific criteria for determining
if MBR descriptors can then become pool components are also discussed briefly.
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The concept of pools of descriptors was introduced in 3.10 and the analyses undertaken
(as mentioned above) are aimed at applying this concept to the data collected during the
real-world context of music therapy sessions.
As introduced in 3.10, the pools are essential elements to answer the research question,
as they combine the multi-level information about the situation, events, music or
relationship that has occurred during an MBR. This multi-level information consists of
the qualitative descriptors and techniques that occur at MBRs, as mentioned previously.
The concept of the pools had to be adapted to the current data collected within real-world
conditions. In the pilot sessions, as well as the main study sessions, MBRs occurred on
average once every two sessions. This limited the number of MBRs, and the possibility
of having many different descriptors within a small number of occurrences became very
likely. Due to this and the small sample size, it may have been difficult to identify the
most prevalent and linked descriptors. Therefore, the researcher and supervisory team
agreed to limit the number of pool descriptors to four for the current study.
5.2.1

The MBR data set

The data concerning the occurrence of MBRs was organized into a dataset aimed at
answering the second research sub-question (3.2): ‘can a direct link between specific
music therapy techniques, significant moments and reduction of BPSD symptoms be
isolated and described?’ Finding a direct link between music therapy techniques and
descriptions of MBRs during music therapy sessions was achieved by looking for
associations among the elements that occurred at MBRs. The data analysis was conducted
using a specific MBR dataset, which represents the information contained in the data
sheet introduced in (4.1.14.1). MBRs were labelled according to the specific McShane
(2000) BPSD syndromes. This dataset included information relevant to each MBR;
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specifically, the syndrome under which MBR is grouped, MTTs used and relevant ESTs.
The analysis was aimed at identifying associations among the elements that occurred
during specific symptoms/syndromes MBRs. A data sheet was developed to keep a
descriptive format of all possible information concerning each MBR. The data sheet was
prepared in Microsoft Excel ™ to manage information on the MBR data, specifically
regarding the symptom reduced, the technique used and the EST qualitative labels
identified for each MBR. The data was translated into a numerical format, based on arrays
of zero-one values where ‘1’ identified occurrence and ‘0’ identified non-occurrence, and
was inserted into the data sheet in order to apply numerical analysis.
The final dataset consists of a table where each line represents a single MBR; the columns
of each line identify the syndrome (4 columns), the EST qualitative descriptors (20
columns) and the MTTs (23 columns) that were present at the MBR. When one of the
elements occurred at an MBR, the value of the cell indicates ‘1’ and when an element
was not present, the cell value is ‘0’. APPENDIX G contains the final dataset table. Table
5.3 shows an abbreviated example of five MBR lines in the data sheet, which displays
four syndrome columns, two EST columns and two MTT columns with their relative
values.
Table 5.3 MBR dataset example with columns for 4 syndromes, 2 ESTs, 2 MT techniques

(…)

One to Group

Group

relationship

Creation

Aggression

Depression

Apathy

Hyperactivity

MBR 1

0

0

1

0

0

MBR 2

0

1

0

0

MBR 3

0

1

0

MBR 4

0

1

MBR 5

0

0

Rhythmic
Repeating

Grnd

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1
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(…)

5.2.2

The Auto-Contractive Map Neural Network in MBR data set analysis

The associations among variables is the core concept in finding the links among
symptoms/syndromes, MTTs and qualitative descriptors (ESTs). The next step in data
analysis was to use an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) system to identify more links
and associations between the MBR descriptors, related to each syndrome dataset variables.
These associations could then be integrated with the data associations identified from the
prevalence analysis, which is described in detail in the following section.
The Auto Contractive Map (Auto-CM) developed at the Semeion Centre in Rome, Italy
(Buscema and Grossi, 2008) seemed to be particularly suited to identify variable
associations. The Auto-CM is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) aimed at identifying
relationships and associations of a dataset in a nonlinear way. The Auto-CM system
identifies links among the variables using a graph based on minimum spanning tree theory;
the distances among variables reflect the weights of association between them, as
identified by the ANN after the successful training phase on a specific equation called
‘auto-contractive’. After the training process, any input vector belonging to the training
set will generate a null output vector. So, the energy minimisation of the training vectors
is represented by a function through which the trained connections completely absorb the
input training vectors (Buscema and Grossi, 2008, p.370).
The Auto-CM system then finds a square matrix of “similarities” (i.e. ‘weights’,
mathematically speaking) among the variables of a given dataset. Once the Auto-CM
weights matrix is obtained, it is then filtered using a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
algorithm. MST shows the best way to connect the variables in a tree and the shortest
possible combination allows the data to be presented as a simplified graph. The ultimate
goal of this model is to discover hidden trends and associations among variables in
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nonlinear associations in connection with hubs. Hubs can be defined as those variables
with the maximum amount of connections in the map.
This study’s dataset was filtered by 4 syndromes, creating four data subsets which were
each submitted to the Auto-CM. Therefore, the Auto-CM generated four maps. Figure
5.1 presents an example of an Auto-CM generated map created from the depression
syndrome dataset (note that full results will be presented in Chapter 6).
Figure 5.1 Example of Auto-CM generated map

5.2.3

Prevalence analysis

At this point of the analysis, the links among the MBR descriptors were identified in terms
of simultaneous prevalence and presented in the form of frequency bar charts. Although
the term prevalence seems to belong more to medical jargon, here it refers to the
proportion of syndromes connected to specific techniques and elements in the
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environment. The MBR data set lines were grouped according to McShane’s (2000)
syndromes grouping criteria (1.2.3).
The prevalence analysis was undertaken to investigate the links among the MBR
descriptors (music therapy techniques and qualitative descriptions) that were present
during symptom reduction. This was based, first, on calculating the frequency of
occurrences of the MBR descriptors; frequency bar charts of MBR descriptors were
created for each syndrome (Aggression, Depression, Hyperactivity and Apathy). Figure
5.2 presents an example of the frequency bar chart developed for depression. The
frequency expressed percentage indicates the frequency of occurrences of MBR
descriptors for the depression syndrome MBRs (i.e. n=15 is 100% of frequency) as
highlighted by the depression syndrome MBR sub-set (n=15) size in the graph.
Figure 5.2 An example of a frequency bar chart, indicating the frequency of occurrences of MBR
descriptors for the depression syndrome

The four Most Prevalent Descriptors (MPD.1, MPD.2, MPD.3 and MPD.4) for each
syndrome were identified using these frequency bar charts.
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It is possible that the four MPDs for each syndrome could have occurred simultaneously
during each syndrome’s MBRs (i.e. multiple elements used concurrently by the music
therapist to reduce a symptom). To explore this, the prevalence of concurrently occurring
elements was calculated for each MPD; additional frequency bar charts were created for
each of the four MPDs for each syndrome. Figure 5.3 shows an example of this type of
bar charts, and indicates the frequency of occurrences of MBR descriptors for the
depression syndrome where the Rhythmic Grounding descriptor is also always present (5
MBRs). Also in this case, frequency is expressed in percentage.
Figure 5.3 An example of frequency bar chart to show concurrently occurring MPDs for MBRs in the
depression syndrome

These additional frequency bar charts show the frequency of other MBR descriptors that
were also present during the specified MPD. Two MPDs would be identified as
concurrently prevalent if, on a frequency bar chart conditioned by the first MPD, the
second appears as one of the four most frequent concurrently occurring. This process is
the core of the prevalence analysis and it is summarised below:
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1. Four MBR descriptor frequency bar charts are created, conditional on each
syndrome (1 condition).
2. Sixteen more MBR descriptor frequency bar charts are created, conditional on
each syndrome + the syndrome’s four MPDs as identified in step 1 (2
conditions).
3. For each syndrome, verify which MPDs are concurrently prevalent with other
MPDs, based on step 2.
Identifying the MPDs and concurrently prevalent MPDs allowed for links among the
syndrome descriptors to be established. The results of the grouping activity performed
with the Prevalence analysis is then double-checked with the Auto-CM Artificial Neural
Network tool.
As already mentioned, this study dataset was filtered by syndromes. Every syndrome
subset was submitted to the Auto-CM and four maps were generated by the system. The
next data analysis step consisted of examining the map and then verifying if the hubs were
the same MPDs identified by the prevalence analysis.
5.2.4

Identifying the pool components with prevalence analysis and Auto-CM
analysis

The Auto-CM graph shows the associations among the descriptors in terms of “closeness”
and in terms of being hubs (i.e. related in their connections to other descriptors’ nodes).
The criteria for MPDs being associated with other descriptors, based on the neural
network map, consists of:
a) being a hub of other MPD nodes and/or
b) being less than 3 nodes from at least one of the other descriptors.
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In Figure 5.1 above, Rhythmic Grounding [labelled Rhythmic Grnd in the map as
explained in (6.5.13)], Features of Clinical Environment, Music Therapist’s Flexibility
and Introducing Change would be considered associated based on the map.
These links were then used as a criterion to group the syndrome descriptors and
techniques into pools. The conditions (criteria) for MPDs to be inserted in the pool are
the following:
a) being concurrently prevalent with three other MPDs (therefore, checked
only with the prevalence analysis);
b) being concurrently prevalent with two other MPDs and linked in close
relationship to at least one other MPD based on the Auto-CM Neural
Network graph (therefore, checked with both the prevalence analysis and
Auto-CM analysis).
If these conditions are confirmed, the MPD is included as a pool component. The results
chapter (6) discusses the checks for these conditions, which were used to identify each
pool component as described above. The results of the prevalence analysis combined with
Auto-CM analysis are discussed in 6.4 and following sections.
5.3
5.3.1

Validity checks of data analysis methods
Checking the OERS and ABMI inter-rater reliability

In this study, the validity of the observer’s ABMI and OERS assessments were checked
using the kappa coefficient and the percentage of agreement between the observed
evaluation and the observations provided by two independent raters. The kappa
coefficient can be defined as a chance-adjusted measure of agreement between two or
more raters of a set of cases and categories. The kappa coefficient has previously been
used in studies where there was the need to assess OERS interrater reliability (Lawton et
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al., 1996; Schall et al., 2015). Lawton et al. (1996) sought to measure the rating
agreements among assessments provided by a group of nursing assistants and research
assistants observing care home residents with varying levels of dementia involved in
various daytime activities.
This study assessed the validity of the main observer ratings by checking whether the
observer’s ratings and the ratings of two different independent raters had a sufficient
kappa coefficient value. Fleiss (1981) defines the validity of kappa values as follows:
values of less than .40 are considered poor, values ranging from .40 to .75 between
intermediate and good, and values above .75 as excellent.
In this present study, the concept of the kappa coefficient was used to measure both OERS
and ABMI inter-rater reliability. The two raters involved in checking the validity were
one of the three music therapists, who was familiar with the OERS and ABMI tools
through their involvement in identifying MBRs, and a PhD student, who had no practical
experience in using the OERS and ABMI tools. The music therapist did not analyse his
own sessions. Instead, by watching a recorded video, he analysed three of the sessions
conducted by other music therapists. The researcher and music therapist’s agreement
kappa coefficient for the OERS ratings and the ABMI ratings are outlined below:
Researcher – Music therapist’s agreement Kappa coefficient
OERS - RATINGS (n=270)
Percentage overall agreement = 85.93%
Fixed-marginal kappa = 0.74
ABMI – RATINGS (n=71)
Percentage overall agreement = 98.57%,
Fixed-marginal kappa = 0.87
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Both the OERS and the ABMI kappa coefficient values fall within the ‘intermediate’ or
‘good’ range, thereby validating the present study’s OERS and ABMI assessments. The
ABMI in particular was shown to have a high level of agreement – explained by the fact
that few ABMI items manifested themselves in each session. This produced many zero
values which, in the kappa calculation, significantly increases the level of agreement.
The PhD student evaluated two sessions with OERS. The percentage of overall
agreement and Kappa values were not as high as those calculated during the sessions
evaluated by the music therapists. This can be explained by the PhD student having less
training and being less familiar with the use of the OERS tools. However, the kappa coefficient for the agreement between the researcher and PhD student’s scoring is still
within the ‘intermediate’ to ‘good’ range. The researcher and PhD student’s agreement
kappa coefficient for the OERS ratings is outlined below:
Researcher - PhD student agreement Kappa coefficient
OERS RATINGS (n=165)
Percent overall agreement = 76.97%,
Fixed-marginal kappa = 0.60
5.3.2

Checking the qualitative assessment

The qualitative data collection and analysis of the interview data relates to the IPA
analysis. Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) suggest assessing the validity of IPA based
on Yardley’s (2000) principles and the concept of independent audit as introduced by Yin
(1989). This section presents the current study’s adherence to these principles.
5.3.2.1 The four main principles outlined by Yardley (2000)
The first principle concerns the researcher’s sensitivity to context. This may be
characterised in the current study as showing a sensitivity towards the patient’s socio171

cultural milieu, which manifests itself in the study in the data collection phase. During
the interviews of this study, the researcher shows sensitivity to context by putting the
interviewee at ease and enabling them to authentically voice their experience. Also
relating to this principle is the idea of giving participants an authentic voice in the project:
this occurs during the interview IPA to identify MTTs and grouping of qualitative
elements.
Yardley’s second broad principle relates to commitment and rigour. Commitment may
manifest itself as the attentiveness the interviewer shows towards the participant during
the interview, and the diligence with which the subsequent analysis is conducted. Rigour
refers to the personal commitment of the interviewer in undertaking the complex task of
qualitative experiential research, and their ability to be balanced between closeness and
separateness as well as consistency and alertness to the participant. The interviews in this
study are dialogical; partly to maintain balance between the interviewer and participant,
who were both present during the music therapy sessions, and partly to better focus the
participant on the MBR.
Yardley’s third principle regards transparency and cohesion. In this study, the
interpretation of IPA adheres to this in setting out any ambiguities or contradictions as
clearly as possible. Yardley’s fourth principle, impact and importance, relates to the
usefulness and applicability of the study in question. The present study, which aims to
inform music therapy guidelines in dementia care, adheres to Yardley’s principle in this
way. The possible connection between this study’s findings and music therapy practice
will be discussed in Chapter seven (7.10)
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5.3.2.2 Independent audit
Furthermore, this study’s qualitative validity references the independent audit’s concept.
Smith et al. (2009) highlight that the aim of an independent audit is to ensure that the
account produced is credible, which is done by assessing “how systematically and
transparently this particular account has been produced” (2009, pp.183–184). According
to Smith and colleagues, a “mini-audit” should be carried out in the early stages of data
collection, where one of the first interviews that is analysed undergoes a supervisory team
check to determine that “initial comments and coding has validity in relation to the text
that is examined” (p.184). At the beginning of data collection, a meeting with this study’s
supervisory team was dedicated to such a “mini-audit”, to check the qualitative validity
of an early analysed interview (in this case, one of the interviews regarding MBR 3). The
supervisory team found the Emergent themes coherent with the interview contents.
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6 RESULTS
6.1

Introduction to Results

This chapter describes the findings of the different steps presented in the data analysis
chapter. First, the identified Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBR) are briefly described
and introduced (6.2). Section 6.3 presents the identification of the 23 Music Therapy
Techniques used during MBRs, before sections 6.4 and 6.4.2 give an account of the
qualitative analysis that led to the identification of the 20 Emergent Super Themes (ESTs)
occurring at the MBRs. The following sections (6.4.2-6.9) discuss the findings regarding
the association and pool formation of MBR syndrome descriptors (music therapy
techniques and ESTs), and the two pool-component function types (function 1:
implementing conditions for MBRs; function 2: promoting alternative behaviours to
facilitate MBRs) introduced in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Overview of MBR pool component functions
Syndrome

FUNCTION 1 type. Pool Components

FUNCTION 2 type Pool Components

Pool

Implementing conditions for MBR

Promoting alternative behaviours to
facilitate MBRs

Aggression

• Pacing (MTT)
• Rhythmic Grounding (MTT)

•
•

Calming (MTT)
Features of Clinical Environment
(EST)

• Rhythmic Grounding (MTT)
• Features of Clinical Environment
(EST)

•
•

Introducing Change (MTT)
Music Therapist’s Flexibility (EST)

• Rhythmic Grounding (MTT)

•
•
•

Group Creation (EST)
Group As a Resource (EST)
Features of Clinical Environment
(EST)

• Rhythmic Grounding (MTT)
• Making Spaces (MTT)

•
•

Giving (MTT)
Client Validation: Giving Value to
Client’s Music (EST)

Depression

Apathy

Hyperactivity
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6.2

Results of the MBR identification phase

During the data collection phase, 34 MBRs were identified from 60 small group active
MT sessions with PWD. 72 small group music therapy sessions were scored but 12
session-data of site 3-group two were not included in the analysis due to the sessions not
meeting the study design criteria: the sessions were very dilated in time (5 months instead
of 3) and there was a high turnover of participants. Moreover, two of the originally
enrolled clients dropped out (one died and one moved away). Further discussion of this
issue is provided in (7.8.6).
The set of 34 MBRs consist of reduction of the following symptoms grouped under
McShane’s (2000) syndromes:
•

Aggression (5): aggression towards others (2), verbal aggression (3);

•

Depression (6): sad appearance (3), anxiety (3);

•

Apathy (8): social and emotional withdrawal (8);

•

Motor hyperactivity (15): pacing/aimless walking (14), handling objects
inappropriately (1);

•

Psychosis (0).

Syndrome assignment followed the data analysis phase, where the music therapist and
the observer checked the video together before the music therapist conducted semistructured interviews. These results answered the first research sub-question; it is possible
to identify a moment where BPSD symptoms decrease.
6.3

The Music therapy techniques

The fourth question of the semi-structured interview schedule asked the music therapists
about the Music Therapy Techniques (MTTs) that were used at the MBR. The music
therapists always answered this question and used the Bruscia (1987) taxonomy to
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describe the techniques. Based on the interviews, 23 music therapy techniques were
identified. Table 6.2 presents a bar chart, which shows the identified music therapy
techniques and how often they were mentioned in the 34 MBR semi-structured interviews.
In Bruscia’s (1987) technique taxonomy, ‘redirecting’ is actually the heading of a group
of techniques. However, in the case of two MBRs in the present study (MBR 30 and MBR
34 IPAs), the music therapists preferred to call their technique ‘redirecting’ instead of
‘intervening’, the actual name of what they were doing.
Table 6.2 Occurrences of music therapy techniques at MBRs
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The following excerpt from the Table of Sixty-four Clinical Techniques in
Improvisational Music Therapy taxonomy, regarding the music therapy techniques used
in this study, provides an integration in the scenario outlined with Table 6.2. (Bruscia,
1987, pp.535–537)
Calming: reducing or controlling the dynamics, tempo, rhythmic and/or melodic
tension. (…)
Completing: answering or completing the client’s question or antecedent phrase. (…)
Conducting: directing a musical improvisation through gestures or signs. (…)
Extending: adding something to the end of the client’s response to supplement it. (…)
Enabling: instructing the client about improvising or otherwise assisting him/her.
(…)

Giving: presenting the client with a gift, such as a musical performance, instrument,
etc. (…)
Imitating: echoing or reproducing a client’s response, after the response has been
completed. (…)
Incorporating: using a musical motif or behaviour of the client as a theme for one’s
own. improvising or composing, and elaborating it. (…)
Interjecting: waiting for a space in the client’s music to fill in the gap. (…)
Introducing Change: initiating new thematic material (e.g., rhythms, melodies,
lyrics) and taking the improvisation in a different direction. (…)
Making Spaces: leaving spaces within the structure of one’s own improvisation for
the client to interject. (…)
Modelling: presenting or demonstrating something for the client to imitate or
emulate. (…)
Pacing: matching the client’s energy level (i.e., intensity and speed). (…)
Receding: taking a less active or controlling role, and allowing the client to direct
the experience. (…)
Reflecting: matching the moods, attitudes, and feelings exhibited by the client. (…)
Redirecting (Intervening): interrupting de-stabilizing, or redirecting fixations,
perseverations, or stereotypes of the client.
Repeating: reiterating the same rhythm, melody, lyric, movement patterns (…).
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6.4

Qualitative findings

The semi-structured interviews and their subsequent Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis (IPA) produced an extra categorization step, as presented in the methods chapter
(4.1.16), to distil the Emergent Super-ordinate Themes (ESTs). This section presents the
further categorization of ESTs presented in Table 6.3.
The 20 ESTs identified are umbrellas for the Super-ordinate Themes (n=145) and the
Emergent Themes (n=284). Some EST categories were labelled in a concise and an
extended form. The concise form was used to insert the ESTs into the Excel database and
to prepare the dataset for analysis by the network analysis software. The extended form
was to render theme content more exactly. Since the concise form is employed in the data
set used for the analyses, it is used more often in this study.
Table 6.3 shows the EST Classification (in bold), the 20 concise and extended EST labels
and a concise description of the Super-ordinate Themes that they cover.
6.4.1

The EST descriptor purpose

Ledger and Baker (2007) highlighted the importance of the structural qualities of musical
elements that characterise music therapy sessions. The authors investigated the long-term
effect of music therapy group sessions with PWD, stating that “the effect of music therapy
may disappear once predictable and structural qualities of familiar music are no longer
present” (Ledger and Baker, 2007, p.335). The idea of structural elements that contribute
towards decreasing symptoms supports the current study’s focus on identifying common
features and elements among the ESTs at MBR. The EST categorization was aimed at
this possible identification, which could help to identify the “structural elements” of
music and musical relationship. However, as already mentioned, many ESTs have labels
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Table 6.3 Emergent Super Themes (ESTs) classification and labels

EST Classification in bold
Extended EST label
[Concise EST label]

GROUP RELATIONSHIP ATMOSPHERE AND ENVIRONMENT
FEATURES OF CLINICAL ENVIRONMENT
FORMING THE GROUP ATMOSPHERE [Group Creation]
GROUP AS A RESOURCE
INDIVIDUAL TO GROUP RELATIONSHIP [One to Group relationship]
EXTRA MUSICAL PHENOMENON
ASSISTANT PRESENCE
PWD BODY EXPRESSION PHYSICAL DIMENSION [Physical Dimension – PWD Body Expression
SPATIAL and TIME DIMENSIONS IN INTERACTION WITH PWD [Space and Time Dimension in PWD
Interaction]
MUSIC THERAPIST
ELEMENTS OF CONTINUITY THROUGHOUT SESSIONS [Continuity Throughout Sessions]
MT OR SESSION PROCESS – DESIGN [MT Process Design]
MUSIC THERAPIST COMPLEX ROLE
MULTI DIMENSION-LAYER MANAGEMENT
MULTILAYER WORK AT MBRs
MUSIC THERAPIST’S FLEXIBILITY
MUSIC THERAPY INGREDIENTS AND TECHNIQUES
CHOICE OF INSTRUMENTS [Choice – Favourite instrument]
SUNG WORDS
CLIENT VALIDATION: GIVING VALUE TO CLIENT’S MUSIC AND SOUNDS
DIVERSIONS IN THE MUSIC [Diversion]
RHYTHMIC INTERACTION [Rhythmic Grounding]
INGREDIENTS FOR PWD CLIENT ENGAGEMENT IN SOUND INTERACTION [Ingredient to
Engagement]
MUSIC THERAPIST SKILLS TO MBR
MUSICAL and RELATIONSHIPS ACTIONS DIRECTLY LINKED TO MBR [Elements Directly Linked to
MBR Features]
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where something musical is not included. This can be seen as a limitation and might lead
to a further re-labelling of the names. Nevertheless, this could provide the advantage of
identifying other non-verbal interaction modalities to use with PWD for symptom
reduction. A similar process could work for identifying structural elements of group
relationships or environmental features.
6.4.2

The EST categories

The ESTs and their categories were created using the same IPA criteria to group Emergent
Themes to the Super-ordinate Themes. In particular, ESTs and categories of ESTs were
based on the concept of distilling and highlighting the “essential characteristics of an
interactive positive relationship” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, pp. 90–91) with
PWD clients in MT sessions. This produced the 20 ESTs and the 5 categories of ESTs.
The 5 EST categories (Group relationship atmosphere and environment, Extra musical
phenomenon, Music therapist, Music therapist complex role and Music therapy
ingredients and techniques) can be seen as general themes emerging from the overall
qualitative distillation material. The categorization of ESTs was useful to focus on the
similarities between ESTs. It should be noted that all the ESTs, except those grouped
under the category extra musical phenomena, group elements connected to music and
musical interactions/ingredients present at MBRs.
6.5

Qualitative EST descriptions

This section provides a description of each of the 20 ESTs identified after the qualitative
IPA interview analysis. Each EST is discussed in the following sub-sections under its title
and is briefly introduced by focussing on describing the common characteristics of its
Emergent Themes and Super-ordinate Themes with a simple list of examples, or an
example consisting of an Emergent Theme contextualized in an extract of the IPA
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interview. A complete list of all the ESTs and their Emergent and Super-ordinate themes
can be found in Appendix C (C.1 to C.20).
The Music Therapists often described the ESTs in terms of ingredients or elements that
facilitated MBRs. This introduction coherently keeps this perspective in the presentation
of a theme’s musical and relational elements. The ESTs that are identified as Syndrome
Pool components are also discussed further in section 6.8, especially focussing on the
way they are connected with other ESTs and/or techniques.
The ESTs, as descriptions of significant moments related to the MBRs, are linked to the
music therapy techniques and syndromes in the pools and thus become an essential
component in answering the main research question.
6.5.1

Features of Clinical Environment

The Features of Clinical Environment EST describes aspects that create an environment
that facilitates changes in manifested BPSD and/or allows significant therapeutic events
to happen. This EST includes the most themes, containing 14 Super-ordinate Themes that
describe environmental conditions related to the treatment of PWD’s symptoms (i.e.
reduction of BPSD). The term ‘clinical’ is used as these EST themes deal with a
therapeutic process (i.e. MT). More specifically, these themes (Table 6.4) concern the
music therapist’s description of the environmental characteristics which facilitated MBRs.
The themes identified show that the Music therapy setting was conducive to symptom
reduction when it was a joyful, playful, welcoming and explorative environment.
Rhythmic grounding, singing and sharing instruments were used to support positive
clinical environment conditions. The Emergent Themes and the Super-ordinate Themes
under this EST show how music was used to obtain those environmental conditions. Table
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6.4 provides examples of some Emergent Themes grouped under the Features of Clinical
Environment EST.
Table 6.4 Examples of Emergent Themes related to the EST Features of Clinical Environment
Examples of Emergent Themes related to the EST Features of Clinical Environment
[square brackets and italics indicate the emergent theme identification code]

Funny and Joyful; making music together triggers involvement [01.0.03]
Soliloquy song brings fun [01.0.08]
MT clinical environment works when: a) MT Group is a “sharing environment” b) SharingMusical
memories creates links and motivation [2.0.03]
MT Environment to explore new treatment possibilities [02.0.02]
Rhythmic grounding with variations works as an attractive Clinical Environment [05.0.04]
Collaboration atmosphere ingredients = The MT creates the group frame by creating
rhythmic and harmonic grounding and subsequent variations of its formal elements
(tempo, intensity, timbre) [07.0.02]
Sound atmosphere - changing Soundscape helped in reducing hyperactivity [08.00.01]
Playful atmosphere was important to reduce hyperactivity [08.00.02]
Sharing instrument – trusting atmosphere Sharing an instrument results in a trusting,collaborative
atmosphere [12.0.05]
Positive clinical Environment [14.1]
Leaving PWD freedom of choice in the Music helps reduce anxiety [14.0.02]
[use of] recursive positive musical resources create Positive Atmosphere [17.5]
A musical gesture (maracas shaking) combined with dialogue reactivates positive
relationship at diffèrent session moments [17.0.5]
Clinical Environment (holding) environment based on rhythmic grounding and vocal
variations [31.0.04]
Positive Clinical Environment based on Acceptance of group members musical ideas
[32.0.10]
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6.5.2

Forming the Group Atmosphere (Group Creation)

This section presents the emerging themes (Table 6.5) that describe the ingredients for
creating a group atmosphere or to make the participants feel like group members. The
Group Creation EST grouped themes where the music therapists did something within
the music or within the relationship that they considered crucial to creating a good
working group atmosphere.
Table 6.5 Examples of Emergent Themes related to the EST Group Creation
Examples of Emergent Themes related to the EST Group Creation
[square brackets and italics indicate the emergent theme identification code]

Guitar arpeggio – harmony - is the group glue [1.0.04]
Acceptance of Client’s [PWD’s] musical proposals facilitates further musical interaction
in the group [1.0.10]
Group cohesion obtained by interacting with group at different layers (music-eye contact)
[11.0.10]
Phrases [musical] with pauses [and] polyrhythmic phrases help in creating the group
(facilitate people playing together) [12. 0.09]
Collaboration: we are playing all together. Sharing instruments and pauses in the pulse
[12.0.07]
Importance of assigning a clear musical role to group members [15.0.02]
Create a Group by incorporating and sharing clients’ musical elements; Reassuring (safe
framework), joyful atmosphere, each member is given musical importance individually or
as a group [24.0.04]
MBR obtained by giving value to all the music ingredients [that] the client brings.
[24.0.10]
Making the group by creating the sense of an Orchestra [23.0.04]
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6.5.3

One-to-Group relationship

The One-to-Group EST is the umbrella for the themes which describe how the movement
from individual to group dimensions or vice-versa is a resource to keep the group together
or to cope with many different behavioural manifestations. This EST concerns themes
related to moving from individual to group interaction within the music, in two different
modalities. The first is giving attention to one member that broadens to include other
group members. When the Music Therapist (MTherapist) dedicates time to creating a
musical relationship with a single client, a positive side effect can occur where the other
group members also become involved. Emergent Theme [05.0.05], presented in Table
6.6, is an example of this modality.
Table 6.6 Excerpt of MBR 05 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

05.0.02

When client B was out of the setting, client E
was playing (plucking) the two E strings on a
guitar on her knee. She was keeping a pulse.

Music Therapist and Client E
are playing together:
MTherapist is completing
and varying client’s sound.
This atmosphere of
collaboration makes client
B join the group.

MTherapist
Resource.
“Triangulation”:
Working with a
single client in the
group triggers other
clients’ participation

The music therapist was playing chords and
arpeggios between each of the notes played by
client E.
Then client B came into the setting. Music
therapist, client B, and client E then played
some percussion instruments creating a
marching tempo all together.

This was observed when the musical material used in the individual relationship was also
meaningful to other group members. The second modality is sharing the music therapist’s
attention equally among all members in turn to sustain group cohesion and individual
participation in the music.
6.5.4

Group As a Resource

The Group As a Resource EST groups themes regarding the group as resource for PWD.
Music can provide a sense of group belonging, which is a potent means towards MBRs.
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When the group relationship is based on sharing music, a variety of opportunities were
identified.
PWD may remain in a “listener” position or may play. This allows a flexible degree of
participation suitable to clients’ cognitive and physical conditions. Themes under this
category highlight the importance of giving the participants a role in making music
together. The Emergent theme [22.0.05], presented in Table 6.7, is an example of this
modality.
Table 6.7 Excerpt of MBR 22 IPA
Emergent theme

22.0.05
Role changing (from
leader to follower in
the music) helps in
Hyperactivity
reduction

6.5.5

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

In the threesome, client P changes role from
leader to helper. I asked client T to sing with
me but he continued looking at client P.

Role changing of a client
who exhibits hyperactivity.
Client P became a
helper/follower instead of a
leader. This element was
noted to be very important
combined with others to
help the client remain in the
setting and to focus the
client’s attention on the
other people present.

Assistant Presence

The Assistant Presence EST category regarded themes which described situations where
an assistant’s presence in the music therapy session was desirable. For instance, she/he
might have provided assistance in the management of unforeseen situations or a
participant’s specific behavioural issues. The follow interview excerpt, Table 6.8, is an
example of this EST theme.
Table 6.8 Excerpt of MBR 27 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

27.0.02

First of all, physical contact was important. I
Assistant’s presence took him by the hand, and he came to the
is desirable
piano together with the assistant and me.
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The engagement process
starts with an invitation to
sit down at the piano (…)
Assistant’s presence is
desirable

6.5.6

Music Therapist’s Flexibility

The Music Therapist’s Flexibility EST regarded themes that described how the music
therapist needs to be flexible regarding a great variety of musical, relational, and client's
health condition elements of the music therapy session. Themes in this category describe
flexibility as an important resource for the music therapist in reducing symptoms. In
particular, Music Therapist’s Flexibility regarded management of different symptoms at
the same time, relational focus, interpretation of non-verbal signs, and role changing
(Table 6.9).
Table 6.9 Excerpt of MBR 07 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

07.0.11

After a mini-pause for client I the relation was When the music therapist’s
proposals are too narrow,
more effective

Music Therapist’s
flexibility –
Understanding the
need to change the
interaction-focus is a
crucial step towards
MBR

6.5.7

Exploratory comment

he is focussed mainly on

(…) at a certain point I am no longer focussed client I.
on an individual members’ need but rather try When he became focussed
to be a guide for the group.
on the group again then he
It’s as though I moved from taking care of the
needs of the most difficult element of the
group to becoming a guide for the whole
group.

became effective in
reducing client I’s anxiety.
Music therapist was flexible
and ready in changing the
interaction focus.

Diversion

The Diversion EST regarded themes of diversion, distraction and redirection actions
performed to manage BPSD. This EST could also have been named “diversion using
music”. It grouped themes where the music therapist may change instruments or musical
elements in order to redirect a client’s anxiety, aggressiveness and attention away from
elements that may be causing the BPSD. During the sessions, both lyrics and music were
reported as contributing to MBRs in the themes of this EST.
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An example of diverting a client’s attention is described by the music therapist in the
MBR 26 semi-structured interview excerpt below (Table 6.10).
Table 6.10 Excerpt of MBR 26 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

26.0.03

(…) Maintaining a constant pulse and rhythm
are the important musical elements.

From the dialogue the idea
of attention redirection
emerged applied to both
musical and verbal
elements, likely with a
certain frequency since she
speaks of ‘verbalizing’ and
‘offering’. Investigation of
the music therapists’
diversion input might reveal
the modality leading to
Hyperactivity decrease.

Redirect attention
using instruments
and words at
agitation MBRs

Besides this, there was verbalizing: requests to
sit down and offering him new instruments to
change. These requests were not just strictly
musical, but shifted his attention. And then he
became interested in the new instrument.
So redirected his attention?
Exactly.

6.5.8

Multi Dimension/Layer Management

The Multi Dimension/Layer Management EST regarded themes that describe the need to
manage different musical and non-musical layers of interaction simultaneously during
music therapy sessions. This EST highlights that this is a crucial aspect in interacting with
PWD. The different non-verbal layers of interaction need coherence to facilitate
reassurance in relationships as the same content is confirmed in various dimensions.
Emergent theme [06.0.05] is an example that highlights the need for coherence of
different elements at MBRs (Table 6.11).
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Table 6.11 Excerpt of MBR 06 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comments

06.0.05

I sat down again and then I moved further
away from the group. You sat further
back… I starting creating a kind of pulse
under the music created by client D with
the guitar I had previously offered to her. I
was with Client D in this pulse. Musically
I kept this pulse and with client I, I tried to
rhythmically mirror her proposals with the
maracas she held in her hand. What do you
mean, what was she doing with the
maracas? My feeling was that there was
no pulse but rather insertions in an
arhythmic form….yes, it was an
arhythmic form.

Hyperactivity decreases

Multi-layer therapist
work
pulse providing
mirroring one client
managing physical
closeness

6.5.9

Music Therapist keeps
client I focused on the
music: on the one hand by
introducing rhythmic
grounding, on the other
hand by creating Group
support involving client D.
In this way the Music
therapist creates a
supportive group
environment. When client I
responds to the group
sound by shaking the
maracas then the Music
therapist is able to mirror
her to reinforce the musical
relationship because the
pulse is also held by client
D.

Multilayer Work at MBRs

The Multilayer Work at MBRs EST grouped themes with similar content to the previous
one – the music therapist had to manage multilayer relationships – but is more focussed
on collecting themes where the different layers belonged to the same dimension (for
example, musical, non-verbal, or speech). This EST was meant to highlight the music
therapist’s work on different layers of the same dimension. For example, in the music
dimension, a different layer might simultaneously be rhythmic work and work on melodic
variants. The non-verbal communication dimension could imply working on a spatial
relationship layer together with a facial expression layer.
When working with PWD, the Music therapist must multi-task; the [21.1] super-ordinate
theme “Multilayer Coherence” contains a theme [21.0.01] which is an example of
Multilayer Work at MBRs, provided in the excerpt in Table 6.12.
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Table 6.12 Excerpt of MBR 21 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

21.0.01
Coherence/congrue
nce towards
integration of
different elements
(calm rhythm,
soothing timbre,
favourite instrument
and song in creating
a welcoming
atmosphere working
on different musical
parameters at the
same time

used my voice, speaking slowly both in beat
and rhythm and with a whispering intensity,
proposing and letting him play the instrument
he likes: the maracas, that he usually uses (…)

6.5.10

Exploratory comment

I sang a song that calms him, ‘Happy
Birthday’, to which he replied, finishing the
phrases I left unfinished, and also sang a song
invented with the ‘ti’ syllable that he repeats
often and here he also participated by
repeating the syllable.

She is coherent in using
“calming stuff”: a happy
birthday song then she
changed his instruments
and gave him the one he
likes, so the ingredients
were: soothing voice, calm
rhythm, favourite
instrument, the happy
birthday song, and short
songs invented using
client’s ‘ti’ repetition
syllable. In this start of the
session music therapist
shows coherence and
congruence in managing
many different musical
parameters which give rise
to a welcoming
atmosphere.

Space and Time Dimension in PWD Interaction

PWD clients have their own time and space perceptions/management. The Space and
Time Dimension in PWD Interaction EST regarded themes describing the music
therapists’ interactions with PWD in music and how the actions worked best when based
on a client's time. This EST’s themes regard the importance of considering spatial
management in terms of closeness to instruments and persons. It seems that instruments
and group member proximity work alongside musical interaction to facilitate MBRs.
Latency time in PWD responses and interaction need to be taken into account in both
verbal and musical communication as shown in the following excerpt (Table 6.13).
The term latency used in this study was inspired by information technology jargon and
refers to the amount of time a message takes to traverse a system, as defined in the online
version of the Oxford Learner’s Dictionary: “the delay before data begins to move after
it has been sent an instruction to do so” (Hornby and Turnbull, 2019). Communication
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with a PWD can be seen as a special system requiring longer transit times for messages.
Therefore, latency time needs to be taken into account in interactions with PWD and their
responses in both verbal and musical communication as shown in Table 6.13.
Table 6.13 Excerpt of MBR 07 IPA
Emergent theme
07.0.10
The importance of
considering PWD
latency time in
responses

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

In the relationship, she is interested in what is
happening in the group. It’s the collaborative
atmosphere that makes her ready to participate
in eye contact.

When working with PWD
clients it is important and
crucial to consider latency
in responses and
participation. PWD often
show a need of longer time
in the management of
thoughts and responses.

She wants respect for her space. Too much
closeness makes her anxious. Too close = too
demanding. Latency time in her response is
very long.

6.5.11

Physical Dimension - PWD Body Expression

The Physical Dimension – PWD Body Expression EST grouped themes describing the
importance of considering non-verbal physical communications with PWD. The themes
grouped under this EST include eye contact and other physical responses from MT clients,
which are essential in Music Therapy sessions. The music therapist has to keep a receptive
“open channel” regarding this non-verbal aspect of interaction with PWD. See example
in Table 6.14.
Table 6.14 Excerpt of MBR 09 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

09.0.03

It was interesting how he became more and
more physically involved in the music by
tapping his left foot in time as he had in other
sessions.

Music Therapist pays
attention to physical
responses while playing
and proposes new stimuli
to facilitate increased
involvement.

No Client with
Apathy symptoms
shows physical
signs of willingness
before playing

6.5.12

Choice of Instruments / Favourite Instruments

The Choice of Instruments / Favourite Instruments EST grouped themes regarding the
modality of choosing musical instruments by PWD clients in the setting. This EST also
collects themes regarding a client’s possible relationship to favourite instruments. The
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themes in this EST regard the client’s skill and possibility to choose an instrument, which
were identified as an important resource in 5 MBRs. MT settings can become safe places
to experience moments of active choices for PWD. Therefore, themes under this EST
consider the importance of maintaining PWD’s active choices in “simple and tiny”
actions like choosing an instrument or providing an end to a sung phrase. Clients’
responses towards preferred instruments were seen as an indirect response to the
therapist’s engagement proposals. A client may also be a former professional or semiprofessional musician, which seems to be an important point to be taken into account as
the client’s relationship with an instrument that they have played in the past might be
either positive or negative.
An example of using a favourite instrument to facilitate MBR is the following one
described in MBR 29 interview in Table 6.15
Table 6.15 Excerpt of MBR 29 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

29.0.03

The sound elements were mainly: at the
beginning the voice, then: intensity..- Why,
what happened? - intensity and speed – so
that? - because I went towards the patient; I
took him by the hand and accompanied him to
the piano [which is his favourite instrument]

Favourite instrument
used as a diversion
from behavioural
symptom

Exploratory comment

The engagement process
starts with an invitation to
sit down at the piano which
is client’s favourite
instrument.

(…) So that’s why you brought him to the
piano? - because I know he likes it, it’s one of
his favourite instruments and this meant that
he calmly sat at it with me next to him
playing.

6.5.13

Rhythmic Grounding / Interaction

The Rhythmic Grounding/Interaction EST groups together themes which highlight
elements that are rhythmically important. It was initially named rhythmic grounding as
this element is closely connected to the ‘Rhythmic Grounding’ technique described by
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Bruscia (1987). The idea was to have an EST that could allow an in-depth description of
the use of rhythm at MBRs. It initially had the same name as the technique and, to
distinguish them in the data set, the Auto-CM analysis Rhythmic Grounding refers to this
EST category whereas the technique is labelled Rhythmic Grnd. These two labels appear
on the Auto-CM graphs. Later this EST was relabelled Rhythmic Interaction. Superordinate theme [03.03] focuses clearly on the sense of rhythmic grounding in MT group
sessions with PWD: Rhythmic grounding is a germinal musical structure which can
generate and activate many different group and individual resources [03.03].
This EST contains 3 Super-ordinate themes [03.03, 24.01, 26.02], the corresponding
emergent themes are listed below in Emergent theme [24.0.07] was distilled from
comments regarding the music therapist transcript in
Table 6.17. This excerpt provides a further example of the importance of rhythmic
interaction with PWD in GMT work.
Table 6.16 Examples of Emergent Themes related to the EST Rhythmic Grounding
Examples Emergent Themes related to the EST Rhythmic Grounding / Interaction
[square brackets and italics indicate the emergent theme identification code]

Compact rhythmic frame can lead to client’s melodic vocal initiative [03.0.29]
Rhythmic Grounding facilitates the individual to group relationships [26.0.02]
Rhythm Grounding: an invitation to participate [24.0.07]

Table 6.17 Excerpt 2 of MBR 24 IPA
Emergent Theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

24.0.07

I was playing a steady rhythmic grounding
which was reassuring for the clients.

Function of rhythmic
grounding: it was used as
an invitation to participate
by creating the sense of a
safe environment; the
rhythm is repetitive and
predictable … is reassuring
and can be an element that
facilitates initiation of music

Rhythm Grounding:
an invitation to
participate.

The rhythmic pattern was suggested by client
Z. While singing, I called every client by
name to create a group. And the steady
background was intended to activate clients’
musical interest. Client Z had started playing
the maracas.
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playing. The MTherapist can
use micro-changes in this
constant base to encourage
client participation.

(Table 6.17 continued)

6.5.14

Continuity Throughout Sessions

The Continuity Throughout Sessions EST reports themes that describe elements which
result in continuity markers through different sessions. This EST contains themes which
are examples of how song or rhythmic phrases can be used throughout sessions to create
continuity, working as non-verbal memory supports. Musical elements and/or interaction
which guarantees continuity in the therapeutic process and reinforcement of non-verbal
memory were found to be important elements leading towards MBR. Emergent theme
[09.0.07] provides an example in Table 6.18.
Table 6.18 Excerpt of MBR 09 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

09.0.07

so, they were elements already proposed in
preceding sessions. The happy birthday song is a
Continuity through
song that I saw he replied to, probably it was a song
different sessions by he has known from childhood. I continued using his
using the same
name.
elements (songs or
rhythmic phrase)
From a musical point of view, you are proposing
incomplete fragments.
Suspended fragments that are small rhythmic
phrases or that are approaches towards an
instrument that you propose using, a modality
proposal to use an instrument…

The music therapist uses the
musical resources that were
important also in previous
sessions’ MBR I.
In the dialogic dimension of the
interview the music therapist
repeats the main idea of
providing fragments to be
completed and which also
include an invitation to play
instruments.

They may contain some words to finish off.

6.5.15

Sung Words

The Sung Words EST group themes regarding interactions where the speech became
melody either in improvisation or in verbal interaction. Themes grouped as melodic sungspeech were found to be an important element in enhancing positive interaction,
communication and reducing Hyperactivity Symptoms. The themes under the superordinate themes of this EST highlight that an MBR might be facilitated by using.
Emergent theme [25.0.05] provides an example in Table 6.19.
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Table 6.19 Excerpt of MBR 25 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

25.0.02

(..) actually I continued with the same
melody,
asking the client to sit down again
Sung invitation,
based on wellplease, getting up from my knees where I had
known song with
been, and lifting my chest, I opened my arms
accompanying
and directed his movement to seat himself
gestures, decreases
while singing “sit down please”
exit-seeking
/wandering

6.5.16

The music therapist uses
the musical resources that
were important also in
previous sessions’ MBR I.
In the dialogic dimension of
the interview the music
therapist repeats the main
idea of providing fragments
to be completed and which
also include an invitation to
play instruments.

MT Process Design

The MT Process Design EST contains themes highlighting the importance of the
session design in reducing the behaviour. When working with PWD manifesting BPSD,
the design is outlined as a set of steps towards MBR. This EST contains three Emergent
themes that describe those steps, which can be seen in Table 6.20.
Table 6.20 Emergent Themes related to the EST MT Process Design
Emergent Themes related to the EST MT Process Design
[square brackets and italics indicate the emergent theme identification code]

Creating a welcoming atmosphere in 3 steps [28.0.01]: 1. Soliloquy / hello song; 2. Physicalcloseness; 3.
Giving and then each one using the same instrument (guitar).
A Three step client engagement [28.0.3]: 1. invitation by giving 2. giving value to his musical
ideas (here a pulse) 3. making him the leader by following his pulse and sharing the instrument
Anger MBR in 3 steps: [31.0.07] 1. Mirroring of the vocal aggressive sound 2. Introduction ofchanges 3.
Creation of a positive clinical environment by Rhythmic grounding to support client’sengagement in the
group.

6.5.17

Elements Directly Linked to MBR

The Elements directly linked to MBR EST was aimed at grouping musical or relational
elements or ways of developing musical interactions, which the music therapists
described as directly connected to MBRs.
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These themes describe elements that might become “personal ingredients” for MBRs (see
examples in Table 6.21). During the IPA analysis, some Emergent themes were attributed
to this EST but then, later, in the phase of searching for possible patterns across different
cases in the themes, they were associated with others to generate new ESTs.
Table 6.21 Examples of Emergent Themes related to Elements directly linked to MBR
Examples of Emergent Themes related to the EST Elements Directly Linked to MBR
[square brackets and italics indicate the emergent theme identification code]

Importance of sharing an instrument to keep reducing anxiety [12.0.04]
Client’s own repertoire suitable for behavioural reduction [13.0.01]
Musical forms suitable for managing sound/music parameter reduction, useful for behavioural
reduction [13.0.03]
Repetition of positive interaction gesture was crucial in building the positive relationship
which leadto MBR [17.0.8]
Using the Introducing Change technique in melody phrases and in intensity works in obtaining
anApathy MBR [23.0.07]

6.5.18

Music Therapist Skills for MBRs

The Music Therapist Skills for MBRs EST category groups together themes that report
the Music Therapist’s personal skills in facilitating MBRs. The five Superodinate Themes
show that the music therapists identify an awareness of their own feelings, sensations and
intuition as an important personal skill in facilitating MBRs. Four out of five of these
themes are based on the third question of the semi-structured interview. The excerpt of
MBR 30 IPA in Table 6.22 analysis provides an example of this kind of theme.
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Table 6.22 Excerpt of MBR 30 IPA
Emergent theme

30.0.06
Awareness of
Therapist’s own
feelings and
sensations in the
ongoing work
contributes to
MBR

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

My personal sensation is very positive because I
saw that with the song that I knew and that they
knew and were familiar with I was able to get
them to come back to the room and even to sit
down. The fact of playing with the other patient,
of leaving space to patient T relaxed me because
I saw it was a way to avoid stressing him, so it
made me feel good. I felt him present and
participating.

Music therapist felt relaxed
because she noticed she was
using the right element to
make the clients come back
into the setting.
She felt particularly good
when she noticed that this
was a way of musically
interacting with the group
which didn’t stress client T.
Music therapist skills of being
aware of her own feelings
while she is interacting with
the clients makes her
confident in her ongoing
work.

6.5.19

Ingredient to Engagement

The Ingredient to Engagement EST grouped a variety of themes describing the musical,
relational and social elements that were used to increase group members’ engagement in
making music together. Some of the themes highlighted that group engagement may have
led to MBRs. Emergent Themes within this EST describe clients’ engagement in the
music and in the group, work helped to facilitate MBRs. Additionally, these themes may
describe what the ingredients of engagement are. An example of this type of theme can
be seen in Table 6.23 Excerpt of MBR 11 IPA, which presents an Emergent theme of MBR
11.
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Table 6.23 Excerpt of MBR 11 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

11.0.06

When client B came back after her exit
seeking, I proposed that she share the
Intimacy by
sharing instrument xylophone and she accepted.
Sharing instruments
evidences intimacy
among players. It
can be a resource
for anxiety recovery

6.5.20

The xylophone was shared among three
people CLIENT B, CLIENT D and me.

The xylophone is shared
among three players. This is
a very “high density sharing
environment” and also a
sign that there is a good
level of intimacy among the
two clients and the Music
Therapist. We are at the
11th session; the Music
Therapist has become
familiar with playing
together. Familiarity and
Intimacy in playing together
can be developed through
the session and become a
resource for critical
moments and Client
engagement.

Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s Music and Sounds

The Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s Music and Sounds EST name was
inspired by Feil’s (1993) Validation dementia care approach principles, in particular that
“all people are valuable no matter how disoriented they are [and] painful feelings that are
expressed, acknowledged and validated by a trusted listener will diminish” (p.29). This
EST grouped a variety of themes that are examples of Validating, which validate PWD’s
music or the musical elements that they bring to the sessions. Validating in the music can
also embrace a validation of client’s time “management” modality. The music therapist
often incorporates the musical elements brought to the session and creates new music
with it. The following excerpt (Table 6.24) presents an example of this EST’s Emergent
themes.
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Table 6.24 Excerpt of MBR 19 IPA
Emergent theme

Interview Transcript

Exploratory comment

19.0.06

And then doing the song “ti ti ti” built on
one syllable that he repeats and that I put
into music.

The Music Therapist also used
a vocal syllabic rhythm
spontaneously produced by
client X to create a little melodic
phrase. This can be a phase of
the incorporating client’s
expression, attempting to move
from a childlike expression to
something with a musical form.
This form might become the
means for a musical interaction.
In this case it’s a powerful
moment of validation.

Giving value to
the client’s
musical
ideas/materials

And so you put a melody to his “ti ti ti”
that was an the same note or did he
change it as well?
No...initially he did it on the same note
and I did it as well. Then somewhere
became something between a theme with
a slight variation.

6.5.21

EST show three relationship types

To summarise, the EST descriptions outlined above suggest three types of relationship
that may occur at MBRs, which are summarised in the following list.
•

The client-therapist relationship in the session: It seems that in this kind of
relationship, two components are very important – the music therapist’s flexibility
(i.e. the skill of being flexible in interaction with clients) and the music therapist’s
skill in working in more than one communicative dimension at the same time.

•

Group relationships: The idea of relationships is central to all ESTs regarding the
group dimension of a music therapy session. These Group-dimension ESTs were
set under the category Group Relationship Atmosphere and Environment.

•

Relationships with musical/sound elements (music, instrument and sung speech):
The Music therapy ingredients and techniques category contains three EST which
show the importance of considering the relationship that the client may have with
specific music repertoire or specific features of music (style, tempo, rhythmic
patterns). The client’s relationship with sung speech and voice may work for
MBRs can also be seen as a particular combination of verbal and non-verbal
features of speech.
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6.6

The MBR data set analysis results

In this section, the findings on the pool of MT techniques and qualitative descriptors
occurring at each MBR are presented. As mentioned in the previous chapter, to answer
the main research question in this study, it is essential to identify the links among MT
techniques and qualitative descriptors that occur at each syndrome’s MBRs. The links are
expressed in terms of associations among variables. The MBR dataset, filtered by
syndromes and the associations among variables, was examined in terms of prevalence
(descriptive statistics) and in terms of variables’ closeness according to variable maps
produced by the Auto-CM Artificial Neural Network applied to the Data Set.
6.7

The four syndrome groupings

The MBR descriptor syndrome pools were identified according to the criteria described
in (4.1.7). These criteria were based on the identification of the most prevalent MBR
descriptors (MPDs) whilst also taking into account the level of association identified by
the Auto-CM Neural Network graphs. A ‘check-table’, which worked as a check-list (the
rows) for each condition (the columns), was used for each MPD that was being
considered for inclusion in the pools. An example of the check-table can be found below
(Table 6.25) and shows the checks undertaken for two given MPDs.
Table 6.25 Check Table of conditions for Most Prevalent MBR Descriptors (MPD) to be identified as
pool components
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

MPD 1

YES

YES

---

YES

NO

YES (Example
of Condition A

MPD 2

NO

----

YES

YES

YES

YES (Example
of Condition B)
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This provides examples of the application of the two established conditions for MPDs to
be inserted in the pool.
The conditions, as presented in chapter five (5.2.4), are as follows:
1. being concurrently prevalent with three other MPDs; or
2. being concurrently prevalent with two other MPDs and linked in close
relationship to at least one of the other MPDs based on the Auto-CM Neural
Network graph.
In the ‘check table’ the frequency of MBR descriptors is abbreviated as ‘Frq-MBR-D’.
The following concurrently prevalent table was used (Table 6.26) to summarise the
concurrently prevalent MPDs for each syndrome. During the check of concurrently
prevalent MPDs, the third column was completed for each syndrome based on double
checking the conditional frequency bar charts. These completed tables can be found
below for each syndrome (6.7.1 - 6.7.4).
Table 6.26 Example of concurrently prevalent MPDs regarding the MPD.1 of Depression syndrome
Syndrome

Syndrome’s most prevalent MBR
descriptors (MPDs)

MPD’s concurrently prevalent MBR
descriptors
Introducing Change (MPD.2)
Music Therapist’s Flexibility (MPD.3)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.4)

Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)

(To be completed after prevalence analysis)
Introducing Change (MPD.2)
Depression

(To be completed after prevalence analysis)
Music Therapist’s Flexibility (MPD.3)
(To be completed after prevalence analysis)
Features of Clinical Environment
(MPD.4)

The following sections will discuss the identification of the four syndrome pools
(Aggression, Depression, Apathy and Hyperactivity).
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As was presented in (5.2.4), the first step in the prevalence analysis identifies the MPDs
using the bar charts of the frequency of MBR descriptor occurrences for each syndrome.
Regarding all the syndromes (Aggression, Depression, Apathy and Hyperactivity), all
four MPDs identified at the first step of prevalence analysis meet the above pre-defined
conditions to be integrated into the syndrome pool.
Details of the grouping of pools for each syndrome will be presented as follows:
a) The MBR descriptors frequency bar charts.
b) The concurrently prevalent table for each syndrome’s MPDs
c) The Auto-CM graph of the syndrome MBR descriptors
d) The check-table to assess if each MPD can be identified as a pool component
Appendix D contains all the frequency bar charts and check-tables used to identify and
insert the MPDs into the syndrome pools (Sub-appendix D.1 to Sub-Appendix D.4).
6.7.1

Aggression

Calming, Pacing, Rhythmic Grounding, and Features of Clinical Environment (EST) are
the four MPDs identified for the Aggression syndrome using the frequency bar chart in
Figure 6.1.The four MPDs were checked to see if they were concurrently prevalent (see
sub appendix D.1) using bar charts conditional on MPDs and the syndromes. The MPDs
found to be concurrently prevalent are outlined in Table 6.27.
The Auto-CM graph (Figure 6.2) also shows the four MPDs (indicated with red arrows)
close to each other and two MPDS in a central (hub) position; this confirms that they are
all associated.
Table 6.28 scoring shows that all four MPDs satisfy both conditions for inserting them
into the pool (i.e. being concurrently prevalent with 3 other MPDs and linked in close
relationship to at least one other MPD based on the Auto-CM Neural Network graph).
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Figure 6.1 Frequency of MBR Descriptors conditional on Aggression syndrome

Table 6.27 Concurrently prevalent table for Aggression syndrome MPDs
Syndrome

Syndrome’s most prevalent MBR
descriptors (MPDs)

MPD’s concurrently prevalent MBR
descriptors
Pacing (MPD.2)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.3)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)
Calming (MPD.1)

Calming (MPD.1)

Pacing (MPD.2)

Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.3)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)
Calming (MPD.1)
Pacing (MPD.2)

Aggression
Features of Clinical Environment
(MPD.3)

Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)
Calming (MPD.1)
Pacing (MPD.2)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.3

Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)
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Figure 6.2 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Aggression MBR descriptors

Table 6.28 Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

MPD 1
Calming

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

MPD 2
Pacing

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

The Aggression syndrome pool components were therefore identified as follows: Pacing
(Music Therapy Technique [MTT]); Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Calming (MTT) and
Features of clinical Environment (EST).
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6.7.2

Depression

The frequency bar chart of the MBR descriptors conditional on the depression syndrome
(Figure 6.3) shows that the four MPDs for depression were: Rhythmic Grounding,
Introducing Change, Music Therapist’s Flexibility, and Features of Clinical Environment.
Table 6.29 summarises the concurrently prevalent MBR descriptors conditional on each
of the four MPDs. The Auto-CM presented in Figure 6.4 represents the associations
among depression syndrome MBR descriptors. The four MPD nodes (indicated with red
arrows) are all in a central position and they are close to each other (i.e. less than 3 nodes
distant from each other). The Auto-CM graph shows, therefore, that all MPDs are
associated with one another.

Figure 6.3 Frequency of MBR Descriptors conditional on Depression syndrome
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Table 6.29 Concurrently prevalent table for Depression syndrome MPDs
Syndrome

Syndrome’s most prevalent MBR
descriptors (MPDs)

MPD’s concurrently prevalent MBR
descriptors
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.2)
Introducing Change (MPD.3)
Music Therapist’s Flexibility (MPD.4)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)

Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)

Features of Clinical Environment
(MPD.2)

Introducing Change (MPD.3)
Music Therapist’s Flexibility (MPD.4)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.2)

Depression
Introducing Change (MPD.3)

Music Therapist’s Flexibility (MPD.4)

Music Therapist’s Flexibility (MPD.4)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.2)
Introducing Change (MPD.3)

Figure 6.4 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Depression syndrome MBR descriptors
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Table 6.30 was therefore completed and the four most prevalent elements were identified
as Depression pool components.
Table 6.30 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
Introducing
Change
MPD 3
Music
Therapist’s
Flexibility
MPD 4
F. of Clinical
Environment

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

The analysis shows that the Depression pool components are confirmed as:
Rhythmic Grounding (MTT), Introducing Change (MTT), Music Therapist’s Flexibility
(EST), and Features of Clinical Environment (EST).
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6.7.3

Apathy

The frequency bar chart regarding the Apathy syndrome MBR descriptors (Figure 6.5)
shows that the four most prevalent elements are Rhythmic Grounding, Features of
Clinical Environment, Group Creation and Group As a Resource.
These MPDs were checked and were found to be concurrently prevalent in frequency bar
charts conditioned on each MP, as shown in the following concurrently prevalent table
(Table 6.31).
The graph in Figure 6.6 (below) represents the Auto-CM Neural Network associations
among the apathy syndrome MBR descriptors.
Figure 6.5 Frequency of MBR Descriptors conditional on Apathy syndrome
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Table 6.31 Concurrently prevalent table for Apathy syndrome MPDs
Syndrome

Syndrome’s most prevalent MBR
descriptors (MPDs)

MPD’s concurrently prevalent MBR
descriptors
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.2)
Group Creation (MPD.3)
Group As a Resource (MPD.4)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)

Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)

Features of Clinical Environment
(MPD.2)

Group Creation (MPD.3)
Group As a Resource (MPD.4)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.2)

Apathy
Group Creation (MPD.3)

Group As a Resource (MPD.4)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.1)
Features of Clinical Environment (MPD.2)
Group Creation (MPD.3)

Group As a Resource (MPD.4)

Figure 6.6 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Apathy syndrome MBR descriptors

Figure 6.6 shows that the MPDs Group As a Resource, Group Creation, Features of
Clinical Environment and Rhythmic Grounding (indicated with red arrows) were
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associated as they were adjacent and less than 3 nodes from each other. Table 6.32 for
Apathy was compiled as follows:
Table 6.32 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation
MPD 4
Group As a
Resource

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

Therefore, the four MPDs were identified as components of the apathy syndrome pool
according to the first condition (i.e. being concurrently prevalent with three other MPDs)
and also the second (i.e. being concurrently prevalent with two other MPDs and linked
in close relationship to at least one other MPD based on the Auto-CM Neural Network
graph). The apathy syndrome pool components are therefore:
Rhythmic Grounding (MTT), Features of Clinical Environment (EST), Group Creation
(EST) and Group As a Resource (EST).
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6.7.4

Hyperactivity

The two MPDs for the Hyperactivity Syndrome were the Giving MTT (MPD.1) and
Client Validation – Giving Value to client’s Music and Sounds EST (MPD.2), which were
both present in 60% of the MBRs in the Hyperactivity syndrome (Figure 6.7).
Figure 6.7 Frequency of MBR Descriptors conditional on Hyperactivity syndrome
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The bar chart above (Figure 6.7) shows that the most prevalent elements are Giving,
Client Validation, Rhythmic Grounding and Making Spaces.
These MPDs’ concurrent prevalence was checked. Client Validation and Rhythmic
Grounding were found to be concurrently prevalent with each of the other three MPDs,
based on frequency bar charts conditioned on each MPD (more details in Sub-appendix
D.4). However, Giving and Making Spaces were found to be concurrently prevalent with
only two other MPDs. This is shown in
Table 6.33.
Table 6.33 Concurrently prevalent table for Hyperactivity syndrome MPDs
Syndrome

Syndrome’s most prevalent MBR
descriptors (MPDs)

MPD’s concurrently prevalent MBR
descriptors

Giving (MPD.2)

Client Validation (MPD.1)

Making Spaces (MPD.3)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)
Client Validation (MPD.1)

Giving (MPD.2)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)

Hyperactivity

Client Validation (MPD.1)
Making Spaces (MPD.3)
Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)
Client Validation (MPD.1)
Giving (MPD.2)

Rhythmic Grounding (MPD.4)

Making Spaces (MPD.3)

To determine if Giving and Making Spaces could be inserted into the syndrome pool, the
Auto-CM graph was also checked. The graph in Figure 6.8 shows that Making Spaces is
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associated with the other pool components (indicated with red arrows), as it is the main
hub in the graph. The graph also shows that both Giving and Rhythmic Grounding appear
less than 3 nodes from Client Validation and Making Space; therefore, all four MPDs can
be considered associated according to the Auto-CM analysis.
Figure 6.8 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Hyperactivity syndrome MBR descriptors

Table 6.34 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Client Validation
MPD 2
Giving
MPD 3
Making Spaces
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

---

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

---

YES

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

Based on Table 6.34 it can be seen that both Giving and Making spaces meet the
conditions for being inserted into the pool.
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Therefore, the four MPDs identified as components of the Hyperactivity syndrome pool
are: Giving (MTT), Client Validation: Giving value to client’s music and sound (EST)
Rhythmic Grounding (MTT) and Making Spaces (EST).
Sub-appendix D.4 contains this study’s complete prevalence analysis graphs and the
Auto-CM analysis graphs.
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6.8

The four pools

The results demonstrated that the combination of prevalence analysis with Artificial
Neural Network Auto-CM analysis can be effective in identifying the pools of most
prevalent elements occurring at Aggression, Depression, Apathy and Hyperactivity
syndrome MBRs, which are presented below.
Aggression
Pacing (MTT); Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Calming (MTT); and Features of clinical
Environment (EST);

Depression
Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Introducing Change (MTT); Music Therapist’s Flexibility
(EST); and Features of Clinical Environment (EST);

Apathy
Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Group As a Resource (EST); and two EST confirmed only
by prevalence analysis: Group Creation and Features of Clinical Environment;

Hyperactivity
Giving (MTT); Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s Music and Sound (EST);
Rhythmic Grounding (MTT); Making Spaces (MTT).

The pool components consist of six MT techniques and four ESTs. The five MTTs are
Calming; Giving; Introducing Change; Making Spaces, Pacing; and Rhythmic
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Grounding. The four Qualitative ESTs are: Features of Clinical Environment (EST);
Music Therapist’s Flexibility (EST); Group As a Resource (EST); and Group Creation:
Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s Music and Sound (EST). The Rhythmic
Grounding technique component is common to all the pools. The Features of Clinical
Environment EST is present in 3 out of 4 pools.
6.8.1

Single elements in the pools

Some elements seem to be prevalent only during MBRs of a single syndrome. Other
elements may not be prevalent but may also have a “minor prevalence” in the MBRs of
more than one syndrome. The data set allows for exploration into the extent single MPDs
were present in other syndromes. Figure 6.9 shows that Group Descriptors Group As a
Resource (EST) and Group Creation (EST) are present at four syndromes’ MBRs and are
also present in more than 20% of reductions at Apathy and Hyperactivity MBRs.
Figure 6.9 Frequency of pool ESTs in all syndromes
Qualitative descriptors at MBR syndrome

Frequency of pool ESTs in all syndromes
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6.9

The nature of the four pools

The four pools can be seen as having both a quantitative/qualitative nature. The pool
component type can be an MTT or an EST. They have been identified quantitatively but
their relationships can be also described qualitatively. In the current chapter, the pools’
components have been identified according to a descriptive statistical association
concept, based on comparing frequency bar charts of variables. Besides this type of
association, the pool components seem to be linked to the syndrome’s symptom
characteristics according to their “qualitative” content. The qualitative content of the EST
consists of their description at a lower IPA level (Super-ordinate Themes, Emergent
themes, Initial comments); the MTT qualitative content is the description of the MT
technique as provided by Bruscia (1987, p.533-557). Therefore, every pool component
has qualitative content. Each pool component is also linked to other pool components by
“content” in relation to similarity or contrast. Similarly, these contents can also be linked
to symptom characteristics (i.e. the syndrome’s set of symptoms).
The Rhythmic Grounding technique component is common to all the pools. The Features
of clinical Environment EST is present in 3 out of 4 pools.
6.9.1

Qualitative nature of the pools

The following sections will discuss these qualitative component relationships in detail for
each syndrome pool: hyperactivity, apathy, aggression and depression. The nature of the
pools will be explored in more detail by browsing the qualitative data set and, when
necessary, discussing the lower levels of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA),
such as Super-ordinate Themes, Emergent Themes and Initial comments.
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6.9.2

Hyperactivity syndrome pool

This pool consists of four elements: 3 MT techniques (Rhythmic Grounding, Pacing,
Giving) and 1 qualitative EST category (Client Validation: Giving value to client’s music
and sound).
The Rhythmic Grounding and Pacing techniques are utilised to ensure that the clients feel
accepted and safe when interacting in the music, both with the therapist and with the other
group members. These techniques can be used to “open” or “create” a relationship in the
music. Making Spaces is utilised to encourage interaction and relationships within the
MT where the client feels they are visible. The music therapist used the Making Spaces
technique according to Bruscia’s concept of providing the client with spaces to encourage
their participation. The music therapist interviews confirm Bruscia’s comments on
Making Spaces which provide “frequent spaces within the structure of the improvisation
for the client to respond or inject sounds (…) This technique involves making spaces for
the client to fill. Making spaces can be implemented in music, movements, drama, or
speech. In music the spaces can be empty silences (rests) or filled silences (i.e. sustained
notes or chords). It can also consist in providing a musical background that invites client’s
participation” (Bruscia, 1987, p. 544). The Rhythmic grounding technique can ensure the
conditions for this to happen, providing musical containment in a bounded rhythmic
environment. Music therapists report that the first two techniques, Rhythmic grounding
and Pacing, usually precede the Giving MTT and Client Validation: Giving Value to
Client’s Music and Sound EST. The Giving MTT and Client Validation EST describe
actions that were used to minimise symptoms by utilising alternative interaction options.
These two categories describe actions that represent two complementary aspects of
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acknowledging a client. In fact, the Giving technique actions seem to be
complementary, as they are involved in reciprocal "giving" and "taking" relationships.
The following provides a description of the Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s
Music EST that uses the common details derived from the Emergent Themes and the
Initial Comments data. ‘Validation’ was the central concept of Naomi Feil’s (1993)
approach to interacting with PWD and was also very important in Kitwood’s (1997)
person-centred care approach. The Client Validation in the music was implemented in
three ways, which emerged from the qualitative Themes.
A. The client can feel that what they are playing has value: Music Therapists can give
clients the opportunity to control the musical environment, often in terms of
“having the last word” in the musical/sound interaction [19.0.2]. In fact, the music
therapist can enhance a client’s musical and relational role-taking by accepting
the client’s ideas [30.0.2] [31.0.5]. What the client is spontaneously playing or
singing is important. The client might bring “ingredients” into the musical
interaction and the music therapist can give value to the client’s musical ideas by
developing them musically [19.0.6] [20.0.4] (similar to the incorporating MT
technique). Moreover, a therapist/client cultural attunement can allow the
therapist to give the client the leader role [20.03].
B. The group can become a musical-validating environment: Client responses are
used to lead to further steps in creating musical relationships among group
members [6.0.7]. At MBR 6, the group seemed to work as a “validating
environment”. This means that the music therapist was able to lead the group to
play in a supportive and validating way for the client who manifested the
behavioural problem [18.0.3] [24.0.09].
C. Validating the clients by giving value to their way of participating: A possible
way of giving value to the client’s music consists of paying significant attention
to the client’s personal way of participating in the musical interaction. This can
happen when the music therapist uses suitable elements [6.0.9] for the client’s
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needs in terms of musical instruments, by respecting the time the client requires
[27.0.3] and being non-demanding by respecting the client’s will. This can also
happen when the music therapist offers the client an instrument without asking
him directly to play it. To do this, the music therapist uses the skill of being aware
of his own feelings [14.0.05]. It seems that the music therapist’s skill in recycling
positive elements of pre-MBR musical relationships can facilitate MBRs.
To summarize, in the hyperactivity syndrome pool, the structuring technique Rhythmic
Grounding and the empathy MTT Making Spaces share the function of creating an
inviting environment where clients feel accepted and safe when interacting in the music.
The two techniques also share the function of “opening” or “creating” a relationship in
the music. In this pool, the MT intimacy technique Giving and the elements described in
the EST Client Validation: Giving value to client’s music have the function of
acknowledging the client. This function seems to be central to reducing hyperactivity
symptoms for PWD.
The Rhythmic Grounding and Making Spaces techniques seem to work as pre-conditions
for the Giving and the EST Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s Music elements
to occur.
6.9.3

Common elements in the pools

The Rhythmic Grounding technique is present in all pools. For each BPSD syndrome this
technique is combined with different techniques and qualitative descriptors. Rhythmic
Grounding seems to be the most common ingredient at MBRs. During Aggression and
Hyperactivity MBRs, the Rhythmic Grounding technique is combined with elements
aimed at properly holding aggressive and agitated behaviours like the Calming, Pacing,
Giving and Client Validation items. During Apathy and Depression MBRs, the Rhythmic
Grounding technique is combined with other elements that facilitate behavioural
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alternatives to the apathetic and depressive behaviours. These elements are the
Introducing Change technique and the elements described in the Group As a Resource,
Group Creation and Features of Clinical Environment EST category items. The
combination of the Rhythmic Grounding technique with different elements shows that
this technique was used to create a framework and environmental conditions suitable to
a variety of clinical needs and music therapy process development paths.
The Features of Clinical Environment EST element is also common (present in 3 out of
4 pools). It highlights the importance of paying attention to the creation of a safe, positive
and transformative environment when working on BPSD reduction in small group music
therapy sessions. This EST is an umbrella for a great variety of themes where the positive
clinical environment is described as a joyful, playful, welcoming, relaxing, explorative,
sharing, enhancing personal initiation, environment which can provide an “acceptance
atmosphere”. This element was present in the Aggression, Depression and Apathy MBR
pools.
6.9.4

Apathy syndrome pool

The pool of elements at Apathy syndrome MBRs consists of a structuring MTT (the
Rhythmic Grounding), and three qualitative ESTs regarding group work in the music:
Group Creation, Group As a Resource, and the Features of Clinical Environment.
The group work in the music and the presence of Rhythmic Grounding structuring
techniques were the most common and prevalent elements at Apathy MBRs. The
symptoms of social and emotional withdrawal were seen to reduce in the presence of
conditions that facilitated social and emotional engagement. Moreover, the convergence
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of these EST elements and the presence of the Rhythmic Grounding technique created an
environment in which positive music interaction could occur.
A further examination of the thematic material of these pool components highlights
common characteristics and relationships among the components and provides new
information about the nature of this pool. Elements that foster this environment and
stimulate PWD presenting apathy symptoms to participate in the group sessions are
described below.
6.9.4.1 The Rhythmic Grounding technique
According to Bruscia (1987), this technique is utilised by music therapists as a structuring
system. It consists of “keeping a basic beat and providing a rhythmic foundation for the
client’s improvising” (Bruscia, 1987, p.535) and can be used to promote a feeling of
“safety and stability” (Bruscia 1987, p. 541). The Rhythmic Grounding technique has also
been noted for creating a welcoming, inviting and interactive environment, which allows
PWD who may appear apathetic or withdrawn to participate in the music by creating a
sense of continuity, safety/stability and group cohesion. Interestingly, variations in the
dynamics of the pulse were reported to be powerful in increasing participation among
PWD (Emergent Themes [10.0.04], [33.0.5], [16.0.6]).
6.9.4.2 Group dimension ESTs
The welcoming-inviting environment was also a characteristic of many Group As a
Resource themes. The music therapists reported that during apathy MBRs, the small
music therapy group became a sharing environment, which invited people to take part in
the music. The Group As a Resource themes show that the welcoming-inviting
environment is created through the sharing of instruments and music. Specifically,
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sharing different elements, such as rhythm or attention – either musically or verbally –
gives the sense of belonging to a group [33.03], [16.09]. This may facilitate the group
member to move into different musical and social roles, such as follower or leader
(Bruscia, 1987), or melody-provider or rhythm-provider.
The music therapists reported that enhancing the social dimension of making music
together was very powerful in reducing apathy symptoms. In fact, in the Group Creation
themes music therapists have also noted the social dimension of making music together.
They highlight the importance of giving clear musical roles to all group players [9.10.8]
and of creating the sense of being in an Orchestra [23.0.4]. In particular, the ideas of
continuity and variability were understood to be important in maintaining the sense of
group, as they were found in the component items. For example, in emergent theme
[16.0.12], the music therapist highlighted the importance of introducing changes without
interrupting the group musical flow. Some themes of the Group Creation highlighted
specific musical elements in creating group cohesion, which seem to be noteworthy.
6.9.4.3 Features of Clinical Environment
The music therapists reported that the clinical environment during Apathy MBRs was
“funny and joyful” [1.0.5], “welcoming” [05.0.5] and “positive” [17.0.5; 34.0.1]. An
element that emerged from one music therapist’s interview is the use of the soliloquy
(Bruscia, 1987) and “sung words” [1.0.17].
Overall, the common characteristics of the Apathy pool components can be highlighted
as follows. Firstly, they connect participants by creating an environment within the
musical interaction that feels safe, stable and inviting. Secondly, musically shared
attention and musical group-relationship variability facilitate active participation, making
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members of the group feel connected to each other in the session. These pool elements
can be concurrent or alternate but are always interdependent in providing the two steps:
(1) creating a safe and trusting environment, followed by (2) the sharing of musical and
social experience in the process of apathy reduction. This shows that within the music
therapy process, an interdependent pool of components can be applied to reduce Apathy
syndrome characteristics of social and emotional withdrawal in PWD.
6.9.5

Aggression syndrome pool

There were only five MBRs aggregated under the Aggression syndrome and there were
3 MT techniques and 1 EST in the pool components. Two of these techniques seem to
function by acknowledging the PWD’s aggressiveness and providing a sense of safety:
an empathy technique, Pacing, and a structuring technique, Rhythmic Grounding. The
third technique is a redirecting technique, Calming, which functions by redirecting the
aggressiveness. The EST component, Features of Clinical Environment, contains themes
that could be grouped under the same two previously mentioned functions
(acknowledgement and safety).
Pacing and Rhythmic Grounding are used to create the proper conditions for introducing
change that may reduce aggressive behaviours. These techniques seem to provide the
conditions for an aggressive behaviour reduction by acknowledging the client in a way
that the client feels seen and accepted by the music therapist and the group, despite the
aggressive behaviour. This can be seen in several emergent themes in the data. For
example, in [15.0.6], Pacing was applied to match the client’s energy and acknowledge
the client’s leader role. The client can also be acknowledged by sharing the intensity of
his vocal expression. Additionally, Pacing was used in a “unimodal way” (Bruscia, 1987
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p.140) in emergent theme [31.0.07] and in the exploratory comment of emergent theme
[29.0.5], where the music therapist matched the client’s vocal energy. This way of
matching the client’s vocal contribution was then altered to propose an alternative way to
use his voice by providing a response which was the same in intensity but different in
shape. The Rhythmic Grounding and Pacing techniques concerned moments where the
clients and therapist connect in the group to play or sing together [13.0.04]. These two
techniques support the client’s engagement in the group [31.0.07] and may therefore
facilitate the application of Calming actions, such as reducing the intensity and tempo of
what the group was playing [13.0.5] in order to reduce aggressiveness.
The emergent and super-ordinate themes grouped under the Features of clinical
Environment belonging to Aggression syndrome MBRs also regard the functions of
acknowledging and matching the client, and redirecting aggressiveness. The themes
describe a holding environment mainly achieved through the Rhythmic Grounding
technique, as described in emergent theme [31.0.4] when rhythmic grounding combined
with vocal variations provided a holding environment to create the conditions for the
reduction of aggressive behaviour.
The themes describe the importance of creating a welcoming atmosphere and sense of
acceptance. At MBR 29, the ‘welcoming atmosphere’ is described as an atmosphere
essential for engaging the client in playing [29.0.1]; this atmosphere was created through
using the rhythmic grounding technique to create a sense of containment and holding. In
[32.0.2], a welcoming atmosphere was created by accepting musical ideas coming from
the group members [32.10]. The welcoming atmosphere was also created by means of
facilitating collaboration in the music among the group members.
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From the thematic analysis, the music therapists seemed to describe conditions for
developing the acknowledgement of the client. To summarize, the nature of the
Aggression syndrome pool has two different functions. The first function regards the
music therapy techniques of Rhythmic Grounding and Pacing, which provide stability,
grounding (holding) and client acknowledgment. Importantly, these seem to be preconditions for the reduction of aggressive behaviour. The second function regards the
transformation and redirection of aggressive behaviour through the use of the calming
technique, which may be used in conjunction with the creation of a welcoming and
reassuring atmosphere. The music therapists interviewed in this study tended to focus on
the first function. This may be due to the fact that they perceive it as being a necessary
pre-condition for the reduction of aggressive behaviour, and that the redirection of
aggressive behaviours follows from this.
6.9.6

Depression syndrome pool

The nature of this pool is outlined by the fact of having two functions, which work in
conjunction to provide an alternative to depression syndrome symptoms. Thus, in this
pool, the components have at least one of the two following functions: (1) the sense of
being together with other people and (2) sharing an activity or the sense of doing of
something together. These functions are present in the Features of Clinical Environment
themes and Rhythmic Grounding technique, as regards both safety and the sense of being
together with others within a group. The Rhythmic Grounding MTT was used in
conjunction with the introduction of possible variations to its formal elements (tempo,
intensity, timbre), provided by both music therapist and client [07.0.02; 11.0.12; 03.0.18;
02.0.20]. The sense of sharing something together was highlighted in the themes. For
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example, in [02.0.3], sharing musical memories was suggested to create links and
motivation and in [12.0.05], clients collaborated in the music by sharing musical
instruments, which produced a trusting, collaborative atmosphere.
The second function consists of variability, which is typical of the Introducing Change
technique and brings changes in the improvisational musical interactions. The concept of
variability is also present in the flexible relationship between music therapist and clients,
as highlighted by the Music Therapist’s Flexibility EST themes. Variability may regard a
great variety of music therapy session elements but it always seems closely connected to
depressive symptoms. It seems to be utilised in order to bring about changes and new
energy and, therefore, seems to be crucial in unblocking blocked emotional or relational
situations, which are typical of depressive symptoms. The Music Therapist’s Flexibility
may concern the need to change the interaction focus – for example, from an individual
relationship to a group relationship – in order to reduce a client’s anxiety [7.10.13] and
the need for a change of an instrument position might become an opportunity to better
manage a client’s diversion from depressive symptoms [11.0.01]. The Music Therapist’s
Flexibility may be better able to take place when the music therapist is not rigid with
protocols, and can therefore leave the time the client needs to engage in the session
[04.0.1].
To summarize, in the depression syndrome pool, the MTT Rhythmic Grounding and EST
Features of Clinical Environment represent the function of creating a safe and socially
relevant environment. The technique Introducing Change and the EST Music Therapist’s
Flexibility themes represent the function of introducing variability. The two functions
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work in conjunction to provide a behavioural alternative to depression syndrome
symptoms.
6.10 Overview of the internal functions of syndrome pools
In Robson (2011), a ‘mechanism’ in research is defined as the element of a programme
or intervention that brings about an effect; a “key term for explanation where effects are
considered to take place under the operation of mechanisms[; it’s] their actions that
produce effect”, which are typically underlying and therefore not observable (p. 528). A
mechanism does not necessarily have to produce a direct effect, but can be indirect and
unobservable, equipping subjects with the tools needed to affect change themselves.
Robson (2011) also states that in real world research it is possible to come up with
mechanisms and context-like elements that can be relevant and “capable of explaining
the phenomena” (p. 36). This concept of mechanisms underlies this section and is used to
explain how the pool components function at MBRs.
This section is aimed at highlighting how the pool components work and function in
relationship to each other. Therefore, this section is aimed at providing an initial
description of internal mechanisms of music therapy group work, specifically, when
working towards BPSD reduction. The mechanisms of music therapy that contribute to
MBRs during sessions may concern aspects of the therapeutic relationship at various
levels:
•

sonorous musical interaction,

•

personal client-therapist interaction,

•

social and group interaction.
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For instance, MBRs in group music therapy sessions may evoke an internal experience in
the participants, which can in turn influence the group’s musical interaction. Moreover,
during the course of the session, the music therapist might use techniques and strategies
for clinical purposes. All these different levels of characteristics of the MBR can be seen
as steps towards describing the internal mechanism of music therapy at the MBR.
The underlying concept of a ‘mechanism’ is about identifying procedures which can
explain the phenomena (Robson, 2011). The analysis of the nature of the pools (i.e. the
analysis presented above) highlights that the pool-components serve two different
functions in working towards MBRs. In each syndrome, the pool components can be
grouped under two types of functions:
• Function 1 is aimed at implementing the conditions necessary for an MBR to occur.
• Function 2 contributes specifically to the MBR reduction as it is linked to the specific
symptoms’ characteristics.
Table 6.35 presents the syndrome being reduced and the two types of pools (function 1
and function 2) grouped in columns.
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Table 6.35 Syndrome pool components

Syndrome pool
(Pool type usage)
Aggression

(Conjointly)

Pool Components of Function
1 (Implementing conditions for
MBR in the music)

Pool Components of Function 2
(Promoting alternative behaviours
to the MBRs in the music)

• Rhythmic Grounding
• Pacing
Function:
Providing preconditions for
aggression syndrome MBRs.
Providing acceptance and
engagement possibility.
• Calming
• Features of Clinical Environment
(themes regarding welcoming
atmosphere and welcoming
environment)
Function: providing a musical
redirection of aggression

Depression

• Rhythmic Grounding
• Features of Clinical
Environment

(Convergently)

Function: creating a reassuring,
stable and socially relevant
environment

• Introducing Change
• Music Therapist’s Flexibility
Function: introducing variability
and changes in the MT
relationships
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Apathy

Rhythmic Grounding

(Convergently
and/or
simultaneously)

Function: providing a sense of
continuity, safety/stability and
group cohesion
•Group Creation
• Group As a Resource
• Features of Clinical Environment
Function: providing continuity and
variability, a sense of belonging to
a group, and a funny, joyful and
welcoming environment.

Hyperactivity

• Rhythmic Grounding
• Making Spaces

(Mostly
sequential)

Function: creating a holding,
accepting and engaging
environment to create
relationships in the music

• Giving
• Client Validation: Giving Value
to Client’s Music
Function: acknowledging the client
in the music

(Table 6.35 continued)
To summarise, the table highlights the main feature of all the pools, which is that the
components are used interdependently. In fact, in order for an MBR to occur, both types
of pool components must be present. However, for the apathy syndrome it seems that the
components are not only interdependent but can also be used simultaneously. Importantly,
it seems that the behaviour must first be reduced using a client validating action followed
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by using components related to symptom-specific characteristics. It seems that the most
relevant function specifically regarding the group components is the creation of a
welcoming environment and of sustaining single or individual participants within the
group music therapy session.
The pools’ features demonstrate that a technique cannot work as a stand-alone tool but
needs to be combined with other elements in a context-sensitive way. During Aggression,
Depression and Apathy symptom reduction, the group and the clinical environment seem
to have an important role. In particular, the group dimension is highlighted as prevalent
in the Apathy reduction. The analysis brings new knowledge to the internal mechanisms
of music therapy by highlighting the combination of crucial elements at MBRs and their
link to syndrome and BPSD reduction.
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7 DISCUSSION
This chapter discusses the findings of the study in relation to the research questions.
Main research question
Can specific music therapy techniques and significant moments which occur at
Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBR) during group music therapy be identified and
described?
Sub-questions
Is it possible to identify a moment where BPSD symptoms decrease?
Can a direct link between specific music therapy techniques, significant moments
and reduction of BPSD symptoms be isolated and described?
Then, after some considerations on the pools the attention turns to the limitations, the
implications for research and implications for music therapy practice of the present study.
7.1

Finding 1 – Identification of MBRs during group music therapy sessions

The first research sub-question was: Is it possible to identify a moment where BPSD
symptoms decrease? Chapter 6 outlined the identification of 34 MBRs (6.2); it was
possible, therefore, to identify a moment where BPSD symptoms decrease, which
suggests an affirmative answer to the first research sub-question. The identification of
MBRs was made possible by utilising direct observation outcome measures – the OERS
and the ABMI (4.1.8).
7.1.1

Collecting data within music therapy sessions

Finding 1 also shows that the MBR concept of a data structure (3.8), which includes
quantitative and qualitative data, can be used to investigate BPSD reduction within group
music therapy sessions. The current study, therefore, relates closely to the research
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undertaken by Schall et al. (2015), in that data from every single music therapy session
was analysed. In Schall and colleagues’ study, direct observation tools – including the
OERS – were used to assess the effect of music therapy sessions on PWD’s
communication behaviour, situational wellbeing, and the expression of positive emotions.
Schall’s study also carried out pre-post intervention assessment of a patients’ cognitive
status, functional decline and BPSD, but the results did not show improvements in these
areas following music therapy sessions. The data obtained from each session, using direct
observation tools, were analysed with time series analysis and video-based processual
methods. The data obtained during music therapy sessions was considered more sensitive
and better suited to display the effects of music therapy for PWD, when compared to
common pre-post design studies (Schall, Haberstroh and Pantel, 2015, p.119).
This last consideration of Schall’s implies that data obtained within music therapy
sessions (i.e. regarding at-the-moment responses during music therapy) might produce
different results than pre- vs. post-session data, which may give a limited view of the
effects of music therapy. The present study’s design therefore included data obtained from
scoring outcome measures during sessions. This may account for why the current study’s
data results do not closely reflect the results from the seminal Cochrane Review (van der
Steen et al., 2017), which looked specifically at pre-post RCT studies.
The Cochrane Review 2017 (van der Steen et al., 2017) included 17 studies, in 12 of
which “the intervention was delivered to groups of participants” (p.2). This suggests that
most music therapy research literature focuses on group music therapy sessions, as
highlighted in section 2.2. Therefore, the conclusion of Van der Steen et al., (2017) was
that “providing people with dementia with at least five sessions of a music-based [group]
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therapeutic intervention probably reduces depressive symptoms but has little or no effect
on agitation or aggression” (p.2). Based on these results, one would expect the present
study to identify a prevalent number of MBRs belonging to the depression syndrome.
However, the current study identified symptom reduction across four syndromes
including depression, aggression, depression, hyperactivity (agitation) and apathy. The
present study, however, is not based on an RCT design. Nor does it provide evidence in
terms of the efficacy of MT group sessions on BPSD reduction as highlighted with prepost outcome measures.
The fact that the reduction of symptom types differed from those identified by the
Cochrane Review may result from the difference in research approach. Although the
current results are limited to this study’s specific participant sample, the symptom
reduction derives from the scoring of the direct observation tools and not from a pre-post
experimental RCT design. Therefore, this confirms the idea that evidence for BPSD
reduction could be provided by data harvested from within the session, as highlighted by
Schall (2015), for which this study provides an example.
7.1.2

MBRs as a therapeutic milestone

The MBR concept is data-driven (i.e. derived from OERS and ABMI data) and
circumscribed in a time frame of no more than 10 minutes. No previous study has
presented a similar concept of moments of significance in MT. Crucial moments during
music therapy sessions have been described by many authors (Amir, 1993; Ruud, 1998;
Grocke, 1999; De Backer, 2004; Pedersen, 2007; Trondalen, 2005; Ansdell et al., 2010);
however, identification of moments of significance in previous studies has not been
derived from quantitative data, but rather based on qualitative musical analysis or
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interviews, which require a level of interpretation (2.5). Furthermore, apart from
Coomans’ study (2016), no previous studies have discussed moments of significance
within sessions for PWD. This study’s process for identification of MBRs is data-driven,
based on data from validated dementia assessment tools, which minimises any bias that
may be associated with previous studies’ interpretative methods. Therefore, the MBR
construct can be seen as an appropriate tool to describe changes for a client with dementia
during music therapy sessions. Based on the concept of moments of significance in
therapy, MBRs can be seen as milestones of the therapeutic process throughout the course
of the sessions.
7.1.3

Moments of significance in music therapy with persons with dementia:
MBRs and Moments of Resonance (MOR)

In addition to the concept of moments of significance introduced in this present study,
Coomans (2016) also discusses the crucial concept of Moments of Resonance (MOR) in
the context of music therapy with PWD. Although MBR and MOR are distinct concepts,
it is important to highlight their common features and similarities. In both, the underlining
idea considers the possibility of identifying and describing internal mechanisms of the
music therapy process with PWD, specifically during musical improvisation. Both
concepts can be identified as moments of change, but at different levels. MBRs are
moments of change related to specific BPSD symptoms whereas MORs refer to change
occurring during a deeper type of contact between the music therapist and the client (i.e.
resonance). The following paragraphs present additional similarities and differences
between MBRs and MOR in more detail.
As highlighted above, MOR are defined as deeper moments of meeting between the
therapist and client, specifically where the music therapist resonates with the client’s
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affective inner state through a music-based interaction, which overcomes the PWD’s
cognitive and functional impairment. In individual MT sessions, a MOR may be
characterised as one in which the PWD may experience feelings of being listened to,
respected and understood beyond the issue of dementia, especially during improvisation
(Coomans, 2016, p.221). These characteristics present similarities with the Features of
Clinical Environment EST category identified in the current study, which is described as
an environment that is welcoming, relaxing, explorative, sharing, and enhancing personal
initiations and therefore able to provide acceptance atmosphere.
Coomans (2016) also identified the music therapist’s attitude as being a crucial factor for
the occurrence of MORs; specifically, she identified the concept of listening playing,
which she describes as “the music therapist’s receptivity of anything coming from the
person with dementia on a musical and affective level … the therapist permits him or
herself to be led by the music and to give up a part of his or her subjectivity” (Coomans,
2016, p.224). In particular, the music therapists must resonate with their own self, after
which they can allow themselves to be “guided by the music and resonate affectively with
the music of the person with dementia” within the broad context of improvisational
interactions (Coomans, 2016, p.5), which include musical play-movements, gesture, and
body posture.
Similar to Coomans’s study, the present study uses video material from MT sessions and
textual material produced by the music therapist. However, while Coomans used video
and textual material to identify the MORs, the current study used the video material only
after an analysis of the direct observation tools as a verification step in the MBR
identification process. Additionally, in Coomans’s study, the textual material only
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contributes to the identification of MORs, whilst in the current study the textual material
was used to provide qualitative information regarding how the MBRs occurred.
7.2

Finding 2 - Links between music therapy techniques, significant moments
and the reduction of BPSD were isolated and identified

Finding 2 responds to the second research sub-question: Can a direct link between specific
Music therapy techniques, significant moments and reduction of BPSD symptoms be
isolated and described? The present study describes significant moments in terms of
qualitative themes identified in the interview analysis (i.e. the Emergent Super Themes
[EST]). The link is the key concept of this research sub-question, which is conceptualised
as an association of the most prevalent elements (EST and music therapy techniques
[MTT]) that occur at MBRs, grouped under McShane’s (2000) syndrome umbrella. The
identification of ESTs and MTTs that were utilised during syndrome reduction results in
the links identification. In fact the associations were based on the identification of
concurrent occurrences of the Most Prevalent Descriptors (MPD) during the four
syndromes’ symptoms reduction in music therapy sessions: Hyperactivity, Apathy,
Aggression and Depression (6.7). The steps for identifying the pool of elements present
at MBRs of specific syndromes was outlined in section (6.7). In order to focus on the
nature of MBRs, the identification of these links was used to reflect on how they relate to
each other, considering the individual components (EST and MTT). The identification of
these types of links is based on a non-statistical concept of association. In this study the
sample size was rather small (n=18 participants and n=34 MBRs). Nevertheless, it was
possible to identify the links that characterize the 4 pools of session descriptors.
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7.3

Finding 3 - Specific music therapy techniques and significant moments which
occur at MBRs were identified and described

Finding 3 responds to the main research question. Through the identification of links and
associations, it was possible to identify pools of MTTs and ESTs relevant to specific
symptoms grouped under the syndrome umbrella. To answer the research question, an
analysis of the qualitative features of the pool components was undertaken to highlight
similarities and differences in order to identify the way they relate to each other. The
analysis focussed on descriptors of the qualitative elements and MTTs of each pool,
which were both seen to be present and linked to each other at specific MBRs.
7.3.1

The pool concept

Reviewing current music therapy literature, it was not possible to identify studies that
have investigated the aggregation of MTTs combined with other setting-environmental
descriptors or other types of qualitative descriptors, which occur at clinically relevant
events such as MBRs. The following section introduces the current study’s concept of
pools and its similarities with elements of music therapy sessions identified in other
studies.
Regarding the analysis of music within the therapeutic process, Wigram (2004) states that
analysing the musical experience of clients within a music therapy session “concerns
examining the ‘function’ of music to establish connections to pathological problems and
the therapeutic process” (p.216). The four syndrome pools identified in the present study
provide a first step in exploring connections among pathological problems (i.e. BPSD),
the therapeutic process (i.e. the MBR) and the musical and music therapy resources that
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are present at MBR (i.e. the descriptors). Therefore, the results of the current study seem
to confirm Wigram’s (2004) statement.
The next sections discuss some pool characteristics highlighting their nature of the
findings of the present study. Some of the pools can bring new knowledge to several
music therapy research and music therapy practice related themes.
7.4

Finding 4 - The pools and the internal mechanism of music therapy

The present study aimed to develop new knowledge regarding the internal mechanisms
of music therapy. With regards to the concept of a mechanism, it is worth reflecting on
the considerations outlined by Robson (2011).
Robson (2011) defines a ‘mechanism’ in research as the element of a programme or
intervention that brings about an effect. This concept of mechanisms fits with the pools
concept developed in the current study, which describes how the MBR descriptor (EST
and MTT) components function at MBRs. Although the data refers only to this study’s
population, the pools concept constitutes a way of representing which elements are
present at MBRs and to what extent they occur. The current study further provides a
qualitative investigation into how the pool components relate and how they are
interdependent.
Two other studies are outlined below in order to give an overview of the concept of
mechanism as used in music therapy research. As highlighted in the literature review, the
underlying internal mechanisms within music therapy for PWD need to be further
explored (McDermott, 2012). In music therapy research for PWD literature, only Fang et
al.(2017) and Gold et al. (2019) explicitly use the term music therapy mechanism.
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Fang et al. (2017) undertook a mini review in order to investigate music therapy as an
intervention for cognition in people with Alzheimer’s Disease. This review contained a
section regarding “mechanisms of MT for AD” (p.6). This review uses the term
mechanism of music therapy to indicate the possible physiological effects regarding a
variety of music therapy interventions. These music therapy mechanisms include the
neuroplasticity mechanism (i.e. the detection of a change in brain function while AD
patients for instance sang familiar songs); the neurogenesis, regeneration and repair
mechanism; the neuroendocrine mechanism; and the reduction of neuropsychiatric
symptoms mechanism. In this case the authors use the term mechanism to describe only
the occurrence of symptoms reduction connected to active or receptive music therapy
without specifying how the reduction arose.
Unlike Fang et al.’s (2017) concept of music therapy mechanism, the present study tends
to identify music therapy techniques and qualitative descriptor pools as a way of exploring
possible music therapy internal mechanisms; in particular, these mechanisms regard
interpersonal, environmental, musical and music therapy factors that contribute to MBRs.
In this way, the mechanism can be seen as a way to clearly explain what happens within
the music therapy process, especially regarding musical relationships.
A concept of music therapy mechanisms that is more aligned with that of the present
study is presented by Gold et al. (2019). The authors use the term mechanism in the
introduction of their protocol and statistical analysis plan for their multi-national clusterrandomised trial, Music Interventions for Dementia and Depression in Elderly care
(MIDDEL). Their trial will aim to identify the effectiveness of Group Music Therapy
(GMT) and Recreational Choir Singing (RCS) in reducing depression for PWD living in
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care homes. The study will also investigate the effects of heterogeneous applications of
both interventions. Gold et al. (2019) describe the putative mechanism of GMT. The study
mainly concerns the Psychological mechanism, where music interactions can be used to
regulate emotions, and the Social mechanism which is based on a one-to-one “relationship
between the therapist and each group member” (p.2) and involves a “shared sense of
mastery and achievement through learning music pieces” (p.2). The concept of the
mechanism in this protocol introduces the areas where music therapy might produce
effects and might provide details about some music therapy features connected to
cognitive ability and symptoms of aggression and depression.
Although the current study examined 34 MBRs, there is still need for more data to
generalise the results and identify robust statements of association between the
components. Nevertheless, the pools contribute new knowledge to the concept of a
“mechanism” in music therapy. Not only do the pools identify the components that occur
at MBRs, but they also present how the components relate to each other in terms of
functionality in symptom reduction. Therefore, an important finding of this present study
is that the pool concept is a way of identifying the possible mechanisms of the music
therapy process.
7.5

Connections with the MIDDEL study

As discussed above, the MIDDEL study will constitute the largest, most comprehensive
worldwide trial in identifying the effectiveness of GMT and RCS with PWD. The present
study shares the same aim as the MIDDEL study, namely to contribute new knowledge
to the internal mechanism of music therapy with PWD. Before presenting other findings,
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it is worth highlighting concepts that the present study has in common with those that
underlie the MIDDEL study.
The current study’s identification of the core elements of what happens at BPSD reduction
takes shape through the concept of pools. These pools constitute a preliminary way of
identifying the ingredients of MBRs and thus help us identify core principles for
achieving BPSD reduction. The MIDDEL authors (Gold et al., 2019) discuss the music
therapy intervention and define two core principles of GMT, which are “affect regulation”
and meeting “the psychosocial social needs” of each PWD through music therapy. Music
therapy techniques are utilised within sessions to establish a relationship between the
therapist and the resident, in order to meet the psychosocial needs of each resident – and
in turn reduce symptoms.
7.6

Music therapy techniques in the pools

23 MTTs were identified in the descriptions of the MBRs, 6 of which met the criteria to
be included in the pools: Calming; Giving; Introducing Change; Pacing; Making Spaces
and Rhythmic Grounding. Each pool consists of one or more techniques combined with
other elements, including the music therapist’s strategy and environmental conditions
created mainly by the actions of the music therapist, as described in the EST themes. This
finding is in line with the multi-layered dimension of the music therapist’s work at MBRs.
Moreover, this confirms statements about techniques by Bruscia (1987): “techniques are
rarely used alone and they often overlap noticeably” (Bruscia, 1987, p.534).
The technique that appeared most extensively was Rhythmic Grounding. This seems to
confirm the fact that this technique provides a powerful non-verbal framing support for
people who have cognitive impairment. The predictable sequence of events or beats
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provided in the music with the Rhythmic Grounding seems to give to PWD, in all
syndrome pools, a sense of safety. It’s importance also seems to be highlighted by the
fact that in some sessions the clients themselves tend to become pulse providers.
This result leads to the recommendation for all music therapists working with PWD to
support their clients by providing forms of Rhythmic Grounding. This study’s results also
suggest that this technique is suitable for combining with others in order to meet PWD’s
“unmet needs”, which are very often the cause of BPSD manifestations.
A useful combination of techniques to reduce Aggression and Hyperactivity symptoms is,
for example, Rhythmic Grounding with techniques aimed at properly aggressive
behaviours such as Calming, Pacing, and with techniques aimed at holding agitated
behaviour such as Giving and Client Validation.
In order to counteract Apathy and Depression symptoms, the Rhythmic Grounding
technique may be combined with elements that facilitate behavioural alternatives to
apathetic and depressive behaviour, such as the Introducing Change technique. Variety
in the music stimulates PWD clients’ attention, interest, curiosity. For the same purpose,
Rhythmic Grounding might be successfully combined with the music therapist’s actions
that enhance the interactions within the group. The group could be considered as a
resource; in fact, the sense of playing together and the collaboration in the music become
essential elements to involve and welcome PWD manifesting Apathy and Depression.
The group work allows the music therapist to involve clients by providing musical
elements tailored to clients’ individual interaction capabilities while keeping them
playing together as a group. In these cases, the Rhythmic Grounding technique responds
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to clients’ holding needs while combining with opposing techniques and actions that
stimulate and encourage participation.
The results concerning the Rhythmic Grounding technique confirm Wigram’s (2004)
statement about the possibility of using Rhythmic Grounding in different modalities. In
fact, the author highlights that Rhythmic Grounding can be used with or without providing
a metre. Wigram (2004), although not specifically referring to people living with
dementia, further suggests an alternative use of rhythmic grounding: “limiting in the
therapist’s music … to provide a stable and understandable ground … avoiding adding to
the potentially chaotic complexity of the client’s improvisation” (p.92). This option could
be seen as using two differently oriented techniques at the same time (i.e. Receding and
Rhythmic Grounding), which is in line with the usage of differently oriented elements
concurrently present in reducing behavioural symptoms.
The use of a combination of MTTs can be developed by the music therapist, according to
their own musicianship, flexibility and personal experience. The pools concept also
highlighted the possibility of using the MTTs in combination with environmental and
relational elements described in the EST, which suggests the importance of developing
multi-layer working skills and flexibility when managing BPSD in MT sessions.
7.7

Themes within the pools

This study’s aggregation of the elements that occur at MBRs emphasised some themes
already discussed in music therapy literature. This section will present and discuss
possible similarities and links between themes presented in the literature and themes that
have been identified in the results of the present study. This study’s analysis provided
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some new perspectives within the identification of the qualitative themes, which can be
seen as sub-findings of the present study.
7.7.1

The need for multilayer flexibility

Flexibility refers to how the music therapist adapts musically in the moment to respond
to the person’s interaction or needs. Wigram (2004) stated that “Creativity and
flexibility … are important factors in developing improvisation that will become …
therapeutically effective” (p.80). An example of utilising flexibility in group music
therapy sessions might be following the various musical contributions that the group
members bring to each session. This can be seen as the musical group flow, which should
not be interrupted. The presence of the flexibility component in the pools confirms that
the group work mechanism, which was proposed by Darnley-Smith (2002), can be
extended to group music therapy with PWD.
The Music Therapist’s Flexibility is identified in many Emergent Themes of the present
study and often overlaps with themes that describe working simultaneously with different
musical layers (i.e. the musical interaction with clients can be based on different musical
parameters). The IPA analysis identified 7 Super-ordinate Themes, where the ability of
the music therapist to be flexible in many different ways was manifest. The MBRs where
this was apparent were numbers 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 27, and 32. Examples of flexibility used by
the music therapists included their usage of various musical resources, managing personal
interaction modalities, and managing multilayer situations.
McCaffrey (2013) identified the need for flexibility and adaptability within a
phenomenological study, which investigated music therapists’ experiences of self during
clinical improvisations. Flexibility and adaptability are often emphasised as core
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requirements in clinical improvisations (Wigram, 2004). When working with PWD,
however, it is essential to develop an enhanced, multi-layered concept of what flexibility
and adaptability mean.
As highlighted in this study, and as mentioned above, multi-layered flexibility involves
not only the music therapist’s management of improvisation through music and personal
relationships, but also an awareness of the many non-verbal elements and social
interactions that characterise music therapy sessions with PWD.
7.7.2

Group work

Odell-Miller (2002) highlighted the importance of feeling a sense of togetherness through
musical expression during music therapy group work. These elements are very close and
similar to the qualitative themes of the current study’s EST category of Group Creation,
which identifies the importance of a sense of belonging to the orchestra. Odell-Miller also
reported that changes in the way group members interacted musically during
improvisation was helpful for them in their capacity to better consider each other, which
is again similar to the Group Creation themes. The importance for PWD to participate in
an environment where they can feel part of an orchestra is in line with the experiences
cited recently by Odell-Miller (2018) regarding the Together in Sound project at Saffron
Hall in collaboration with Anglia Ruskin University and the Manchester Camerata
project (Campbell et al., 2017). These two projects bring together music therapists and
orchestral musicians to work with PWD and their caregivers.
Gold et al. (2019) discussed group music therapy as based on a sum of one-to-one
relationships. The IPA analysis in the present study highlights the possibility of
developing relationships through individual contact first, and then by involving all other
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group members. This may occur when the individual’s music is progressively integrated
within the group’s music by modifying some sound or musical parameter (such as tempo,
velocity, tonic centering, pulse, etc.) to match the individual’s input. This ‘one’ to ‘group’
musical shift seems to be possible just because of the musical relationship, based on nonverbal elements, which can be seen as an integration of individual therapeutic relationship
in the group work.
One could further investigate to what extent the group and individual therapeutic work
integration contributes to BPSD reduction in the music therapy session. This idea of
integration might suggest reconsidering the NICE (2018)

recommendations where

individual and group music therapy are considered to be separate and where group music
therapy for Dementia is considered more cost-effective than one-on-one therapy
(National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), 2018, p.282).
While the previous recommendations for music therapy were not confirmed in NICE
2018, as they did not fall within the defined criteria of cost effectiveness (under 20.000
pound/QALYs), non-verbal means of relating and use of all the senses were mentioned,
which music therapy provides. This is very effectively underlined by Odell Miller (2018)
where she mentions that “on a closer look, NICE guidelines for people living with
Dementia (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), 2018), do point
to roles for music therapy (…)” (p.72) as music therapy can meet the purposes of
engagement pleasure and interest mentioned in NICE 2018 Guideline 97 (section 1.7.9)
and provides a means for planning enjoyable and meaningful activities with their
caregivers, as mentioned in NICE 2018 Guideline 97 (section 1.11).
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7.7.3

Features of Clinical Environment EST

This EST category ties together several themes that described positive clinical conditions
for change. Such themes and their connections with other EST and music therapy
techniques is in line with the importance given by Sonntag et al (2016). to the clinical
atmosphere:
“It enables practical music therapy consciously to draw in both material and
social environments and to relate them to subjective states. Such an interpretation
takes a lively, artistic view of dementia as a way of being, accepting the
individuals as they are and sharing in their experience while at the same time
promoting a creative attitude that encourages them to respond” (Sonntag, 2016,
p.226).

As the clinical environment was a very broad category, it was useful to explore and
identify the underlying themes, and, specifically, identify aspects that were present in
different pools.
7.7.4

Features of Clinical Environment – joyful atmosphere / humour

In the Apathy syndrome pool, the component Features of Clinical Environment was
broken into themes of having a joyful and fun atmosphere. Haire and MacDonald (2019)
have recently published a literature review that identifies, analyses and synthesises
literature related to humour in music therapy and confirms the importance of the use of
humour in this practice. They determined that 130 articles mention humour in passing,
but that only two empirical studies were based entirely on the subject: Adding Humour to
the Music Therapist’s Toolkit: Reflections on its Role in Child Psychiatry (Haire and
Oldfield, 2009) and Musical Humour in Improvisational Music Therapy (Amir, 2005).
However, these studies did not directly discuss dementia. Amir (2005) interviewed eleven
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music therapists working with various types of populations and provided a grounded
theory-based analysis of the interviews; she identified 7 categories to describe musical
humour in music therapy sessions. The multidimensional nature and complexity of
humour in music therapy, which is identified in Amir’s (2005) study, reflect the
multidimensional nature and complexity of the pools concept used in the present study,
representing a second point of convergence.
Haire and MacDonald’s (2019) review opens up the path for future research questions
concerning the role of humour in music therapy. One question relates to the experience
of humour, the form it takes and how it is played out during improvisatory music therapy
sessions. The humour-related themes in the present study might contribute towards
providing some provisional data about humour. Specifically, it is hoped that this study
might reveal one way to represent how these humour-related themes, which are embedded
in this study’s pools, relate to other elements present during music therapy.
7.8
7.8.1

Limitations
Studying a pre-existing group

The current study is oriented around a Naturalistic Inquiry (3.12) approach and therefore
control of various variables was not embedded in the research design. In particular, the
music therapy sessions that were evaluated were part of a pre-existing music therapy
programme and session environment. The participants and the conditions of the sessions
did not change to implement the research; the structure of the sessions remained the same
as in the previous sessions. Additionally, in all the three sites where the study was
implemented, the music therapy room was not locked and participants were free to leave
the session and re-join as they wished. In some cases, the presence of a care assistant was
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determined by the music therapist, according to her/his clinical assessment. The care
assistant’s presence also functioned as a gentle filter to keep enrolled participants in the
session and non-enrolled participants out, where possible.
All these elements might be seen as limitations as they might highlight a lack of rigour in
terms of research replicability. However, the present study produced results and themes
gathered from three different real-world music therapy sessions. Results can be grouped
under common categories. This shows that the Naturalistic Inquiry approach was useful
to identify themes and results coming from real-world music therapy sessions.
7.8.2

The small sample size

Due to a small sample size (n=18), the findings are not generalizable beyond the
participants in the study. It was, however, possible to answer the main research question.
The investigation found 34 MBRs during 72 group music therapy sessions and the
analysis identified the pools of elements associated with four BPSD syndrome MBRs. In
this study, the symptom grouping was based on the McShane (2000) syndromes. The
number of MBRs per syndrome ranged from 5 to 12. A larger number of participants and
a larger number of sessions would probably produce a larger number of MBRs and
therefore more generalizable findings, as inferential statistics could be used in the study.
7.8.3

Time intervals of direct observation scoring for MBR identification

The MBR concept in the current research is based on the difference in observational
scoring between two adjacent 5-minute intervals, which ensures clear identification of
MBRs. Nevertheless, the 2-point difference in OERS scores may occur more “slowly”
throughout a session and so a scoring decrease may only be seen over three or more
adjacent sections instead of two. The same might occur with ABMI scoring, where the
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number of occurrences of the same item might decrease to zero over several adjacent
intervals. Therefore, a broader concept of the MBR might be considered in a replication
of the present study.
7.8.4

Overlapping roles

Another identified limitation may be the overlapping of roles of those involved in the
research. Pilot sessions for this study were performed at site 1 between January and March
2016. The researcher in the pilot was also the music therapist, who led the sessions. The
centre’s psychologist was willing to participate as an observer and carried out the ABMI
and OERS scoring in these pilot sessions. The issue in this case was a broad risk of bias
as the researcher might influence his way of managing the session and therefore affect
the quantitative direct observation scoring. This issue was discussed in depth with the
present study’s supervisory team; the researcher decided not to be the music therapist in
the study sessions and involved a second music therapist in site 1 to carry out the sessions.
In site 2 and site 3, the sessions were already carried out by other music therapists. The
decision to involve other music therapists aimed to resolve any bias regarding the
researcher’s dual role. Secondly, it was decided that the researcher should become the
main data collector in all three centres. In this case, the risk of bias was reduced by doublechecking the scoring of the direct observation tools with the music therapist after the
session and by checking the validity of the scoring using inter-rater reliability as explained
in (0).
Future studies could avoid this problem by involving more independent raters with
adequate training in the scale scoring. This was initially attempted in this study, but time
constraints led to difficulty in training the potential raters. Another possible way to avoid
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overlapping could be to enhance video recordings (i.e. increasing the number of cameras,
angles and video quality), which would allow the session to be rated afterwards using
independent raters. OERS ratings were performed in this way in Schall et al. (2015) and
Hammar et al. (2012).
7.8.5

Modification of the assessment tools

The protocol for the MiDAS scoring considers the first five minutes of the session and
the best five minutes of the session (in terms of client’s engagement). In the original
protocol, the 5-minute segments are selected subjectively by the music therapist. In the
current study, the MiDAS scoring procedure was modified; the music therapist had to
consider the 5-minute segment where an MBR occurred instead of the ‘best’ five minutes.
The MiDAS scoring was considered as a support and not a determining stand-alone
scoring to identify Apathetic behaviour reduction. The MiDAS allows the presence of a
sufficient degree of coherence in the scoring procedure. Nevertheless, when replicating
this study this modification should be taken into account. If studies maintain the original
MiDAS scoring procedure, researchers must identify a way to handle discrepancies
between the music therapist’s assessments of the best five minutes in the session and the
observational tool assessment, which might indicate a different 5-minute segment.
Another possibility might regard a further modification to the MiDAS scoring procedure.
This could include assigning the observer to score the MiDAS after having doublechecked the video and using the two adjacent time segments (i.e. MBR first and second
epochs). In this way, the MiDAS scoring would be more consistent with the ABMI and
OERS scoring, and overlapping of roles issues might be reduced.
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7.8.6

Drop out issues

In this study, 72 MT small group sessions were observed and scored. However, the 12
session-data of site 3-group 2 were not analysed with the prevalence analysis and with
the Auto-CM graph analysis due the sessions not meeting the study design criteria. The
sessions took place over a long period of time, that is, the first was in May 2017 and the
last in September 2017, due to the sessions often being postponed for a variety of
logistical and organisational reasons. 2 of the 3 initially enrolled clients dropped out
during the study: one died and one moved from the day centre to a care home. Therefore,
the group conditions did not fit the study design, which meant it was not possible to use
this group’s data for the analysis.
A replication of the present study should take into account inclusion criteria concerning
more details about the client’s health conditions and their plans for remaining at the
research site. This is supported by Beishuizen et al. (2017), who highlighted that the drop
out phenomenon in studies with PWD is connected with “older age, poorer cognitive
function, more symptoms of depression, and greater disability” (p.1505), which were seen
as the most important determinants in older people dropping out of studies. The recently
published MIDDEL study protocol highlights the importance of considering the reasons
for the dropping out of participants and therefore will use “sociodemographic and clinical
baseline properties (…) characterised by descriptive methods (mean [SD], median [range],
n [%]) to compare those [participants] who dropped out versus those who completed the
primary outcome” (Gold et al., 2019, p.9).
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7.9

Implications for research

The current study mainly demonstrates that it is possible to identify pools of music
therapy techniques and qualitative descriptors. The results lead to various possible
development paths for further exploration.
The first possible development path would involve a similar study with a wider sample
size, which would be useful as a way of generalising the findings. Due to the small sample
size of the current study, the pools and MBRs identified here apply only to the clinical
population employed throughout the course of this study. Of course, it would be
interesting to explore whether the pool components were the same with a larger sample
size and, if not, to what extent the present study’s pools would relate to others using the
prevalence analysis.
A larger sample size would provide more data and thus allow the application of inferential
statistics in order to highlight associations among Descriptors. A six-month data
collection would also be a way to obtain a larger data set. Finally, the pool components
are linked to the reduced BPSD by the concurrent-presence principle highlighted by the
prevalence analysis and also by qualitative contents that qualitatively relate them to each
other. Further research might provide an in-depth exploration into the causal relationship
between BPSD reduction and the presence of a pool component.
Another development path could consider exploring the conditions of using the MBR
construct, and whether this way of documenting the process produces greater efficacy in
enhancing PWD’s interactive participation in the MT.
Section 6.7 shows that the qualitative descriptors are present in all the frequency tables
of each syndrome, even though they are not prevalent enough to have been selected for
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the syndrome pools. A further study could focus on determining (or verifying) whether
there are qualitative descriptors common to all syndrome pools, which could provide
significant information for clinical practice.
7.9.1

Interviewing participants with dementia

In the present study, the music therapists were interviewees within the semi-structured
interviews. These interviews were conducted to collect information to be explored
alongside the video analysis of what happened during the MBR. PWD who participated
in the session might have manifested language or cognitive impairments that would
impact their ability to clearly express information regarding how they experienced the
MBR; it was therefore decided to interview only the music therapists in the current study.
A further development of this study might be to plan an exploration of the possibility of
gaining information on BPSD reduction also from the PWD participating in the session.
The interview could be built according to the format of the Musical Auto-Biography
Interview (MABI) presented by Dassa (2018), which combines standard interview
elements (a verbal question and answer set) and moments of “‘musicking’ [i.e.] listening
to music, singing or dancing” (p.421). Dassa qualitatively analysed, using grounded
theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), a data set resulting from 42 MABI interviewer essays.
The analysis highlighted that musicking elicited new facets and aspects of the interviewee.
Dassa states that individuals with cognitive difficulties might be interviewed with MABI
and recommends using mostly familiar popular songs from their youth to elicit familiar
responses. Dassa’s idea of involving cognitively impaired people as interviewees was
also introduced in a previous study (Dassa and Amir, 2014), but could also be developed
in a future version of the present study. In fact, PWD might be interviewed to collect more
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qualitative information on MBRs using an interview based on musical and verbal
interactions similar to the MABI.
7.9.2

Expanding research on the therapeutic process

Section 6.9 highlighted that in all the 4 syndrome pools, the components had two different
functions which characterize the two steps of the MBRs. When an MBR occurred, most
pool component functions highlighted either the importance of creating conditions
necessary for an MBR to occur or the importance in the group musical relationship of
providing elements prompting alternative behaviours to the behavioural symptoms.
This two-step process can be seen as a very important feature of the therapeutic process
leading to MBRs. In can be suggested that in the musical relationship it is always crucial
to prepare the conditions for an MBR to occur. This function, function 1, is mainly based
on musically meeting the PWD’s emotional and physical conditions, and then the next
(or nearly simultaneous) step, function 2, is based on providing alternatives in terms of
new musical and social behaviour possibilities. In this way, the process is based on a sort
of transition from needs met by function 1 elements to needs met by function 2 elements.
This study evidences a therapeutic process based on a two-function transition, which
recalls that described by Ridder and Gummesen (2015, pp.23–24), where
The therapist did not use empathic improvisation … that demands two separate
identities, but rather used mirroring and matching through sympathic
extemporization. This allowed [the client] to express himself as a person and
engage in communicative dialogues.
A future study could be planned to investigate and confirm this nature of the therapeutic
process using a larger sample size population.
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7.10 Implications for music therapy practice
7.10.1

MBR concept in day-to-day practice

This study’s MBR concept, consisting of MRBs identified quantitatively and described
qualitatively, becomes an actual data record (containing both quantitative and qualitative
data) which may support music therapists’ day-to-day practice when working with
dementia clients. In particular, the MBR concept could be used as a data-driven tool to
index moments of significance in music therapy sessions with PWD. In this study, the
MBR concept was built on the idea of using an external observer scoring the direct
observation tools both live in sessions and via video-recording. However, it may be
helpful for music therapists to utilise the MBR construct in their day-to-day practice by
scoring direct observation tools using only session videos to identify MBRs. In fact, in
other studies (Schall, Haberstroh and Pantel, 2015; Hammar et al., 2012), direct
observation tools were used to check for information directly on video-recordings.
Therefore, based on validated scales, MBRs can be seen as moments of significance for
a therapist’s clinical work and could be used to enhance the documentation for the clinical
process. As the current study has showed, MBRs can be seen as milestones of music
therapy sessions. It may be helpful for music therapists to identify MBRs in order to show
the progress of sessions and link this to direct observation tool data trends. This might be
very useful to connect the music therapy process with PWD’s Individual Care Plan goals,
which are developed in collaboration with the person, the care team and families. This
may be especially important if the person’s goals are assessed in terms of specific
symptom reduction. Identification of MBRs may contribute valuable information for
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dementia patients’ care plans, specifically in identifying techniques that may be helpful
for reduction of symptoms in day-to-day care.
When music therapy sessions are held in care centres or care homes, the direct observation
data could be collected by involving the care staff in the role of the observer. Being able
to involve carers in the direct observation data collection represents an opportunity to
improve the communication between carers and music therapists. This was highlighted
by Hsu et al. (2015) as a very important pre-condition to “maximising the effects of music
therapy” (p.17) with PWD.
7.10.2

The syndrome pools in music therapy practice and training

The four pools can be considered groups of elements that music therapists can insert and
adapt into their own practise when working with PWD. The common elements in the
pools, in particular the Rhythmic Grounding technique, can be used to build a safe
background in music therapy sessions. The music therapists can explore the use of the
pool components in the sessions, considering the way in which the components relate to
each other.
In music therapy training, the procedure of identifying MBRs and grouping themes
quantitively and qualitatively to obtain the pools could become a module of the training
process. Wigram (2004) provided a valuable resource for training and analysing the use
of music therapy techniques in MT sessions and also integrated and extended many
techniques and concepts first discussed by Bruscia (1987). In the present study, two out
of the three music therapists did not know Wigram’s (2004) techniques, and all three of
them preferred to use the Bruscia technique taxonomy (1987), which may suggest a
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further need to investigate to what extent and which version of improvisation techniques
are present in Italy’s music therapy training programmes.
Music therapists working with dementia clients might need to be prepared to be extra
flexible and also multi-layered-flexible. The curricula of music therapists working with
people with dementia should prepare them to manage a group in a variety of ways. The
use of direct observation tools could also become essential to the work of music therapists
specialized in working with PWD groups. Music therapy courses might provide specific
workshops to train students in direct observation scoring in a “live” situation or using
videos.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
8.1

Study overview

The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of identifying the elements that
occur at Moments of BPSD Reduction (MBRs) during small group music therapy
sessions with People living With Dementia (PWD), and how they are interconnected.
Identifying such elements might allow exploration of the music therapy mechanisms
involved in reducing symptoms for PWD.
Multiple-level analysis of data collected from 60 small-group music therapy sessions
identified 34 MBRs and 43 MBR qualitative descriptors. The MBR qualitative descriptors
consist of music therapy techniques (MTTs) or qualitative thematic categories describing
relational, musical, and environmental aspects that occurred during symptom reduction.
MBR descriptors were then pooled into four BPSD syndromes (aggression, depression,
apathy or hyperactivity) based on their concurrent occurrence.
The descriptors identified were: Calming, Pacing, Rhythmic Grounding and Features of
Clinical Environment for the Aggression syndrome; Rhythmic Grounding, Introducing
Change, Music Therapist’s Flexibility and Features of Clinical Environment for the
Depression syndrome; Rhythmic Grounding, Features of Clinical Environment, Group
Creation and Group As a Resource for the Apathy syndrome; and Giving, Client
Validation, Rhythmic Grounding and Making space for the Hyperactivity syndrome. The
identification of these pools was crucial in responding to the aim of this study, as the pool
components provide information on music therapy elements linked to MBRs and,
therefore, identify the possible internal mechanisms of the MT process occurring at MBRs.
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This could lead to new MT research protocols based on specific ingredients or
mechanisms, regulated by the function of how they relate to each other, rather than by a
predetermined temporal sequence of activities (e.g. hello song, familiar song,
improvisation, goodbye song).
8.2

MBR identification as a mixed methods result

MBR identification and analysis preceded the identification of the syndrome pools. The
MBRs were identified using a mixed methods process and was the first core concept of
the study. The concept of MBRs was based on the continuous use of direct observation
scoring during MT sessions, which identified the moment of BPSD reduction, and a
qualitative description of this moment based on interviews with the music therapist. The
qualitative description was valuable in focalizing on crucial moments in MT sessions and
generated data that were useful for an in-depth description of the music therapy process.
The identification of 34 MBRs highlights the importance of using direct observation
assessment tools for MT sessions, as they permit the assessment of short time windows
to generate quantitative data from moments of interest during the session. Therefore this
study is also in agreement with Schall et al.’s (2015) study, where importance was given
to data coming from within the session when they investigated if music therapy sessions
could enhance positive emotions and communicative attitudes in PWD.
8.3

Qualitative data descriptions and aggregations

Semi-structured interviews with the music therapists were used to collect information on
the music therapy techniques used and other music or relational elements present at MBRs.
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Interpretation Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was used to analyse the data from the
music therapists’ interviews regarding specific MBRs to distil thematic material.
Indexing and coding the interview themes allowed for the creation of a data corpus, which
kept qualitative and quantitative data linked. The thematic material is coded and indexed
so that it can be retrieved based on the thematic categories that were generated from the
initial interview comments and emergent themes. The final step in categorization was the
grouping of this study’s Super-ordinate Themes into Emergent Super Themes (EST) .
The IPA process was found to be a powerful tool in distilling and facilitating the
aggregation of qualitative descriptive elements.
The aggregation of qualitative data was therefore based on a quantitative procedure:
having prepared a data set (containing records with information on symptoms and MT
techniques and EST) for every MBR, the MBRs were then grouped according to the
syndrome grouping outlined by McShane (2000). The MBRs were categorised into 4
syndrome groups: aggression, depression, apathy, or hyperactivity. For every syndrome
group, the most prevalently occurring MBR descriptors were identified; the degree of
association between each descriptor and the syndrome was verified using the concurrent
prevalence analysis and the Auto Contractive Map, a neural network algorithm developed
by Buscema and Grossi (2014). Using this process, the four most prevalent descriptors
were included in the syndrome pools.
The nature of the pool elements and any information regarding the way they relate to each
other can be seen as a step towards a greater knowledge of the internal working
mechanisms of the music therapy process in dementia care.
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8.4

MBR Descriptor pools as a mixed methods result

The MBR descriptor pools were identified using an extensive mixed methods approach.
Quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis characterized the various phases
of this study and the entire process of identifying the pools of descriptors. The pools can
be seen as a result of a mixed methods approach as their components were identified
quantitatively and then qualitatively described in terms of their functions. This study was
able to explore the internal mechanisms of music therapy in dementia care, whose
importance was highlighted by McDermott et al. (2012) and by Vasionytė and Madison
(2013), by using the distillation of qualitative information from quantitative data.
The use of both qualitative and quantitative data occurred at more than one level during
the research project. Initially MBRs were identified using direct observation tools and
then qualitatively described and aggregated into thematic categories, which form the
MBR descriptors. Then the association of these descriptors, based on their concurrency
and prevalence, was calculated quantitatively, resulting in the four syndrome pools. The
MBR descriptor pools represent the crucial association of elements that occur at each
syndrome’s MBRs.
Once the pools had been identified, the mixed methods data corpus of this study,
consisting of interviews, interview analysis and MBR databases, allowed for qualitative
re-examination of the data describing the pool components, to explore if and how they
interrelate. Thus, this study allowed for a data-driven analysis of the internal mechanisms
of group MT in dementia care. This exploration could contribute to designing protocols
and guidelines for future research projects, as there is still no consensus on this matter, as
pointed out by Ridder and Wheeler (2015).
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8.5

Pool components and MT internal mechanisms

By analysing the thematic material of the pool components, it was possible to highlight
important characteristics regarding how the components relate to each other. In particular,
it was found that the components had two interdependent functions during MBRs: (1) to
create environmental, music and interpersonal conditions necessary for an MBR to occur
and (2) to provide alternative behavioural modalities. Both functions attempt to fulfil
PWD’s unmet emotional, social and relational needs within the music therapy
relationship.
The four pools identified elements that seem to work as common ingredients of specific
BPSD reduction during music therapy, such as the presence of two common structuring
elements: the first is the music therapist’s care in building an Accepting-clinical
environment (Features of clinical environment) through joy and welcoming; and the
second is the music therapist’s enhancement of the sense of playing together and
belonging through the use of the music therapy technique Rhythmic Grounding.
8.6

Study results and new perspectives in music therapy

The identification of the elements that occur in MBRs during group music therapy
sessions for PWD brings new perspectives to MT research. Specifically, the results of this
study highlight that the measurement and description of the process of music therapy can
be carried out on data coming from within sessions. Moreover, the identification of the
pool components allows for flexibility in planning MT protocols, either for research or in
day-to-day practice, as it is just necessary to describe which ingredients to use and what
their interactions should be.
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Further research might investigate the cause-effect mechanism related to the presence of
pool components at MBRs in depth. In this case, clinical trials should be designed to
verify cause-effect relationships between the presence of an aggregation of elements and
MBRs. Future research also needs to expand the number of observed MBRs in order to
investigate whether the pools might be formed by an even larger number of components.
In addition, this study’s mixed methods design might be adapted to analyse a variety of
music therapy interventions. The direct observation tools used in this study were strictly
connected with MBRs, however one could identify and use other relevant observation
tools to identify pools of components for other music therapy goals with a range of client
groups.
In summary, the identification and description of significant moments in sessions
represents a standardized way of collecting clinically relevant data. This might improve
day-to-day clinical practice, involving a greater number of practitioners who might use
this data collection method. This study is also a step toward developing analysis of data
from within music therapy sessions and it stresses the importance of producing research
data based on mixed methods. Furthermore, the present study’s design could contribute
to the development of a specific method for describing music therapy processes, which
could be utilised across a variety of contexts and approaches within different cultures,
countries and clinical or non-clinical populations.
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APPENDIX A: Literature review table

This appendix provides the complete table containing the results of electronic search for
‘Music Therapy’+’BPSD’+’Dementia’ presented in (2.3)
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First Author

Year

Title

Focus and results

type

Intervention description

Research design

Outcome measure

Dyadic structured Active Music Therapy (AMT)
intervention to facilitate communciation between
PWD and their FC (4 couples). 12 sessions.

Experimental non
randomised study (Pre
post and follow up)

The study results shows BPSD reduction in
Burden interview, the Hamilton
Anxiety Rating Scale, and the Beck PWD and improvement of psychological and
stress conditions in FC after 12 AMT sessions
Depression Inventory for FC
Neuropsychiatric Inventory
(NPI)and Geriatric Depression Scale
(GDS) for PWD

Experimental non
randomised study

Menorah Park Engagement Scale
(MPES) and Observed Emotion
Rating Scale (OERS) mapping 30 min
pre MT, 30 min MT, and 30 min post
MT OR 90 min standard care

Socialization vs. Isolation: statistically
significant positive change in contructive and
passive engagement in playing (MPES). OERS
pleasure and general alertness items occured
with higher frequency during the CMT 30 min
compared to before and after CMT

Raglio A

2016 Active Music Therapy for persons
with dementia (PWD) and their
family caregivers (FC).

dyadic

Cheong CY

2016 Creative Music Therapy in an Acute
Care Setting for Older Patients with
Delirium and Dementia

Individual Individual Creative Music Therapy: improvisation,
music making and playing familiar songs

Gallego MG

Group
2016 Music therapy and Alzheimer's
disease: cognitive, physiological and
behavioural effects

Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI),
Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale (HADS), Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE)

Music therapy improved some cognitive,
psychological and behavioural alterations in
patients; positive outcomes incl. NPI (anxiety)

Thornley J

2016 Music therapy in patients with
dementia and behavioural
disturbance on an impatient
psychiatry unit

Change in BPSD measured with NPIC and Cohen-Mansfield Agitation
Inventory (CMAI) at baseline and
weekly, within 24 hours from the
session

CMAI and NPI scores showed no difference
between the two groups at any of the time
points. Limitation: related to the more
severely affected sample, the varying duration
of patient stay and tratement

Werner J

2015 Effectiveness of group music therapy Group
versus recreational group singing for
depressive symptoms of elderly
nursing home residents, pragmatic
trial

Raglio A

Experimental non
Group Active music therapy (less than 12); no
protocol but each session included several activities randomised study
(described) - Hello song, play and sing along. Music
and movement (6 weeks with two sessions per
week)
Pilot RCT
Individual Individual MT. RCT pilot study. Individual music
therapy is compared with active engagement
intervention: encouragement of expression through
simple occupational activities (4 weeks 2 sessions
per week)

Group music therapy with Person Centered
Approach. The sessions were based on group
singing, receptive music therapy, instrumental
improvisation and dance/movement, which were
selected depending on the current situation in the
groups.
Individual Individual Music Therapy (aimed at creating
2015 Effect of Active Music Therapy and
nonverbal communication) was compared with
Individualized Listening to Music on
Standard Care (SC) and SC with listening to music.
Dementia: A Multicenter randomised
Singing and instrumental playing were used to
Controlled Trial
facilitate the expression of PWD’s emotions and
promote moments of “affect attunement”.
.
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Pragmatic trial 2 armed
cluster RCT

Interactive GMT therapy improved depressive
Montgomery-Asberg Depression
Rating Scale (MADRS) at baseline T0 symptoms more effectively than reacreational
singing in residents of two German nursing
and T1
homes

RCT

Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI),
Cornell Scale for Depression in
Dementia (CSDD). MT assememnt
with Author created
BehavioralMusic Therapy Check
List–Dementia MTCL-D

BPSD Effects of group active MT on BPSD. NPI
and CSDD CBS-QoL improved in all groups with
no significant differences between S Care and
standard Care with Listening to Music groups.
In MT group MTCL-D .

Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI),
Dementia Care Mapping (DCM),
Physiological data, semistructured
interviews

Individual MT weekly. Residents receiving MT
improved in NPI and DCM compared with
control group reciving standard care.
Qualitative data from carers (semi-structured
interviews) demonstrated the feasability of
the music therapy programme, which
incorporated the involvement of care staff in
managing neuropsychiatric symptoms of
dementia for care home residents using music
techniques identified by the therapists.

Mind maps, tables, quantification,
timelines, graphical notation of
each session, music scores

Extemporization provides a safe ground for
engaging in communicative dialogues.

Exploratory RCT

Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire (NPI-Q)

The study failed to show a superior effect on
agitation of MT compared with recreational
activities

Group MT 4-6 with severe PWD.
Songs and active music making with music
instruments.

The project uses "carenotes" as a source of
evidence

Care notes and Author - created grid Eight out of nine clients showed more positive
behaviours and less negative behaviour on MT
with 4 positive and four negative
days than on Normal Care Days
behaviours

12 weekly Group MT sessions of 30 minutes each
including:
rhythm playing along with music or instrumental
accompainment, listening to popular music, and
singing with instrumental accompaniment.

RCT

Chinese version of the Cornell Scale Group MT has reduced depression and
significantly improved cognitive functions
for Depression in Dementia (CCSDD). Salivary cortisol as a marker particularly short-term recall function
of changes in Depression level,
Chinese version of (C-MMSE)

2013 Listening to music and active music Individual Individual MT - improvisational approach.
therapy in behavioral disturbances in
dementia

Comparison between
individual sessions of ML
(Listening to Music) and
MT

MT has larger effects than listening to music on
Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE), Bedford Alzheimer Nursing BPSD. Quality of life improved with BPSD and
worsened with ML.
Severity Scale (BANSS), Cornell
Scale for Depression in Dementia
(CSDD), Cohen-Mansfield Agitation
Inventory (CMAI), Cornell-Brown
Scale for Quality of Life in Dementia
(CBS)

2013 Individual music therapy for agitation Individual Individual MT based on vocal or instrumental
improvisation, singing, dancing-moving, listening,
in dementia: an exploratory
and other activities (talking or go for a walk)
randomised controlled trial

Exploratory and RCT

Cohen- Mansfield Agitation
Inventory (CMAI),Alzheimer's
Disease-Related Quality of Life
(ADQRL)

A cluster randomised
controlled feasibility
study

Hsu MH

Individual Individual active music therapy based on live
2015 Individual Music therapy for
interactive MT - for 5 months.
managing neuropsychiatric
The intervention included postsession
symptoms for people with dementia
video presentations to carers.
and their carers (…)

Ridder HM

2015 The use of extemporizing in music
therapy to facilitate communication
in a person with Dementia: An
exploratory case study

Qualitative
Individual 14 individual MT session divided into 5 phases
describing the therapy course: 1) assesment, 2)
music listening and turn-taking, 3) singing together,
and 4) initiative and contact

Vink AC

2014 Effect of music therapy versus
recreational activities on
neuropsychiatric symptoms in
elderly adults with dementia (…)
2014 But does it do any good? Measuring
the impact of music therapy on
people with advanced dementia

Group

32 twice weekly Small Group MT session (max 5
PWDs). PWD involved in active msic therapy
(singing and making music) and listening to music

Group

Chu H

2014 The impact of group music therapy
on depression and cognition in
elderly persons with dementia (…)

Group

Raglio A

Ridder HM

Gold K
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Agitation disruptiveness increased during
standard care and decreased during music
therapy

40 min small group MT (5 participants) twice per
week- 4 months. MT was partly protocolized : a
welcome song listening to music, active
participation in music making and songing
Group MT (3 time a week for 5 weeks) based on
rhythmical music, therapeutic singing, listening to
selected music, music and other topics relevant to
the group (holidays)

RCT

Cohen-Mansfield Agitation
Inventory (CMAI), mixed method

No significant difference in reduction of
agitation between MT group and recreational
activities

Experimental study with
an experimental group
with a permuted block
randomization and a
control group
7 groups with 4
treatment conditions
randomly implemented
during the session

Chinese version of CohenMansfield Agitation Inventory (CCMAI),

Overall improvement of CMAI scoring in the
experimental group

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA),
Friedman Analysis of Variance
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests on
client participation and affect
observational data method created
by authors
Apparent Emotion Scale (AES) and
Revised Memory and Behavioral
Problems Checklist (RMBPC) Scales

The Therapists's Nonverbal Behavior makes the
difference in individuals' affect and
participation

Experimental non
randomised study

Cohen-Mansfield Agitation
Inventory (CMAI)

Authors report that in Experimental group
(group music therapy) agitation decreased

RCT

Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE), Barthel Index,
Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI)

An RCT study to assess the efficacy of a music
therapy (MT) scheme of administration,
including three working cycles of one month
spaced out by a month of no treatment, is
effective to reduce behavioral disturbances in
severely demented patients. Small group
music therapy (3 residents - 12 session 3 times
per week)

Pilot study

Neuropsichiatory Assesment
and HRV (heart rate variability)

MT improves symptoms of depression and
increases HRV in PWD

2013 The effect of music therapy
compared with general recreational
activities in reducing agitation in
people with dementia (…)
2011 Effectiveness of group music
intervention against agitated
behaviour in elderly persons with
dementia

group

Cevasco AM

2010 Effects of the therapist's nonverbal
behavior on participation and affect
of individuals with Alzheimer's
disease during group music therapy
session

Group

Group MT including movement-to-music, singing
and instrument playing

Han P

2010 A controlled naturalistic study on a
weekly music therapy and activity
program on disruptive and
depressive behaviors in dementia

Group

RCT
8 weeks Group MT (8 participants) A controlled
naturalistic study where MT is inserted in 6 hour day
multi-activity program. MT based on singing, playing
instruments, movements and music, drumming

Zare M

Group
2010 The effects of music therapy on
reducing agitation in patients with
Alzheimer's disease, a pre-post study

Raglio A

2010 Efficacy of music therapy tratment
based on cycles of sessions: a
randomised controlled trial

Group

Raglio A

2010 Effects of music therapy on
psychological symptoms and heart
rate variability in patients with
dementia. A pilot study
2009 Effects of Group Music Intervention
on Behavioral and Psychological
Symptoms in Patients with
Dementia: A Pilot - Controlled Trial

Individual MT based on improvisation.

Vink AC

Lin Y

Choi AA

Group

Group

Experimental group (n = 16) : 4 Weekly group
session of 4 Group MT (4 participants each). 4
different activities for each group: listening to
Preferred music individually, Preferred music
listening Non-preferred music, Singing
10 Groups of three patients. 72 MT session (three
time a week for six months) using music-sound
improvisation aimed at facilitatiing non verbal
expression of PWD feelings/emotion in the music

Group MT (3 times a week) based on singing songs, Control and
making musical instruments, playing instruments, experimental groups
song writing, song drawing and lyrics analysis.
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BPSD - No difference between the
intervention control group in mood and
behaviviour conditions scored with AES and
RMBPC

BPSD was reduced
Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE), Geriatric Depression Scale
(GDS), Geriatric Quality of Life
(GQoL), Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire (NPI-Q)

Ridder HM

Okada K

Raglio A

2009 study on the effects of music therapy Indivdual 2 case studies - Individual MT (16 sessions - four
A Pilot - Mixed Method
on frontotemporal dementia,
times a week) based on a therapeutic use of songs study
developing a research protocol
(framing the setting, regulating emotions,
enhancing communication) combined with MT
technicques such as holding, containing, validation
and empathy
2009 Effects of Music Therapy on
Group
Group MT
Control and
Automatic Nervous System Activity,
experimental non Incidence of Heart Failure Events,
randomised group
and Pleasure Cytokine and
Catecholamine Levels in Elderly
Patients with Cerebrovascular
Dementia
2008 Efficacy of music therapy in the
Individual MT based on sound vocal improvsation (30 sessions - RCT
treatment of behavioral and
2 times a week)
psychiatric symptoms of dementia

Takahashi T

2008 Long-Term Effects of Music Therapy
on Elderly with Moderate / severe
Dementia

Ahnonen Eerikaeinen H

2007 "Not bad for an Old 85-years-old!".
Group
The Qualitative Analysis of the Role
of Music, Therapeutic Benefits and
Group Therapeutic Factors of the St.
Joseph's Alzheimer's Adult Day
Program Music Therapy Group
2007 An Investigation of long-term effects Group
of group music therapy on agitation
levels of people with Alzheimer's
Disease

Ledger AJ &
Baker FA

Suzuki M

Group

2007 Music therapy - induced changes in Group
behavioral evaluations and saliva
chromograminA and immunoglobulin
A concentrations in elderly patients
with senile dementia

Alzheimer's Disease-Related
Quality of Life (ADRQL), CohenMansfield Agitation Inventory
(CMAI), Neuropsychiatric Inventory
(NPI)

Develop a research protocol for a future longer
population study: provided recommendations
for a mixed method research protocol.
Participants incrseased in all scales scoring
after MT

Heart Rate Variability and Control, In CVD patients MT enhances parasympathetic
of the Incidence of congestive heart activities and decreases CHIF by reducing
failure (CHF) events
plasma Cytokine and catecholamine levels

Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE), Barthel Index and
Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI)

BPSD improved and the empathetic
relationship together with the patients' active
participation in the experimental group
improved
Lower systolic blood pressure in MT group. No
significant differences in cortisol level in saliva
or intelligence assessment with control group

Group MT

Non randomised MT
Changes in cortisol level in saliva
group and control group and in blood pressure and by an
intelligent assessment

12 Group MT sessions with 8 PWs - Singing,
Improvisation (voice and instruments)

Qualitative-Descriptive

42 Weekly group music therapy with 5 groups.
Group size ranging from 2 to 10. MT taylored on
clients based on listening to music, singing, playing
instruments, moving to music, discussing and
facilitating active choices and discussion regarding
music and songsngs,
Group MT

A non-randomised
Cohen-Mansfield Agitation
experimental design (MT Inventory (CMAI) measured five
vs. standard care)
times over one year

MT participants showed short-term reductions
in agitation, but there were no significant
difference s between MT and Standard Care of
agitation behaviours over time

Non randomised control Mini-Mental State Examination
group
(MMSE), Gottfries Brane - Steen
Scale and Behavior Pathology in
Alzhemier's Disease Rating Scale
(BEHAVE-AD Scale), saliva
chromogramin A and
immunoglobulin A

Stress indicators were lower in the MT group
than in the control group
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Qualitative techniques of Analysis
based on Grounded Theory and
Narrative Inquiry

Quality of Life: The role of MT groups is mainly
to help with the lack of confidence

Svansdottir HB

2006 Music therapy in moderate and
severe dementia of Alzhemier's
type: a case-control study
2004 Behavioral and endocrinological
evaluation of music therapy for
elderly patients with dementia

Group

18 Group MT sessions fro 6 weeks. MT based on
singing and use of musical instruments.

Group

Group MT

Ashida S

2000 The Effects of Reminiscence Music
Therapy Sessions on Changes in
Depressive Symptoms in Elderly
Persons with Dementia

Group

Small groups

Kumar A M

1999 Music increases Serum Melatonin
Levels in Patients with Alzheimer's
Disease

Group

Group MT
Pre- post experimental Physiological blood samples
Dayily 30-40 minutes of music sessions for 5 per
design with physiological
week. 4 to 6 people for four weeks. Music therapy data
protocol was described in great details and
consisted of hello song, 10 minutes singing of
familiar songs and 10 minutes drumming . Between
this two section Moments of free inprovisation on
tuned instruments and percssion were proposed

Assess the efficacy of a MT intervention on
concentration of melatonin, noreinephrine,
epinephrine, serotonin and prolactin in the
Blood of a group of patients with Alzheimer's
Disease. Melatonin level increased

Clair A A

1997 The Effects of Music Therapy on
Interaction Between Family
Caregivers and their Care Receivers
with Late Stage Dementia

Group

8 bi-weekly music therapy sessions . In the sessions.
Mt session follow a pre-defined protocol : initial
conversation, singing, dancing, rhythmic
participation, follow up conversation. Level of
engagement in every slot was measured.

Caregivers' engagement in participation were
higher and care receivers had greater
participation in music application when
compared to conversation.

Brotons S M &
Pickett-Cooper
PK

1996 The Effects of Music Therapy
Group
Intervention on Agitation Behaviours
of Alzhemier's Disease Patients

Odel Miller H

1995 Approaches to Music Therapy in
Psychiatry with Specific Emphasis
upon Research Project with the
Elderly Mentally Ill (Senile
Dementia)

Suzuki M

Group

RCT

Behavior Pathology in Alzhemier's
Disease Rating Scale (BEHAVE-AD
Scale)
Experimental and control Mini-Mental State Examination
group
(MMSE),Multidimensional
Observation Scale for Elderly
Subjects (MOSES), endocrinological
and behacioral evaluations

Aggressivnes and Anxiety Behave AD subscale
scoring were reduced after MT

Experimental non
randomised study (pre
post and follow up)

Participation in small MT groups helps to
reduce depressive symptoms

Cornell Scale for Depression in
Dementia (CSDD scale), a one-way
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA),
Newman-Keuls Multiple
Comparison Procedure

expeerimental Pre test - Boundary Ambiguity Scale for
Post test of Engagment Caregivers of Patients with
scales scoring. Group of Dementia. Montgomery and
couples of caregivers and Borgatta Burden Scale. The
care receivers
Hamilton Rating Scale for
participating in Session Depression. The Positive and
where MT is altrnated
Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) Selfwith other activities
reported Health
Group (3-4 participants) twice a week for 30 minutes Pre-post experimental study
Agitation Behavior Scale
for a total of five music therapy sessions

8 weeks music therapy intervention combined with Experimetal non
8 weeks reminiscence therapy in random order.
randomized study
Followed by 12 weekly MT sessions
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MMSE did not significantly change, but the
scores of a subscale "language" improved
significantly. MOSES irritability decreases

PWD appeared significantly more agitated
before music therapy than during and after
music therapy

Counting of engagement indicators Experimetal non randomized study
such as eye direction, verbalizing,
use of materials, smiling, asleep,
absent.

APPENDIX B: Ethics

This appendix contains the Ethics Committees’ approval letters for the present study in
original language and in English translation (B.1 to B.5):
B.1Anglia Ruskin University-Music and Performing Arts Departmental Ethics Panel
approval letter for the present study research;
B.2 Region-of-Tuscany Central Vast Area Ethics Committee approval letter for the
present study research;
B.3 Region-of-Tuscany Central Vast Area Ethics Committee approval letter for the
present study research-English translation;
B.4 Autonomous Province of Bolzano -South Tyrol NHS Ethics Committee approval
letter for the present study research;
B.5Autonomous Province of Bolzano -South Tyrol NHS Ethics Committee approval
letter for the present study research English translation;
B.6 Excerpt of Authorisation no. 9/2014 - General Authorisation to Process Personal
Data for Scientific Research Purposes (B.6);
(B.7) English translation of Informed consent form for the participant
(B.8) English translation of Informed consent to treatment of personal data form
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B.1 Anglia Ruskin University-Music and Performing Arts Departmental Ethics
Panel approval letter for the present study research
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B.2 Tuscany Region Central Vast Area Ethics Committee approval letter for the
present study research
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B.3 Tuscany Region-Central Vast Area Ethics Committee approval letter for the
present study research-English translation
TUSCANY REGION
CENTRAL VAST AREA ETHICS COMMITTEE
CENTRAL TUSCANY LOCAL NHS UNIT – FLORENCE
application ref. no. OSS 16.230
Title: no profit study: "Investigating the role of music therapy in the reduction of
behavioural and psychological symptoms for people with dementia."
HEALTH OFFICER IN CHARGE: Dr. Maristella Piccinini OU Neurology San
Giovanni di Dio hospital.
Promotor: Paolo Pizziolo, PhD student at Anglia Ruskin University Cambridge (UK)
The committee,
having seen the clarifications presented and listed here below:
1. Clinical study authorization request 01/04/2016
2. Research proposal approval 15/12/2015
3. Certification of Ph.D. Enrolment 17/09/2015
4. Informed consent form version 0.01 of 04/04/2016
5. Information leaflet for participants in a clinical observational study
6. Letter of intention 04/04/2016
7. Protocol 0.01 of 04/04/2016
8. Data collection Sheet
9. Synopsis
10. Information on and consent to treatment of personal data v. 0.01 of 04/04/2016
by unanimous vote of the components present at the meeting
EXPRESSES FAVOURABLE OPINION
for the conduction of the abovementioned study
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It should be remembered that the study cannot begin until authorization has been issued
by the General Director of the Central Tuscany NHS Unit Florence
The Central Vast Area Ethics Committee has expressed its opinion upon verification of
the legal number, being present 14 members out of 26.
SIGNATURE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMITTEE
Name and Surname:Alberto Chiarugi
Date: 29/04/2016
Signature:(signature)
I hereby authorize
THE GENERAL DIRECTOR
Dr. Paolo Morello Marchese
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B.4 Autonomous Province of Bolzano -South Tyrol NHS Ethics Committee
approval letter for the present study research
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B.5 Autonomous Province of Bolzano -South Tyrol NHS Ethics Committee
approval letter for the present study research English translation
AUTONOMOUS PROVINCE OF BOLZANO – SOUTH TYROL
SOUTH TYROL NHS
ETHICAL COMMITTEE
President Dr. Alice Tavella
In charge of procedure: Manuela Convento
clerk: MC

registered mail
Dear Mr. Paolo Pizziolo
p.pizziolo@gmail.com

Bolzano 27 may 2016
[protocol stamp]
Clinical study
Attached is the documentation indicated below relating to the request for execution of the research
project " Investigating the role of music therapy in the reduction of behavioural and psychological
symptoms for people with dementia":
7. opinion no. 39-2016
Cordially yours.
The president
Dr. Anna Tavella
attached: c.s.

c/o NHS Unit Bolzano
Via L. Boehler 5 39100 Bolzano
Tel. 0471908232 – Fax 0471909018
Email:comitatoetico.bz@sabes.it
http://www.asdaa.it
NHS of South Tyrol
Fiscal code/VAT no. 00773750211
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AUTONOMOUS PROVINCE OF BOZEN – SOUTH TYROL
(in German, Italian, Ladin)
South Tyrol Healthcare Service
(in German, Italian, Ladin)
ETHICS COMMITTEE (in German and Italian)
Ethics committeeRegistered mail
The president
Dr. Alicia Tavella
Dear
In charge of proceedings: Manuela ConventoDr. Paolo Pizziolo
Office worker assigned: MCp.pizziolo@gmail.commailto:
Bozen – 27 May 2016
SABES – ASDAA
PROT. 0057304-BZ
27/05/2016
(BAR CODE)
AS001792477
Clinical study
as authorized, we hereby transmit in attachment the documentation indicated below
concerning the request for execution of the research project “Investigating the role of
music therapy in the reduction of behavioral and psychological symptoms for people
with dementia”:
- pronouncement no. 39-2016
Cordially yours.
THE PRESIDENT
Dr. Alicia Travelli
(signed)
attached: c.s.
(in German and Italian)
c/o Bozen Healthcare District
L. Böhler Street 5 39100 Bozen
Tel. 0471908232 – Fax 0471909018 comitatoetic.bz@sabes.it
Email:
http://www.asdaa.it
South Tyrol Healthcare Services
Fiscal code/VAT no. 0773750211
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AUTONOMOUS PROVINCE OF BOZEN – SOUTH TYROL (in German, Italian, Ladin)South
Tyrol Healthcare Services (in German, Italian, Ladin)ETHICS COMMITTEE (in German and
Italian)
HEALTHCARE SERVICE ETHICS COMMITTEE
(instituted and operating pursuant to Presidential Decree of the Regional Council of 30.09.2013, no.27,
with resolution of the General Director no. 349 of 20.12.2013)
MEMBERS:
Dr. Susanne BAIER – Head Doctor of Bozen Healthcare District Oncology Services
Dr. Barbara BATTISTINI – Head of Pharmaceutical Services – Merano Healthcare District
Dr. Paolo BONVICINI – Head of “Bonvicini” Private Hospital – not employed by Healthcare Services
Prof. Andreas CONCA – Head of Bozen Healthcare District Psychiatric Services
Dr. Michaela FALCIANI – Pharmacology Services Pharmacist - Bozen Healthcare District
Dr. Antonio FANOLLA – Statistics Expert, Provincial Epidemic Observatory Official - not employed by Healthcare
Services
Mrs Hildegard FINK - “Cittadinanzattiva” association representative - “Rights of the Sick Tribune”- not
employed by Healthcare Services
Dr. Michael KOB - Nutrition Expert – Diet Services - Bozen Healthcare District
Dr. Rosanna LOSS – Head Doctor of Bozen Healthcare District Hospital Healthcare Administration – substituting
Head of Healthcare
Dr. Telli MALEKNIA – General Practitioner of Medicine in the community - Bozen Healthcare District
Dr Deborah MALSCALZONI Bioethicist – Biomedicine Center – EURAC - not employed by Healthcare Services
– VICEPRESIDENT
Dr. Hubert MESSNER – Head Doctor – Head of Intensive Neonatal Therapy Division - Bozen Healthcare District
Dr. Manual MUSSNER – Nursing Area Representative – Reanimation and Anesthesia Division - Bozen Healthcare
District
Dr. Oliver NEEB – Head Doctor of Bozen Healthcare District Legal Medicine
Dr. Rosemarie OBERHAMMER Head Doctor of Bozen Healthcare District Intensive Therapy and Reanimation
Division
Dr. Norbert PESCOSTA – Head Doctor of Bozen Healthcare District Hematology Division
Dr. Christine SCHWIENBACHER – Expert in genetics - Biomedicine Center – EURAC - not employed by
Healthcare Services
Dr. Alicia TAVELLI – Head Pharmacist of Pharmaceutical Services - Bozen Healthcare District
Dr Andreas WALDNER“Villa Mellitta”BZ Private Hospital Science Head, medical device expert - not employed by
Healthcare Services
Prof. Christian WIEDERMANN – Head of Medical Division - Bozen Healthcare District
Mr Andreas WIEDMER Head Biomedical Equipment Specialist - Biomedicine Center - EURAC - not employed by
Healthcare Services
PRONOUNCEMENT No. 39-2016
Bozen, 26.05.2016
List of members present at the 25.05.2016 session:
Present:
Dr. Alice TavellaPRESIDENT
Dr. Susanna BaierMEMBER
Dr. Barabara BattistiniMEMBER
Dr. Paolo BonviciniMEMBER
Prof. Andreas ConcaMEMBER
Dr. Michaela ConcaMEMBER
Dr. Antonio FanollaMEMBER
Dr. Rosanna LossMEMBER
Dr. Telli MalekniaMEMBER
Dr. Hubert MessnerMEMBER
Dr. Oliver NeebMEMBER
Dr. Rosemarie OberhammerMEMBER
Dr. Christine SchwienbacherMEMBER
Dr. Andreas WaldnerMEMBER
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Prof. Christian WeidermannMEMBER
Mr. Andreas WeidmerMEMBER
Present no. 16 members out of no. 20 invited, in compliance with regulations
c/o Bozen Healthcare District
L. Böhler Street 5 39100 Bozen
Tel. 0471908232 – Fax 0471909018
Email: comitatoetico.bz@sabes.it
http://www.asdaa.it
South Tyrol Healthcare Services
Fiscal code/VAT no.00773750211

In addition, Mrs. Manuela Convento and Mrs. Federica De Giuli of the technical-scientific secretariat are
present.
SUBJECT: Research project of Dr. Paolo Pizziolo “Investigating the role of music therapy in the
reduction of behavioral and psychological symptoms for people with dementia” c/o the Care Home
Domus Meridiana – communication of -received on 11.05.2016
TITLE: “Investigating the role of music therapy in the reduction of behavioral and psychological symptoms
for people with dementia”
RESEARCH PHASE: Research project as part of a Doctoral thesis
PROT:
EUDRACT NUMBER:
DRUG:
PROMOTER/PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY: Paolo Pizziolo
DEPARTMENT/SERVICE: Care Home Domus Meridiana - Laives
EXPERIMENTATION REFERENT: Paolo Pizziolo

On the date of 25.05.2016, the Ethics Committee, in compliance with the provisions of DM 15/7/1997,
examined the study declared in the subject as regards:
x DECLARATIONS/REQUESTS RELATING TO THE STUDY
• declaration of availability of the Domus Meridiana structure in Laives
x STUDY PROTOCOL – English version no. 0.01 of 04.04.16
•

summary of study – Italian version

PROTOCOL AMENDMENT

version of

INVESTIGATOR’S BROCHURE – version no. of
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE STUDY
FAVORABLE PRONOUNCEMENT FOR CARRYING OUT PROJECT pronounced on by
x PATIENT INFORMATION FORM AND CONSENT FORM – Italian version no. 0.01 of 04.04.2016
-information and manifestation of consent to personal data treatment - Italian version no. 0.01 of
04.04.2016
INFORMATION FORM FOR THE TREATING PHYSICIAN
INSURANCE POLICY: Company Policy no. maximum€
per event and per insurance period,
with sub-limit of €
per patient, validity from to
, deductible € , not opposable to the injured party
ECONOMIC AGREEMENT
SUNDRY
By unanimous vote, it expressed the following pronouncement, in abidance with the provisions of
resolution no. 49 of 14.14.2015
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APPROVED
x APPROVED WITH NOTE
APPROVED ON CONDITION THAT THE FOLLOWING REQUESTS ARE CARRIED OUT
NOT APPROVED FOR THE INDICATED REASONS
SUSPENDED AWAITING FURTHER CLARIFICATIONS
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF STUDY PERFORMED
The committee approves the project after having deduced from the English version that it is “investigating
research”.
c/o Bozen Healthcare District
L. Böhler Street 5 39100 Bozen
Tel. 0471908232 – Fax 0471909018
Email: comitatoetico.bz@sabes.it
http://www.asdaa.it
South Tyrol Healthcare Services
Fiscal code/VAT no.00773750211

THE SECRETARYTHE PRESIDENT
Mrs. Manuela ConventoDr. Alicia Tavella
(signed)(signed)

c/o Bozen Healthcare District
L. Böhler Street 5 39100 Bozen
Tel. 0471908232 – Fax 0471909018
Email: comitatoetico.bz@sabes.it
http://www.asdaa.it
South Tyrol Healthcare Services
Fiscal code/VAT no.00773750211
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B.6 Excerpt from the Authorisation no. 9/2014 - General Authorisation to
Process Personal Data for Scientific Research Purposes English Version

Published in Italy's Official Journal No. 301 of 30 December 2014
The Italian Data Protection Authority,
Hereby Authorises:
The processing of data suitable for disclosing health, also without the data
subjects' informed consent, for scientific research purposes in the medical,
bio-medical or epidemiological sectors subject to compliance with the
limitations and conditions laid down hereinafter and exclusively if the data
is indispensable to achieve the purposes of the research.
(…)
4. Impossibility to Inform Data Subjects
This Authorisation applies to the processing of data subjects' data to be
included in the scope of a research where contacting such data subjects in
order to inform them proves impossible on any one of the grounds
mentioned below, which should be regarded as utterly particular or
exceptional and must be documented in the research project:
1. Ethical grounds that have to do with the fact that the data subject is unaware
of the respective health condition. This applies to any research if providing
information to data subjects on processing of their data entails the disclosure
of information on the specific study being carried out, which information
might cause tangible or mental harm to the said data subjects – e.g. in the
case of an epidemiological study on distribution of a (possibly) predictive
factor of a disease for which no known treatment is available.
Authorisation 9/2014 – Full text English version available at:
http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docwebdisplay/docweb/3786078
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B.7 Informed consent form for the participant -English translation
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR THE PARTICIPANT
-OBSERVATIONAL CLINICAL STUDY-

Title of the study: Investigating the role of music therapy in the reduction of behavioral and
psychological symptoms for people with dementia [Indagine sul ruolo della musicoterapia nella
riduzione dei sintomi comportamentali e psicologici nelle persone con demenza]
Version: 0.01 of 04-04-2016
Promoter: Paolo Pizziolo, doctoral student at Anglia Ruskin University – Cambridge, Great
Britain. Email: paolo.pizziolo@student.anglia.ac.uk
Research group members: first supervisor: Prof. Helen Odell-Miller, second supervisor Prof.
Jörg Fachner. The main experimenter for the Central Tuscan NHS unit is Dr. Maristella
Piccininni.
Experimentation center : Daycare Centre “Le Civette” – Florence
I the undersigned
Age (years)
Address
City

……………………………………
Surname

…………………

data Birthdate

………………………….………
Name
……. / ……. / …….

………………………………………………………..………
Place / Street /Avenue
…………………..……………………….

Telephone

…………………
House Number
…………………………..

Declare that:
1.I am participating voluntarily in the study, which has been explained to me and about
which I understand the aim, the procedures I may undergo, the possible risks and benefits
and the possible alternatives
2.I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any time without giving any
explanation
3.I have read the 'written information for the patient' that is part of this consent form
which confirms what I have been told about the study and of which I have received a
copy as well as a copy of this form
4.I have received information about what will happen to the data gathered from this
research
5.I have had the opportunity to ask clarifying questions and have received satisfying
answers
6.I have had all the time necessary to decide whether to participate or not
7.I have not been unduly pressured into giving consent
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8.I authorize the promoter of this study, pursuant to Legislative Decree 30.6.03 n. 196
privacy code, to treat the personal and sensitive data (as specified in the code) regarding
me that the experimenter obtains, as this is necessary for me to participate in the study.
9.I consent to the videotaping of the music therapy sessions in which I am a participant
and to the use of the video material regarding me both to analyse the sessions and for
scientific presentation purposes at conferences and congresses

Name of the participant ………………………..………Date………….. Signature……………………….
In the case the patient is unable, disqualified or with a welfare guardian:
Name of legal representative….. ……………….…… Date………….. Signature………………….……
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B.8 Informed consent to treatment of personal data form – English translation

INFORMATION ON AND DECLARATION OF CONSENT TO TREATMENT OF
PERSONAL DATA

Title of study: Investigating the role of music therapy in the reduction of behavioral and
psychological symptoms for people with dementia [Indagine sul ruolo della musicoterapia nella
riduzione dei sintomi comportamentali e psicologici nelle persone con demenza]

Version: 0.01 of 04-04-2016
Promoter: Paolo Pizziolo, Ph.D. student at Anglia Ruskin University – Cambridge, Great Britain.
Email: paolo.pizziolo@student.anglia.ac.uk

Purpose of treatment.
The Central Tuscan NHS unit – Florence (ex ASL 10 Firenze) as the Experimentation Centre,
and the music therapist Paolo Pizziolo PhD student at Anglia Ruskin University of Cambridge
(United Kingdom) as promoter of the observational study entitled Investigating the role of music
therapy in the reduction of behavioral and psychological symptoms for people with dementia
[Indagine sul ruolo della musicoterapia nella riduzione dei sintomi comportamentali e psicologici
nelle persone con demenza] which has been presented to you, will use your personal data as
autonomous data controllers in compliance with the responsibilities stated in the good clinical
practice law (Law. 211/2003) and pursuant to the personal data protection law (Law. 196/2003).
Data controller responsible for treatment
Dr. Maristella Piccininni, who is in charge of the study for the Central Tuscan NHS unit –
Florence (ex ASL 10 Firenze), is identified as the Chief Investigator and therefore in charge of
data treatment for the Experimentation Centre, that is, data controller. Dr. Liliana Di Fede is
responsible for data treatment for Inpatient Center Domus Meridiana Laives, Bolzano.
the Main Experimenter will work with others, indicated further on, identified as data processors:
the promoter of the study Paolo Pizziolo
Type and nature of data
The following types of data will be treated during the study: data regarding the observations made
during the sessions and data regarding the periodic evaluations of MEU (Multidisciplinary
Evaluaton Unit) relating to cognitive and behavioural areas which are automatically done as you
attend a Daycare Centre that is part of the regional/national health care system .
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Granting of access rights to data
The data treatment described above is essential to carry out the study. Refusal to grant access
rights to personal data treatment excludes you from participation in the study.
Methods of data treatment
The data will be processed using paper and electronic tools. The doctor (Chief Investigator) will
identify you by a code. The data concerning you, collected during the study, will be recorded,
processed and stored for seven years along with the code. Only the Main Experimenter doctor
and authorized entities may link this code to your name.
The data, encoded as described above, will be collected from the testing center and the Promoter
The data may be disclosed, through scientific papers, statistics and scientific conferences, only
strictly anonymously.
Monitoring and verification of the study
Participating in the study implies that, in accordance with the clinical trials legislation, the
personnel performing the monitoring and, the Ethics Committee and the health authorities will
know the data (including identifiers) that concern you, possibly including content in your original
clinical documentation.
Participant rights
If you decide to participate you will have the right to withdraw at any time with no explanation,
even after agreeing to participate and consequently no other data will be collected.
You may practice the rights under Art. 7 of the Italian Personal Data treatment Code (e.g. Access
to your personal data, integrate, update, correct and object to their treatment for legitimate
reasons, etc.) Applying directly to the testing center or, through him, to the Promoter
Consent
By signing this form, I consent to the processing of my personal data for research purposes to the
extent and in the manner indicated in this document.

Participant
Mr/s ………………………………………………………………….
Born at …………………………………on :………………………….
Signature Date
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APPENDIX C: List of Emergent Super-ordinate Themes

This appendix presents a complete alphabetical list of the Emergent Super-ordinate
Themes (EST), each of which head a sub-appendix. Under each EST is listed its Superordinate Themes (identified by a two-number code, as explained in in 4.1.14) and the
latter’s Emergent Themes (identified by a three- number code as explained in 4.1.14)

C.1

Assistant Presence

11.04 Assistant - Presence is desirable
11.0.04 Assistant’s presence is very much desirable for Exit Seek recovery
17.04 Presence of assistant is desirable (super-ordinate t. = emergent t.)
17.0.05 Presence of assistant is desirable
27.02 Assistant’s presence is desirable (super-ordinate t. = emergent t.)
27.0.02 Assistant’s presence is desirable
32.01 Assistant presence is desirable
32.0.01 PWD presence of assistant is desirable
32.0.02 PWD desirable presence of assistant is desirable (B) [MTherapist has to intervene
when client shows physical issues]
32.0.03 Behaviour triggered by music therapist action
34.01 Assistant presence
34.0.01 Presence of assistant is desirable
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C.2

Choice of Instruments / Favourite Instruments

02.02 M Therapist’s skill in managing Client Favourite Instruments
02.0.05 Importance of Music Therapist’s Flexibility when using Musical Resources (in this
case client’s favourite instrument)
02.04 Client (Active choice vs. Apathy)
02.0.08 Active choice of instrument and songs shows PWD activation versus apathy
expressed with physical movement
03.05 Favourite Instrument as a resource for MBR
03.0.03 FAVOURITE INSTRUMENT: Resource or Challenge?
03.0.07 FAVOURITE INSTRUMENT: Resource for MBR anxiety
03.0.25 Importance of managing client’s most meaningful music pre skilled use of
instruments
16.02 Meaningful instrument
16.0.02 The importance of using a real instrument
16.0.03 The importance of using an instrument which the client really likes
21.04 Joyful atmosphere
21.0.05 Joyful and intimate atmosphere created by the “unfinished song or phrases“ game
and congruent whispering voice and slow pulse
23.01 Management of client’s response to favourite instrument proposal
23.0.01 Music therapist is sensitive and flexible to client Favourite/non favourite instrument
current approach as it can be an indication of client’s availability to engage.
29.01 Favourite instruments possibilities
29.0.02 Music Therapist can use client’s Favourite instrument to create empathy
29.0.03 Favourite instrument used as a diversion from exit seeking attempt
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C.3

Client Validation: Giving Value to Client’s Music and Sounds

19.04 Validating
19.0.02 Musical environment control Importance of giving the client the opportunity to control
the musical environment
19.0.06 Giving value to the client’s musical ideas/materials
06.01 Music Therapist simultaneously attuned to clients both as individuals and in the group
dimension
06.0.08 MTherapist moves from individual to group interaction by steps. Client responses
lead to the next step
06.0.03 Use of simple Percussion suitable for client
06.0.09 MTherapist sensitivity in using the Group as a resource.
06.0.06 MTherapist group work: Building a supportive environment.
14.04 MTherapist attitude at MBR
14.0.05 MT non demanding Offering the client an instrument without asking him directly to
play
14.0.08 Music therapist genuineness/ authenticity at MBR MTherapist works aware of his
own feelings and attitude
14.0.01 MT NOT being demanding
.
each member is given musical importance individually or as a group
24.0.09 MBR obtained by Giving value to all the music ingredients the client brings
30.02 Importance of validating client’s contributes by Accepting and recycling it
30.0.02 MTherapist can enhance client’s musical and relational role-taking by accepting the
client’s choice.
30.0.03 Music Therapist’s skill in recycling positive elements of pre-MBR musical
relationships to facilitate MBR
31.01 Giving value to client’s issues or ideas by incorporating them
31.0.01Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) in the music (a melody
built on a disruptive screaming)
31.0.05 Positive Clinical Environment based on Acceptance of group members’ musical
ideas
32.03 Transformation = MTherapist ability in identifying music resources suitable to transform
behavioural symptoms sounds
32.0.06 Instant Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) in the music
32.0.07 Surprise effect by instant transformation
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32.0.08 Non-verbal mirroring by working on sound parameters (frequency and intensity)
32.0.09 Work on Frequency and intensity to non-verbally match the client sound
32.0.11 Matching using timbre (choice of client’s similar or complementary instruments)
32.0.06 Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) in the music
34.03 validation of client’s ideas
34.0.03 Giving value to client’s musical idea makes him more involved in the music

C.4

Continuity Throughout Sessions

12.04 Continuity throughout sessions
12.0.11 Group members listening to each other Listening to each other in the group is a goal
that became a resource after 11 sessions
19.05 Continuity through sessions
19.0.07 Continuity through different sessions by using the same elements (songs or rhythmic
phrase)

16.03 MT process with PWD
16.0.07 MT Process. Reinforce what was positive in the previous sessions (memory of nonverbal events)
16.0.11 Importance of sung speech with PWD
24.03 Continuity throughout sessions (2)
24.0.01 Working on the same BPSD through different sessions defines good practice /
TECH usage which works better at different times and different moments
24.0.05 New Elements (surprises) - The importance of musically highlighting the client’s
behavioural change or reduction (…)

C.5

Diversion

08.03 Diversions
08.0.04 Diversion in the music helps in reducing hyperactivity
15.03 MBR Aggression importance of music therapist’s ability to promptly redirect
instruments and action meanings
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15.0.03 MBR AGGRESSION- Importance of Music Therapist’s ability to promptly redirect
instruments and action meanings
17.03 Diversion by group piano playing
17.0.04 Group atmosphere at the piano is an attractive pole for diversion in exit seeking
MBR
19.03 Diversion
19.0.05 Completing Fragments Redirecting client attention by proposing Musical fragments
to be completed (lyrics and music)
26.03 Redirection of different elements at MBR
26.0.03 Redirect attention using instruments and words at agitation MBRs
26.0.04 2 layer attention redirection by changing instrument and shifting focus from
individual to group relationships
30.01 Diversion
30.0.01 Musically redirecting attention to calm down anxiety and reduce exit seeking ate,5
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C.6

Elements Directly Linked to MBR

12.01 Direct music and relationship actions producing MBR
12.0.04 Importance of sharing an instrument to keep reducing anxiety
12.0.06 1 to 1 relationship useful in anxiety reduction
12. 0.09 Importance of structure in the rhythms with client I
13.01 Direct music and relationship actions producing MBR
13.0.01 Client’s own repertoire suitable for behavioural reduction
13. 0.02 The importance of knowing client’s personal history or building client’s personal MT
repertoire
13.0.03 Musical forms suitable for managing sound/music parameter reduction useful for
behavioural reduction
13.02 MBR aggression facilitated by Multi-layer action
13.0.04 Simultaneous Multi-parameter (number of instruments, sound intensity, song tempo)
reduction management to reduce aggressive behaviour
14.04 MTherapist attitude at MBR
14.0.05 MT non demanding Offering the client an instrument without asking him directly to
play
4.0.08 Music therapist genuineness/ authenticity at MBR MTherapist works aware of his own
feelings and attitude.
14.0.01 MT NOT being demanding

15.01 Importance of considering pre-session conditions as behaviour co-triggers
15.0.01 Importance of considering pre-session conditions as behaviour co-triggers
15.04 Awareness of pre-session conditions aids in interacting with the client’s communicative
attempts
15.0.02 Awareness of pre-session conditions aids in interacting with the client’s
communicative attempts
17.01 Attention to pre sessions or pre MBR conditions towards MBR
17.0.01 MTherapist’s skill in using Pre MBR positive interaction moments as resources for
the MBR
17.0.07 Pre MBR positive interaction element (in-turn playing dialogue dimension; giving
value to client’s pulse by providing a guitar accompaniment; making the client feel that
someone was listening to him)
17.06 Direct musical action towards MBR
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17.0.07 Playing an instrument and showing a musical gesture became a repeated scheme
towards MBR
17.0.08 Repetition of positive interaction gesture was crucial in building the positive
relationship which lead to MBR
17.0.09 MBR linked to M Therapist’s Creative intuition to develop a positive CL –Therapist
relationship
18.03 Music therapist awareness of his own resources facilitate MBR.
18.0.04 Music therapist was feeling confident at having found the right modality- maybe this
is a Client enhancement.?
19.07 Direct action to MBR
19.0.09 Short and always changing musical proposals may help in reducing Behaviours (in
this case stereotyped movement)
19.0.10 Fragment to be completed created a sense of being safe
19.0.04 Musical/cultural attunement to client’s own repertoire may help at MBR
20.01 Direct actions
20.0.01 MBR based mainly on singing together
22.01 Creating a 1 to 1 relationship / collaboration atmosphere to introduces musical
parameters variation towards the MBR
22.0.01 Using 2 similar instruments and sung words to create attunement and collaboration
atmosphere
22.0.02 Playing together but introducing slight changes in the pulse tempo to calm CL
hyperactivity
23.04 Direct action to MBR: changes on phrases and energy
23.0.07 Using the Introducing Change technique on melody phrases and on intensity works
in obtaining an Apathy MBR
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C.7

Features of Clinical Environment

01.02 Joyful MT environment
01.0.03 Funny and Joyful; making music together triggers involvement
01.0.07 Transforming aggressive attitude in “making fun of attitude” in the joyful music
environment
01.0.08 Soliloquy song brings fun
01.0.12 Singing words vs speaking words to communicate with PWD

02.05 Good working clinical environment when it is a “sharing environment”
02.0.03 –M Therapy clinical environment works when:
a) MT Group is a “sharing environment”
02.0.04 b) Sharing Musical memories creates links and motivation

02.08 Music therapy setting as an explorative clinical environment.
02.0.20 MT Environment to explore new treatment possibilities
04.01 Elements to create positive atmosphere
04.0.01 PWD people may be reassured when other people in the group interact verbally with
each other
04.0.02 At MBR multiple techniques/practices are used simultaneously.
HERE rhythmic grounding – pauses (introduction of changes) – mirroring
04.0.03 Positive Clinical Environment : interaction modalities tailored to participants
05.05 Clinical environment
05.0.04 welcoming environment
05.04 Attractive clinical environment
05.0.03. Rhythmic grounding with variations works as an attractive Clinical Environment
07.01 Collaboration atmosphere
07.0.01 Collaboration in the music atmosphere = positive clinical environment
07.0.02 Collaboration atmosphere ingredients = The MT creates the group frame by creating
rhythmic and harmonic grounding and subsequent variations of its formal elements (tempo,
intensity, timbre)
08.01 Atmosphere
08.0.01 Sound atmosphere. changing Soundscape helped in reducing hyperactivity
08.0.02 Playful atmosphere was important to reduce hyperactivity
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10.02 Feature of clinical Atmosphere
10.0.02 Rhythmic grounding versus apathy Regular pulse as an inviting environment to
make people take part
10.0.03 Three simultaneous ingredients at Apathy MBR Three elements at the same timeSpeech, Pulse and timbre promote participation (versus apathy)
10.0.06 Three elements at the same time- Speech, Pulse and timbre promote participation
(versus apathy)
10.0.07 Sound parameters variation to grab PWD CL attention. Pulse dynamics variations
might be powerful in PWD attention grabbing. Pulse dynamics variations might be powerful
in increasing PWD participation
12.02 Clinical environment
12.0.05 Sharing instrument – trusting atmosphere Sharing an instrument results in a trusting,
collaborative atmosphere
11.01 Management of transitional moments in the session
11.0.01 Transitional Moments instrument position change might cause client’s diversion
11.0.02 Transitional moment management
14.01 Positive clinical Environment
14.0.02 Leaving PWD freedom of choice in the Music helps reduce anxiety
17.05 (Positive Atmosphere) MTherapist skill in creating recursive positive musical resources
17.0.06 A musical gesture (maracas shaking) combined with dialogue reactivates positive
relationship at different session moments
29.05 Welcoming atmosphere
29.0.01 MBR occurred when music therapist created a welcoming atmosphere while
engaging the client in playing
31.04 Holding environment created by rhythm grounding
31.0.04 Clinical Environment (holding) environment based on rhythmic grounding and vocal
variations
32.02 Acceptance Atmosphere = giving value to group members music and Ideas
32.0.04 MTherapist awareness of the Group as a resource
32.0.10 Positive Clinical Environment based on Acceptance of group members musical
ideas
32.0.15 Collaboration Atmosphere leads to efficient clinical environment
32.0.17 ACCEPTANCE Atmosphere triggers problematic behaviour client to switch into
collaborative mood
32.0.21 Intuition triggers mirroring
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33.01 Atmosphere
33.0.01 Positive relationship atmosphere triggers problematic-behaviour client to switch into
collaborative mood

C.8

Group As a Resource

01.05 Improvising in Group
01.0.09 Group improvisation stimulates bipolar behavioural change
33.03 Sharing a rhythm gives sense of belonging a group
33.0.05 Rhythmic grounding is used to keep cohesion in the group and to create a
welcoming positive interactive environment
33.0.04 Importance of social and musical dimensions (role taking) when a positive group is
formed
03.02 In the group dimension the “listener position” can be a powerful relational resource
(emergent themes 4,13,14,10)
03.0.04 “Listener Position” MTherapist leads the client to it
03.0.14 Clinical Environment = the MTherapist in the “listener position” may help in giving no
pressure and good - inviting atmosphere
03.0.15 Group works as clinical environment where the client is free to remain in the
observer position
03.0.16 The importance of musical structure as grounding, whilst also listening and
responding moment by moment

10.01 Group Atmosphere As A resource
10.0.01 Group atmosphere /proximity Group atmosphere enhanced by instruments and
person proximity arrangement
10.0.02 Musical instrument arrangement creates PIE (Positive Interaction Environment for
PWD)
10.0.03 Instruments creates non-verbal interaction space. The instruments may create a
non-verbal clear and friendly music/sound relational space
10.0.08 Proximity role in MT relationship with PWD Group interaction is created by physical
proximity
10.0.09 Group playing versus apathy Group playing dimension might make PWD feel less
pressure
11.03 Group as a resource to remain focussed
11.0.03 Group resource – Group musical interaction with other group members
Frontotemporal PWD to remain focussed on making music
13.03 Group resource
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helps

13.0.05 Creating the group by singing and playing together creates the conditions (here,
sound parameter modification) 4 an MBR.
13.0.06 MBR positive atmosphere perceived by M Therapist on an emotional level

16.04 Group work versus Apathy
16.0.08 Reinforce verbally positive musical interactions
16.0.09 Good Group Atmosphere: Sharing musically and verbally consideration/attention
with all the Group members
16.0.10 Creating the Group: Singing group members’ names
16.0.12 Making the Group: Introducing Change without interruption of group musical flow
20.02 GROUP WORKS
20.0.02 MBR: importance of giving clear musical-role suitable to the group atmosphere
based on a regular pulse and on low voice intensity
20.0.08 Group conducting contributes to individual MBR
21.03 Group Interaction [as a sum]
21.0.03 At MBR MTherapist group work is the sum of simultaneous individual interactions
22.03 Role Changes and slowing down improvisation tempo to reduce anxiety are facilitated
in group playing
22.0.04 Involving all the group in the music facilitates slowing tempo for the anxiety-client
22.0.05 Role changing (from leader to follower in the music) helps in anxiety reduction
31.02 group members co-work
31.0.02 Group members co-work (co-operation co-creating) facilitates client’s engagement
(Resonance) and may contribute to MBR
32.04 Role changes – group resources
32.0.05 MTherapist ability to describe and reflect on how group resources work
32.0.19 Importance of giving a new role to the client who manifest BPSD
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C.9

Group Creation (Forming the Group Atmosphere)

01.01 Importance of Knowing the client
01.0.01Clinical MT history: Opposite behaviour but same problem

01.03 Forming the group
01.0.04 Guitar arpeggio – harmony - is the group glue
01.0.10 Acceptance of Client musical proposals facilitate further musical interaction in the
group
01.0.05 Rhythmic & Tonal centring >group roles?

11.09 Creating a group
11.0.09 Group is a resource- Mt equal attention to all the group members (by playing eye
contact)
11.0.10 Group cohesion obtained by interacting with group at different layers (music-eye
contact.)
15.02 Importance of assigning a clear musical role to group members (emergent theme =
super-ordinate theme)
15.0.04 Importance of assigning a clear musical role to group members
23.04 Making the group by creating the sense of an Orchestra
23.0.04 Music therapist create the sense of an Orchestra (introducing, using different
instruments, giving the client the conductor role) saying verbally “we are an orchestra”
26.01 Balancing different elements in group management
26.0.01 One to Group relationship created by balancing the individual and group dimensions
26.0.05 Group environment where every member can find his role facilitates MBR
26.0.09 Multilayer work: creating a bridge between layers (individual and group) by switching
attention back AND FORTH
28.04 Forming-maintaining the group
28.0.05 Work group. Music therapist can manage simultaneously physical relationship and
eye contact to keep the group together and work on individual problems at the same time
24.02 Creating a group through two- layer incorporating techniques
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24.0.06 Incorporating technique in Multiple layers was crucial for MBR – it allowed the pickup of three musical element coming from the clients which became something shared in the
group
24.0.03 Create a Group / Group resources (4): By incorporating and sharing client’s musical
elements; Reassuring (safe framework), joyful atmosphere, each member is given musical
importance individually or as a group
24.0.09. MBR obtained by Giving value to all the music ingredients the client brings
30.03 Repertoire attunement to form the group
30.0.04 Music Therapist’s cultural attunement to repertoire which keeps the group together

C.10 Ingredient to Engagement
11.06 Musical ingredients to create client Engagement /
11.0.06 Intimacy by sharing instrument Sharing instruments evidences intimacy among
players. It can be a resource for anxiety recovery
11.0.07 Progressive receding Client re-entered from exit seek was kept involved in playing
by the MTherapist progressive receding

17.02 Creating Client engagement
17.0.02 Music therapist’s skill in Reading PWD physical responses as engagement level
cues
(In THIS CASE transformation of the stereotyped hand movement)
17.0.03 MBR 3 STEP Client Engagement process based on a musical gesture. (playing a toy
shaker in turn; shaking gesture used as client’s trigger; shaking gesture used as client’s call
to the piano)
22.01 Creating a 1 to 1 relationship / collaboration atmosphere to introduce musical
parameters variation towards the MBR
22.0.01 Using 2 similar instruments and sung words to create attunement and collaboration
atmosphere
22.0.02 Playing together but introducing slight changes in the pulse tempo to calm CL’s
Anxiety
23.02 Steps towards client’s engagement
23.0.02 A 3 step engagement process.1. respecting initial apathy. 2. verbal proposal
referring to small orchestra environment (verbal reconnection to the group) 3. mirroring the
client’s musical attitude and posture
23.0.05 Further steps in musical engagement: by mirroring client’s intensity, his physical
posture, and by becoming the client’s follower
23.0.06 Client engagement maintained by variations in music parameters and verbal
proposals
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25.01 Cultural attunement
25.0.01 Cultural attunement in choosing a song to stimulate group participation
26.04 Creating clients’ engagement
26.0.06 Client engagement indicated by acceptance and sharing of group sound parameters
26.0.7 Group engagement leads to MBR
30.04 Engagement ingredient
30.0.05 Making space is a condition for hyperactivity MBR to occur providing relaxation to
the client
31.03 Client’s Engagement facilitated by changing musical structure
31.0.03 Changes in musical structure facilitates client’s engagement and may lead to MBR
33.04 Pure musical ingredients towards MBR
33.0.06 Light percussion work to involve PWD client’s in improvisation

C.11 Multi Dimension/Layer Management
03.01 Importance of Balancing multi-layer dimensions: many musical/sound parameters;
many different non-verbal elements; Individual vs group relationships
03.0.28 Music therapist needs to be fully engaged in the moment at all levels-using all
possible musical resources sensitively to achieve behavioural reduction
03.0.24 Crucial for PWD client: Mirroring the music client’s physical expression Leads to
client activation and then to a “One to many” involvement.
03.0.16The importance of musical structure as grounding, whilst also listening and
responding moment by moment
03.0.19 Cultural significance of music-how does the music therapist understand this
02.07 Managing different client’s input
02.0.18 “Efficient” Clinical Environment – MTherapist sensible toward Client proposed
element.
01.04 Group MT and behavioural issues
01.0.06 Clear musical role in the group – symptom reduction
01.0.11 Group member may trigger behaviours
01.0.02 Balancing group vs individual relationships
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06.02 MTherapist works musically and non-musically at MULTILAYERS
06.0.05 Multi-layer therapist work pulse providing; mirroring one client; managing closeness
.
06.03 Music Therapist needs to manage “dimensions” other than music [physical and spatial
relationship
06.0.04 MTherapist is sensitive to client’s physical responses
06.0.01 MTherapist /Client = physical contact may happen
06.0.11 Behavioural Reduction through managing spatial relationship.
25.03 Coherence in different elements at MBR
25.0.03 musical and verbal elements in communication with PWD
26.05 Music therapist multilayer work creates bridges and increases interaction
26.0.08 M Therapist’s multilayer work may increase client interaction chances
29.02 Coherence among different interaction elements
29.0.05 Music Therapist is consistent in using the elements that lead the client to relax when
she started playing with him
29.0.06 Children’s songlike melodies = tonal music, not a fast tempo, down-volume
lead the client to relax and participate. FORMAL COHERENCE Importance of sound
parameters. Formal coherence creates a safe environment at MBR.
29.0.04 MBR is based on slowing down tempo and intensity of non-musical (speech)and
musical elements to create acceptance and welcoming sound
33.05 Multi layer work
33.0.07 At MBR group work is on 2 levels at the same time: individual and group interaction

C.12 Multilayer Work at MBRs
14.02 Multilayer at MBR
14.0.03 Multilayer support of the client that re-entered from an exit seek: Eye contact and
supporting client ‘s musical ideas in the music (here by chord accompaniment)
14.0.07 Multilayer relationship Building a trusting relationship through sound-musical
elements combined with eye contact
18.01 MBR occurs when therapist /client interaction is a multilayer interaction
18.0.01 Music therapist can respond to PWD’s need for attention using multilevel actions
(pacing movement and speech while at the same time proposing to him to play
18.0.02 A multilevel Manifestation of being progressively closer to PWD using music is
CRUCIAL in ANXIETY REDUCTION (it has to do with the next 4 initial comments
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20.05 Multilayer
20.0.06 M Therapist’s two-layer work = ability to manage modifications and role at spatial
and at musical level
21.01 Multilayer Coherence
21.0.01 Coherence/congruence towards integration of different elements (calm rhythm,
soothing timbre, favourite instrument and song in creating a welcoming atmosphere working
on different musical parameters at the same time
21.0.04 Importance of congruence = Music / facial expression
22.02 Attunement on different musical parameters to promote slowing down the impro tempo
towards reduction
22.0.03 Musical multilevel work to reduce anxiety mood: Song lyrics, vocal timbre
modification (smoother) and slowed pulse tempo

C.13 Music Therapist’s Flexibility
02.01 Music Therapist’s Flexibility
02.0.11 -MTherapist multilayer work
02.0.05 -Importance of MTherapist flexibility when using Musical Resources (in this case
client’s favourite instrument)
02.0.12 - MTherapist flexibility in interaction needed (quick understanding of Instrumental
exchange rhythm)
04.02 Music therapist needs Flexibility
04.0.04 Music Therapists’ reporting styles varies from case to case (same Music Therapist
and of course from Music Therapist to Music Therapist
05.01 MTherapist flexibility needed
05.0.01 FLEXIBILITY and NO PROTOCOL – respect the client’s time to enter the session
07.03 MT skills in interpreting client's non-verbal "signs"
07.0.05 Music Therapist. Pays attention and is able to observe and interpret client's physical
signs
07.0.10 Music Therapist’s Flexibility: the music therapist is able to interpret client’s non-verbal
behaviours manifestation and the Music therapist can change strategy as soon as possible in
case of a problem
11.07 Music therapist is aware and can manage different type of Dementia Symptoms
11.0.11 Importance of Music Therapist being aware of relational/musical skills improve
dealing with BPSD
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07.05 Flexibility in changing and/or correcting the relational/interactional focus
07.0.11. Music therapist’s Flexibility - Understanding the need for changing the interactionfocus is a crucial step in reducing a client’s anxiety
07.0.12. Music therapist’s flexibility - He is able to quickly reduce the focus from the
individual to the group
08.02 Music Therapist’s Flexibility
08.0.03 To calm hyperactivity: introducing a very different sound atmosphere attuned to the
client’s mood
11.08 MT flexibility
11.0.08 Frontotemporal PWD client might show two different contrasting attitudes in the
music (here: collaborating and aggressive)
27.04 Music Therapist’s Flexibility in managing two different actions (let the client control the
process while maintaining sound stimuli)
27.0.04 Music Therapist lets the client control his involvement process without being
demanding and by positively responding to client’s ideas while maintaining a stimulating
setting
32.05 Role changes - Flexibility
32.0.12 Therapist flexibility = ability to connect the people in the music (attunement in the
beat tempo)
32.0.16 The music therapist is flexible in facilitate musical/relational ROLE TAKING and
ROLE CHANGING

C.14 Music Therapist Skills for MBRs
19.01 Music therapist skills to MBR
19.0.01 Better client conditions might allow new resource usage by MT: the importance of
music therapist recognizing client conditions allowing M Therapist to explore new musical
strategies/actions in reducing behaviours
19.0.03 Expand the number of musical instruments in the relationship
21.05 Music Therapist Awareness
21.0.08 At MBR music therapist’s awareness of her/his own “working” intuition is important
29.04 Music Therapist feedback
29.0.10 Client’s MBR and wellbeing affect music therapist’s mood
30.05 Awareness of therapist’s own feeling
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30.0.06 Awareness of Therapist’s own feelings and sensations in the ongoing work
contributes to MBR
31.05 Music Therapist’s awareness of her/his own feelings
31.0.06 Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) positively affects also
music therapist’s feelings, work, and self confidence

C.15 MT Process Design
28.01 Describing the process of creating a positive atmosphere and engagement
28.0.01 Creating a welcoming atmosphere in 3 steps
1.Soliloquy / hello song
2. Physical closeness
3. Giving and then each one using the same type of instrument
28.0.03 3 step client engagement: 1. invitation by giving 2. giving value to his musical ideas
(here a pulse) 3. making him the leader by following his pulse and sharing the instrument
31.06 Session process: Steps towards Anger MBR
31.0.07 Anger MBR in 3 steps:
1.Mirroring of the vocal aggressive sound
2. Introduction of changes
3. Creation of a positive clinical environment by Rhythmic grounding to support
client’s engagement in the group

C.16 One to Group relationship
03.06 Group Work
03.0.23 Therapist’s subtle reflections of client’s bodily and musically expressed music can
change mood.
02.06 Balancing Focus on individual vs. Group
02.0.10 Balanced musical consideration for each group member
02.0.11 Importance of maintaining a Balanced focus on each client (despite different
conditions). High Quality (tailored) Individual interaction may activate the group
05.02 Clinical Environment: “triangulation”
05.0.04 Individual musical interaction makes a third client curious and willing to participate
05.0.02 Working with a single client in the group triggers other clients’ participation
06.01 Music Therapist simultaneously attuned to clients both as individuals and in the group
dimension
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06.0.08 MTherapist moves from individual to group interaction by steps. Client responses
lead to the next step
06.0.03 Use of simple Percussion suitable for client
06.0.09 MTherapist sensitivity in using the group as a resource.
06.0.06 MTherapist group work: Building a supportive environment
19.06 One to Group
19.0.08 Unfinished fragments may be used in a “one to group” engagement process at MBR
20.04 One to many
20.0.05 Individual musical interaction makes other clients curious and willing to participate
28.02 One to group
28.0.02 Giving attention to one client without forgetting the group by using sound material
meaningful to all the group members

C.17 Physical Dimension - PWD Body Expression
02.03 Importance of reading PWD physical responses
02.0.16 Need to read PWD physical expressions – (here they work as trigger for more
involvement)
02.0.01 Need to read PWD physical expressions – also used to help musical connections.
02.0.08 Active choice of instrument and songs shows PWD activation versus apathy
expressed with physical movement
02.0.19 Client’s body movement reflect the degree of involvement in the group musical flow
02.0.15 MTherapist skill in steering the cause and effect sequence of music/interaction
events Vocal involvement shows PWD activation versus apathy
09.02. Physical Elements in Communications
09.0.03 No Client with Apathy symptoms shows physical signs of willingness before playing
09.0.11 Importance of Physical non-verbal gesture with PWD communication (here in
handing out the instrument)
11.05 Physical Dimension in Communication
11.0.05 Acceptance of Invitation in making music – Non-verbal sign of MBR
14.03 Physical Elements in communication with PWD
14.0.04 Eye contact and musical interaction Eye contact to communicate while playing:
following client’s song proposal
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14.0.06 MTherapist skill in interpreting non-verbal feedback Client’s no- verbal feedback of
MT proposal acceptance
16.01 Apathy Reduction importance of giving attention to PWD physical / signs
16.0.01 APATHY as a form of resistance.
16.0.04 NO APATHY – Client became an active pulse provider.
16.0.05 NO APATHY - CL. Shows signs of willingness before playing
16.0.06 MTherapist work is Introducing change to client’s possible rigidity in playing
21.02 Physical responses
21.0.02 M Therapist’s skills in reading negative physical response (increase in stereotypical
gesture) to an uncomfortable instrument
21.0.06 Music therapist’s skill in reading physical behaviour is crucial to developing further
steps in the musical relationship
21.0.07 Physical response is the Music Therapist’s feedback to confirm the instrument
change was important to creating trusting atmosphere
27.01 M therapist manages physical dimension in communication with PWD
27.0.01 Warm invitation to play physically expressed (by taking client’s hand)
29.03 Physical elements in communications
29.0.07 Music Therapist’s ability to manage the physical dimension to create a positive
interaction with the client at MBR
29.0.08 Eye contact combined with physical closeness in the musical relationship with PWD
29.0.09 Music Therapist’s ability to understand the need for one to one relationship

33.02 Forming the group
33.0.02 Rhythmic Grounding is a basis to form the group by improvising

C.18 Rhythmic Grounding / Interaction
03.03 Rhythmic grounding is a germinal musical structure which can generate and activate
many different group and individual resources
03.0.29 Compact rhythmic frame can lead to client’s melodic vocal initiative
03.0. 27. Introducing tempo change keeps PWD’s attention alive
03.0.18 A steady rhythmic beat is grounding and important (the music therapist is doing this
throughout in some way or another)
03.0.22 Importance of different levels of tempo, melody and harmony-and that they have
different functions
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24.01 Rhythmic-melodic grounding
24.0.02 Musical Form. Suitable to MBR needs. Suitable to MBR needs. In this case, simple
and repetitive gives the sense of safety and clinical environment/atmosphere
24.0.07 Rhythm Grounding: an invitation to participate.
26.02 Rhythmic grounding
26.0.02 Rhythmic grounding facilitates the individual to group relationships
34.04 Rhythmic grounding towards forming the group
34.04 The importance of Group Atmosphere: collaboration in the music by playing the rhythmic pulse
all together

C.19 Space and Time Dimension in PWD Interaction
07.02 Flexibility in managing multilayer interactions (space - sound)
07.0.03. Closeness - MT physical proximity to the client to invite the client in participation
07.0.04. Managing space and sound - MT is able to manage Physical and Instrumental
proximity.
Multilayer importance of managing spatial and sound relationships at the same time
07.04 Latency in PWD responses has to be taken into account in MT work with PWD
07.0.10 The importance of considering the PWD latency time in responses
11.02 Spatial management skills
11.0.02 Spatial instruments arrangement: semi-circular facilitates MBR for Exit seek
recovery
12.03 Physical dimension – spatial arrangement
12.0.07 Importance of spatial arrangements of the instrument
20.06 SPATIAL MANAGEMENT
20.0.07 Changing Spatial relationships may help MBR

28.03 M Therapist manages spatial dimension of the setting
28.0.04 The Music therapist’s ability to manage the physical spaces in the setting
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C.20 Sung Words
24.04 Non-verbal communication skills to enhance positive interaction mode (1, 9)
24.0.04 Sung words for communicating to PWD a crucial element
24.0.08 MBR based concurrently on Client Group involvement AND ONLY music ingredients
to keep him calm
25.02 Sung word and gesture toward a reduction of exit seeking attempts
25.0.02 Sung invitation, based on well-known song with accompanying gestures, decreases
exit-seek/wandering
33.06 Importance of sung words to communicate with PWD
34.0.04 Sung-spoken invitation May lead to MBR
34.02 Sung word
35.0.02 Importance of sung words to communicate with PWD
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APPENDIX D: Data analysis details for identification of MBR
syndrome descriptor pools

Chapter 6 explained that the pools of techniques and qualitative descriptors were
identified using prevalence analysis applied to the MBR descriptor data set. The subappendices of this section present the identification process of the pool of descriptors
for each syndrome, outlining the steps undertaken for the prevalence analysis and the
Auto-CM based analysis, and show the graphs used for pool identification. Each subappendix includes:
•

The bar chart used to identify the four Most Prevalent Descriptors (MPD)s of
each syndrome;

•

Bar charts conditional on both syndrome + each one of the MPDs identified in
the previous step. These bar charts were used to check concurrently prevalent
MPDs as this was defined as a condition for descriptors to be included in the
pool of descriptors;

•

An Auto-CM neural network map check, used to identify the concept of
‘variable closeness’ which represents the degree of association between
descriptors (see 5.2.4)

•

A Check Table is presented and updated after each of these steps. It shows
whether MPD meet the conditions for being included as pool components. These
conditions were defined in chapter five (5.2.4) as either 1) being concurrently
prevalent with three other MPDs; or 2) being concurrently prevalent with two
other MPDs and linked in close relationship to at least one other MPD based on
the Auto-CM Neural Network graph
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D.1 Aggression
The frequency bar chart of Aggression syndrome MBR descriptors (Figure D.1.1)
shows that the four MPDs were Calming, Pacing, Features of Clinical Environment,
and Rhythmic Grounding. Consequently, they were assigned to the first column of
Check Table D.1.1.
Figure D.1.1 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Aggression syndrome
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.1, reproduced here for convenience.

Table D.1.1 Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool
MBR descriptors
(D) identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Calming
MPD 2
Pacing
MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

------------
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D.1.2 Aggression first check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.1
(Calming)
The bar chart in Figure D.1.2 shows that the descriptors (D)s Pacing, Features of
Clinical Environment and Rhythmic Grounding were found to be concurrently prevalent
with Calming. Figure D.1.2 is followed by the updated Table D.1.1
Figure D.1.2 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Aggression syndrome and MPD
Calming

Table D1.1 Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool
First check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Calming

----

MPD 2
Pacing

YES

MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

YES

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

-------

YES

----
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D.1.3 Aggression second check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.2
(Pacing)
The bar chart in Figure D.1.3 shows that the descriptors Calming, Features of Clinical
Environment and Rhythmic Grounding were found to be concurrently prevalent with
Pacing. Figure D.1.3 is followed by the updated Table D.1.1
Figure D.1.3 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Aggression syndrome and MPD
Pacing

Table D.1.1. Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool –
Second check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Calming

----

YES

MPD 2
Pacing

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

-------
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D.1.4 Aggression third Check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.3
(Features of Clinical Environment)
The bar chart in Figure D.1.4 shows that the descriptors Calming, Pacing and Rhythmic
Grounding were found to be concurrently prevalent with Features of Clinical
Environment. Figure D.1.4 is followed by the updated Table D.1.1
Figure D.1.4 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Aggression syndrome and MPD
Features of Clinical Environment

Table D.1.1. Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool –
Third check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Calming

----

YES

YES

MPD 2
Pacing

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding
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----
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D.1.5 Aggression fourth check – MPDs concurrently present with MPD.4
(Rhythmic Grounding)
The bar chart in Figure D.1.5 shows that the descriptors Calming, Pacing and Features
of Clinical Environment were found to be concurrently prevalent with Rhythmic
Grounding. Figure D.1.5 is followed by the updated Table D.1.1
Figure D.1.5 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Aggression syndrome and MPD
Rhythmic Grounding

Table D.1.1. Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool – Fourth
check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Calming

----

YES

YES

YES

MPD 2
Pacing

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding
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D.1.6 Aggression fifth check based on Auto-CM graph
The Auto-CM graph (Figure D.1.6) further shows that Calming, Features of Clinical
Environment and Rhythmic Grounding and Pacing are close to each other (less than
four nodes from each other). This result provides the last step to update the check table
D.1.1. All MPDs meet condition (b) and are confirmed as pool components.
Figure D.1.6 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Aggression MBR descriptors
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.2, reproduced here for convenience.

Table D.1.1 Check table of conditions for Aggression MPDs to be inserted in the Aggression pool .– Fifth
check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

MPD 1
Calming

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

MPD 2
Pacing

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

MPD 3
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding
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D.2 Depression
The frequency bar chart of Depression syndrome MBR descriptors (Figure D.2.2)
shows that the four MPDs were Rhythmic Grounding, Introducing Change, Music
Therapist’s Flexibility, and Features of Clinical Environment. Consequently, they were
assigned to the first column of Check Table D.2.1.
Figure D.2.2 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Depression syndrome
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.3, reproduced here for convenience

Table D.2.1 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
Introducing
Change
MPD 3
Music Therapist
Flexibility
MPD 4
F.of Clinical
Environment

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-1 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

-------------
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D.2.2 Depression first check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.1
(Rhythmic Grounding)
The descriptors Features of Clinical Environment, Music Therapist’s Flexibility and
Introducing Change were found to be concurrently prevalent with Rhythmic Grounding.
Figure D.2.2 is followed by the updated Table D.2.1.
Figure D.2.2 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Depression syndrome and MPD
Rhythmic Grounding

Table D.2.1 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool – First
check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Music Therapist
Flexibility
MPD 4
Introducing
Change

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-1 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

--YES
YES

------

YES

----
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D.2.3 Depression second check - MPDs concurrently prevalent with MPD.2
(Features of Clinical Environment)
The descriptors Rhythmic Grounding, Music Therapist’s Flexibility, and Introducing
Change were found to be concurrently prevalent with Features of Clinical Environment.
Figure D.2.3 is followed by the updated Table D.2.1.
Figure D.2.3 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Depression syndrome and MPD
Features of Clinical Environment

Table D.2.1 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool –
Second check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Music Therapist
Flexibility
MPD 4
Introducing
Change

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

---

YES

YES

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

-------
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D.2.4 Depression third check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.3 (Music
Therapist’s Flexibility)
The descriptors Rhythmic Grounding, Features of Clinical Environment and Introducing
Change were found to be concurrently prevalent with Music Therapist’s Flexibility.
Figure D.2.4 is followed by the updated Table D.2.1.
Figure D.2.4 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Depression syndrome and MPD
Music Therapist’s Flexibility

Table D.2.1 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool – Third
check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Music Therapist
Flexibility
MPD 4
Introducing
Change

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

---

YES

YES

YES

---

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES
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D.2.5 Depression fourth check – MPDs concurrently present with MPD.4
(Introducing Change)
Descriptors Rhythmic Grounding, Features of Clinical Environment and Music
Therapist’s Flexibility were found to be concurrently prevalent with Introducing Change.
Figure D.2.5 is followed by the updated Table D.2.1.
Figure D.2.5 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Depression syndrome and MPD
Introducing Change

Table D.2.1 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool – Fourth
check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Music Therapist
Flexibility
MPD 4
Introducing
Change

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

---

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

----
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D.2.6 Depression fifth check based on Auto-CM graph
The Auto-CM graph (Figure D.2.6) shows that Rhythmic Grounding, Introducing
Change, Music Therapist’s Flexibility, and Features of Clinical Environment are
adjacent. This result provides the last step to update the check table D.2.1. All MPDs
meet condition (b) and are confirmed as pool components.
Figure D.2.6 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Depression MBR descriptors
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.4, reproduced here for convenience.

Table D.2.1 Check table of conditions for Depression MPDs to be inserted in the Depression pool – Fifth
check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Music Therapist
Flexibility
MPD 4
Introducing
Change

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
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Can D be
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----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
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D.3 Apathy
The frequency bar chart of Apathy syndrome MBR descriptors (Figure D.3.1) shows
that the four MPDs were Rhythmic Grounding, Features of Clinical Environment,
Group Creation and Group As a Resource. Consequently, they were assigned to the first
column of Check Table D.3.1.
Figure D.3.1 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Apathy syndrome
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.5, reproduced here for convenience.

Table D.3.1 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

----------

MPD 4
Group As a
Resource

----
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D.3.2 Apathy first check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.1 (Rhythmic
Grounding)
The descriptors Features of Clinical Environment, Group Creation and Group As a
Resource were found to be concurrently prevalent with Rhythmic Grounding. Figure
D.3.2 is followed by the updated Table D.3.1
Figure D.3.2 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Apathy syndrome and MPD
Rhythmic Grounding

Table D.3.1 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool – First check
update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation
MPD 4
Group as a
Resource

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

---YES
YES

-------

YES

----
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D.3.3 Apathy second check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.2 (Features
of Clinical Environment)
The descriptors Rhythmic Grounding, Group Creation, and Group As a Resource were
found to be concurrently prevalent with Features of Clinical Environment. Figure D.3.3
is followed by the updated Table D.3.1
Figure D.3.3 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Apathy syndrome and MPD
Features of Clinical Environment

Table D.3.1 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool – Second checkupdate
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation

----

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

MPD 4
Group As a
Resource

YES

YES

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

----

----
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D.3.4 Apathy third check – MPDs concurrently present with MPD.3 (Group
Creation)
The descriptors Rhythmic Grounding, Features of Clinical Environment and Group As a
Resource were found to be concurrently prevalent with Group Creation. Figure D.3.4 is
followed by the updated Table D.3.1
Figure D.3.4 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Apathy syndrome and MPD Group
Creation

Table D.3.1 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool – Third checkupdate
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation
MPD 4- Group
As a Resource

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

----

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES
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D.3.5 Apathy fourth check – MPDs concurrently present with MPD.4 (Group As a
Resource)
The descriptors Rhythmic Grounding, Features of Clinical Environment and Group
Creation were found to be concurrently prevalent with Group As a Resource. Figure
D.3.5 is followed by the updated Table D.3.1
Figure D.3.5 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Apathy syndrome and MPD Group
As a Resource

Table D.3.1 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool – Fourth checkupdate
MBR descriptors
(D) identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation
MPD 4
Group As a
Resource

Is D still MPD in
Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-1 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD in
Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD in
Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD in
Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

-----
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Is D
associated
with the
other
MPDs in
Auto-CM
graph?

Can D be
identified as
a pool
component?

D.3.6 Apathy fifth check based on Auto-CM graph
The Auto-CM graph (Figure D.3.6) shows that Features of Clinical Environment,
Group As a Resource, Rhythmic Grounding are in adjacent locations and Group
Creation node is just one node away from them. This result provides the last step to
update the check table D.3.1. All MPDs meet condition (b) and are confirmed as pool
components.
Figure D.3.6 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Apathy MBR descriptors
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.6, reproduced here for convenience.
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Table D.3.1 Check table of conditions for Apathy MPDs to be inserted in the Apathy pool – Fifth checkupdate
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Rhythmic
Grounding
MPD 2
F. of Clinical
Environment
MPD 3
Group Creation
MPD 4
Group As a
Resource

Is D still
MPD in
Frq-MBR-D
conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in
Auto-CM
graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES
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D.4 Hyperactivity
The frequency bar chart of Hyperactivity syndrome MBR descriptors (Figure D.4.1)
shows that the four MPDs were Giving, Client Validation, Rhythmic Grounding and
Making Spaces. Consequently, they were assigned to the first column of Check Table
D.4.1
Figure D.4.1 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Hyperactivity syndrome
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.7, reproduced here for convenience.
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Table D.4.1 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

MPD 1
Client Validation
MPD 2
Giving
MPD 3
Making spaces

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

----------

MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

----
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Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

D.4.2 Hyperactivity first check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.1 (Client
Validation)
The descriptors Making Spaces, Giving and Rhythmic Grounding were found to be
concurrently prevalent with Client Validation. Figure D.3.2 is followed by the updated
Table D.3.1
Figure D.4.2 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Hyperactivity syndrome and MPD
Client Validation

.
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Table D.4.1 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool –
First check update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Client Validation

----

MPD 2
Giving

YES

MPD 3
Making spaces

YES

MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

-------

YES

----
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Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

D.4.3 Hyperactivity second check – MPDs concurrently present during MPD.2
(Giving)
Descriptors Client Validation and Rhythmic Grounding were found to be concurrently
prevalent with Giving. However, at this check Making Spaces (MPD.3) was not found to
be a concurrently prevalent MPD. Figure D.4.3 is followed by the updated Table D.4.1
Figure D.4.3 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Hyperactivity syndrome and MPD
Giving

Table D.4.1 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool –
Second check update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still
MPD in
Frq-MBR-D
conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Client Validation

----

YES

MPD 2
Giving

YES

----

MPD 3
Making Spaces

YES

NO

YES

YES

MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?
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Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in
Auto-CM
graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

D.4.4 Hyperactivity third check – MPDs concurrently present with MPD.3
(Making Spaces)
The descriptors Client Validation and Rhythmic Grounding were found to be concurrently
prevalent with Making Spaces. However, at this check Giving (MPD.2) is not confirmed
as a concurrently prevalent MPD. Figure D.4.4 is followed by the updated Table D.4.1
Figure D.4.4 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Hyperactivity syndrome and MPD
Making Spaces

Table D.4.1 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool –
Third check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Client Validation

----

YES

YES

MPD 2
Giving

YES

----

NO

MPD 3
Making spaces

YES

NO

----

YES

YES

YES

MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding
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Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

D.4.5 Hyperactivity fourth check – MPDs concurrently present with MPD.4
(Rhythmic Grounding)
The descriptors Client Validation, Giving and Making Spaces were found to be
concurrently prevalent with Rhythmic Grounding. D.4.5 is followed by the updated Table
D.4.1
Figure D.4.5 Frequency bar chart of MBR descriptors conditional on Hyperactivity syndrome and MPD
Rhythmic Grounding

Table D.4.1 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool –
Fourth check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

MPD 1
Client Validation

----

YES

YES

YES

MPD 2
Giving

YES

----

NO

YES

MPD 3
Making spaces

YES

NO

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding
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Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

Based on the concurrently prevalent checks, Making Spaces and Giving do not meet the
first condition to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool.
D.4.6 Hyperactivity fifth check based on Auto-CM graph
The Auto-CM graph (Figure D.4.6) shows that the Hyperactivity Descriptor Making
Spaces is a central hub and is linked to all the other MPD nodes (less than three nodes
distant). Therefore, Making Spaces meets the second condition to be included in the
hyperactivity pool.
The Auto-CM graph shows that Giving is adjacent to the Client Validation node and also
close to the Making Spaces node. Therefore, Giving meets the second condition to be
included in the hyperactivity pool as Giving is concurrently prevalent with two other
MPDs and is closely linked to at least one other MPD based on the Auto-CM Neural
Network graph. This result provides the last step to update the check table D.4.1.
For this Syndrome the Auto-CM graph played a crucial role in the pool components
identification.
Figure D.4.6 Auto-CM graph displaying association of Hyperactivity MBR descriptors
This Figure was presented in chapter six as Figure 6.8, reproduced here for convenience.
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Table D.4.1 Check table of conditions for Hyperactivity MPDs to be inserted in the Hyperactivity pool –
Fifth check-update
MBR descriptors (D)
identified as an
MPD in Frequency
of MBR Descriptors
(Frq-MBR-D)
conditional on
Syndrome

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBRD conditional
on MPD-1
and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-2 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-3 and
Syndrome?

Is D still MPD
in Frq-MBR-D
conditional on
MPD-4 and
Syndrome?

Is D
associated
with the other
MPDs in AutoCM graph?

Can D be
identified as a
pool
component?

MPD 1
Client Validation

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

MPD 2
Giving

YES

----

NO

YES

YES

YES

MPD 3
Making Space

YES

NO

----

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

----

YES

YES

MPD 4
Rhythmic
Grounding
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APPENDIX E: Translated transcript of video example 1

This appendix contains the dialogue related to video example 1 dialogues.
The number in brackets is the time in the video.
(00:53) MTherapist: “Good [bravo], very good [bravissimo]”
(01:20) MTherapist calls to client X and asks him, “Did you hear how good client Z was
on the drum? (..) He was playing well.”
She tries to stimulate client X and client Z by beating on their instruments with her
sticks. She says “bravo “to each of them.
(01:49) Mtherapist: “Ok … is client U here? …ah ok here is he is… Are you tired client
U?”
Client U: “No” (also with hand gesture)
(02:59) Mtherapist in sung words: “uh client Z client Z client Z” …
(03:02) MTherapist: “Client X, good morning!”; Client X: “Good morning.”
(03:05) Mtherapist: “Are we going to play maracas?”; Client X “Yes.”
MTherapist: “Ok you can play it!” then she makes maracas sounds
(03:10) MTherapist in sung words: “You can play and lean against the back of the
chair.”
MTherapist: “We might get realaxxxxed ….xed”
(03:10) MTherapist sings: “uh client X client X…”;
Music therapist is continuing to provide stimuli by playing to all clients.
(03:26) MTherapist (after a glissando): “You see, you see, we might test
something …Client X”
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(03:34) MTherapist: “We might play the xylophone”; Client X’s answer is not clear.
(03:34) MTherapist mirrors his quasi speech and then says “Can you get close… just a
little bit” – she then asks for assistant’s help and then she comments on what she’s
doing with client X.
(03:51) MTherapist: “So, you come here close and “…04:33 MTherapist “Come on,
come on, get closer and let’s see what happens, let’s see what happens”; (she leads his
arm with the stick towards the xylophone):
(04:12) (after client Z’s drumming) MTherapist: “Bravo client Z!... bravo”
Then the music therapist plays a rhythmic pattern using clients’ instruments …
(04:31) Client X “dooo, do, do do, do “; then music therapist transforms Client X’s
vocal intervention into a vocal rhythmic phrasing, using the same pulse.
(04: 41) MTherapist (offering him the toy shaker she was playing): “Please take this and
give me back the stick”
(04:55) MTherapist (in sung words, mirroring a vocal sound of client Z): “…
I …hmmm”
Music therapist plays xylophone on Client X’s drumming.
(05:14) Assistant and MTherapist say to client X “Bless you” after a sneeze:
(05:49) MTherapist (to client Z): “You can also play this one.. as if it were a drum”
(06:16) MTherapist (to client in very low voice): “client X…the maracas ..what does X
play? …the ma-ra-?? … the maracas -s-s-s- shhh… we play piano or better
pianissimo”
Client X mirrors some of MTherapist words
(06:30) MTherapist: “Client U good morning! Have you rested?”. Client U: “No no.”
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(06:32) Mtherapist: “Aaah you were tired … let’s play with just one stick. I’ll take only
one stick as well. …it’s easier with just one stick.”
(06:50) Client U: “This one?”; MTherapist: “Yes” then the music therapist plays an
articulated pattern based on a portion of a diatonic scale within a fourth on the
xylophone.
Client U plays with the music therapist:
(07:25) MTherapis: “Bravissimo client U! You see …”;
Music therapist then plays the conga … then she asks client X to sit and lean on his
back.
(07:56) MTherapist (watching client U) “..ah ok we’ll play together.”
(08:12) Client Z introduces a short conga phrase
(08:12) MTherapist says “he is providing percussion accompaniment. As if it were an
Orchestra. In an Orchestra there is percussion, Piano, xylophones … Like we were an
orchestra, we play xylophones and he can provide percussion sounds…”
(08:23) MTherapist: ”Ready, steady go …”
(08:34) MTherapist to client X: “come on, play percussion for us …”
Client then continues playing for all of epoch 4.
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APPENDIX F: Moment of BPSD reduction number 01 to
number 34 – Music therapist interview IPA analysis forms

This appendix contains all the IPA forms for each MBR and the corresponding list of
super-ordinate themes which emerged from grouping the emergent themes. Emergent
Themes and Super-ordinate themes are coded as indicated in (4.1.14).
The central column of the form contains the English translation of the original Italian
transcript of music therapist interviews, as explained in chapter four (4.1.12). Therefore,
the style is very colloquial and may not always be grammatically correct. Interviewer’s
question or dialogue is in italics. In this column, the square-bracketed text indicates
uncertain transcription due to garbled fragment in audio recording.
In the forms, the words “music therapist” are often abbreviated as MTherapist and the
word “client” as CL. Therefore, these abbreviations are found in the resulting Emergent
Themes.
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F.1

IPA of MBR 01

IPA of MBR 01 client B 12-09-16
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

01.0.01
Clinical MT history
Opposite behaviour
but same problem

Introduction
Client B - OERS General Alertness scoring
increases from 3 (epoch 3) to 5 (epoch 4)
Clinical notes
The overall music therapy goal for B
In MT session I try to find a balance
between two poles: the first one is an apathy
behaviour often associated with some
provocative attitudes (responses). The
second one is a very hyperactive, often
aggressive, behaviour. In this second
behaviour B often invades others’ physical
space (B touches or wants to move other
people) and also “sound space” (B becomes
very loud while playing)

In this first interview the Music Therapist was asked to report not only about important
clinical elements of this single session but also about overall music therapy goals for F
Aggressive behaviour is also performed by B using sound intensity. (D)

It seems that the therapist wants to emphasize the bipolar aspect of the client's
behaviour (apathy vs hyperactive/aggressive). Two different opposing attitudes that
may be different aspects of the same problem, two faces of the same coin:
Frontotemporal dementia – provocative attitude (B).

In this session
She was apathetic but after a while she
became active and involved in the music.
She seemed to need all my attention and

Perhaps the two different behaviours originate from the same problem. If it is possible
to identify it, then MT can be used to address it.
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when I started considering also other clients
in the group, F’s apathy rose up again.
Anyway, this session might be a step
toward more stable F involvement

Physical aggression problems
Aggressive behaviour is also performed by B using sound intensity.
The reduction of sound improvisation intensity reduces aggressive behaviour expressed
by client using musical instruments. Can these moments can be an experience that
facilitates the reduction of aggression in general?

01.0.02
Balancing group vs
individual
relationships

The tools scoring and the video show that
this reduction occurred at about 14:50 [in
this transcription the time refers to the room
clock seen in the video] when the Music
Therapist offered her a toy shaker and asked
her to count the previous beat and then at
15:54 when she touched her nose and
became more active

The music therapist highlights B becoming active but at the same time her need for
attention. Perhaps in the data collection, the ABMI “attention seek” item should be
considered more in depth?
Is the cost of group interaction creation the likely loss of the individual relational one?
The Reduction consisted in reducing apathy

01.0.03
Funny and Joyful;
making music
together triggers
involvement

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?

01.0.04
Guitar arpeggio –
harmony - is the
group’s glue
01.0.05
Rhythmic & Tonal
centering >group
roles?

She started playing a toy shaker which
looked like a banana (funny to her). I played
an upbeat arpeggio (guitar) on her regular
beat, Client D was playing the central tones
of a Glockenspiel. D was playing
descendent melodic fragments.

The importance of having fun while improvising. Joyful elements in the music
(instrument in this case) reactivate client’s interest. The proposal of a funny instrument
seems to make her respond to the Music Therapist’s invitation.
Musical elements that give a sense of group to members playing together.
Music Therapist arpeggios keep the group together

Importance of group interactions to keep client B involved in playing simultaneously giving value to each different sound element that each client is bringing
to the improvisation. It seems that every group member had his role. B pulse provider, D
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melody provider, MT Harmony provider, client I the listener. Importance of having a
clear musical role

01.0.06
Clear musical role in
the group – symptom
reduction
01.0.07
Transforming
aggressive attitude in
“making fun of
attitude” in the joyful
music environment

I described what B was doing by singing.
This happened in some client D playing
pauses and client B improvised some
melodies in southern-Italy traditional
melodies style.

The improvised soliloquy song creates a funny environment. Client B response consists
of introducing the “funny to her” southern-Italy atmosphere
We are in Bolzano, the city furthest to the north in Italy. We are pretty much in Austria.
Before the First World War, it was in Austria and people still speak German so it seems a
peculiar thing that she sings melodies from southern Italy at this point. Maybe she does
it to ridicule the other clients? Or perhaps she recognizes the more passionate character
and life of southern melodies?

01.0.08
Soliloquy song brings
fun

01.0.09
Group improvisation
stimulates polar
behavioural change

Client B becomes active during the improvisation.
B became more active during the
Music therapist is fully aware of this process.
improvisation. When she became
“completely active” she verbally attacked
client I who seemed to be very helpless.
Then B relaxes a little bit on the chair. By
the end of the session she became active for
a while
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How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
01.0.10
Acceptance of CL
musical proposals
facilitate a further
musical interaction in
the group

When activated, B listens to others and her
proposals seem to be a stimulus for the
group
Here we are at a point where there is a quick movement from the active and
At the time when the group does not meet
aggressive pole to the relaxed and apathetic pole.
her sound stimuli, she withdraws or offends
client D: "you're stupid"
B listening to others and proposing something seems to be a new thing in the

session. The Music Therapist describes this point as something that is changing as
the sessions progress.
The Music Therapist created an atmosphere to exit apathy. Then the sense of being
accepted in his musical proposals appears to have made client C more willing to
socially interact in the music.? Becoming aggressive can be stimulated by other
group members’ behaviour. This is a point that perhaps has to be considered in the
research on group work (GMT)

01.0.11
Group member may
trigger behaviours

01.0.12
singing words vs
speaking words to
communicate with a

The therapist seems to know what the maximum activation of B is. Maybe it can be
investigated whether this is indeed her limit
Clinical Improvisation makes client B move from the apathy pole to the very active pole.
Perhaps it is possible to remain in the middle? what could be the musical relationship
element? Develop more group interaction?

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
I had the need to improvise a song about
what B was doing. I also asked B, through
singing, not to attack a weaker member of
the group

The therapist is aware of needing a musical resource. Singing is the most intuitive
and primary.
The singing voice is a resource to give directions (not physically attack other clients)
and facilitate verbal communication (music therapist – Client B)

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Rhythmic grounding, Reflecting,
Soliloquies, Extending
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
01.02 Joyful MT environment
01.0.03 Funny and Joyful; making music together triggers involvement
01.0.07 Transforming aggressive attitude in “making fun of attitude” in the joyful music environment
01.0.08 Soliloquy song brings fun
01.0.12 Singing words vs speaking words to communicate with PWD

01.03 Forming the group
01.0.04 Guitar arpeggio – harmony - is the group glue
01.0.10 Acceptance of Client musical proposals facilitate further musical interaction in the group
01.0.05 Rhythmic & Tonal centring >group roles?

01.04 Group MT and behavioural issues
01.0.06 Clear musical role in the group – symptom reduction
01.0.11 Group member may trigger behaviours
01.0.02 Balancing group vs individual relationships

01.05 Improvising in Group
01.0.09 Group improvisation stimulates bipolar behavioural change
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F.2

IPA of MBR 02

IPA of MBR 2 client F 19-09-2016
Emergent Themes Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments
Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client F - OERS item sadness reduced
from 4 (epoch 2) to zero (epoch 3)
Clinical notes
Overall MT objectives /goals:
Make him able to remain in the MT
setting.
Reduce apathy.

02.0.01
Need to read PWD
physical expressions

Perhaps this is a very phenomenological approach (In fact I am trying to describe the
same phenomenon using different lenses or points of view). When the Music
Therapist and the Researcher Video Analyse the video-fragment maybe the analysis
could be done using other approaches (i.e. NR indexing or something like this ...?)

Music Therapy goal: reduce apathy, increase attention (keep him focussed on
something) and ...
The staff caregivers report that the states of PWD may physically manifest other, different problems (environment / relationship).
physical discomfort that he often manifests Reducing agitation manifested by reducing physical discomfort?

might not be real.

02.0.02
Staff involvement:
resource or problem
02.0.20
MT Environment to
explore new treatment
possibilities
02.0.03

High density of information in this Music Therapist ’s clinical notes.

We would like to explore if these events
are reduced during the MT session.

Is staff information useful or may it influence or condition the Music Therapist ’s work?

Music Therapy clinical environment used as a clinical environment to explore (or test
“new treatment possibilities” or (new care possibilities) for the clients...

MT Group aim = creating relationships by sharing “musical memories”. This could be
Create some musical interactive
relationships with other group members by an element that enhances Group members’ motivation to take part in music making.
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MT Group is a “sharing
environment”

increasing the motivation to play together
in “musical memories”.

02.0.04
Sharing Musical
memories creates links
and motivation
02.0.05
Importance of Music
therapist’s flexibility
when using Musical
Resources (in this case
client’s favourite
instrument)
02.0.06
Favourite Instrument
connects the client to
other people or other
instruments

About this session
F was a harmonica player when he was in
the army during the war. This instrument
is very important to him and I’ve used it to
involve F in the music therapy sessions.

Group members share musical elements with the group. The group works as a
“sharing environment” which can produce/encourage a sense of solidarity among
Group members.

Importance of “favourite instruments” to involve clients in the sessions.
Some clients have had a musical education before becoming a PWD. Music Therapist
has to be very careful in using that instrument. Sometimes it can facilitate a positive
experience for the client but sometimes it may create/induce frustration (they are not
able to play it any more): sensitivity and attunement to the client’s relationship with
the so called “favourite instrument”

Music Therapist is sensitive to the possibility of using the FAVOURITE INSTRUMENT as
In this session F's attention lasted longer
a BRIDGE TOWARDS OTHER INSTRUMENTS. Sometimes also the opposite may work
and was directed towards other musical
instruments and not only towards the usual
New elements [surprise] of today’s session
harmonica.

a) the client is able to extend his attention to other instruments and also to the
use of the voice = a suitable clinical environment which leads to the client using his
voice and in
b) the client becoming more ACTIVE when asking for the Song Fiorin Fiorello. He
manifested intentionality (see next transcription paragraph)
c) client’s spontaneous upwelling of “musical memories

02.0.07
Vocal involvement
shows PWD activation
versus apathy
02.0.08
Active choice of
instrument and songs
shows PWD activation
versus apathy
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02.0.09
Need to read PWD
physical expressions –
also used to help
musical connections.

One important new element (active choice
vs. apathy) He asked me to perform a
specific song called Fiorin Fiorello which
he started to sing along with using his
voice instead of asking for the harmonica
He tapped his feet and moved his hands.
His physical body movement connected
him with the group-environment

PWD Physical movement is a way to connect himself to the music and also to other
group members.

Can you give a description of the
musical elements that were important
for the reduction to happen?

02.0.10
Balanced musical
consideration for each
group member

02.0.11
Importance of
maintaining a Balanced
focus on each client
(despite different
conditions)

Music Therapist perhaps was slow in becoming attuned towards client’s music, playing
an arpeggio in a different key from client’s key and with a different rhythm. The
client’s verbal comment (I am not able any more...) might be caused by Music
Therapist unmatching attitude: Clinical environment: the importance of playful
environment …
At minute 3 F sings a song in ¾ time and E The Music Therapist ’s work consists of sharing the efforts of involving two group
members who became active in playing or singing. The third client is very cognitively
becomes involved using a conga in time
impaired AND CAN ONLY PARTICIPATE WITH EYE CONTACT AND PRODUCING SOME
with MT. At minute 5 F stops and says: I
VOCAL SOUNDS.
can't do it. At minute 6 F starts talking

about a singer and a drum. At minute 7 MT
A good working clinical environment is based on tailored client musical activation. In
and client E start formulating a tempo,
this case based on sharing rhythm and singing with each client
where E uses the conga with two hands
imitating MT who has a djembe, then E, F
and MT create a rhythm with variations in
¾ sounding like a tarantella or pizzica.
Client F keeps time and creates variations. Every client in turn proposes different musical elements. The Music Therapist plays to
enhance the musical value of each element by imitating, doubling, or accompanying
what the clients are proposing. This triggers the other group members’ participation
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High Quality (tailored)
Individual interaction
may activate the group
Music Therapist
multilayer work

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
02.0.12
Music Therapist
flexibility in interaction
needed (quick
understanding of the
rhythm of Instrumental
exchange)
02.0.13
Group Dynamics not
always a resource…

02.0.14
Need to read PWD
physical expressions –
(here they work as a
trigger for more
involvement)
02.0.15
Music Therapist skill in
steering (conducting) the
cause and effect

While client F plays his harmonica, he
declares that he isn't good at finding the
right rhythm of the song. Mt tries
proposing variations on F's rhythm while
supporting the rhythm created by F. [ it
means he is playing in it with one hand and
uses the other hand to create variations] As
he does so client E becomes involved.
F tried several times before declaring he
isn't able. It should be noted that his tries
were also interfered with by the confused
words spoken by client D to me and him
on 3 occasions.
At minute 7 Music Therapist exchanges his
guitar for a djembe and tries to create a
tempo. Client F starts keeping time with
his right hand and when Music Therapist
creates variations by beating more strongly
on his instrument on the upbeat, Client F
starts moving his whole body and creating
rhythmic variations with his hand

Interview style: Music Therapist uses the third person. Music Therapist would like to
be very objective
A good clinical environment. MT is involved in a musical support of a client while at
the same time trying to stimulate continuing participation and showing new
possibilities for developing the musical material, he is producing

Sometimes other GRP members’ behaviour can limit others participating. How is the
Music Therapist managing this? Is this note a way to justify the refusing attitude of
client F?

The Music Therapist ’s flexibility in reacting to what the clients are bringing to the
music moment by moment. It’s a real sound interaction based on a sequence of
rhythmic and body movement events, musical instrument exchange. In the sequence
each event arose as an effect of something which happened seconds before and at the
same time is the cause of what happens next.
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sequence of
music/interaction events
02.0.16
CL physically manifests
involvementBody movement triggers
playing

Client F increasingly involved his body proportionally to the musical involvement.
The involvement of his body with the
Also,
these two dimensions of client F’s involvement are at the same time cause and
provided rhythm is accentuated when at
effect
in the improvisation
minute 8 MT proposes a cymbal and Client
F exchanges it for his harmonica while
succeeding in staying with the sound of the
group.

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?

02.0.17
Clinical environment
I feel it was useful to be able to support
ingredients: Music
client F using the rhythm he initially
Therapist. Flexibility and
proposed; actually the ¾ time that he
Self-Confidence
02.0.18
“Efficient” Clinical
Environment – Music
Therapist sensitive
toward Client proposed
element.
02.0.20
Rhythmic Grounding on
the rhythm brought by
client
02.0.19
CL. body movement
reflects the degree of
involvement in the group
musical flow

Music Therapist gratification in feeling himself able to find “useful” music for the
client
Perhaps this Music Therapist ’s sense of Self-confidence is crucial to create a
stimulating clinical environment.

proposed using his harmonica was
The importance of accepting client’s music creates a safe clinical environment
maintained right from the start and even if
an attempt was made to create a pulse that The importance of creating a Rhythmic grounding based on client’s first input to keep
supported the relationship, the variations
the environment stimulating for all the group members to participate
were in ¾ time: a strong beat and two weak
ones
Another aspect which involved client F
was the instrument change proposed so as
to give voice to the body movement that
client F had shown, staying with the
rhythm and timing that I and client E were
proposing.

Instrument change to support Client’s attention and willingness to participate in the
improvisation

Inserting client
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What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Rhythmic Grounding, Repeating,
Introducing Change
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
02.01 Music Therapist’s Flexibility
02.0.11 -MTherapist multilayer work
02.0.05 -Importance of MTherapist flexibility when using Musical Resources (in this case client’s favourite instrument)
02.0.12 - MTherapist flexibility in interaction needed (quick understanding of Instrumental exchange rhythm)

02.02 M Therapist’s skill in managing Client Favourite Instruments
02.0.05 Importance of Music Therapist’s flexibility when using Musical Resources (in this case client’s favourite instrument)

02.03 Importance of reading PWD physical responses
02.0.16 Need to read PWD physical expressions – (here they work as trigger for more involvement)
02.0.01 Need to read PWD physical expressions – also used to help musical connections.
02.0.08 Active choice of instrument and songs shows PWD activation versus apathy expressed with physical movement
02.0.19 Client’s body movement reflects the degree of involvement in the group musical flow
02.0.15 MTherapist skill in steering the cause and effect sequence of music/interaction events Vocal involvement shows PWD activation versus apathy

02.04 Client (Active choice vs. Apathy)
02.0.08 Active choice of instrument and songs shows PWD activation versus apathy expressed with physical movement

02.05 Good working clinical environment when it is a “sharing environment”
02.0.03 M Therapy clinical environment works when: a) MT Group is a “sharing environment”
02.0.04 b) Sharing Musical memories creates links and motivation

02.06 Balancing Focus on individual vs. Group
02.0.10 Balanced musical consideration for each group member
02.0.11 Importance of maintaining a Balanced focus on each client (despite different conditions). High Quality (tailored) Individual interaction may
activate the group

02.07 Managing different clients’ input
02.0.18 “Efficient” Clinical Environment – MTherapist sensitive toward Client proposed element.

02.08 Music therapy setting as an explorative clinical environment.
02.0.20 MT Environment to explore new treatment possibilities
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F.3

IPA of MBR 03

IPA of MBR 03, client F, 26-09-16
Emergent
themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

This interview contains 30 Emergent themes.
Introduction
CLIENT F SESSION 26-09-2016 epochs 3- It’s the highest number of emergent themes in an IPA of this study.
4 ABMI item 14 exit seeking reduced to
zero and OERS anxiety item reduced (from
5 to 2)

03.0.01
Music Therapist skill to
be sensitive to physical
expressions of PWD’s
inner-outer conditions

Clinical notes (written by the MT)
In this session client F's behaviour was
characterized by an alternation of moments
of motor / sound participation and moments
of anxiety and physical discomfort. His
verbal expressions regarded the session
03.0.02
Anxiety and frustration, setting. He showed internal conflict as he
says he has pleasure in music but feels
restlessness, and the
unable to play.
music therapist works

Client F is an example of a PWD manifesting the things physically Anxiety – exiting or
restless needs VERSUS positive attitude expressed by moving the legs as if he were
dancing.

In these clinical notes the MT underlines some important features of client F:
1. the alternation between moments of anxiety /physical discomfort and
moments of physical and sound participation. Motor/sound participation
2. internal conflict between the pleasure of playing music and the feeling of
not being able to do it anymore

with this, bringing him
back into the room-the
importance of physical
contact for reassurance
03.0.03
FAVOURITE
INSTRUMENT:

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
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Resource or
Challenge?

I showed him a harmonica (his favourite
musical instrument) but I played it and he
remained in the listener position.

03.0.04
Music Therapist leads
the client
to “Listener Position”
03.0.05
Music Therapist
sensitive to PWD’s
possible musical
frustration

03.0.06
The client’s inner world
is expressed outwardly
through responses
(bodily and verbally) to
the music therapy
session which is how
the music therapist
decides how to
respond.

The “listener position” The importance of allowing the client more time or sound
spaces.

I knew from the sessions before that he
could became frustrated because he wasn’t
able to play melodies with his harmonica.
His leg/foot movement showed he was
sometimes very involved in the music.

The term “conflict” has a lot of psychodynamic echoes. Using this word put the
music therapist in a position where he is interpreting while describing. [how can the
PhD student manage this kind of interpretation?]
Music Therapist seems very sensible to the client inner world
Music Therapist skill: Music Therapist is sensitive to possible client frustrations due
to actual cognitive impairment (example not being able to play their favourite
instruments as in the past)
The use of an important-personal music instrument [harmonica] to make him
participate in the session and avoid a third exit seek attempt.
For the Music Therapist the client’s inner world seems to be very important

ANXIETY expressed through restlessness.

03.0.07
FAVOURITE
INSTRUMENT:
Resource for MBR
anxiety
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03.0.08
Inner condition
expressed with body

Today he also manifested anxiety: he
wanted to change his seat and he exited the
room. I asked the assistant to try and bring
03.0.09
him back in. When he came back into the
Anxiety and frustration,
room, I asked the assistant to hold his hand
restlessness and the
to reassure himmusic therapist works
with this, bringing him
back into the room
the importance of
physical contact for
reassurance

For the MTherapist the client’s inner world seems to be very important
ANXIETY expressed through restlessness.

03.0.11
Physical Contact is
important to help the
client become relaxed

03.0.13
Physical contact works
as reassurance and to
remain relaxed:

Music therapist is very sensitive in involving the assistant in a very attuned-toclient’s-need way

The use of an important-personal music instrument [harmonica] to make him
participate in the session and avoid a third exit seek attempt.

03.0.10
Music therapist working
with an assistant is
integral to group music
therapy

03.0.12
Physical Expression
/Body Expression

After MBR, physical contact occurred. Assistant and client came back in the
room, then they sat next each other and the assistant took his hand. This is the
crucial behaviour. Contact by touching: the physical contact triggers relaxation;
he starts playing. This is a sign he is relaxed. Then playing together with the MT is
the element that helps the client to remain relaxed.

The ABMI and OERS scales show a
Moment of Behavioural Reduction
between epochs [4] and [5].
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to occur?
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Playing together with
the Music Therapist

03.0.14
Clinical Environment =
the Music Therapist in
the “listener position”
may help by not
pressuring and creating
good - inviting
atmosphere
03.0.15
Group works as clinical
environment where the
client is free to remain
in the observer position
03.0.16
The importance of
musical structure as
grounding, whilst also
listening and
responding moment by
moment
03.0.17
Music therapist can
multi-task using
instruments at different

The behaviour reduction regarding the
anxiety/depression “exit seek behaviour”
After MBR physical contact (assistant and client come back in the room) client is
was firstly reduced as client F allowed the
very
relaxed and calm
assistant to return him to the room. And
then when the complaining behaviours
stopped (epoch 4-5). Client E continues to
play the xylophone while MT plays the
guitar, creating a musical frame and then
musical fragments with accents and pauses.
F comes back into the room after about 2
minutes;
.
.
MT has put down the guitar and is listening
while client E continues her sound using
second and third intervals on the xylophone,
keeping the rhythm. F complains and is
unable to hold the stick in his hand and says
he managed with the harmonica. MT tries to
find the harmonica and plays it for Client.
F, creating ascending and descending
glissando sounds [by blowing in the
harmonica from a distance]. After about
2:30 MT starts keeping time using his foot
on the cymbal lying on the ground and sings
melodies with a marching beat, recreating
the attack on the upbeat. Mrs. E plays the
xylophone for some moments, creating
pauses and following MT's rhythm for brief
moments. Even while pausing with the
harmonica, MT continues to keep time with
the cymbal.
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physical levels and
singing –multi-layered
nature of music
03.0.18
A steady rhythmic beat
is grounding and
important

03.0.19
Cultural significance of
music; how does the
music therapist
understand this?

03.0.20
Rhythm and melody in
the music lead client F
to participate
03.0.21
Self-analysis of the
music therapist is
important
03.0.22

After 4 minutes F sighs deeply and MT
mirrors it with the harmonica and then
keeps time on the body of the guitar he is
holding in his hand. Mr. F participates using
his lower limbs to keep the proposed time.
E keeps time on the xylophone and MT
creates rhythmic phrases with various
accents and timbres on the guitar body,
trying to accelerate the tempo until he stops
after a crescendo

This is the crucial behaviour. Contact by touching: the physical contact triggers
relaxation; he starts playing. This is a sign he is relaxed. Then playing together
with the MT is the element that helps the client to remain relaxed.

After 7 minutes the group is silent and
client. F starts singing a traditional Italian
song “o violino zigano” [on a pulse
provided by MTherapist]. client A smiles at
client F. MT tries to support the song
proposed with his voice and a rhythm on the
guitar.

Group effect: The Musical Frame and the importance of being in a Group. The
group environment will help client F to focus on the music. The client can remain
in the observer position
ABMI EXIT

[from this point client F became more
involved and at the end of the session he
played a Melody with the harmonica]

Advantage – Disadvantage of the presence of an assistant in the MT space

Music therapist is very sensitive in involving the assistant in a very attuned-toclient’s-need way

Depression Vs. Participation - both expressed in terms of physical movement.
How the music helped in transforming the client’s “body expressions”

Description of an MBR

Clinical Environment: When Client F comes back in the setting, the music
therapist is in a listening position: inviting atmosphere.
Frustration with not being able to do things
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Importance of different
levels of tempo, melody
and harmony, and that
they have different
functions

(Linguistic-formal comment) While the Music therapist was watching the video, he
wrote down some notes with the time (min:sec) of important events. He used these
notes during the interview. This explains the style of this very detailed interview.

The importance of playing for the patient. The importance of giving attention to
the patient by playing something for him

03.0.23
Therapist’s subtle
reflections of client’s
bodily and musically
expressed music can
change mood.
03.0.24
Crucial for PWD client:
Mirroring the music:
client’s physical
expression leads to
client activation and
How would you describe this moment in
then to a “One to many” terms of musical relationshipsinvolvement.
interactions?

03.0.25
Importance of
managing client’s most
meaningful music
03.0.26
Multi-layered nature of
music responding to
different characteristics
of a person or group

The important moment was when I made F
a spectator of the sound of the harmonica.
Adding rhythm with the cymbal on the floor
offered a rhythmic base both for client E’s
melodies and the melodies I proposed
myself on the harmonica. Uniting
tempo/pulsations with melody attracted the
attention of client F leading him to ask for
the harmonica so he could play it.

The music for client F is important to move his attention away from
feelings/thoughts that generate anxiety.
Harmonica is played by the music therapist. Client F can be involved first as
listener. This seems to be a new clinical element that emerged in this session.
Rhythm and melody in the music lead client F to participate
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Mirroring F's sigh with the harmonica
brought a change in mood in the
improvisation, leading to a development in
the group where the rhythm proposed by
MT allowed F to become directly involved,
by activating his body to support the tempo
03.0.28
proposed by client E. At the same time
Music therapist needs
MT recognized E's sound as an element of
to be fully engaged in
the group. When client F starts singing,
the moment at all
levels-using all possible client I smiles and E stops playing and
listens
musical resources
03.0.27
Introducing tempo
change keeps PWD’s
attention alive

sensitively to achieve
behavioural reduction
03.0.29
Compact rhythmic
frame can lead to
client’s melodic vocal
initiative

.
How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?

I feel it was useful to make him hear the
sound of the harmonica, so as to offer the
03.0.30
possibility to F of hearing the timbre and
Music therapist needs
melody of an instrument that is very
to balance listening with
important to him but that creates
musical intervention,
also meeting emotional experiences that are not always pleasurable
while he is playing his instrument, the
quality of the moment
harmonica.

The importance of meaningful music to the client’s inner world: he learned
harmonica when he was a soldier during the war.

Music therapist thinks that playing upbeats within a client-provided pulse is
important to involve client F. The music therapist seems not to develop this
idea. Why doesn’t he provide more details? Perhaps he is listing some musical
elements without putting them in enough of a relationship to the MBR.

Importance of the facial expression feedback of group members
Harmonica is used by the Music therapist to physically mirror the client.
Harmonica can be a bridge between “body and soul” in client F’s clinical process.

The rhythm was very important to allow
client F to integrate into the sound group
made up of myself and E, where he listened
with joy,
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activating his lower limbs to the rhythm of
my sound proposals.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Introducing Change: This happens in two
phases. The first when MT takes the
Music therapist accelerates the pulse tempo. It’s an introducing-change process
harmonica and explores it before playing
to keep clients involved in the music and at the same time provides a simple
definite melodies with a sense of military
musical structure to bring the Group to a rest.
marches. The second when the rhythmic
improvisation on the guitar starts [with
beats on the downbeat to develop a more
complex rhythm when MT starts beating on
the body of the guitar]

Rhythmic grounding: from the moment MT Music therapist accelerates the pulse tempo. It’s an introducing-change process
starts playing the cymbal, he always keeps a to keep clients involved in the music and at the same time provides a simple
musical structure to bring the Group to a rest.
rhythmic base both with musical
instruments and his body up to the moment
in which Mr. F starts singing a song.
It is the first-time client F takes a vocal initiative.
Making music together and then having a rest enables client F to express himself
by choosing a melody and singing: It’s an active choice and it seems very
rewarding for client F.

Sharing instruments: when client F comes
back in the room, MT plays the harmonica

It is the first-time client F takes a vocal initiative.
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that is the favourite instrument of F and that Client F’s active choice. This seems to produce a kind of Group Effect as client A
seems to be more involved in what is going on in the session.
he has always played.
Client E is serving as a Music therapy helper. A kind of Group Effect?
Receding: when the patient starts playing
the song Violino zigano, MT stops playing
and listens to the melody proposed by F,
exploring how to support it but doesn't
intervene directly with sound.
The clear unity of two musical elements (rhythm and melody) seems to focus
client F more on the music and makes him willing to participate. The music
therapist also underlines the importance of musically mirroring client F’s sighing
because it made client F directly participate.
Group work: Client F voice, good mood and body movements are perhaps the
elements that activate client A
All the group members are connected

Working together with rhythmic and melodic elements seems to be also very
important for the music therapist.
The importance of the rhythm to integrate client F into the Group sound
Perhaps this technique is much more related to Introducing change DURING an
improvisation. Does the music therapy need to be better focused on the sense of
Bruscia’s techniques label?

Perhaps the Rhythmic Grounding technique was used throughout the whole
session. Is this the most important moment for the music therapist?
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
03.01 Importance of Balancing multi-layer dimensions: many musical/sound parameters; many different non-verbal elements;
Individual vs. group relationships
03.0.28 Music therapist needs to be fully engaged in the moment at all levels-using all possible musical resources to sensitively achieve
behavioural reduction
03.0.24 Crucial for PWD client: Mirroring the music: client’s physical expression leads to client activation and then to a “One to many”
involvement.
03.0.16 The importance of musical structure as grounding, whilst also listening and responding moment by moment
03.0.19 Cultural significance of music - how does the music therapist understand this?

03.02 In the group dimension the “listener position” can be a powerful relational resource (emergent themes 4,13,14,10)
03.0.04 “Listener Position” MTherapist leads the client to it
03.0.14 Clinical Environment = the MTherapist in the “listener position” may help in giving no pressure and good inviting atmosphere
03.0.15 Group works as clinical environment where the client is free to remain in the observer position
03.0.16 The importance of musical structure as grounding, whilst also listening and responding moment by moment

03.03 Rhythmic grounding is a germinal musical structure which can generate and activate many different group and individual
resources
03.0.29 Compact rhythmic frame can lead to client’s melodic vocal initiative
03.0.27 TECH: Introducing tempo change keeps PWD’s attention alive
03.0.18 A steady rhythmic beat is grounding and important (the music therapist is doing this throughout in some way or another)
03.0.22 Importance of different levels of tempo, melody and harmony-and that they have different functions

03.05 Favourite Instrument as a resource for MBR (emergent themes 3,7,24)
03.0.03 FAVOURITE INSTRUMENT: Resource or Challenge?
03.0.07 FAVOURITE INSTRUMENT: Resource for MBR anxiety
03.0.25 Importance of managing client’s most meaningful music PRE-SKILLED USE OF INSTRUMENTS

03.06 Group Work
03.0.23 Therapist’s subtle reflections of client’s bodily and musically expressed music can facilitate the changing of mood in the
group.
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F.4

IPA of MBR 04

IPA of MBR 04, client I, 26-09-2016
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments (coding step 1)

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client I – Anxiety OERS score decreased
from 4 (epoch 4) to zero (epoch 5)
Clinical notes
Overall music therapy client I goals:
Client I uses only a few words. She often
shows wandering behaviour and anxiety.
When she sits, she tends to remain still and
absent (social withdrawal) The major goals
of Music Therapy with client I are to gain
her attention without using words and to
involve her and keep her “present” in the
session, and to build some relationships
with the other GROUP clients.
Create a bridge based on sound and nonverbal elements using musical instruments
that are easier to use in her current cognitive
condition. This may reduce her anxiety,
social withdrawal and motor activity
behaviours.

Music Therapy group might be a bridge towards other persons and a way to enhance
her social life possibilities.
Her Anxiety, Social withdrawal and motor Hyperactivity might be reduced when
participating in MT sessions and also in her daily life in the Homecare Centre
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Today’s session:
04.0.01
The lady seemed interested in the setting
PWD people may be and the instruments proposed. In particular,
reassured when other she kept a cymbal in her hand for a long
people in the group
time, playing through sensory exploration.
interact verbally with
She seemed worried when the MT moved
each other
close to her with the guitar but when MT
moved away from her again, her face
visibly relaxed. While the group created
rhythms, the lady physically participated
both by drumming her fingers on the arms
of the chair and moving her left foot. The
use of speech calms her and makes her
smile.

She needed to find her time to enter into interactions with the music therapist and the
group and therefore she tends to participate by watching what happens, keeping eye
contact and tapping with her hands. She seems to feel reassured when people in the
group interact also using speech and not just playing or improvising.

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
The important elements for reduction are
rhythm and alternating binary and tertiary
forms
04.0.02
At MBR multiple
techniques/practices
are used
simultaneously

The introduction of pauses and vocal
accents breathing out, sounding like the
client I’s breathing favours reduction.

A sequence of techniques is used to reduce client I’s expressions of anxiety and involve
her in happily being together with the group:
Rhythmic grounding is created and then pauses and sobs are inserted
There are at least two people playing together (where is client B?)
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HERE: Rhythmic
Grounding – pauses
(introduction of
changes) – mirroring
The Music Therapist plays the guitar

creating arpeggios and using binary and
tertiary tempos with accents on the upbeat.
Also, Client D plays the guitar, creating
tempo with pizzicato on individual strings.
The Music Therapist progressively inserts a In the Rhythmic Grounding with pauses and also with measure changes, the Music
Therapist inserts a third element: mirroring client B’s sighs (by breathing deeply at
downbeat tempo with his foot. With his
pauses and performing pauses when client B is sighing
voice, he subsequently marks the rhythm
held by the guitar. The Music Therapist
introduces pauses and transforms his voice
into accentuated expirations, mirroring the
sighs of Client I
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
04.0.03
Positive Clinical
Environment:
interaction modalities
tailored on
participants

The rhythm and variations create visual
attention on the part of client I who laughs
following mirroring of her breathing by the
Music Therapist.
At 18min the rhythmic and melodic
phrasing developed between the music
therapist’s guitar and Client D attracts the
attention of Client I who even moves
forward in her seat

Client I is progressively involved with eye contact and with sigh mirroring.
In this description the Music Therapist highlights the qualities of a positive-interaction
environment where participants can participate in the way they prefer.
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04.0.04
Music Therapists’
reporting styles vary
from case to case
(same music therapist
and of course from
music therapist to
music therapist)

Music Therapist here interprets what client I’s interests in the music are.
Client I is interested in the sound process
and in particular in the variations and
accents the Music Therapist makes using
his guitar. The imitation by Music Therapist
of Client I’s breathing creates attention in
Client D who wants to know what is
happening. To explain, the Music Therapist
indicates Client I as the inspiration of the
sigh making Client I laugh.

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
It was necessary to create variations while
keeping the same tempo and chords. I had
the impression that the sound context
created was recognisable to Client I, so the
variations in the improvisation might have
been perceived as something interesting.

I feel that Client I was also very interested
in the sound interaction that I was
developing with Client D as if she were
listening to our sound dialogue. Mirroring

The music therapist is still focussed on what is happening on a musical level and doesn’t
really answer the question.
In this section the music therapist provides personal reflection on possible client I’s
interests that triggered her involvement

Here the level of music therapist’s personal interpretation is very high.
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her sounds and being able to verbalize my
action allowed Client I to smile

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Completing: in the initial play between the
Music Therapist’s guitar and Client D
Introducing Change: when the music
therapist started varying between binary and
tertiary tempos, his introduction of voice
and tempo using his foot
Incorporating: when Music Therapist
introduced an expiration sound imitating
Client I’s sighs into the improvisation
SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
04.01 Elements to create positive atmosphere
04.0.01 PWD people may be reassured when other people in the group interact verbally with each other
04.0.02 At MBR multiple techniques/practices are used simultaneously.
HERE: Rhythmic Grounding – pauses (introduction of changes) – mirroring
04.0.03 Positive Clinical Environment: interaction modalities tailored to participants

04.02 Music therapist needs Flexibility
04.0. 04 Music Therapists’ reporting styles vary from case to case (same Music Therapist and of course from music therapist to music therapist)
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F.5

IPA of MBR 05

IPA of MBR 05, client B, 3-10-2016
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

05.0.01
FLEXIBILITY and NO
PROTOCOL –
respect the time
clients need to enter
the session

Introduction
The Apathy reduction Moment (MBR)
occurred between epoch 1 and epoch 2
OERS Alertness increased from 0 to 5

APATHY was present before the session
Clients take their time to enter the setting and to became active. The Music Therapist
has to respect the time clients need to enter the setting

Clinical notes
about the client in this session
The lady did not enter the setting
immediately but displayed apathy. She
became slowly interested in what was
happening with relationships and sound
production and entered after 5 minutes.
Then she stayed the whole time, happy and
collaborative.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
05.0.02
Working with a single
client in the group

When client B was out of the setting, client
E was playing (plucking) the two E strings
410

triggers other clients’
participation

on a guitar on her knee. She was keeping a Music Therapist and Client E are playing together: Music Therapist is completing and
varying client’s sound. This atmosphere of collaboration makes client B join the group.
pulse.
The Music Therapist was playing chords
and arpeggios between each of the notes
played by client E.
Then client B came into the setting. Music
Therapist, client B, and client E then played
some percussion instruments creating a
Marching tempo all together
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

05.0.03
TECH: Rhythmic
grounding with
variations works as
attractive Clinical
Environment

(In this interview, are Music Therapist’s answers always focussed enough?) Client E has
In the first 5 minutes, I was trying to
activate client E. Client E said she was tired apathetic attitude but at the same time, she keeps on playing. Music Therapist created a
good sound framework. It works like a magnet
and wanted to sleep

Music Therapist tries to explain the use of
the instruments proposed, showing how to
proceed rhythmically. To improvise, they
each have the same instrument. At the
beginning, Music Therapist and client E
play the two guitars.

Music Therapist switches to Percussion because he is seeking an instrument suitable to
interest Client B and for interaction possibilities

Later client B, client E, and the Music
Therapist play percussion instruments.
411

05.0.04
CLINICAL
ENVIRONMENT –
1. Individual musical
interaction makes
another client curious
and willing to
participate 2. A client
is welcomed into the
group by assigning an
instrument significant
to her/him when
she/he joins group

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
It was very important to be able to verbally
invite client B into the setting. She
immediately seemed happy and interested in
exploring sounds and instruments.
Moreover, she stayed involved in the group
for long periods.

Music Therapist presents the instruments both verbally and non-verbally. MT is providing
indications on how to play the instruments
Music Therapist has prepared an “inviting sound environment” by balancing Verbal and
non-verbal invitations and by balancing structured music moments (with pulse) and
unstructured music moments (speech and instrument presentation)

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Interjecting: at the moment when the Music
Therapist and Client E both play the guitar
Enabling: As soon as Client B entered, she
was given the instrument and it was
explained how to use the sticks and what to
do on the instrument
Rhythmic grounding: as the improvisation
with Client B and E proceeded, using a
binary tempo with beats overlapping but late
compared to the pulse given by Music
Therapist
412

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
05.01 MTherapist flexibility needed
05.0.01 Flexibility and No protocol – respect the client’s time to enter the session

05.02 Clinical Environment: “triangulation”
05.0.04 Individual musical interaction makes a third client curious and willing to participate
05.0.02 Working with a single client in the group triggers other clients’ participation

05.04 Attractive clinical environment
05.0.03. TECH: Rhythmic grounding with variations works as an attractive Clinical Environment

05.05 Clinical environment
5.0.04 welcoming environment
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F.6

IPA of MBR 05

IPA of MBR 06, Client I, 10-10-16
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The ABMI and OERS scales show a
Moment of Behavioural Reduction (MBR)
between epoch 2 and 3 of the session
The video shows that this reduction
occurred at timeline 15’ 29’’. The MBR
consisted of a return to the music therapy
setting after a “successful” exit seek
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
06.0.01
Music Therapist
/Client = physical
contact may happen

06.0.02
Music Therapist’s
Flexibility – a new
start/beginning

After I helped client I to sit down, there was

no real musical phase or improvisation at
the start as I was trying to capture her
interest by presenting some instruments to
her in order to get her to look at them.
She was given a maraca into her hand and
shown how the instrument worked. – so
musically, you presented musical
instruments to her? - yes, musically I

Music Therapist was in direct physical contact with the client to help her sit down.
Physical contact may be necessary between therapist/patient

Music Therapist musical instrument and timbrical presentation. It’s just as if the session
were starting over at this moment. A new beginning but more dedicated to client I.

414

06.0.03
Simple percussion
instruments suitable
for client
06.0.04
Music Therapist is
sensitive to client’s
physical responses
06.0.05
Multi-layer therapist
work:
pulse providing;
mirroring one client;
managing closeness;

presented the sound quality of the
instruments and their use.
Instruments: percussion tube, cymbals,
fruit-shaped shaker, maracas = percussion
instruments playable with one hand

Another important thing is that the client
started exploring the instruments by
bringing them to her mouth which she had
never done before.

I sat down again and then moved further
away from the group. You sat further
back… I started creating a kind of pulse
under the music created by client D with the
guitar I had previously offered to her. I was
with Client D in this pulse. Musically I kept
this pulse and with client D, I tried to
rhythmically mirror her proposals with the
06.0.06
Music Therapist group maracas she held in her hand what do you
mean, what was she doing with the
work
Building a supportive maracas? My feeling was that there was no
environment.
pulse but rather insertions in an arrhythmic
form…. yes, it was an arrhythmic form.

Using instruments suitable for client I’s condition

.
This new presentation of the instrument seems to work. Client I shows more attention
also by responding physically (bringing some instruments to her mouth).

Music Therapist keeps client I focused on the music: on the one hand by introducing
Rhythmic Grounding, on the other hand by creating Group support involving client D.
In this way the Music therapist creates a supportive group environment. When client I
responds to the group sound by shaking the maracas then the Music therapist is able to
mirror her to reinforce the musical relationship because the pulse is also held by client D
Group work – collaboration – and other clients work as “co-therapists”?
The Music Therapist is careful to identify what the resources of the group are (in fact he
doesn’t involve client B very much as she is an attention seeker – in this moment it might
not be positive for client I)

415

06.0.08
Music Therapist
moves from individual
to group interaction by
steps. Client
responses lead to the
next step

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
While I was helping client I to her seat, I
was completely concentrated on client I –
starting with and throughout the
presentation of the instruments

06.0.09
Music Therapist
When we began to play, I tried to give
sensitivity in using the musical importance to client D so I kept a
Group As a Resource. support by creating a tempo and then

There seem to be steps when attention moves from the individual to the group,
achieved by moving further back. At each step, client I responses are used to move to
the following step – from sitting down to the attempt to match client I’s spontaneous
playing. This process results from constant attention and attunement to client responses
while also working with the others in the group
Client D. Support for her is deliberately sought

mirroring all the interactions that client I
proposed from a musical and also motor
point of view

416

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
06.0.10
Music Therapist’s
Flexibility in quickly
switching to different
interaction modalities

06.0.11
Behavioural
Reduction through
managing spatial
relationships

The Music Therapist uses almost purely non-verbal interaction to present some musical
instruments
to client I.
From the point of view of personal feelings,

at the moment of starting again I remember
a certain anxiety in the first few minutes
because I didn’t know exactly what to do
and also my way of speaking was reduced
and was much more non-verbal; I started
showing instead of explaining verbally then
I perceived my backward movement, trying
to form a triangle but with more space in the
centre and so more breathing room, as being
important and I felt less oppressive towards
Client I in terms of distance. At the same
time, I moved away from Client D and so I
perceived this afternoon that I was too close
to Client I, and at the same time this
polarity of being too close and bothering

Importance of spatial relationships to balance the attention given to each group
member.
The group works well as a resource for Behavioural management when the Music
therapist is aware and able to manage the spatial relationships moment by moment.
More space gives a sense of more possibility to breath: Music therapist’s definition

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
First, Sharing Instrument, then Rhythmic
Grounding and then Conducting
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
06.01 Music Therapist simultaneously attuned to clients both as individuals and in the group dimension
06.0.08 MTherapist moves from individual to group interaction by steps. Client responses lead to the next step
06.0.03 Use of simple Percussion suitable for client
06.0.09 MTherapist sensitivity in using the Group As a Resource.
06.0.06 MTherapist group work: Building a supportive environment.

06.02 MTherapist works musically and non-musically at MULTILAYERS
06.0.05 Multi-layer therapist-work pulse providing: mirroring one client; managing closeness

.
06.03 Music Therapist needs to manage “dimensions” other than music [physical and spatial relationship]
06.0.04 MTherapist is sensitive to client’s physical responses
06.0.01 MTherapist /Client = physical contact may happen
06.0.11 Behavioural Reduction through managing spatial relationship
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F.7

IPA of MBR 07

IPA of MBR 07, client I, 17-10-16
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments
Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client I OERS sadness item reduced by two
points [ from 4 to 2] in epochs 3- 4
Clinical notes
07.0.01
Collaboration in the
music atmosphere =
positive clinical
environment

It sounds a like a collaboration in the music atmosphere. Client I participates just by
The elements that preceded the MBR are
watching.
Music therapist also provided a harmonic frame which enriched the group
linked to the group’s rhythmic pulsation and
sound.
play with dynamics. We made small sounds
that I asked for verbally and gave the
intensity and tempo with accelerations, so
pulse speed and sound dynamics were
central elements. We were using rhythmic
and percussion instruments. I was playing a
simple chord sequence on the guitar.

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
Before the MBR, the group was involved in
playing within a rhythmic pulse in which
dynamics variations were present.
419

We were playing sounds with little volume;
I was “verbally” inviting the group
members to play such sounds while I was
providing the simple chord sequence on the
guitar.

07.0.02
Collaboration
atmosphere
ingredients =
The Music Therapist
creates the group
frame by creating a
rhythmic and
harmonic grounding
and subsequent
variations of its formal
elements (tempo,
intensity, timbre)

Then the Music therapist he introduced variations in volume and tempo changes but he
maintained a rhythmic/harmonic frame by playing a loop of chords on the guitar. The
group members were playing together.
The music therapist created a participating frame in the music.

I was closest to E who was playing. The
interactions involved intensity and its
dynamics.
She had had the metallophone earlier
(then dialogue between Researcher and
MTherapist regarding the chord sequence)
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07.0.03
Closeness – Music
Therapist’s physical
proximity to the client
to invite the client to
participate

07.0.04
Managing space and
sound – MTherapist is
able to manage
Physical and
Instrument proximity.
Multilayer importance
of managing spatial
and sound
relationships at the
same time

In any case, it was very important that I
physically moved my attention to Client I
by moving physically closer to her (…)

It was crucial to move near client I to trigger her active participation and to help her go
beyond the anxiety moment

First there was a pulse between 50 and 60
bpm with a lot of low-level energy
[intensity] …..Client B provided the pulse
which was the rhythm, I mean I latched on
to what she proposed….

The music therapist gave value to client B’s rhythm by making it the group’s pulse. The
other clients followed client B’s rhythm..

At a certain point you are all playing
percussion and then you give Client I the
stick and she looks at you, looks away and
then starts playing (…) right?

Physical and Instrumental proximity. Multilayer importance of managing spatial and
sound relationships at the same time.

I think being near the instrument and
putting her in a condition to…hmm….plus I
was close to her
And then the fact that I’m not giving
exactly a pulse but rather something
halfway between the other two people
present in the setting. I was trying to find a
halfway sound where Client B’s pulse
didn’t predominate.

Music Therapist tries to provide a bridge (rhythmic common pulse – changing the role:
he started conducting and this makes client I feel safer (?) = Less anxiety?
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Repeats the idea expressed before: It was important the he was the one providing the
pulse

07.0.05
MTherapist pays
attention and is able
to observe and
interpret client’s
physical signs
07.0.06
Interview Methods –
how the interviewee
manifests his ideas
may mirror the way
clinical paths are
structured?

And she began playing and relaxing. She
yawned and changed her posture…

Music Therapist pays attention and is able to observe and interpret client’s physical
signs showing relaxation [ she changed her way of sitting and she yawned]

The music therapist pauses and then he seems to focus on a new idea. Perhaps the way
music therapists reflect on their own experience could be a way to focus on how clinical
paths are framed or re-framed during the music therapy process
(EXTENSIVE METHODOLOGICAL COMMENT)

Client I plays in a stereotyped [sensory-motor] manner (De Backer and Wigram, 2007)
but she became active

07.0.07
After Client I, I started proposing some
M Therapist’s action
timbrical changes that were in sequence:
may trigger behaviour Introduction of harmonics (melody);

He reflects that perhaps she felt anxiety because she needed a closer one-to-one
relationship at that point.
When the music therapist proposes too many changes, the client manifests anxiety

Introduction of tambourine (mirroring
Client I’s pulse, voice = a sort of copy of
Client I’s notes with long notes and foot
pulses; harmonic introduction of the same
melody: timbric changes every 10-15-20
seconds.
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CORE REFLECTION: Some behaviour may be triggered by therapist’s actions.
On one hand, it is important that the music therapist be able to read the musical, sound,
and nonverbal signs that may show the need to change his type of activity as soon as
possible. On the other hand, it is important that he be able to do so.
In this session the proposals to client I in the 4th epoch were probably too restricted.

07.0.08
Music therapist’s
flexibility is crucial in
case Music therapist’s
action triggers
behaviours.
07.0.09
Music therapist’s
flexibility: the music
therapist is able to
interpret any
nonverbal behaviour
manifestation
So that the Music
therapist can change
strategy as soon as
possible in case of
problems

An atmosphere of closure of the
improvisation was created by Client E
exiting after my dynamic crescendo and
closure with a rallentando. As I take off my
instrument, I accept the offer of Client I’s
stick and she relaxes.
She gives me her stick and shows
agreement about the closure = musical
collaboration recreated (music therapist is
able to read client’s gesture =physical
readings)

The music therapist was sensitive to clients’ non-verbal signs (client E slowed down her
pulse, client B was playing with less intensity and client I manifested anxiety expression)
and was able to understand the need to bring the improvisation to an end.
The music therapist quickly decided to accept some clients’ indications which may
highlight the need to bring the improvisation to an end. Then the positive collaborative
and relaxed atmosphere changed before it was easily recovered.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
423

07.0.10
The importance of
considering PWD
latency time in
responses

In the relationship, she is interested in what
is happening in the group. It’s the
collaborative atmosphere that makes her
ready to participate in eye contact.
She wants respect for her space. Too much
closeness makes her anxious. Too close =
too demanding. Latency time in her
response is very long

When working with PWD clients it is important and crucial to consider latency in
responses and participation. PWD often show a need for longer time in the
management of thoughts and responses.

.
Incapable of responding that she doesn’t
like it, she can’t communicate and thus my
anxiety and incapacity to adjust my reaction
to her.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
-happy when I activated her and frustrated
when I stopped. However, looking at it
again, it’s a positive moment.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Summarizing:
Again, the group collaborative playing together makes her participate
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The essential point is the group effect to
activate and maintain playing.
And then I think it’s essential that the
rhythmic proposal be supplied by me.

It’s crucial that the Music Therapist sit close to her and that the xylophone be also close
to her to get her to start participating in epoch 4.

The relationship which was important to get her to play was with the music therapist
From a relationship point of view, there is
(closest). The relationship with the group is just through watching and being attentive
no relationship with the others. There is a
‘limited’ group effect. The strongest
relationship is with me…maybe a couple of
times she looks at the others.
She exchanges very little eye contact with
the other members….activation in the use of
the instrument is facilitated because I’m
there near her.

The relation was between the Music
Therapist and the client, and the group
followed the rhythmic proposals because
you tried to enter into relations with Client
B. After a mini-pause for client I the
relation was more effective. So, we could
say the presence of a group with a
privileged one-on-one relationship?
07.0.11
Yes. But at a certain point I am no longer
MTherapist’s flexibility focussed on an individual members’ need
– Understanding the but rather try to be a guide for the group.
need to change the

When the music therapist’s proposals are too narrow, he is focussed mainly on client I.
When he became focussed on the group again then he became effective in reducing
client I’s anxiety. Music therapist was flexible and ready to change the interaction focus
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interaction-focus is a
crucial step towards
MBR

It’s as though I moved from taking care of
the needs of the most difficult element of
the group to becoming a guide for the whole
group.

07.0.12
MTherapist’s flexibility
– He is able to quickly
broaden the focus
from the individual to
the group

The techniques:
Receding= TO LOWER ANXIETY
Pacing at the beginning of change (I latched
on)
Giving – I moved closer and offered him a
new musical instrument
The Rhythmic grounding and Introducing
Change (insertion of proposals for the
group).
Introducing Change
I no longer tend towards meeting the needs
of an individual but rather try go at a pace
that is good for the group

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
07.01 Collaboration atmosphere
07.0.01 Collaboration in the music atmosphere = positive clinical environment
07.0.02 Collaboration atmosphere ingredients = The MT creates the group frame by creating rhythmic and harmonic grounding and
subsequent variations of its formal elements (tempo, intensity, timbre)
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07.02 Flexibility in managing multilayer interactions (space - sound)
07.0.03. Closeness - MT physical proximity to the client to invite client’s participation
07.0.04. Managing space and sound - MT is able to manage Physical and Instrumental proximity.
Multilayer importance of managing spatial and sound relationships at the same time

07.03 MT skills in interpreting client's nonverbal "signs"
07.0.05. MTherapist. Pays attention and is able to observe and interpret client's physical signs
07.0.10. Music Therapist’s Flexibility: The Music Therapist is able to interpret client’s nonverbal behaviour manifestations and the Music therapist
can change strategy as soon as possible in case of a problem

07.04 Latency in PWD responses has to be taken into account in MT work with PWD
07.0.10 The importance of considering PWD latency time in responses

07.05 Flexibility in changing and/or correcting the relational/interactional focus
07.0.11 Music Therapist’s flexibility - Understanding the need for changing the interaction-focus is a crucial step in reducing a client’s anxiety
07.0.12 M Therapist’s flexibility - He is able to quickly reduce the focus from the individual to the group
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F.8

IPA of MBR 08

IPA of MBR 08, Client I, 24-10-16
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The ABMI show an exit seek and then
Client I re-entered the setting
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?

08.0.01
Sound atmosphere.
changing
Soundscape helped
in reducing
hyperactivity

Client I comes back in the setting because I
was inviting her using a soothing and
whispering voice in a very gentle and
smiling way.
Then I bring her to a chair and I sit beside
her.
I also invite her to play percussion while I
play harmonica but she doesn’t accept.
She smiles while I am playing and then I
offer her a banana shaker. She accepts it but
she acts as if she would like to eat it.
In this MBR, sound elements seem to be crucial in reducing hyperactivity:
428

She seems to explore the instrument using
her mouth.
I am still speaking with a calm and
whispering voice about the instruments in
the room and what we are doing
08.0.02
Atmosphere:
A playful atmosphere
was important to
reduce hyperactivity

08.0.03
Music Therapist’s
Flexibility = To calm
down hyperactivity:
Introducing a very
different sound
atmosphere attuned
to the client’s mood

The voice timbre is calm and whispering (Gentle Soundscape)
Music Therapist offered her a Banana shaker which created a playful atmosphere.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
My impression is that the playful
atmosphere, the diversion from
hyperactivity using the musical instruments
and the Music therapist’s voice timbre were
crucial in the decrease of her hyperactivity.
The sound features of the previous improvisation may or may not have influenced
Before she exited the room, the
improvisation was based on a lively and fast client I’s status
rhythm and intensity.
Perhaps these elements affected her
hyperactivity. So, when she came back in
the setting, I didn’t propose that kind of
improvisation again.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?

429

08.0.04
Diversion in the music
helps in reducing
hyperactivity

It’s very important to highlight that through
the smiling and gentle atmosphere, and the
usage of musical instruments it was possible
to perform positive actions which diverted
her from something which increased her
hyperactivity at that moment.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Techniques used: Giving, Receding
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
08.01 Atmosphere
08.0.01 Sound atmosphere. changing Soundscape helped in reducing hyperactivity
08.0.02 Playful atmosphere was important to reduce hyperactivity

08.02 Music Therapist’s Flexibility
08.0.03 To calm hyperactivity: introducing a very different sound atmosphere attuned to the client’s mood

08.03 Diversions
08.0.04 Diversion in the music helps in reducing hyperactivity
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F.9

IPA of MBR 09

IPA MBR 09, client F, 14-11-2016
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The MBR occurred at 3 pm, between time
segments (epochs) 6 and 7. It lasted more
than 5 minutes.
09.0.01
Apathy and Anxiety
often mixed in PWD

Personal reflexion of M. Therapist
Before MBR, client F was worried and put Music Therapist highlights that in this session, the client shows mainly less Anxiety and
himself down. This had happened in many more Apathy coming from an attitude of lack of self-confidence where he often put
09.0.02
himself down. PWD often show Apathy combined with Anxiety.
M Therapy sessions before but his time F
Symptoms often less
marked during therapy showed less Anxiety and had symptoms of
Apathy: he wouldn't accept an invitation to
play.
Can you give a description of the
musical elements that were important
for the reduction to happen?
09.0.03
No Client with Apathy
symptoms shows
physical signs of
willingness before
playing

It was interesting how he became more and
Music Therapist pays attention to physical responses while playing and proposes new
more physically involved in the music by
stimuli to facilitate increased involvement.
tapping his left foot in time as he had in
other sessions.
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09.0.04
Using previously
successful
interactions produces
consistent results in
different sessions
09.0.05
Importance of regular
Pulse
09.0.06
Favourite instrument
introduced to
enhance his
participating mood

Repetition of previous things that worked in previous sessions, here by using the
favourite instrument

This happened when I was still providing a
regular pulse with a rhythmic instrument
(cymbals)
And sustained later by the moment of the
harmonica which was important because I
proposed the harmonica.

From then on, his mood changed and also
his attention towards what was happening
musically. He was interested by the fact
that I played the harmonica by mouth and
then while I continued to greet him, I
offered it to him and he started to play it.
09.0.08
Musically I played and accompanied him
M Therapist facilitates with the guitar in three-time, and musically
role changes such as it was a group moment where I supported
becoming the musical him musically with a rhythmic base which
group leader.
anchored him and he became the soloist of
the group.
09.0.07
Sharing the favourite
instrument.

The importance of providing a base is the foundation for allowing clients to enter

Introduction to the favourite instrument. First the Music Therapist played it and then
offered it to client B. There are two important points: the favourite instrument and the
atmosphere of ‘handing around something’ like soldiers with a bottle of wine.
He is used to using the instrument
Rhythmic/harmonic guitar support of client F; harmonic melodic phrases bring client E to
provide rhythmic playing on the drum. This creates a soloist with back ground
atmosphere. Client F became the group soloist. Role change – From passive listener,
client became the group’s soloist
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09.0.09
Multilayer interaction
(sound and physical)
with PWD

09.0.10
Clear Role for all the
players (in this case
client E became the
down beat provider)

09.0.11
Importance of
Physical nonverbal
gesture with PWD
communication (here
in handing out the
instrument)

Do you think there might have been
something that hooked him earlier when
you were playing the guitar?
It might be interesting that in a moment
Perhaps physical touch / contact was also important for client I activation
where I stopped playing the guitar, he
moves his leg in time with the tempo we’re
playing on the guitar and I give him my
hand because of the anguish he had in that
moment. Maybe it was the physical contact
in that moment.
Musical elements that facilitated the
The pulse is in three beats.
reduction: when he plays, the musical
Music Therapist plays in a way that the client gets the function of emphasizing the first
moments, using a tempo that supports his
beat. She gets the accent giver role
playing the harmonica. Client E
participated keeping the strong beat of the
triplet while client F proposed familiar
melodies on the mouth harmonica
Maybe the fact that you offer him an
instrument is a musical element? You put it It’s interesting that the introduction of the harmonica is not a giving but rather a
proposal where he plays something for client F and then offers the instrument to him.
in then.
The offer is reinforced by a physical gesture.
I didn’t exactly give him a gift. I let him
see and hear it and he said ‘yes’ with his
head. I set it on the guitar. He didn’t take it
and continued to complain so I offered it to
him and he took it. He started playing a
three-time cadence; then I play it and show
it to him, I play it, a pause and then I offer
the harmonica to him and support him by
accompanying him with the guitar in threetime. Then we hook up with the group
through client...that I had started to do with
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the pulse that I had started to do using the
left hand
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
09.0.12
Importance of familiar
timbres not just
melodies to get in
touch with PWD

This is what I started to do and proposed
the harmonica and naturally the timbre is
the fundamental aspect. It’s the timbre
that’s definitely the recognizable aspect. Q:
And the fact that you play for him, is this
maybe an aspect that you propose? Yes,
ok, so seeing it as a listening proposal, yes
Q: the fact that you shared the instrument yes, however the harmonica is part of his
cultural ISO – so from a timbric point of
view, it is interesting for him – yes, I hadn’t
thought of that, so the sequence and timbre
and then rhythm with melody
From a relationship point of view, I think at
the beginning the physical contact was
important. So, the physical contact helped
him to enter into a relationship and leave
behind a moment of anguish and sadness,
and from there the idea of giving
importance, giving value to an instrument
that is important to him, and then sharing
the instrument with him. And then the
opportunity to become a leader with his
instrument in a group, not playing alone
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but playing together with me.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
Enthusiasm
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Rhythmic Grounding, Sharing Instrument
Receding

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
09.02. Physical Elements in Communications
09.0.03 No Client with Apathy symptoms shows physical signs of willingness before playing
09.0.11 Importance of Physical nonverbal gesture with PWD communication (here in handing out the instrument)
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F.10 IPA of MBR 10

IPA of MBR 10, Client I, 21-11-2016
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client I - OERS item Alertness increases
from 3 (epoch 3) to 5 (epoch 4) and all
MiDAS items increased at epoch 4
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
10.0.01
Group atmosphere
/proximity Group
atmosphere
enhanced by
instruments and
person proximity
arrangement.
10.0.02
Musical instrument
arrangement creates
PIE (Positive

The instruments have all been placed
equally distant and at the same height from
clients so it’s easier to get client I’s
concentration and eye contact
We are sharing a small instrument: djembe,
a small metallophone, with client B

Group atmosphere enhanced by equal distance among the group members and the
musical instruments. Importance of space managing as efficient group instrument
sharing

Client I has serious language impairment.
For PWD the position of the instruments in the setting might help in understanding the
purpose of being there: making music and making some interactions with the
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Interaction
Environment for
PWD)
The instrument
arrangement in the
settings create
friendly interactive
environment for PWD
10.0.03
Instruments create
nonverbal interaction
space
The instruments may
create a nonverbal
clear and friendly
music/sound
relational space

10.0.04

instruments and sounds. The physical arrangement of the instruments in the settings
has to be clearly planned before or during the improvisation in the setting.

I’m trying to create a pulse to support the
xylophone or metallophone and so I’m
playing a kind of bourdon on the bass while
client B talks and freely plays her little
xylophone and client D is playing the high
notes on the xylophone but without any
order to the sounds she produces. This is the
first part.
Here from a musical point of view I’m
trying to support client B’s contribution
while giving a rhythmic base to client B and
in this moment, I’m trying not to enter into
the verbal proposals of client B
I proposed the instruments to client B and
client D. I had proposed a stick to client I
but then I saw she didn’t take it. There
wasn’t any direct interaction with her. I was
part of the group and although I wanted to
involve her, I was more concentrated on the
other two clients.

Client I exhibited apathy attitude while the other two group clients were active in
playing and talking. The two clients are playing in a non-focussed way (out of a common
pulse and while chatting). The Music Therapist is trying to provide a pulse or a tonal
frame by playing a bourdon. Music Therapist doesn’t define in detail what kind of
bourdon it was. What instrument? What was the pattern?

Music Therapist provides musical elements to involve each group client. Playing a
bourdon is aimed at sustaining melodic fragment proposed by client D and at the same
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Music Therapist
multitasking workthree different clients
three different musical
field work

In this phase client I is in an attention phase time at providing a rhythmic/tonal grounding for client B. Music Therapist tries to
towards what is happening in the group and involve client I by offering some sticks to join in xylophone playing but she refuses them.
with this stick she is now following what
I’m doing on the instrument. The other
important thing is that I never interrupt the
pulse on the djembe.

Client I alternates moments of attention with moments of absence.
Keeping the pulse seems to be a very important element that makes her start moving
her stick and producing a sound

10.0.05
Rhythmic grounding
versus apathy
Regular pulse as an
inviting environment
to make people take
part

In your opinion, what determined her
reduction in apathy?
I think she is very interested in the dialogue
between me and client B and the
explanation of the instruments because at
that moment I wasn’t doing anything
musically
10.0.06
Three simultaneous
ingredients at Apathy
MBR
Three elements at the
same time- Speech,

13 minutes is the phase where I talk to
client B so I think that musically there isn’t
anything (from the point of view of musical
structure, writer’s note) it’s still on timbre
here. Letting her hear sounds, I’m exploring
the timbre of the instrument and this is what

Pulse always present but Music Therapist is verbally introducing client B to the
Glockenspiel.
Introducing a new timbre with spoken words and sound seems to move client I from
apathy. But it is important that there is a regular pulse which the Music Therapist thinks
is crucial in making her playing.
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Pulse and timbre
promote participation
(versus apathy)

10.0.07
Sound parameters
variation to grab PWD
CL attention
Pulse dynamics
variations might be
powerful in PWD
attention grabbing

gets her attention. I think she starts playing
as a continuation of the pulse. In fact, at 16
minutes I’m still keeping the pulse and
sharing the instrument with client B who
starts playing on her own, client D has
stopped….
And then there is the reinforcing of the
crescendo with client B. So, besides the
presentation, it’s the timbre and the
perception of a continuing pulse. This might
be the cause of the pulse and the musical
aspect that doesn’t change is this beat on the
djembe

Pulse dynamics
variations might be
Then there’s the group aspect, then her
powerful in increasing second moment of activation with my and
PWD participation
client B’s crescendo on the metallophone,

Three elements overlapped: the pulse, the presence of speech/dialogue, the new
attention to a timbre

Crescendo on the pulse keeps client I’s attention alive. Pulse dynamics can bring a lot of
changes in the group and moreover it is crucial in grabbing PWD attention and
participation

Music Therapist has the sensation that crescendo in the rhythmic improvisation has a
role in keeping client I focussed on the music and participating in the group’s sound
making

so there’s the aspect of the rhythm, timbre
and especially of the musical dynamic, so
there’s the musical dynamic but also the
aspect of the pulse that I never abandon
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How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
From the point of view of the group, the
aspect of sharing instruments on the
instrument spatial plane and also the
position I have facing all three
10.0.08
Proximity role in MT
From a relational point of view, from my
relationship with PWD position I was able to interact with all three
Group interaction is
created by physical
proximity

at the same time; I think this was also
fundamental

Sharing the instrument in the group stimulated client I participation.

The Music Therapist sat at the same distance from every patient and this helped in
balancing his music stimulation-giving activity in equal terms for each group member.
Proximity role in MT relationship with PWD.
Music Therapist/ PWD client Physical Group interaction is created by physical proximity

So, I tried to get close to her to have a sort
of compact space: to be close. The
closeness while being close to the others
made her feel part of the group
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

10.0.09
Group playing versus
apathy
Group playing
dimension might

It’s important that the xylophone be at the
Music Therapist set the xylophone at equal distance from client I, D and himself.
same distance between her and Client D.
Perhaps
this gives client I a sense of having more space. Perhaps client I feels less
She starts when client D stops so maybe the
idea of having more available space….and pressure or demands. More freedom can mean more participation.
this connects with the idea of not oppressing
her so she gets closer to the instrument, she
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make PWD feel less
pressure

allows herself to take it when there’s more
room
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or did you use which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction
Rhythmic Grounding - Making spaces –
Sharing Instruments
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
10.01 Group Atmosphere as a resource
10.0.01 Group atmosphere /proximity Group atmosphere enhanced by instruments and person proximity arrangement
10.0.02 Musical instrument arrangement creates PIE (Positive Interaction Environment for PWD)
10.0.03 Instruments creates non-verbal interaction space. The instruments may create a non-verbal clear and friendly music/sound relational space
10.0.08 Proximity role in MT relationship with PWD Group interaction is created by physical proximity
10.0.09 Group playing versus apathy Group playing dimension might make PWD feel less pressure

10.02 Feature of clinical Atmosphere
10.0.02 Rhythmic grounding versus apathy Regular pulse as an inviting environment to make people take part
10.0.03 Three simultaneous ingredients at Apathy MBR Three elements at the same time- Speech, Pulse and timbre promote participation (versus
apathy)
10.0.06 Three elements at the same time- Speech, Pulse and timbre promote participation (versus apathy)
10.0.07 Sound parameters variation to grab PWD CL attention. Pulse dynamics variations might be powerful in PWD attention grabbing. Pulse
dynamics variations might be powerful in increasing PWD participation
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F.11 IPA of MBR 11
IPA MBR 11, Client B, 5-12-2016
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client B Exit seek occurred at 15,33 at
Epoch 3. Exit Seeking concurrent with
Anxiety emotion, therefore assigned to
Depression Syndrome
Clinical notes
11.0.01
In the first 10 minutes of the session the
Transitional Moments client was very willing and involved. Her
instrument position
exiting the setting occurred when there was
change might cause a change in instrument display and I wasn’t
client’s diversion
involving her.
11.0.02
Transitional moment
management
11.0.02
Spatial instruments
arrangement:
semicircular

It’s a transitional moment. When the Music Therapist changed the position of the
instruments, client B exited the setting. Typically lack of attention towards a
frontotemporal dementia client might cause a client to focus on other thoughts or
objects or actions

Music Therapist should develop more skills to better manage transitional moments.
Anyway, the Music Therapist is aware of the client’s need for more attention during
transitional moments.

Semi-Circular instrument arrangement facilitates client’s getting back in the session
and staying in it.
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facilitates MBR for
Exit seek recovery
Music Therapist is aware of his own anxiety. It increased when client B didn’t
accept to play

11.0.03
Group resource –
Group musical
interaction with other
group members helps
Frontotemporal PWD
to remain focussed
on making music

…It was important that she could become
involved with Client D and the xylophone
when she came back; this way she was
again interested in the setting. It’s
important to observe the moments when
she is apathetic in order to make her
participate directly in the sound of the
group

The importance of interaction with other group members focuses her interest on
the group.

Can you give a description of the
musical elements that were important
for the reduction to happen?
11.0.04
Assistant’s presence
is very desirable for
Exit Seeking recovery

She came back with the help of the
assistant (who was whispering to her that
she could finish what she was doing). At
the same time the Music Therapist was

Overall Crucial: The need for an assistant to bring client B back
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inviting her to come back with a hand
gesture
11.0.05
Acceptance of
Invitation in making
music – Non-verbal
sign of MBR

(see the next block)
Acceptance
Client B accepts to share instruments with Music Therapist

11.0.06
Intimacy by sharing
instrument
Sharing instruments
evidences intimacy
among players. It can
be a resource for
anxiety recovery

When client B came back after her exit
seeking, I proposed that she share the
xylophone and she accepted.
The xylophone was shared among three
people client B, client D and me

11.0.12
Rhythmic Grounding
with variation
provided by
MTherapist and a
client

Then what happened? There was an initial
form of exploration by Client B but there
was a rhythm proposed by the MT, while
Client D created, based on rhythmic and
partly melodic ostinato, Client B plays
glissandi and uses some accents

The xylophone is shared among three players. This is a very “high density sharing
environment” and also a sign that there is a good level of intimacy among the two
clients and the Music Therapist. We are at the 11th session; the Music Therapist has
become familiar with playing together. Familiarity and Intimacy in playing together
can be developed through the session and become a resource for critical moments
and client engagement.

After coming back in the session client B seems to shows increasing participation
through the following steps:
1. Sharing the Xylophone with client D and the Music Therapist: Client B
participates in the music created by the Music Therapist and client D (they
provide a Rhythmic Grounding with variations) in an “exploratory” way.
2. She expanded her way of playing and “conquered” the xylophone just for
herself
3. She invades client D’s instrument
The Emergent Theme 11.0.12 derives from this comment. It reinforces the
importance of Rhythmic Grounding technique declared by the music therapist at
the end of the interview. It is numbered 12 as it was the last step of the analysis
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11.0.07
Progressive receding
Client re-entered
from exit seek was
kept involved in
playing by the
MTherapist
progressive receding

11.0.08
Frontotemporal PWD
client might show two
different contrasting
attitudes in the music
(here: collaborating
and aggressive)

MT responds to the accents: a dialogue and
reply starts. Mt filled in the weak beat of
Client B’s accents. After I created a halftime, that is, I played at half the tempo of
Client B and Client D…whereas Client B
continued to play the glissando that was a
sensory form. But what’s interesting is that
when I left off sharing the xylophone and
it’s halved time, the client created melodic
ostinato and also small fragments and three
notes and also one after another; a small
cell used in two modalities…A progression
B fragments with long pauses

A process of receding:
The Music Therapist first plays in client B’s phrase pauses (filling)
Later on, the music therapist plays something which leaves more spaces in the
phrases (sounds at half of the client’s pulse) and then he also leaves the client
physical space by leaving him the whole xylophone.

Frontotemporal client B seems to alternate apathy versus slightly aggressive
When she takes more room, client D was
excluded and she went on to the drum…so playing: invasion of client D’s spaces and instruments
Music Therapist varies many instruments, and responds to client’s music
I took away the xylophone
providing
variations in phrases and dynamics.
To keep her attention there I play with
dynamics and accents and speed and play
with speeding up the tempo on the same
pulse. Another important element: filling in
her pauses as a reply to the sound she was
producing. A form of non-digital mirroring
completing her musical form.
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When they start playing in a more collaborative manner, Music Therapist fills her
empty spaces with sounds

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

11.0.09
Group As a
ResourceMTherapist equal
attention to all the
group members

11.0.10
Group cohesion
obtained by
interacting with group
at different layers
(music-eye contact.)

Relational: group effect. Measured space
between me and Client B who was central
and [the space between] myself and client
D laterally was measured because she
accepted it. To have given the same
attention to everyone from a time point of
view.
I was continuously connected to what she
was producing and stayed close to her.
Opening the setting
Taking away the xylophone, I put everyone
on a single timbre plane and I play all the
instruments and interact with the clients:
pulse with left hand and with right hand,
interacting with several also in
polyrhythmic modality. With Client-I I am
not able to involve her physically but I
create continuous eye contact. To recap,
it’s as if I was anchored with the group
pulse of the left hand [and with the] right
hand with Client B and client A. This
creates visual attention from Client D who

MTherapist gives equal attention to all the group members; he plays with CL B and
D. This is also crucial to keep client I focussed.

By removing the xylophone, Music Therapist thinks he has put the group on a more
rhythmic layer. Then he plays with client B and stays in eye contact with the other
two clients.
So, it’s important to highlight that client B remains focussed on interacting with the
Music Therapist. At this point the Music Therapist was also keeping strong eye
contact with client I and client D. So, Group involvement with all the clients at
different layers (music – eye contact) seems to be very helpful to keep client B
focussed on the music and no more exit seeks were attempted
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I looked at and ‘recognized’ as if I were
saying “I see you, you’re here”

11.0.11
Importance of Music
Therapist being
aware of
relational/musical
skills to improve to
face BPSD
Improve dealing with
BPSD

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
I perceived that I had moments where I lost
concentration and attention on all the
clients in the setting. There were moments
where I concentrated too much on D, who
was involved, ignoring client B who was
apathetic at that moment. I feel like I’m
losing her and this makes me anxious but
actually I lose it by doing many things to
keep her connected. Very happy and calm
when she came back and for how I was
able to manage her presence in the setting.

MTherapist is aware he needs to develop his skills in keeping his focus shared
between all the group clients.
He’s also aware that at certain points he was ignoring other clients and therefore
client B became apathetic. These elements could be used to develop improvement
actions for the next session.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Incorporating, Introducing Change,
Rhythmic Grounding, Completing

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
11.01 Management of transitional moments in the session
11.0.01 Transitional Moments instrument position change might cause client’s diversion
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11.0.02 Transitional moment management

11.02 Spatial management skills
11.0.02 Spatial instruments arrangement: semi-circular facilitates MBR for Exit seek recovery

11.03 Group As a Resource to remain focussed
11.0.03 Group resource – Group musical interaction with other group members helps Frontotemporal PWD to remain focussed on making
music

11.04 Assistant - Presence is desirable
11.0.04 Assistant’s presence is very desirable For Exit Seek recovery

11.05 Physical Dimension in Communication
11.0.05 Acceptance of Invitation in making music – Non-verbal sign of MBR

11.06 Musical ingredients to create client Engagement /
11.0.06 Intimacy by sharing instrument Sharing instruments evidences intimacy among players. It can be a resource for anxiety recovery
11.0.07 Progressive receding Client re-entered from exit seek was kept involved in playing by the MTherapist progressive receding

11.07 Music therapist is aware and can manage different type of Dementia Symptoms
11.0.11Importance of Music Therapist being aware of relational/musical skills to improve dealing with BPSD

11.08 MT flexibility
11.0.08 Frontotemporal PWD client might show two different contrasting attitudes in the music (here: collaborating and aggressive)

11.09 Creating a group
11.0.09 Group As a Resource- Mt equal attention to all the group members (in playing and using eye contact)
11.0.10 Group cohesion obtained by interacting with group at different layers (music-eye contact.)
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F.12 IPA of MBR 12
IPA of MBR 12, Client I, 12-12-2016
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client I – Anxiety Exit seeking Epoch 5-6
Exit seek at 16:53 (Epoch 5)
(OERS Anxiety scoring = 4 in Epoch 5)
At Epoch. 6 Client I Re-entered from exit
seeking and OERS scoring reduced to 2
Interview starts at 1:31 of the audio file
12.0.01
3 Clinical notes
writing styles
focussed on
describing:
1. clinical process
2. the session
3. MBR

Clinical Notes

Reflection on clinical notes
Different types/styles of clinical notes from the same Music Therapist.
This client participated a lot by looking. She CN seems to be mainly focussed on:
1. The session within the overall therapeutic process
accepted the instruments that I proposed.
2. the session features
At the moment of her exit seek, I was
3. the MBR in the session

paying attention to the whole group and not
only to her.
Memo: perhaps it would make sense to design a simple categorization of clinical notes
and to explore the category prevalence and what kind of category might contribute
more to understanding what happens at MBR
In this session clinical notes are about the MBR in the session
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12.0.02
3. Clinical notes
writing style: this
session is number 3

12.0.03
Music Therapist
thinks that anxiety
might be caused by
his/her actions in the
music

The group was playing the instruments
rhythmically with an energetic beat. [with
determination and notes. It is possible that
this way of playing fostered anxiety in the
client]
This sound moment was long lasting and I
didn’t speak to any participants and this can
generate fear and anxiety.

Music Therapist formulates the hypothesis that client I’s anxiety was caused by the
“marching style” pulse the group was playing before the exit seek. Music Therapist
thinks it was also due to the fact that nobody was speaking. The Music Therapist
believes that lack of verbal interaction might cause anxiety in PWD clients

The MTherapist thinks sitting was useful.
Even when she came back, she didn’t
immediately sit down and seemed very
disoriented. Here changing the position of
the musical instruments and staying close to
the client were useful.

12.0.04
Importance of sharing Sharing an instrument with the client and
Sharing instrument and keeping the setting clear helped the client to remain focussed
an instrument to keep keeping time with the group’s rhythm
on what was happening
reducing anxiety
allowed me to get her involved. Making the

setting predictable and creating a limit
(physically and with sound) through the
musical instrument made the client calmer
and more attentive.
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Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
Elements that helped Client I remain in the setting after she was brought back to the
The first thing that led to the MBR is the
sharing of an instrument already present in setting by the Music Therapist: Music therapist’s attention was focussed on client I (1 to
the setting among myself, client I and client 1 relationship)
D.

12.0.05
Sharing instrument
– trusting
atmosphere Sharing
an instrument results
in a trusting,
collaborative
atmosphere

Sharing Instrument (MT – client in a one to one relationship) created a collaborative,
trusting atmosphere which became an invitation to take part in the music

-The other essential characteristic was the
change of instrument and the proposal of an Timbre change in the session helped client I remain focussed on the sound environment
instrument. Then the proposal of various
timbres.
12.0.06
1 to 1 relationship
useful in anxiety
reduction
12.0.07

[an ocean drum was the rhythmic proposal
made to client I]

Client I had a special focus in her 1 on 1 relationship

Subsequently, client D became interested in Spatial instrument arrangement helps client I become calmer, sit down and later get
involved. Client D moved on to the Ocean Drum and a new player/instrument
the drum which lead to an opening and a
arrangement was possible: in a natural way it was possible to have a 1/1 relationship on
change to the xylophone which was then
the xylophone
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Importance of spatial
arrangements of the
instrument

shared by myself and Client I while the
ocean drum was only played by client D,

And here is where a variation occurs when
Client I sits down again and many musical
structures are based on polyrhythm and the
uses of pauses are created. This is an
12.0.08
invitation to musical group sharing and
Collaboration: we are
fosters attention on the part of client I.
playing all together.

Musical structure with polyrhythm and pauses

Sharing instruments
and pauses in the
pulse12.

12.0.09
Importance of
structure in the
rhythms with client I

An ostinato on the part of client D. I play a
polyrhythm; the ocean drum is introduced
after which the first musical structures
based both on polyrhythm and pauses are
also introduced. And there is my pause
proposal through that musical trill
it seems to me that both the pauses and the
samba rhythm allow everyone to enter and
keep the group together….so maybe the fact
that the group played cohesively together
preceding the exit seek should be
considered
The surprising thing was the support of
client I demonstrated by the other two
clients in waiting for her…. this is already a
relationship.
.
So, we can summarize by saying: shared
instruments and ostinato moments and then

Sharing instruments and pauses in the pulse: collaborative atmosphere creates a
trusting atmosphere which invites participation

It is the last session and the group seems to be more mature in listening and supporting
client I in returning into the setting
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sharing between you and her with a kind of
drum roll.
12.0.10
Phrases with pauses.
Polyrhythmic phrases
help in creating the
Group (facilitate
people playing
together)

12.0.11
Group members
listening to each
other
Listening to each
other in the group is a
goal that became a
resource after 11
sessions

Then the phrases with pauses that allowed
her and the others to enter in a more
significant way.
And then polyrhythm that makes them feel
more like a group.
Music Therapist: yes, it’s a kind of question
and answer
you started the variations and then they
started modifying the ostinato ….as if they
wanted to reply…do you agree?
yes [it’s the model] of calling and replying.
It’s the soloist who calls and the group that
responds.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

Here the music therapist outlines two very efficient ingredients in involving client I which
have the form of a clear musical structure based on phrases with pauses and
polyrhythmic phrases. This is very helpful in creating a group atmosphere and can be
used in a similar way to a question and answer structure.

The interviewer was present in the session as per this study’s protocol. The interview
can become very dialogic. This is an example where the interviewer’s questions are
content-rich in an attempt to help the music therapist focus on the elements of the
session.

The group was able to stay and listen with the intention of listening to each other and
client I – a characteristic reflected by the Music Therapist.

The group waited in silence and allowed me
to bring her back to the group. Then the
group listened carefully, which was a kind
of welcoming of my proposals and of what
was happening to Client I since I was
reflecting this state
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How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?

The exit seek was a very delicate moment
for me since I felt a sense of abandonment
and at the same time, I was stimulated to
resolve the problem by trying to involve the
client in the setting again.
.
12.0.12
I had more trouble when client I came back
Creating Group
in the setting since she didn’t sit down
cohesion. The Music immediately and I didn’t know what she
Therapist has a sound needed. Changing the setting physically and
bridge function.
musically calmed me down. I felt involved
.
in creating a bridge between the sound of
the group and the sound produced by the
client on the instrument that we shared

Music Therapist might have anxiety as well.
The music therapist at site 2 describes his feelings quite extensively. Despite this, he
shows himself ready to cope with this situation that he finds uncomfortable by finding
solutions like building a bridge in the music (see next section)

No assistant at that moment. Client I didn’t want to sit down Music Therapist had to help
her.
The bridge function of the Music Therapist: he tried to link client I’s sound to the other
two clients’ sound

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Incorporating, Rhythmic Grounding,
Making Spaces, Modelling, Sharing
Instruments
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
12.01 Direct music and relationship actions producing MBR
12.0.04 Importance of sharing an instrument to keep reducing anxiety
12.0.06 1 to 1 relationship useful in anxiety reduction
12.0.09 Importance of structure in the rhythms with client I

12.02 Clinical environment
12.0.05 Sharing instrument – trusting atmosphere Sharing an instrument results in a trusting, collaborative atmosphere

12.03 Physical dimension – spatial arrangement
12.0.07 Importance of spatial arrangements of the instrument

12.04 Continuity throughout sessions
12.0.11 Group members listening to each other in the group is a goal that became a resource after 11 sessions

12.05 Group building
12.0.12 Creating Group cohesion. The music therapist has a sound bridge function.
12.0.10 Phrases with pauses. Polyrhythmic phrases and help in creating the Group (facilitate people playing together)
12. 0.08 Collaboration: we are playing all together. Sharing instruments and pauses in the pulse
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F.13 IPA of MBR 13
IPA of MBR 13, Client P, 27-12-16
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Introduction
The ABMI scoring shows a Moment of
Behavioural Reduction between epochs 4
and 5. At epoch 5 the ABMI aggressive
item reduced to zero
Clinical notes
about the client in this session
Client P was very aggressive, more than
usual. In the last 10 minutes of the session
the use of instruments with lower intensity
and the voice quality helped greatly in
reducing aggressive behaviour.

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Here the Music Therapist focuses on what musical element helped in reducing the
aggressive behaviour but she doesn’t give any information about how. Answering the
semi-structured interview questions, she is be able to describe it in a more focussed way
In this clinical note, the Music Therapist introduces the idea that reducing volume and
paying more attention to voice timbre were the two main ingredients for reducing
Aggressivity.
Aggressive behaviour / Anxiety Behaviour might be reduced by reducing the use of
instruments in order to lower the overall sound intensity energy in the session.

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
13.0.01
The use of a song dedicated to love for
Client’s own
one’s mother
repertoire suitable for
behavioural reduction

The Music Therapist might have used this song for two reasons:
Firstly, the song has a positive meaning for the client. In this case we know that this is
one of the songs client P sings most.
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13.0.02
The importance of
knowing client’s
personal history or
building client’s
personal MT
repertoire

A song dedicated to one’s own mother might also NOT be useful- In fact at a client’s
personal level it might lead to negativity (i.e. the client might not have had a positive
relationship with his/her mother)

13.0.03
Musical forms suitable
for managing
sound/music
parameter reduction
useful for behavioural
reduction

Secondly, the form of the song makes it suitable for a reduction in aggressive behaviour
Music This song has a very “aria like” melody. The soothing musical structure might
suggest a loving feeling opposing aggressive behaviour. It’s a suitable form for
managing parameters like volume and tempo which may induce a further step towards
aggressive behavioural reduction.

13.0.04
Simultaneous Multiparameter (number of
instruments, sound
intensity, song tempo)
reduction
management to
reduce aggressive
behaviour

Lyrics are about enduring love for a mother. This theme should induce a reduction in
aggressive behaviour
Music Therapist works simultaneously on reducing: number of instruments, sound
The use of a song dedicated to a mother
intensity, song tempo
where the lyrics recall the love for her.
Progressively lowering the intensity of the Working on sound/music parameters leads to behavioural reduction
voice and instruments and then using the
voice without instruments. At the same time
the song (Mamma) tempo was progressively
reduced as well.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
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Creating a group by conducting it and
playing along

13.0.05
Creating the group by
singing and playing
While I was conducting, I tried to make
together creates the
them sing some song lyrics
conditions (here,
sound parameter
modification) for MBR. This led all the group members to play or

Enhancing the group feeling by leading and stimulating the participants to take part in
singing the song lyrics together. Before the MBR, the whole group was playing along
and singing the song lyrics together.
Creating the group by singing and playing together creates the conditions for modifying
sound parameters which lead to MBR

sing

In the last 5 minutes these ingredients were
helpful because I was able to lower the
group’s sound intensity and tempo
This created a moment of relaxation and
aggressive behaviour decreased
How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
Diminishing rhythm and intensity in
13.0.06
aggressive situations helps both clients and Reduction both of song intensity and tempo also helps the Music Therapist to find an
MBR positive
the Music Therapist to find a sort of internal internal balance. The positive conditions which led to an MBR in clients also reflect
atmosphere perceived emotional balance
positively on the MTherapist who reports experiencing positive emotional internal
by MTherapist on an
emotional level

balance.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Synchronizing, Pacing Rhythmic
Grounding, Shaping (clients T and R),
Calming (changing intensity and speed).
Conducting
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At MBR an increase in client P’s MiDAS,
in enjoyment (in R’s, in involvement and
response, in T’s, in enjoyment and
involvement)

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
13.01 Direct music and relationship actions producing MBR
13.0.01 Client’s own repertoire suitable for behavioural reduction
13.0.02 The importance of knowing client’s personal history or building client’s personal MT repertoire
13.0.03 Musical forms suitable for managing sound/music parameter reduction useful for behavioural reduction

13.02 MBR aggression facilitated by Multilayer action
13.0.04 Simultaneous Multi-parameter (number of instruments, sound intensity, song tempo) reduction management to reduce aggressive
behaviour

13.03 Group resource
13.0.05 Creating the group by singing and playing together creates the conditions (here, sound parameter modification) for an MBR.
13.0.06 MBR positive atmosphere perceived by MTherapist on an emotional level
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F.14 IPA of MBR 14
IPA of MBR 14, client T, 03-01-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The ABMI and OERS scales show a
Moment of Behavioural Reduction (MBR)
EXIT SEEKING between the session’s
epoch 4 and 5
He exited the setting many times during the
session. He was very restless.
The video shows that this reduction
occurred in epoch 4. The MBR consisted in
a return to the music therapy setting after a
“successful” exit seek. What was important
for client T then to remain in the session?
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
14.0.01
MT NOT being
demanding

When he came back in, I was welcoming

PWD in day-care centres are often “guided” by the staff. It seems very important to let
them feel they can decide about what they are doing. The “invitation” dimension seems
to be very crucial to allow them to come back in the session

I didn’t press him to sit down or play.
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14.0.02
Leaving PWD
freedom of choice in
the Music helps
reduce hyperactivity

When he sat on the armchair, he got closer
14.0.03
to the instrument. I encouraged his
Multilayer support of movement, offering him the closest
the client that reinstrument. During improvisation, I played
entered from an exit
accompanying rhythmic chords on the
seek: Eye contact
guitar. Although everyone followed client
and supporting client
‘s musical ideas in the P’s rhythm, I considered him with strong
music (here by chord eye contact and I supported his attempts to
change rhythm (maybe towards a waltz). I
Accompaniment)
let him know I was following his pulse and
song (Pompieri di Viggiù) by looking at
him.

The group is following Client P who has a leader role. The music therapist is working at
two levels: eye contact to stimulate client T while accompanying the group musically.

Music Therapist gives a lot of attention to client T always maintaining eye contact with
him. Eye contact to communicate while playing, following client’s song proposal

14.0.04
Eye contact and
musical interaction
Eye contact to
communicate while
playing: following
client’s song proposal
14.0.05
MT non demanding

Music therapist just invites and proposes the nearest musical instruments to client T.

I made sure he noticed my interest in him
without being pushy. I put the tubular bells
close to him without directly inviting him to
play.

She proposes another instrument just by setting the instruments close to him but
without asking him to play in a direct way. The Music Therapist tends to highlight a great
respect for client T ‘s will and a great way to make him feel his freedom of choice. Client
empowerment.
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Offering the client an
instrument without
asking him directly to
play

I gave him the choice of instrument to play
without asking. He tried it for a few seconds
and then returned to the xylophone.

14.0.06
MTherapist skill in
interpreting nonverbal feedback
Client’s non-verbal
feedback of MT
proposal acceptance

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
14.0.07
Multilayer
relationship
Building a trusting
relationship through
sound-musical
elements combined
with eye contact

It was as if a trusting relationship had been
established This made it possible for client
T to follow my musical proposal of
changing the tempo when I was focussed on
another client

In the musical interaction one can build a trusting relationship.
Client T remains on the xylophone but accepts to try what the music therapist is offering
him

In fact, I tried to exhibit a steady/constant
interest in what client T was playing and
singing using eye contact

Non-verbal signs that show the trusting environment is increasing. The Music Therapist
is sensitive to these signs and to progress in increasing elements of trust in the musical
relationship

Using a non-demanding atmosphere and proposing instruments or participation in
music just by actions and making eye contact. (see next text transcript section)
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In a further step [of the increasing trust
process] he supported me when I asked
another client to sing by asking him the
same thing (to sing something)
How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
14.0.08
Music Therapist
genuineness/
authenticity at MBR
MTherapist works
aware of his own
feelings and attitude.

From when he came back, I felt him
gradually relaxing and being in the group
music. And for me to be aware of not being
demanding towards him worked well to
lower his anxiety and wanting to exit.

Music therapist is aware of the importance of her non demanding attitude and she
became more confident that this helped the client by reducing client anxiety.
The atmosphere became more relaxed and this helped both clients and the therapist in
experiencing less anxiety in interaction

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Rhythmic Grounding, Giving, Receding.
SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
14.01 Positive clinical Environment
14.0.02 Leaving PWD freedom of choice in the Music helps reduce anxiety

14.02 Multilayer at MBR
14.0.03 Multilayer support of the client that re-entered from an exit seek: Eye contact and supporting client ‘s musical ideas in the music (here
by chord accompaniment)

14.03 Physical Elements in communication with PWD
14.0.04 Eye contact and musical interaction; Eye contact to communicate while playing: following client’s song proposal
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14.0.06 MTherapist skill in interpreting non-verbal feedback; Client’s non-verbal feedback of MT proposal acceptance

14.04 MTherapist attitude at MBR
14.0.05 MT non demanding Offering the client an instrument without asking him directly to play
14.0.08 Music therapist genuineness/ authenticity at MBR MTherapist works aware of his own feelings and attitude.
14.0.01 MT NOT being demanding
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F.15 IPA of MBR 15

IPA of MBR 15, Client P, 03-01-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client P session 03-01-17
The ABMI scale scoring shows that this
reduction occurred in epoch 4. The MBR
consisted of the ending of physical
aggression with an instrument
Clinical notes
15.0.01
Importance of
considering presession conditions as
behaviour co-triggers
15.0.02
Awareness of presession conditions
aids in interacting with
the client’s
communicative
attempts

Client P was angrily agitated and I could
already hear him outside the music therapy
room. He exited the setting a few times
during the session and was very restless.

The Music Therapist took into consideration his pre-session condition. This ability is
important to succeed in redirecting the aggression away from the Music Therapist as
the Music Therapist is aware that if aggression presents, it may be linked to pre-session
conditions.
Awareness of pre-session conditions aids in interacting with the client’s communicative
attempts
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Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
15.0.03
MBR AGGRESSIONImportance of Music
Therapist’s ability to
promptly redirect
instruments and
action meanings

I used distraction towards another
instrument (xylophone) instead of the
tambourine that he was using to hit me. I
distracted him by having him sit and
offering him back the tambourine in a
musical way i.e. very briefly showing him
how to play it.

15.0.04
Importance of
assigning a clear
musical role to group
members

Importance of the folk repertoire. Cultural attunement – pacing: supporting his pulse,
I pandered to him in his choice of songs
making him the group leader
and made him leader of the group. I
suggested various instruments. Then I
supported his pulse, redirecting client N
onto the beat that he was playing while he
sang a traditional type of folk song. Client P
stayed seated.

15.0.05

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
Acknowledging his leadership role.

Quick reaction on the part of the Music Therapist to offer a distraction as a way of
changing the context: a battle became a presentation of options by using a variety of
options one after the other during the 5-minute epoch.

Importance of recognizing his need to have a clear role (previous emergent theme).
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Importance of
acknowledging a
leader role by
matching his energy.
(pacing)

Importance of recognizing his leader role during a musical interaction. In this sense, by
meeting his energy.

How would you describe this moment in
terms
of
your
own
personal
responses/feelings?
I had to change the sense of his aggressive
gesture into one of play and this shift of
instrument and song managed to reduce his
aggressiveness

Importance of Music Therapist’s innate ability to “shift” the attitude of aggression into
one of playing music.

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Pacing, Introducing Change (timbre,
instrument, songs) toward calming.

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
15.01 Importance of considering pre-session conditions as behaviour co-triggers
15.0.01Importance of considering pre-session conditions as behaviour co-triggers

15.02 Importance of assigning a clear musical role to group members (emergent theme = super-ordinate theme)
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15.0.04 Importance of assigning a clear musical role to group members

15.03 MBR Aggression importance of music therapist’s ability to promptly redirect instruments and action meanings
15.0.03 MBR AGGRESSION- Importance of Music Therapist’s ability to promptly redirect instruments and action meanings

15.04 Awareness of pre-session conditions aids in interacting with the client’s communicative attempts
15.0.02Awareness of pre-session conditions aids in interacting with the client’s communicative attempts
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F.16 IPA of MBR 16
IPA of MBR 16, client U, 10-01-17
Emergent Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer’s speech in italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The ABMI and OERS scales show a Moment of
Behavioural Reduction (MBR) in APATHY –
(RE-ACTIVATION) increase in General
Alertness (less sleepy/drowsy), more active and
focussed.
Between the session’s epoch 5 and 6
the MBR consisted of becoming active at the
piano
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the reduction
to happen?
16.0.01
APATHY as a form of
resistance (Apathy
dimensions)

Asking the DC staff about client U’s apathy, it seems to be a translation of an “I
The musical element that triggered the Apathy
say no!” attitude. He sometimes screams to say “NO!”. 2 screams during MT
reduction was the use of different musical
instruments al the end of the session. In particular sessions whereas out of the session he screams at least 4 times x day …
the use of the piano
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16.0.02 Meaningful
Musical Instrument – The
importance of using a real
instrument
16.0.03
Meaningful Instrument
The importance of using
an instrument which the
client REALLY likes

What was important to maintain his activation?
After he accepted the invitation to play with me,
sitting side by side at the piano keyboard, the
chordal accompaniment was important to give
value to the pulse he provided
Can we define it as a chordal homorhythmic
accompaniment following the client’s pulse?

Perhaps it’s not just changing the instrument but it’s about inviting him to play an
instrument he likes. In the MT setting, the piano is his FAVOURITE INSTRUMENT –
Perhaps because of its Symbolic value. The Piano is a “real” serious music
instrument. It has the dignity of an instrument for “real music”. Client U’s son is a
conservatoire viola teacher.
Inviting client U to the piano means giving him a lot of individual consideration.
During the session’s ongoing process, MTherapist discovered that this is a
possible modality for building a musical relationship with client F
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16.0.04
NO APATHY – Client
became an active pulse
provider
16.0.05
NO APATHY - Client
Shows signs of willingness
before playing (physical)

Yes
Initially it was Client U who autonomously provided the pulse. Self musical
Initially I tried to change the pulse. But he didn’t
activation versus Apathy. According to the Music Therapist’s narrative, the client
follow me. After a couple of attempts I noticed
was initially providing the pulse. He was active instead of apathetic. MTherapist
that he could follow me but it was when he could
was the client’s pulse follower
clearly see my hands, although he was following
me in my dynamics and not only tempo changes

How did he play?
He played with both left and right hands (each
one note) A and D and G and D. A
homorhythmic bi-chord with the same rhythmic
pattern 1 (quarter note) and 2 (eight note)
16.0.06
M Therapist’s work is to
introduce changes to

The client is showing active listening and observing skills
NO APATHY. He is active in following the proposal
Thought on theory: using sight to keep time is a form of sensory motor playing
PWD may use different senses (hearing-seeing –touching) to integrate cognitive
deficit? = self help

Was he a follower after a while? Who was the follower?

How would you describe this moment in terms
of musical relationships-interactions?
Inviting him to the piano also meant introducing a change to divert him from
Inviting him to the piano was crucial, so the
apathy and to keep him involved in an activity.
change of instrument to a more interesting or
important instrument for him was crucial.
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divert the client from
apathy

16.0.07
MT Process. Reinforce
what was positive in the
last sessions

Another important thing was praising his way of
playing.
Also, the other group members were playing
xylophones and I also praised and complimented
them as well (also by singing their names)
He wasn’t distracted or bothered by my
compliments or reminders/comments to the other
patients
Were you able to keep the others also involved?
Somewhat but I could feel I needed to get their
attention

The determining factor was to reinforce the tastes he had demonstrated in
previous sessions.

What was the Music Therapist saying that was good about client U’s way of
playing? …What was particularly good about his playing?

A good group atmosphere was created by getting all the participants’ attention
by singing out their names to interrupt the flow of music This worked if the Music
Therapist was not sitting too close to them

16.0.08
Reinforce verbally positive How would you describe this moment in terms Using melodies to say what are normally spoken words – in this case Clients’
of your own personal responses/feelings?
musical interactions
names.

In inviting U to the piano, I felt very pleased that

16.0.09
what I was doing did not break the group’s
Good Group Atmosphere:
musical flow (the others continued playing in a
Sharing musically and
very natural way)
verbally
consideration/attention to
What Music Therapy Techniques were
all the Group members
16.0.10
Creating the Group
Singing group members’
names

relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?

Introducing Change (instruments), Imitating,
Synchronizing, Rhythmic Grounding, Tonal
Centering. Soliloquies (a few)

16.0.11
Importance of sung
speech with PWD
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The importance of keeping group music flowing. What was done at an individual
level worked for him without interrupting the music of the group flow. This could
keep the group together

16.0.12
Making the Group:
Introducing Change
without interruption of
group musical flow

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
16.01 Apathy Reduction importance of giving attention to PWD physical / signs
16.0.01 APATHY as a form of resistance.
16.0.04 NO APATHY – Client became an active pulse provider.
16.0.05 NO APATHY – CL Shows signs of willingness before playing
16.0.06 MTherapist work is Introducing change to client’s possible rigidity in playing

16.02 Meaningful instrument
16.0.02 The importance of using a real instrument
16.0.03 The importance of using an instrument which the client REALLY likes

16.03 MT process with PWD
16.0.07 MT Process. Reinforce what was positive in the previous sessions (memory of non-verbal events)
16.0.11 Importance of sung speech with PWD

16.04 Group work versus Apathy
16.0.08 Reinforce verbally positive musical interactions
16.0.09 Good Group Atmosphere: Sharing musically and verbally consideration/attention with all the Group members
16.0.10 Creating the Group: Singing group members’ names
16.0.12 Making the Group: Introducing Change without interruption of group musical flow
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F.17 IPA of MBR 17
IPA of MBR, 17 client X, 31-01-17
Emergent Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments
Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client X Session 31-01-17
The ABMI scale shows a Moment of Behavioural
Reduction (MBR) in EXIT SEEKING – as it was
possible to redirect exiting and keeping him
involved, it was seen as an Apathy reduction in
the sense of not refusing a proposal and becoming
active in “going to the piano”
Epoch 6 (11,35)
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the reduction
to happen?
17.0.01
MTherapist’s skill in using
Pre MBR positive
interaction moments as
resources for the MBR

I had previously worked with the client [in this
session] using a shaker toy which he called
‘maracas’. I alternated moments where I played
with moments where I helped him play

17.0.02
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The condition for an MBR to be developed from a previous positive moment of
interaction or moment of interest. The music therapist highlighted that the
previous maracas co-playing and collaboration interaction games (alternance)
with the music therapist were defined as relevant for the “redirection” MBR

Music therapist’s skill in
Reading PWD physical
responses as engagement
level cues
(In THIS CASE
transformation of the
stereotyped hand
movement)
17.0.03
MBR 3 STEP Client
Engagement process
based on a musical
gesture.
1. playing a toy shaker in
turn
2. shaking gesture used as
client’s trigger
3. shaking gesture used as
client’s call to the piano

He manifested his washing hand stereotype
movement also when he was holding the
instrument but in this alternate way of interacting,
he stopped

The music therapist reports that a previous interaction was very strong and the
client decreased his Parkinsonian-like stereotype. He was calmer and engaged in
an interaction. The musical terms of the engagement can be described as an
intentional beating of the toy shaker

.
After this phase, I took the guitar and started
singing. I imitated the movement of playing the
maracas that I had done before and he kept
playing.

Music therapist and client were playing the toy shaker in turn. This game was
ruled by giving–receiving and the maracas (also call–response). The Music
therapist started a new phase by playing the guitar. MT kept the client involved by
imitating the shaking gesture while she was playing guitar. A gesture or a musical
element can be used as a client musical engagement trigger

During MBR: Music therapy highlights the importance of the repetition of a clear
shared verbal call and good non-verbal gesture to involve the client a second
time.
Non-verbal sign – gesture to keep the client engaged

17.0.04
Group atmosphere at the
piano is an attractive pole
for diversion in exit
seeking MBR

I was at the piano and I was playing with client
U then client X manifested an exit seek … as if
he didn’t want to play anymore, I called to him
by moving my hand as if I was playing the
maracas
I had done something similar before in the
session when I asked him verbally to play and at
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The piano group playing served as an attractive place /atmosphere to redirect CL
X’s exit seeking to the piano

Before MBR occurred, the Music Therapist invited the client to play by showing
him the gesture to play maracas and by saying “play!”. Here the music therapist

the same time, I moved my hand as if I was
playing the maracas

17.0.05
Presence of assistant is
desirable

highlights the importance of using a known gesture (toy shaking) together with
verbal calling

Before epoch 4, he refuses to play every time and
The presence of the assistant was crucial to bringing client X to the piano
tries to do something different. I was able to
redirect and reactivate his positive attention by
using this non-verbal way to express an invitation
to play [the assistant helped him to reach the
piano]

17.0.06
A musical gesture
(maracas shaking)
combined with dialogue
reactivates positive
relationship at different
session moments

The Patient remained seated for more than 6
minutes. This way of expressing non-verbal
encouragement to play was bringing him back
close to me (when I was at the piano). So, it was
important to have built a positive relationship in
the music and be able to recall it non-verbally

It’s the gesture that recalls the previous work and that creates the occasion to sit
down.
The music therapist states that the musical gesture is the element that reactivates
the positive relationship mood that leads client X to the piano

17.0.10
Pre MBR positive
interaction element
• in-turn playing
dialogue dimension
• giving value to
client’s pulse by
providing a guitar
accompaniment
• making the client feel
that someone was
listening to him.

Had you played with him in a dialogical
dimension before?
I think so, because there was a way of playing in
turn.
Did you play with the client’s tempo in your
responding to him?
Yes, the pulse tempo was the one the client was
playing
It was a dialogic dimension but I also
accompanied him and this worked as if I was
telling him ‘I am playing with you’.
It was at the same time a dialogue and an
accompaniment.

Music therapist states that the pre-MBR positive interaction was based on three
main elements:
1.in-turn playing, dialogical dimension
2.giving value to client’s pulse by providing a guitar accompaniment
3.The music therapist’s idea was to make the client feel that he was in the
music and that she was with him. And someone was listening to him.
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I wanted to make him feel that I was listening to
him
Was the maracas gesture you made when you
were sitting at the piano the same as you made
before?
Yes, I always called him back with the hand
17.0.07
The therapist also highlighted a kind of procedure based on combining a shaking
Playing an instrument and gesture while I was playing another instrument ... gesture with playing a different instrument at three different moments when she
showing a musical gesture It’s the same schema that repeats: First in epoch 4 played the toy shaker, the guitar, the piano.
when I was close to him; then I was more distant
became a repeated
while I was playing the guitar and then at an even
schema towards MBR
greater distance when I was on the piano with
client U. The gesture was always the same in
each of the situations.
17.0.08
Repetition of positive
interaction gesture was
crucial in building the
positive relationship which
lead to MBR

How would you describe this moment in terms The Music Therapist highlights the importance of identifying a working element to
be used throughout the sessions. In this case, the maracas gesture was used in
of musical relationships-interactions?
We entered into a positive relationship by
repeating a gesture and a word which became
more and more familiar to him. Also, the
repetition of the word ‘maracas’ was crucial to
him.
The combination of this word and the gesture
recalled the moment when we were close and
facilitated his playing. Therefore, the relationship
was based on the gesture.
So, the relationship started with non-verbal
dialogue where I progressively moved away from
him while singing and prompted him with a
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various ways to reconnect with the client who, on one hand, didn’t seem ready to
interact but who, on the other hand, could actually be prompted by the gesture

maracas sound. When I was at the piano it was
sufficient just to call him verbally
17.0.09
MBR linked to
MTherapist’s Creative
intuition to develop a
positive CL–Therapist
relationship

How would you describe this Moment in terms
of your own personal responses / feelings?
I felt satisfied of having created a communication
The therapist feels good and is satisfied when creative intuition leads to the
channel that confirmed that a
relationship…trust… had been established and so development of a positive relationship for MBR
I felt satisfied
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Imitating and Pacing
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
17.01 Attention to pre sessions or pre MBR conditions towards MBR
17.0.01 MTherapist’s skill in using Pre MBR positive interaction moments as resources for the MBR
17.0.10 Pre MBR positive interaction element (in-turn playing dialogue dimension; giving value to client’s pulse by providing a guitar accompaniment;
making the client feel that someone was listening to him)

17.02 Creating Client engagement
17.0.02 Music therapist’s skill in Reading PWD physical responses as engagement level cues
(In THIS CASE transformation of the stereotyped hand movement)
17.0.03 MBR 3 STEP Client Engagement process based on a musical gesture. (playing a toy shaker in turn; shaking gesture used as client’s trigger;
shaking gesture used as client’s call to the piano)

17.03 Diversion by group piano playing
17.0.04 Group atmosphere at the piano is an attractive pole for diversion in exit seeking MBR

17.04 Presence of assistant is desirable (super-ordinate t. = emergent t.)
17.0.05 Presence of assistant is desirable

17.05 (Positive Atmosphere) MTherapist skill in creating recursive positive musical resources
17.0.06 A musical gesture (maracas shaking) combined with dialogue reactivates positive relationships at different session moments

17.06 Direct musical action towards MBR
17.0.07 Playing an instrument and showing a musical gesture became a repeated schema towards MBR
17.0.08 Repetition of positive interaction gesture was crucial in building the positive relationships which lead to MBR
17.0.09 MBR linked to M Therapist’s Creative intuition to develop a positive CL –Therapist relationship
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F.18 IPA of MBR 18
IPA of MBR 18, client Z, 14-02-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments
Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The scoring shows a moment of behavioural
reduction in epoch 4 at 10:24. The patient is
seated again after an exit seek [epoch 5,6]
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
During a moment of interaction on the
xylophone involving MTherapist, client Z
and client U, client Z got up just as I called
client X who was comfortably seated next
to the nurse

Music Therapist is focussed on describing not only musical elements
Music Therapist highlights that client Z stands up in a “exit seek modality” when she
dedicates attention to client X who is “cared for” by the assistant. This music Therapist’s
comment is more suited to the relational part of this interview. However, she clearly
highlights that client X shows a great “need for attention”. Music Therapist tries to
respond to this unmet need to reduce Client Z’s exit seeking behaviour.
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18.0.01
Music Therapist can
respond to PWD’s
need for attention
using multilevel
actions (pacing
movement and
speech while at the
same time
proposing to him to
play

LEVEL 1 of MT Response to client X’s exit. The Music Therapist validates client Z’s feeling
At this moment, I called out to the patient
of wanting to go away by telling him “I am going away too”
who had got up and I simply imitated his
movements. First, I asked him to sit down
again and then I got up too and told him that
I too was going away.

18.0.02
Secondly, I asked him to sit down; then I
A multi-level
came closer and very slowly we both sat
Manifestation of
down – he on a chair and I on the ground.
being progressively
closer to PWD using
music is CRUCIAL
in ANXIETY
REDUCTION

LEVEL 2 Music Therapist proposes sitting down again to client Z by doing it together
with him

I took his hand and while I was playing the LEVEL 3 Music Therapist offers client Z a stick and then holds the client’s hand that is
xylophone, I lead him to play with his other holding the stick and guides him /drives him to play on the xylophone together- It’s a
modality of progressively closer proximity. They play together
hand
He played for a few minutes with me and
another patient; I had proposed a
tambourine that he didn’t accept, then he
started listening

They play together and client U joins them – The group interaction calms client Z and
makes him willing to remain in the setting
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I dedicated more attention to the other
patients in that moment while playing the
guitar

LEVEL 4 further involvement
The Music Therapist tries to involve client U and client X but also involves client Z in a
music interaction based on sound framing of client U’s simple xylophone phrasing. Client
The chords I was playing on the guitar were Z’s involvement is based on incorporating some of his vocal sound in the melody sung by
the Music Therapist

linked to the pulse client U was playing on
the xylophone, thus creating an
accompaniment, and with my voice I
repeated and imitated some syllables of
client Z, inventing a melody that repeated
the changes in chords which created a
harmonic and melodic frame for the
sequence of a few notes that the patient was
playing.
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

I think the client had his moment of rising
from his chair because I called to another
client who was comfortably seated next to a
nurse; the moment I shifted my attention,
the first patient got up because I wasn’t
paying attention to him.
18.0.03
Group Validation at
MBR in the music – a

Here she repeats her idea about client Z’s need for attention and she thinks he is jealous
when MTherapist dedicates her attention to client X
Reflection on Interview structure:
Sometimes it’s not possible to split the relational from the musical reflections

The client calmed down when I invited him
and validated what he was doing and, in that
moment, I also shared the moment with
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powerful means of
anxiety reduction

him. He positioned himself as a listener but
still remained in a relationship with the
group.

At MBR, the validation actions performed by the Music Therapist but also by client X in
the music by playing together were crucial. Group validation is a powerful element at
MBRs.

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?

18.0.04
Music Therapist was
feeling confident at
having found the right
modality- maybe this
is a Client
enhancement?

I felt relaxed when I found the right
mentality to relation with the client who at
that moment had a problem

Music Therapist was feeling confident at having found the right modality- maybe this is a
Client enhancement?

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Giving - Enabling - Receding Incorporating (client U)
SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
18.01 MBR occurs when therapist /client interaction is a multilayer interaction
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18.0.01 Music therapist can respond to PWD’s need for attention using multilevel actions (pacing movement and speech while at the same time
proposing to him to play
18.0.02 A multi-level Manifestation of being progressively closer to PWD using music is CRUCIAL in ANXIETY REDUCTION

18.02 Validation
18.0.03 Group Validation at MBR in the music – a powerful means of anxiety reduction

18.03 Music therapist awareness of his own resources facilitates MBR.
18.0.04 Music therapist was feeling confident at having found the right modality- maybe this is a Client enhancement?
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F.19 IPA of MBR 19
IPA of MBR 19, client X, 21-02-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer’s speech in italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
MBR regards agitation – repetitive
movement (standing up) and
a reduction of stereotypical handwashing in
epoch 5

19.0.01
Better client
conditions might allow
new resource usage
by MT
the importance of
Music Therapist
recognizing client
conditions allowing

Clinical notes

In this interview, the Music Therapist provides a lot of technical details.
Some of the Emergent themes can be assigned more than once, as this presentation was
really redundant. In this type of interview the comments might repeat the technical
description. To avoid repetition, the comments appear in a very concise way and
maintain the function of being a grounding for the Emergent Themes identification

During this session, client X was more
active and participated more than in any
other previous session.

New behaviours in the sessions. Positive client conditions

The main new behavioural elements in this
session were that he frequently stopped his
stereotypically repetitive “washing hands”
movement by keeping the toy shaker in his
hands and by occasionally playing it, and
that he was nearly always smiling and was
always looking at other clients. Great
attention level.

MTherapist highlights client’s good conditions. He stops his Parkinson stereotypical
movement (continuous hand movements) – Music Therapist eye contact.
Music Therapist is sensitive to client’s physical condition and mood.
The Music Therapist can therefore explore new strategies when he is planning actions to
obtain an MBR
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Music Therapist to
explore new musical
strategies/actions in
reducing behaviours
On this day, client shows great attention and he easily stops his stand-up rep. behaviour
He completed the song verses that I sang
the start of.
There was no need to continuously stay next MTherapist doesn’t need a lot of energy to keep him sitting on the chair and involved in
the music
to him to keep him seated or to get him to
participate. (Neither I nor the assistant had
any physical contact)

Today it was particularly easy to get him to
sit again when he started his stereotypical
standing up. This time there was little
physical contact, differently from in the
positive 31-01-17 session.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
19.0.02
Musical environment
control
Importance of giving
the client the
opportunity to control
the musical
environment

The main things are that I left him time to
reply i.e. letting him interrupt and have the
last word

The Music Therapist left the end of the song lyric verses open, giving the client a chance
to finish them. The client can have the “last word” about the music in improvisation.
The client seems to have the possibility to use simple percussion instruments (maracas
and stick). The Music Therapist doesn’t specify whether he tried rhythmic phrases on the
music instruments
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19.0.03
Expand the number of
musical instruments in
the relationship

Making music proposals that are not always
finished. Putting either a maracas or a stick M Therapist is sensitive to the opportunity of moving on to a further step in the
relationship (changing the role of completer of the phrases) The Music Therapist
in his hand to stimulate and allow the
highlights the importance of exploring the possibility of expanding the range of musical
finishing of something I started.
instruments used in the relationship

For example, a known song like happy

Usage of significant music to trigger this positive completing activity:
Musical cultural attunement to the client …. Even childhood songs work. It seems to be
an obvious thing. The music therapist is seeking to involve the client in completing song
melodies or lyrics. She has to take into account that she needs to use the client’s
repertoire. She has to be attuned to the client’s musical world.

Then I proposed very simple musical
elements, where he could respond verbally
or with sound. And so, I made the first
gesture with the maracas so he could play a
song. I inserted a name, let him finish it and
then left him the finale… giving him a stick,
stimulating him to play it and at the same
time singing songs he knows like Papaveri
e Papere and Happy birthday to you

Giving the incipit and then leaving the client the possibility to complete and conclude the
phrase has a dialogic, conversational structure and also the aspect of relinquishing
control of the interaction
Giving the first gesture with the maracas, we are at the level of interacting through an
instrument
Giving the opportunity to complete a spoken phrase
Completing the lyrics of a well-known song

And then doing the song “ti ti ti” built on
one syllable that he repeats and that I put
into music.
And so, you put a melody to his “ti ti ti”
that was the same note or did he change it
as well?
No...initially he did it on the same note and
I did it as well. Then somewhere it became

The Music Therapist also used a vocal syllabic rhythm spontaneously produced by client
X to create a little melodic phrase. This can be a phase of the incorporated client’s
expression, attempting to move from a childlike expression to something with a musical
form. This form might become the means for a musical interaction. In this case it’s a
powerful validation moment

19.0.04
birthday or Papaveri e Papere that are
Musical/cultural
songs learnt very young and so also belong
attunement to client’s to their childhood
own repertoire may
help at MBR
19.0.05 Completing
Fragments
Redirecting client
attention by proposing
Musical fragments to
be completed
(lyrics and music)

19.0.06
Giving value to the
client’s musical
ideas/materials

All these things were crucial and helpful in keeping client X focussed on the musical
relationship with the Music Therapist.
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something like a theme with a slight
variation
19.0.07
Continuity through
different sessions by
using the same
elements (songs or
rhythmic phrase)

19.0.08
Unfinished fragments
may be used in a “one
to group” engagement
process at MBR

So, they were elements already proposed in
preceding sessions. The happy birthday
song is a song that I saw he replied to,
probably it was a song he has known from
childhood. I continued using his name.
From a musical point of view, you are
proposing incomplete fragments.
Suspended fragments that are small
rhythmic phrases or that are approaches
towards an instrument that you propose
using, a modality proposal to use an
instrument…
They may contain some words to finish off
Also, the fact that I could move away and
come closer […] I left very brief, small
pauses and went around the circle, calling,
for example, also another patient

The Music Therapist uses the musical resources that were important also in previous
sessions’ MBR I.
In the dialogic dimension of the interview the Music Therapist repeats the main idea of
providing fragments to be completed and which also include an invitation to play
instruments

The Music Therapist uses unfinished fragment proposals to expand engagement to the
whole group [one to group] in a circular way. The proposals were equally distributed to
all the group members.
Unfinished fragments may be used in a “one to group” engagement process at MBR

Within a minute, I continuously changed

19.0.09
proposals so that he didn’t get distracted [by The Music Therapist highlights the importance of proposing short and always changing
Short and always
proposals, among which giving up hand washing can be inserted. This favours the
other things] The stimulation “proposed”
changing musical
client’s involvement. And this contributed to the MBR
proposals may help in
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reducing Behaviours
(in this case
stereotyped
movement)

was continuous and distributed in turn to all
three patients
And it kept their attention, it avoided...it’s
true he had some moments where he got up
but he also sat down again

19.0.06
Giving value to the
client’s musical
ideas/material

…. and was invited to sit down again, and
we could say the relationship part is
involved. Could we say that this way of
proposing-responding in a very short time
and with many variations was able to
include the proposal-reply “I’m getting upI’m sitting down”?
Yes I get up-I sit down or I do “washing
hands” but I make it become something else
and so I tried to give it meaning … so this
rhythm created a distraction to the
stereotype and so more attention on the part
of the client to a way of channelling the
stereotypical behaviour and give it meaning.

The interview becomes very dialogic. In this part both the researcher and the interviewer
are sharing a reflection about making sense of the Music Therapist/ client interaction.
The meaning that the Music Therapist gave to the client’s stereotypical behaviour was
related to enhancing its musical value… therefore one could think of it as giving
relational value to the client’s musical material embedded in his stereotypical
movements.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
19.0.10
Unfinished fragments
may be used in a
“one to group”

The relationship part was this: that he gave
more attention to what I was proposing and
so when I called him and invited him to sit,
he responded.
I could move away and move more towards
the others and then move closer to him

The Music Therapist highlights that what she did before [short and always changing
proposals and unfinished fragments] increased the client’s attention and allowed her to
move away from the client to other clients and then come back again.
There was an assistant to help if needed; the client seemed to feel safer
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engagement process
at MBR

again. On a macro level this was a going
and coming, an entering and exiting
Observer: and that could progressively
dilate into longer lengths of time?
MT: yes, exactly, into longer lengths of
time that he had to stay there or had to be
physically restrained by the assistant (in the
room) … and so there was less need for the
assistant. Maybe he felt safer with her in the
room anyway.
How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
I really enjoyed keeping the client involved
in the music

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
19.0.02
Musical
environment control
Importance of giving
the client the
opportunity to control
the musical
environment

There was pacing …and because I had
taken up his speed in saying his words and
his difficulty in saying the words...for
example, when he says marararacas, I
repeat what he says. And then when I
follow the speed of his rep. movement of
washing hands, that is, by repeating a sound

The second level of making him feel in control was by using stereotypical behaviour in a
creative way and building short melodies by repeating that “syllable” at different pitches
with the same rhythm… This technique description highlights the Importance of giving
the client the opportunity to control the musical environment as the music therapist
repeats the sounds and words of the client at the same tempo as the client’s
movements
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I make or the words I say at the speed of his
handwashing, is in this sense, Pacing.
Incorporating because I used his musical
syllable and I put it into music, changing the
meaning.
Then I used Rhythmic Grounding. I kept the
pulse and speed while I was making the
rounds with the other patients both when I
was singing or when I paused in a song to
give him time for the ending
So, but you also introduce slowing down at
certain moments. Maybe that was
something else?
I continuously introduced change. Change
at the time of handwashing or sitting down.
I changed speed (beat tempo) in the song or
I slowed down the music that I was playing
on the xylophone
[Introducing Change] I continuously
introduced a different rhythm or a variation
in melody to leave space for Introducing
Change and “leaving spaces”, making
spaces in the structure so the client can take
part. To be able to leave him room for a
reply, I mean, leave a pause to give him the
chance to respond
To summarize, the techniques used were
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Pacing, Incorporating, Rhythmic
Grounding, Introducing Change, Making
Spaces

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
19.01 Music Therapist skills to MBR
19.0.01 Better client conditions might allow new resource usage by MT
the importance of Music Therapist recognizing client conditions allowing M Therapist to explore new musical strategies/actions in reducing behaviours

19.02 Music Therapist skills
19.0.03 Expand the number of musical instruments in the relationship

19.03 Diversion
19.0.05 Completing Fragments Redirecting client attention by proposing Musical fragments to be completed (lyrics and music)

19.04 Validating
19.0.02 Musical environment control Importance of giving the client the opportunity to control the musical environment
19.0.09 Giving value to the client’s musical ideas/materials

19.05 Continuity through sessions
19.0.07 Continuity through different sessions by using the same elements (songs or rhythmic phrase)

19.06 One to group
19.0.10 Unfinished fragments may be used in a “one to group” engagement process at MBR

19.07 Direct action to MBR
19.0.09 Short and always changing musical proposals may help in reducing Behaviours (in this case stereotyped movement)
19.0.10 Fragment to be completed created a sense of being safe
19.0.04 Musical/cultural attunement to client’s own repertoire may help at MBR
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F.20 IPA of MBR 20
IPA of MBR 20, client P, GRP B 21-02-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The reduction for Client P on 21 Feb 2017
Epoch 4 -5 was a re-entry from an exit seek
and remaining seated.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?

20.0.01
MBR based mainly on I suggested the clients sing slowly and
singing together
softly

First step to MBR
Music Therapist keeps the client involved and in a condition to not leave.
Therapist suggests singing to engage the client. She reduces the intensity of her voice
Was it your choice to work on those musical while she sings to make the client remain in the setting.

elements?
20.0.02
MBR: importance of
giving clear musicalrole suitable to the
group atmosphere
based on a regular

I suggested he sing and I also left some
elements to complete… I asked him to sing
a song with me and then I pretended I didn’t
remember the lyrics. Then I also asked him
“What else could we sing together?” I gave
him the role of choosing a new song

Second step to MBR
In the first step, Music Therapist established two environmental features: A regular
pulse (i.e. the song’s pulse) and a low volume intensity.
Music Therapist now involves the client in a further engagement level by giving him the
leader role. Client is a leader in suggesting new songs or in recovering the song lines that
the Music Therapist pretends not to remember any more.
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pulse and on low
voice intensity
20.0.03
The Importance of
Therapist/client’s
cultural attunement to
give him the leader
role

20.0.04
MBR obtained by
Giving value to all the
music ingredients the
client brings

At first, I suggested singing Mamma. He
sang it without accompaniment and slowly.
Then I asked him to sing Firenze stanotte
sei bella pretending I couldn’t remember
the lyrics.

Importance of Attunement to cultural environment in suggesting songs that the group is
able to share and that keep client P involved in the role of leader.

He started singing this song and playing on
the guitar. He used the guitar
“rhythmically” by beating on the side of the
guitar body. He provided the song pulse
creating Rhythmic Grounding without
exaggerating the intensity, loudness, nor
speed and this was, I think, a way to keep
him singing slowly with intensity in his
voice…slower tempo compared to his usual
frenetic pace of playing

Client P plays rhythm by using his guitar as a percussion. He also beats on the side of the
guitar.
The Music Therapist highlights the importance of supporting client P in keeping a calm
rhythm and at the same time singing with him at an intensity more reduced than usual to
keep him in the setting (so no exit seeking)
In this case she enhances positive elements brought by the client to obtain the MBR

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

20.0.05
Individual musical
interaction makes

So, there was a relationship between me and
him, and besides him, also with part of the
group, which was T, and also the other
patient started singing

The dual musical relationship between the Music Therapist and client P engaged a third
client who started singing. Singing Mamma made another client curious and willing to
participate. So, in this case what works is allowing a client to engage another client.
Possibly also the relaxed singing created by a regular pulse and the lower than usual
intensity attracted the other client.
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other client curious
and willing to
participate

Did you seat him again or did he sit down
by himself? When he got up, I suggested
changing places; he agreed and simply
changed places. He sat down somewhere
else, took up the guitar again and from there
the modality changed. Also, because I
suggested the song Mamma, that the other
patient also likes, and this meant that the
other sang this song.
One person had gone away
I took advantage of the exit seek of the third
person to create a more intimate
relationship in the group

20.0.06
Music Therapist’s
two-layer work =
ability to manage
modifications and role
at spatial and at
musical level

And then maybe the fact that you invited
him to sit next to you on the same side so
the closeness relationship changed …
I also made the other patient come back in,
who then stayed and I sat down next to him
so I was seated between two patients (you
had changed position … you were are all on
the same side) … I was a participant like
them. I wasn’t in a director position.

20.0.07
Changing Spatial
relationships may
help MBR

So, this was a modality, i.e. this sharing of
position might have facilitated taking part,
that is, not being me against you emerged
also spatially
I wasn’t in a position of director but rather
of participant

Music Therapist notices that the spatial relationships were important for relaxing client
P and for creating a new group interaction modality.
In fact, client P agreed to Music Therapist’s proposal to change his seat. Music Therapist
and client P and client T were sitting beside the therapist. They were all sitting on the
same side. The group was reorganized by the client’s and therapist’s moves and they
seem to be in a collaborative position as no one was sitting in front of the other. Music
Therapist said she was not in a conductor position but in a collaborative position which
lead to MBR.

The new spatial relationship helped client R to enter the setting after one of the many
exit seeks he exhibited in this session.
A change in spatial relationships towards more personal closeness can facilitate all the
clients’ relaxation.
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His antagonism didn’t start up and then the
other consideration, …maybe it was the fact
that also the competitor was missing, the
group had acquired a different
configuration…even when the third patient
re-entered, he was no longer a competitor
like before
Leaving space counted for a lot but also this
thing about being together, of the invitation
to stay, taking his time, to be together
without competing …of staying together
and not competing
How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
I felt comfortable. Very focussed on what
was going on.
What music therapy techniques were
relevant or did you use which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Pacing, Calming, Giving and Conducting
I was actually in a conducting role in the
session.
Pacing: I followed the energy of the patient
which was very strong but then also with
Calming because I introduced a calmer
song, so I also used Calming. Relaxed, he
sang in a calmer manner.
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20.0.08
Group conducting
contributes to
individual MBR

He stopped playing loudly and just followed She conducted the group BUT gave attention to all the group members not only to the
client who was exit seeking
the tempo by calmly beating on the
instrument (which for him means being
calm). I referred to him but also the whole
group when I was conducting the group and
not just him alone

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
20.01 Direct Actions
20.0.01 MBR based mainly on singing together

20.02 Group work
20.0.02 MBR: importance of giving clear musical-role suitable to the group atmosphere based on a regular pulse and on low voice intensity
20.0.08 Group conducting contributes to individual MBR

20.03 Validation
20.0.04 MBR obtained by Giving value to all the music ingredients the client brings
20.0.03 The Importance of Therapist/client’s cultural attunement to give him the leader role

20.04 One to many
20.0.05 Individual musical interaction makes other clients curious and willing to participate

20.05 Multilayer
20.0.06 M Therapist’s two-layer work = ability to manage modifications and role at spatial and at musical level

20.06 Spatial Management
20.0.07 Changing Spatial relationships may help MBR
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F.21 IPA of MBR 21

IPA of MBR 21, client X, 28-02-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client X Session 28-02-2017
The ABMI scoring shows that this
reduction occurred around the last minute of
epoch 4 and lasted for all of 4- 5th epochs
[hyperactivity]
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
21.0.01
Coherence/congruenc
e towards integration
of different elements
(calm rhythm,
soothing timbre,
favourite instrument
and song in creating a
welcoming
atmosphere working
on different musical

I used my voice, speaking slowly both in
beat and rhythm and with a whispering
intensity, proposing and letting him play the
instrument he likes: the maracas, that he
usually uses because

Music Therapist presents a combination of welcoming and accepting musical initiatives
with a calm and soothing timbre, like a soothing voice, which induces relaxation. She
lets him use his favourite instrument (a maracas).
She is coherent in using “calming stuff”: a happy birthday song, then she changed his
instruments and gave him the one he likes, so the ingredients were: soothing voice,
calm rhythm, favourite instrument, the happy birthday song, and short songs invented
using client’s ‘ti’ repetition syllable. At this start of the session music therapist shows
coherence and congruence in managing many different musical parameters which give
rise to a welcoming atmosphere.
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parameters at the
same time
21.0.02
M Therapist’s skills in
reading negative
physical response
(increase in
stereotypical gesture)
to an uncomfortable
instrument

the proposal of the tambourine was difficult Music Therapist reacted quickly and effectively by exchanging the tambourine for a
maraca when she noticed his negative response (stereotypical gesture). The Music
for him to physically hold in his hand and
Therapist shows herself to be skilled in reading negative physical response.
play and this created anxiety for him,
increasing his stereotypical hand washing.

21.0.03
At MBR MTherapist
group work is the sum
of simultaneous
individual interactions

I sang a song that calms him, ‘Happy
Birthday’, to which he replied, finishing the
phrases I left unfinished, and also sang a
song invented with the ‘ti’ syllable that he
repeats often and here he also participated
by repeating the syllable

21.0.04
Importance of
congruence = Music /
facial expression

While I was with him, I was playing the
xylophone with the other client; client U
always kept an unambiguous facial
expression (smiling and funny/surprised)
that could express tranquillity.

The Music Therapist uses a sequence of calming/relaxing musical initiatives which create
a relaxing atmosphere.
The importance of creating a relaxing atmosphere while at the same time keeping other
clients musically engaged (she plays xylophone with another client U).
In Small groups dyadic/triadic relationships can easily arise.

Importance of Facial expression as a nonverbal way to accompany the quality of a
relationship based mainly on musical elements. Obviously, the Music/ facial expression
congruence is important. These two non-verbal modalities need to be simultaneous.
These two modalities help in disambiguating the relationship.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
21.0.5

The relationship was focussed mainly on
myself and him through the song and the

Music Therapist’s unfinished song or phrases create intimacy and joyful atmosphere
between the client and the Music Therapist together with other congruent sound
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Joyful and intimate
atmosphere created
by the “unfinished
song or phrases
“game and congruent
whispering voice and
slow pulse

unfinished phrases, with an almost
whispering voce and a slow pulse. He
looked at me and smiled often without
moments of excess agitation;

parameter usage (whispering voice and slow pulse). Music Therapist is able to
understand that what she is doing is working by paying attention to his physical
behaviour = “He looked at me and smiled often without moments of excess agitation”

21.0.07
Physical response is
the Music Therapist’s
feedback to confirm
the instrument change
was important to
creating trusting
atmosphere

I think taking away the tambourine made
him feel listened to and understood in his
anxiety at having to even merely hold it in
his hand, and re-proposing the maracas
made him feel reassured; he changed his
way of sitting - he leaned back against the
chair.

Instrument changing to find the most comfortable one for the client to participate in the
music. The Music Therapist thinks this was a crucial step in creating a trusting
atmosphere. The Music Therapist again reports that a client’s physical response
(worsening of stereotyped behaviour) modulated what she was doing

There was no group relationship but there
was a relationship between myself and
client P, and myself and client U, that led
them to participate.
I kept a relationship with them both,
continuously addressing either one or the
other, without letting them ever feel
‘abandoned’. They never dialogued with

At MBR Music Therapist’s awareness of the degree of group interaction is crucial:

21.0.8
At MBR Music
Therapist’s
awareness of her/his
own “working”
intuition is important

21.0.06
Music Therapist’s skill
in reading physical
behaviour is crucial to
developing further
steps in the musical
relationship

Group relation created in a step by step process:
1-Individual relationship
2-Individual + individual but who aren’t relating to each other but only with the Music
Therapist
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each other although they stayed in the
group.

3-when there is a sum of individual relationships with the Music Therapist, she can work
as a bridge to put the individuals in relationship to each other (which didn’t happen
here)
4-then you have Group members who interact [group interaction level 1]
5-and then you can have group members who interact, each with his/her musical role
[group interaction level 2]

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
I felt satisfied that I had found a way to be
with him and make him feel calm and to
keep his attention even in a three-way
relationship

Music Therapist gives value to his/her own intuition to find an interaction … a way to
engage clients

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Incorporating – I incorporated client X’s
vocal expression “ti ti” in the improvisation
when I also started “Papaveri e Papere”
Introducing Change – this regarded
timbre ...instruments and the improvised
melodic phrasing.
Rhythmic Grounding - I always provided a
rhythmic foundation in the music
Making spaces – I sometimes left the song’s
phrases unfinished to let him finish them
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Calming – slowing down tempo and
reducing volume
Conducting – I used gesture, mime and
posture to conduct

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
21.01 Multilayer Coherence
21.0.01 Coherence/congruence towards integration of different elements (calm rhythm, soothing timbre, favourite instrument and song in
creating a welcoming atmosphere working on different musical parameters at the same time
21.0.04 Importance of congruence = Music / facial expression

21.02 Physical responses
21.0.02 M Therapist’s skills in reading negative physical response (increase in stereotypical gesture) to an uncomfortable instrument
21.0.06 Music therapist’s skill in reading physical behaviour is crucial to developing further steps in the musical relationship
21.0.07 Physical response is the Music Therapist’s feedback to confirm the instrument change was important to creating trusting atmosphere

21.03 Group Interaction [as a sum]
21.0.03 At MBR MTherapist group work is the sum of simultaneous individual interactions

21.04 Joyful atmosphere
21.0.05 Joyful and intimate atmosphere created by the “unfinished song or phrases “, game and congruent whispering voice and slow pulse

21.05 Music Therapist Awareness
21.0.08 At MBR music therapist’s awareness of her/his own “working” intuition is important
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F.22 IPA of MBR 22
IPA of MBR 22, client P, 28-02-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The ABMI and OERS scales show a
Moment of Behavioural Reduction between
epochs [4] and [5]. EXIT SEEK - he seems
to be Frontal Dementia restless therefore the
Exit Seeking symptom was assigned to the
Hyperactivity syndrome - at the 5th minute
of epoch 4. Then in Epoch 5, the client
remained involved and calm.
The video shows that this reduction
occurred at about the last minute of epoch 4
and lasted for all of the 5th epoch.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
22.0.01
Using 2 similar
instruments and sung
words to create
attunement
collaboration
atmosphere

We used the same instrument [2 guitars: the
guitar of the patient with open FA tuning –
the same scale as the xylophones in the
room]. We were facing each other. I used
verbal, slightly sung interaction and
introduced a song with elementary words

Mt and client both used a guitar. The Music Therapist’s position helps create a
collaborative atmosphere. The combination of using similar instruments and the Music
Therapist’s use of sung words support the development of collaboration. Using similar
instruments probably creates a sense of closeness by having something in common
which produces sounds that create a non-verbal relationship. In this sense we can see
that the Music Therapist uses a similar instrument and sung words to create a
collaborative, attuned atmosphere
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[client P was playing a regular pattern with
a regular pulse – strumming on open guitar
strings forte and staccato]
22.0.02
I repeated his rhythm and inserted a suitably
Playing together but
adaptable song, playing it a little behind his
introducing slight
pulse
changes in the pulse
tempo to calm client’s
Hyperactivity
22.0.03
Musical multilevel
work to reduce
hyperactivity mood:
Song lyrics /vocal
timbre modification
(smoother) and
slowing down tempo

Client P sings with me and continues to
play. I was singing in a soothing vocal
timbre. Client P made a mistake in the lyrics
[he substituted words with similar sounding,
‘dissonant’ syllables] and I repeated them
while smiling, engaging another patient in
the group (client T)

Playing together - it’s just like using client P’s rhythm as grounding on which the music
therapist can introduce variations after having followed client P’s rhythm. In other
words, it is a game where acknowledging his playing this way allows the music therapist
to slow down the pulse-tempo. He is playing by inserting songs on his rhythm and once
they are proceeding together and contact has been established, the music therapist
slows down the pulse tempo to calm the client’s hyperactivity behaviours.
Singing together but introducing a smooth voice and relaxed atmosphere by having fun
on lyrics modification
MTherapist describes in detail how she also created engagement using what was
coming from the clients. In this case, some variations in music elements at different
layers helped the client to remain involved.
It’s very interesting that coherence among different elements in the music facilitates the
reduction of behavioural symptoms. One might call it non-verbal coherence.

I repeat again, slowing down the pulse even
further.
22.0.04
Then next I move to another patient –
Involving all the group making the group a real threesome – still
in the music facilitates with low intensity and by slightly slowing
slowing tempo for the down the song tempo.
hyperactivity -client

The Music Therapist sits, physically moves her seat and involves all the clients in playing,
facilitated by physical proximity. Slowing down the tempo to reduce hyperactivity
symptoms works best when more people in the group are involved in playing.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
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22.0.05
Role changing (from
leader to follower in
the music) helps in
Hyperactivity
reduction

In the threesome, client P changes role from Role changing of a client who exhibits hyperactivity. Client P became a helper/follower
instead of a leader. This element was noted to be very important as, combined with
leader to helper. I asked client T to sing
with me but he continued looking at client P others, it helped the client remain in the setting and focused the client’s attention on the
other people present.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
Hmm… a great feeling.
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or did you use which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Incorporating – when I started Papaveri e
Papere at a slightly slower pulse than his
Rhythmic Grounding. I created a rhythmic
foundation with variations of pulse and
tempo
Making spaces- I interrupted the words of
the song to let him complete them.
Calming-slowing down and redirecting
tempo and dynamics.
Conducting-I used gestures and I also used
mimicking and posture to lead clients.
To summarize, the techniques were:
Rhythmic Grounding. Making Spaces
Conducting. Calming. Incorporating
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
22.01 Creating a 1 to 1 relationship / collaboration atmosphere to introduce musical parameters variation towards the MBR
22.0.01 Using 2 similar instruments and sung words to create attunement and collaboration atmosphere
22.0.02 Playing together but introducing slight changes in the pulse tempo to calm CL. hyperactivity

22.02 Attunement on different musical parameters to promote slowing down the impro tempo towards reduction
22.0.03 Musical multilevel work to reduce anxiety mood: Song lyrics, vocal timbre modification (smoother) and slowed pulse tempo

22.03 Role Changes and slowing down improvisation tempo to reduce anxiety are facilitated in group playing
22.0.04 Involving all the group in the music facilitates slowing tempo for the anxiety-client
22.0.05 Role changing (from leader to follower in the music) helps in anxiety reduction
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F.23 IPA of MBR 23

IPA of MBR 23, client U, 07.03.2017 client U
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
A Moment of Reduction of Apathy of client
U that begins at epoch 3 and is reduced in
epoch 4.
In epoch 3, Client X stops playing and we
see that there is this moment of refusal.
Clinical Note
In this session, the difference was that
23.0.01
Client U participated a lot. He looked at the
Music Therapist is
others and was nearly always active from
sensitive and flexible the point of view of attention towards the
to client Favourite/non other patients, also musically because he
favourite instrument
played the xylophone without the need to
current approach as it
play the piano [the only instrument where
can be an indication
of client’s availability he usually became activated]. He played
with me and also looked at the patient
to engage
playing the conga ... he smiled at the jokes,
he was careful to pick up a handkerchief
that a patient had lost so he was very active
in comparison to other sessions

The music therapist describes the unusual participation level of client U in this session
and that he became involved in music, making use of an unusual instrument for him.
The music therapist precisely describes the differences with the previous sessions where
client U’s attitude and participation was lower.
Perhaps her description is so detailed because in the other session he was active only for
5 minutes while here he is inactive only for 5 minutes.
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Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
23.0.02
A 3-step engagement
process.1. respecting
initial apathy. 2.
verbal proposal
referring to small
orchestra
environment (verbal
reconnection to the
group)
3. mirroring the
client’s musical
attitude and posture

I respected his drowsy state at first but then
I started calling. I didn't propose too many
sounds and I didn't intervene. I had already
played a little xylophone with him earlier in
the session ... he was present, then he took
a moment of rest, of relaxation which
become a moment of apathy, which I
respected and I didn’t want to be too
intrusive.

After I called him back, I called his name;
he had two sticks in his hand. I thought two
Music therapist create sticks were too many, so I took one, saying
the sense of an
we play with only one. Usually he refuses
Orchestra
to play on demand.
(introducing, using
I even removed one from his hand and I
different instruments,
mirrored his way of sitting in front of the
giving the client the
conductor role) saying xylophone. We both played together with a
stick. After a rest, I also gave him the other
verbally “we are an
one.
orchestra”
23.0.04

The important elements that worked in the client’s musical engagement were:
respecting the client’s feeling slightly sleepy by not interacting with him, and not using
many sounds with the others (to avoid being too loud).
She didn’t want to be intrusive and/or demanding

Then she engaged him in playing by proposing to play as if they were an orchestra. He
had two sticks in his hand so the Music therapist describes that she facilitated his
participation by taking away one of the two sticks as this might remind him of a
conductor’s stick.
Music therapist seems to highlight the elements that were important for the reactivation of client U, defined in a sequence as:
1. respecting the apathy and sleepy feeling of client U.
2. verbal proposal referring to a small orchestra environment which can be seen as a
verbal reconnection to the group. In fact, the other group members might also show
interest in responding to the music therapist’s call for participation as well.
3. mirroring the client’s musical attitude and posture
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When he stopped playing and I interacted
with the Client next to him, Client U
seemed to be attentive to what the other
patient did,
I said:
"The other patient there is playing the drum.
Let’s do it like an orchestra where there is
percussion and the xylophone so this
becomes a real orchestra". He seemed to
agree to this and played the xylophone
The Music Therapist is attuned to client’s culture. His son is a Viola player in a northerndespite the fact that the other patient wasn’t Italy Orchestra. He is musically educated and it’s important to him to refer to the
Orchestra Environment. So, the music therapist emphasizes that they were becoming a
playing anymore.
In the end the patient next to him dropped
his handkerchief and he was ready to pick it
up.

real Orchestra by playing different instruments
She also mirrored his way of sitting in the chair and his way of playing

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

23.0.05
Further steps in
musical engagement:
by mirroring client’s
intensity, his physical
posture, and by
becoming the client’s
follower

... is that of the relationship ...
I played with a single stick with him, I
imitated him from a sound point of view
and from a physical point of view

Music Therapist describes further steps that were useful in re-activating the client. This
seems to be important because after the first activation of client U, she highlights the
fact that the elements that she was continuing to use were also important from a
relationship point of view

…this was the musical part
and I was following his gesture
…in the sense that you also took a single
stick?
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Sometimes I increased [the number of
notes], I played a few more notes but I was
following his gesture
What do you mean by “I was following his
gesture”?
In the sense that I tried to play with his
rhythm and intensity
Was he playing some phrases?
He played … like scale fragments …notes
not actually phrases
Was he following you or you him?
I was following him and maybe he also
me…as if we were imitating each
other…also when we started playing using
two sticks, which we were doing after I told
him “this is an orchestra”

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

23.0.06
Client engagement
maintained by
variations in music

We started with just one stick and then he
stopped a bit. After a pause, I gave him
back the other stick and encouraged him to
listen to the other client playing a conga,
saying “Listen to the other client who is
playing percussion. We are turning into a
big orchestra” and then I gave him the
second stick.

The music therapist describes that after the first client’s engagement, she proposed
variations on intensity and phrasing to keep him interested and involved. She also
encouraged the client by saying: “now we are an orchestra”.
This happened while the music therapist was mirroring the client physically and
musically. Moreover, she provided variation in the music parameters such as volume,
increased musical phrasing, and provided verbal proposals
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parameters and
verbal proposals

Did you physically ..And musically… match
him but sometimes you proposed something
new? Of course, I increased the intensity
and the number of notes a bit and then I
gave him the second stick.

How would you describe this Moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
It was nice to see that he reacted positively
to the activation. I had entered into
communication with him while respecting
his interaction modality

23.0.07

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction

Using the Introducing
Change technique on The synchronizing technique because I
melody phrases and
synchronized with him in his movements
on intensity works in
and sounds
obtaining an MBR

The musical interactions were mainly based on musical and verbal invitations to
participate and then in trying to build a relationship in the music by encouraging clients
to listen to each other. At the same time, the Music therapist always proposed variations
of the music that the clients were producing.

This question always gets very short answers. The music therapists tend to skip this
question and go on describing musical-relationship interactions instead of their personal
feelings. This might be something to reflect upon.

The client started playing together with the music therapist; then the music therapist
synchronized with client U’s pulse tempo and sound energy level and introduced
changes in melody phrasing and intensity of the notes. She also introduced some
phrasing

Before Synchronizing, I used Pacing where
I set my intensity at his level of energy. I
also used pacing with the same number of
notes at the same volume but then I
increased the intensity and the number of
notes which was an Introducing Change
technique - [Rhythmic phrasing]: I
subdivided some of the pulse beats into two,
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like when he played quarter notes, I played
phrases with some eighths, and more
intensity. I played slightly louder than he
did. I think the increase in volume can be
seen as preparation for the use of two sticks.
Later on, Synchronizing, Pacing,
Introducing Change.
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
23.01 Management of client’s response to favourite instrument proposal
23.0.01 Music Therapist is sensitive and flexible to client Favourite/non favourite instrument current approach as it can be an indication of
client’s availability to engage
”

23.02 Steps towards client’s engagement
23.0.02 A 3 step engagement process.1. respecting initial apathy. 2. verbal proposal referring to small orchestra environment (verbal
reconnection to the group) 3. mirroring the client’s musical attitude and posture
23.0.05 Further steps in musical engagement: by mirroring client’s intensity, his physical posture, and by becoming the client’s follower
23.0.06 Client engagement maintained by variations in music parameters and verbal proposals

23.04 Making the group by creating the sense of an Orchestra
23.0.04 Music therapist creates the sense of an Orchestra (introducing, using different instruments, giving the client the conductor role) saying
verbally “we are an orchestra

23.01 Management of client’s response to favourite instrument proposal
23.0.01 Music therapist is sensitive and flexible to client Favourite/non favourite instrument current approach as it can be an indication of client’s
availability to engage.

23.02 Steps towards client’s engagement
23.0.02 A 3 step engagement process.1. respecting initial apathy. 2. verbal proposal referring to small orchestra environment (verbal
reconnection to the group 23.0.03 mirroring the client’s musical attitude and posture
23.0.05 Further steps in musical engagement: by mirroring client’s intensity, his physical posture, and by becoming the client’s follower
23.0.06 Client engagement maintained by variations in music parameters and verbal proposals

23.04 Making the group by creating the sense of an Orchestra
23.0.04 Music therapist create the sense of an Orchestra (introducing, using different instruments, giving the client the conductor role) saying
verbally “we are an orchestra”

23.04 Direct action to MBR: changes on phrases and energy
23.0.07 Using the Introducing Change technique on melody phrases and on intensity works in obtaining an Apathy MBR
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F.24 IPA of MBR 24
IPA of MBR 24, Client X, 14-03-17
Emergent Themes Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italic

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
MBR at epoch 3/4.
Hyperactivity = standing up stereotype was
reduced by the MTherapist and client X
remained seated for more than 5 minutes.
Clinical notes
about the client in this session
24.0.01
Working on the same
BPSD through different
sessions defines good
practice or technique
that works better at
different times and
different moments

Patient X is calm, always smiling and never
wanders. He held the Maracas and only
occasionally showed the “washing hands”
stereotype and twice the “standing up”
stereotype.
It was one of his best sessions.

The client didn’t show any BPSD during the whole session except the few
moments described in the Clinical Notes.
The extent of the symptoms present might be used as an indicator of the
development of the therapeutic process through different sessions
In fact, during the session sequence the Music Therapist worked to reduce
• standing up- wandering – exit seeking
• washing hands stereotype
Both the agitation/Hyperactivity symptoms present throughout sessions might be
used as elements to build a narrative of the music therapy work with client,
perhaps shaping a path or a process.
In effect, the treatment of these two symptoms is the common denominator of
the M Therapist’s work with client X
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Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
24.0.02
Musical Form.
Suitable to MBR needs.
In this case, simple and
repetitive gives the
sense of safety and
clinical
environment/atmosphere

24.0.03
Create a Group / Group
resources by
incorporating and
sharing client’s musical
elements; Reassuring
(safe framework), joyful
atmosphere. Each
member is given musical
importance individually
or as a group

When he stood up, I was singing a song
improvised on the spur of the moment on
the “No” word (which had first been said by
client Z). At the same time, I was playing
the djembe drum providing a steady even
rhythm/pulse. The song was based on a
constant regular simple melodic phrase
within a fourth interval. The song lyrics
were just a repetition of the following
words:
“no no no it’s the no song “. When he stood
up, I changed the words saying something
which might suggest he sit down. I did this
while still providing the same djembé
rhythm

Musical Form Flexibility in using structures and music so that they can be adapted to the “on
going” situation.
This flexible usage of forms and structure was possible because 1) the form was
simple and repetitive, and 2) words were repeated.
They can become suitable for MBR reduction needs.
The Music Therapist is constantly focussed on incorporating clients’ material into
the music she is proposing to the group. Giving musical importance to each
member (in turn or simultaneously) is of course an important way to validate
PWD.

This can be done in the moment (instantaneously)

Should the Music Therapist musically describe the rhythmic cells better?
Group Effects. In group music therapy a musical element dedicated to a client can
be redirected / readapted to other clients’ needs

24.0.04
Sung words
(importance of) for
communicating to PWD.

Importance of sung words to communicate with dementia clients
Importance of continuing within a steady frame work to keep the group together.
If there’s a group, then things can happen
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Client sat down. I praised him while I suited Importance of gratification /reward.
Using the same song creates continuity and a sense of being safe?
my words to the same melody

I was attentive to him/ gave him
consideration while keeping a joyful
atmosphere (also with smiling face
expression)

Joyful atmosphere is important (face expression)

24.0.05
New Elements
(surprises).
The importance of
musically highlighting the
client’s behavioural
change or reduction (in
this session, sung
invitation to be seated
accepted without the
need to guide him with
no need for physical
contact. Then song lyrics
praising the client)
24.0.06
Incorporating TECH in 2
layer was crucial for
MBR – allowed the use
of three elements
coming from the clients
(layer 1) which became

No one needed to sit beside him. It’s the
first time that there has been no need for an
assistant to sit beside him the whole time

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

Surprises
New elements in the relationship with him. There is no need to give physical
support (someone who sits beside him. Someone who can help him to remain
focussed on the music.). The music keeps him focussed. Maybe it was a surprise
that he accepted to sit with sung spoken invitation: sung invitation to be seated
accepted without the need to guide him - no need for physical contact. Then song
lyrics praising the client.

Incorporating technique was used at first to create the sound environment to keep
the group together. Then the MTherapist incorporated the dialogue in the song to
reduce the behaviour
Behavioural reduction was based on using incorporating technique in two layers.
Layer 1 - music therapist-single client: the music therapist incorporates a single
client’s musical element into his playing.
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something shared in the
group (layer 2)

The “no” song was created by incorporating Layer 2 – that element is incorporated into the group’s playing as it is shared
among all the players.
a repeated verbal expression of client Z
(“no, no, no”) in order to make him feel
accepted

I was playing a steady rhythmic grounding
24.0.07
which was reassuring for the clients
Rhythmic Grounding: an The rhythmic pattern was suggested by
invitation to participate.
client Z
While singing, I called every client by
name to create a group. And the steady
background was intended to activate
clients’ musical interest. Client Z had
started playing the maracas

Steps to bring the clients together (creating the group)
Song frame while providing individual calls
Function of rhythmic grounding: it was used as an invitation to participate by
creating the sense of a safe environment; the rhythm is repetitive and predictable
… is reassuring and can be an element that facilitates initiation of music playing.
The Music Therapist can use micro-changes in this constant base to encourage
client participation.

The Music Therapist is validating what the clients bring in the session: their
presence, by singing their names; their musical ideas by incorporating one client’s
rhythmic pattern to create the main pattern of a steady rhythmic background –
rhythmic grounding

24.0.08
MBR based concurrently
on Client Group
involvement AND ONLY
music ingredients to
keep him calm.

This group involvement was crucial,
permitting the reduction of the “stand up”
stereotyped behaviour and producing a
dance step attempt, and then client X
suggested inserting the “Happy Birthday”
song. I continued matching what he
autonomously introduced into the
24.0.09
MBR obtained by Giving improvisation (a childlike way of playing
the maracas while making the sound of
value to all the music
calling a cat)
ingredients brought by

MBR of the stand-up stereotyped behaviour was based on two main ingredients
1.) group involvement of the client
2.) use of only musical elements: songs with dedicated words, the presence of a
base, giving attention by praising him through words, validating whatever he adds
to the music (a dance step, Happy Birthday song and joking by making the sound
of calling a cat)

clients
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24.0.10

Importance of the client’s culture. He danced something like a cha cha cha or early
70’s disco– he belongs to the Italian middle class of the 70’s so dance might be
related to joyful moments in his life (holidays at the seaside or having fun with
friends on Saturday evenings). Promoting this feeling helps to reduce
Hyperactivity.

Being attuned to the
client’s culture can help
better enhance his
responses

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?

The importance of the Music therapist being aware of his own feelings and
sensations. This can help develop better sessions. Perhaps the Music Therapist’s
sense of pleasure increases the joyful environment.

I was pleased that sung words worked so
well to reduce the stereotyped behaviour.
That’s one of the elements I will test more
in future sessions with him
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Incorporating - the elements that he added
– the maracas and the sound to introduce
the poppies song; his dance while seating
himself.
Making spaces - I left out lines in the song
lyrics
Giving = adapting the song to him and then,
at the end, ‘Happy Birthday’

Using “sung speech” becomes a crucial element also for future sessions. A process
where the strong musical elements of the relationship are filtered out to enrich the
MTherapist’s repertoire of means to increase Client X’s MBRs.
Music Therapist mentions this technique only when he reflects on his techniques –
Maybe it wasn’t significant in the MBR moment but rather to keep the patient in
the group afterwards?
Maybe he did it as well when he asked him to sit down?
Why didn’t he think of rhythmic grounding?
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
24.03 Continuity throughout sessions
24.0.01 Working on the same BPSD through different sessions defines good practice / TECH usage what works better at different times and different
moments
24.0.05 New Elements (surprises). The importance of musically highlighting the client’s behavioural change or reduction (in this session, sung
invitation to be seated accepted without the need to guide him with no need for physical contact. Then song lyrics praising the client)

24.01 Rhythmic-melodic grounding
24.0.02 Musical Form Suitable to MBR needs. In this case, simple and repetitive gives the sense of safety and clinical environment/atmosphere
24.0.07 Rhythm Grounding: an invitation to participate.

24.02 Creating a group through two- layer incorporating techniques
24.0.03 Create a Group / Group resources: By incorporating and sharing give musical importance to each member (in turn or simultaneously)
24.0.06 MBR – triggered by a two-layer incorporating group element and then shared
24.0.09 MBR obtained by Giving value to all the music ingredients brought by clients

24.04 Nonverbal communication skills to enhance positive interaction mode
24.0.04 Sung words (importance of) for communicating to PWD: a crucial element also for future sessions.
24.0.08 NEW MBR based concurrently on Client Group involvement AND ONLY music ingredients to keep him calm.
24.0.10 Being attuned to the client’s culture can help better enhance his responses
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F.25 IPA of MBR 25
IPA of MBR 25, client X, 21-03-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Introduction
Client X – ABMI Item 14 (Other Physical)
in epoch 4 reduced to zero in epoch 5

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

This was a very dialogical interview. It was very rich and articulated.
The interpretation phase of this interview was limited to finding concise comments and
essential emergent themes.

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
Elements that favoured the MBR moment
when he sits down again following only
sung indications

25.0.01
Cultural attunement in
choosing a song to
stimulate group
participation

I was singing a very elementary nursery
song, Alla Fiera dell’Est (The East Fair),
and I was also playing it with the other
patients, trying to keep the group together as
the song was quite lively and also known to
the other group members song

Here is a description of the pre-MBR atmosphere:
The Music Therapist was singing a nursery song to engage all members of the group.
This song also has a recursive structure and extends the narration at the same time:
the song repeats the first line every time
than adds a second line and repeats the first line. then adds a third line and repeats the
third, the second and the first line … and so on.
Such a structure is predictable. Moreover, it has reassurance value for the person who
has a short-term memory problem as it helps the listener to remember the story.
Here are some lines of the song:
“my father bought a little mouse at the East fair
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And then came a cat who ate the mouse my father bought at the East fair
And then came a dog who bit the cat who ate the mouse that my father bought at the
East fair
And then came a stick that hit the dog that bit the cat who ate the mouse that my
father…
And so on

25.0.02
Sung invitation, based
on well-known song
with accompanying
gestures, decreases
exit-seeking
/wandering

However, I was playing this very
elementary Alla Fiera dell’ Est very slowly
and I was singing while playing a
xylophone stick at the tempo of my voice.
At a certain point, I said something that
could be funny which was that the dog ate
the cat. I saw client X smile and he got up,
laughing with me and at that point I
continued
Why would you say it was agitation? It
might have been moving to a greater degree
of engagement, maybe he wanted to get up,
dance; this is our interpretation...
yes, he was a bit anxious ...and this led him
to get up...actually he was a bit anxious

The music therapist describes that the process to reduce agitation was not a linear one
because client X was in agitation and he was not calm
Again, the music therapist highlights the powerful means of sharing music in a music
structure which is part of clients’ cultural heritage.
In this case this cultural attunement helps in creating a joyful atmosphere.

Actually, I continued with the same melody,
asking the client to sit down again please,
getting up from my knees where I had been,
and lifting my chest, I opened my arms and
directed his movement to seat himself while
singing “sit down please”

The music therapist sings a request to sit down, introducing a new improvised song
“please sit down”
Music therapist highlights that the process of calming down is based on a progressively
lengthened and reiterated invitation to sit down. Client X sits down based on a wellknown simple recursive song Alla Fiera dell’ Est which was then transformed into a song
regarding sitting down when the client was very agitated.
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The importance of physical communication with PWD

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
25.0.03
Coherence in musical
and verbal elements
in communication with
PWD

He sat down and then at a certain moment, The invitation to sit down might be in a slow and rhythmic way, trying to provide a sort
while you were directing and when you say of continuous MBR
“sit down and one and two and three” it all This music therapist is skilled in providing coherence among the different elements she
uses to interact with PWD
gives the idea of starting, as if you were
saying “let’s do this now: we’ll count and
go one, two, three”
I finished the song and said “let’s sit down
please” I went “one, two, three” slowing
down with my gesture, with both arms I
invited him to sit down...slowly
like when you invite someone to have a seat
Exactly, like when you invite someone to
have a seat. After I reinforced his way of
having performed my request by singing
thanks while playing it on the xylophone

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
Of course, it’s my interpretation. It
contributed to the creation of this new
situation, of new relationships in the group

Even when describing the interaction, the coherence among the different ways of
communicating with him remains the crucial thing in the musical and nonverbal
interaction
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– of the whole group together, because they
Music therapist also highlighted the importance of not being demanding and that the
were all playing - where everyone was
welcoming atmosphere became a trusting relationship by keeping a non-demanding
playing as equals and he was playing the
attitude and by confirming this through singing and looking at him
maracas so an MBR, a critical moment,
was transformed into a positive group
moment, of the group supporting the new
situation.

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
25.02 Sung word and gesture toward a reduction of exit seeking attempts
25.0.02 Sung invitation, based on well-known song with accompanying gestures, decreases exit-seek/wandering

25.01 Cultural attunement
25.0.01 Cultural attunement in choosing a song to stimulate group participation

25.03 Coherence in different elements at MBR
25.0.03 musical and verbal elements in communication with PWD
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F.26 IPA of MBR 26

IPA of MBR 26, client P, 21-03-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
ABMI scoring shows an MBR for client P
regarding standing up/ hyperactivity
behaviour in epoch 4-5. This did not occur
again in the rest of the session.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
Reduction meant that he sat down …what
kept him there?
26.0.01
One to group
relationship created
by balancing the
individual and group
dimensions

An MBR facilitating environment is one where the Music Therapist, even when working
Maintaining group cohesion is certainly
with
a single client, maintains the idea of the group. The sense of belonging is a very
important so while I am mainly addressing a
important
element in making music together.
single client, I also include the others to
keep everyone feeling part of it.
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26.0.02
Rhythmic grounding
facilitates the
individual to group
relationships
26.0.03
Redirect attention
using instruments and
words at agitation
MBRs

26.0.04
2-layer attention
redirection by
changing instrument
and shifting focus
from individual to
group relationships

26.0.05

Maintaining a constant pulse and rhythm
were the important musical elements

MTherapist highlights the importance of rhythmic grounding as a frame to develop one
to group relationships

From the dialogue, the idea of attention redirection emerged, applied to both musical
Besides this, there was verbalizing: requests and verbal elements, likely with a certain frequency since she speaks of ‘verbalizing’ and
‘offering’. Investigation of the MTherapist’ diversion input might reveal the modality
to sit down and offering him new
instruments to change. These requests were leading to Hyperactivity decrease

not just strictly musical, but shifted his
attention. And then he became interested in
the new instrument.
So, redirecting his attention?
Exactly
What musical elements were you using?
I changed his instrument many times,
sometimes using a xylophone, sometimes
the guitar.
I used simple rhythms and chords to
accompany songs he was singing which
were the last song chosen by another client.
At a certain point he stopped playing.
Yes, at a certain point he stopped playing so
I gave him the guitar, the same instrument
as mine. We used both instruments and, in
that moment [he changed his way of
playing/singing (audio missing)]

The change of instrument seems to work both as a diversion and as a means of finding
the most effective instrument to decrease agitation.
Playing the same instrument as the Music Therapist seems to make him increasingly
relaxed to the point that he eventually stops playing and only sings.
It’s the start of inserting the client into the group. He seems to accept this as he sings
songs chosen by others.
There seem to be two layers to the diversion: diverting attention from one instrument
to another and diverting attention from one-to-one client-MTherapist relationship to
that of a group dimension.
MTherapist works on two levels: reassuring the patient as an individual while creating a
group. She is creating a sound and relational environment for completing the client’s
relaxation process and fostering his interest in his surroundings.

Musical and non-musical roles in the group:
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Group environment
where every member
can find his role
facilitates MBR.

The MBR occurs when the group is formed. Every group member has a clear role: One
Do you think that you could see that the
group was forming because everyone had a proposes a song, P is singing, MTherapist is harmonizing with him on the guitar and a
third client is listening.
role?
Yes. One was the singer, one was the
proposer and the other was the listener, and
very attentive too. .it was a very united
group. And despite the fact that client P had
the guitar in his hand, he only sang, holding
it and then rhythmically beating the side of
the guitar

26.0.06
Client engagement
indicated by
acceptance and
sharing of group
sound parameters

I’d like to ask you about the quality of
musical engagement: what elements can be
seen?
He stopped using the instrument very loudly
and quite aggressively.

26.0.07
Group engagement
leads to MBR

Shortly after he started using only his voice,
but not loudly nor imperatively or
aggressively – like he usually does. And so,
he was in the group and the song the other
client had chosen was ok for him and all
this was [unusual]

26.0.08
MTherapist’s
multilayer work may
increase client
interaction chances

What do you think was important to trigger
the group engagement?
Firstly, taking him into consideration face to
face by playing in front of him, following
what he was musically proposing, playing
the song he chose. Secondly, paying
attention to the group at the same time; this

Musical engagement in the group is shown by a change in instrument and voice usage.
The timbre and volume seem to be attuned to the group’s music.
In this particular case, client’s singing became progressively non-aggressive:
Client acceptance of group volume level, music, and timbre changes show musical group
engagement at MBR

The Music Therapist interacts both with client P and the group. Maybe this modality of
maintaining attention during the process became a model also followed by the client,
who didn’t become annoyed. Double attention layers increase the client’s interaction
chances
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worked. He wasn’t annoyed although I was
no longer face to face with him
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
26.0.09
Multilayer work:
creating a bridge
between layers
(individual and group)
by switching attention
back and forth

Regarding musical relationships and interaction: it was important to work
In terms of musical relationships
simultaneously at an individual and group level. She worked at an individual level while
contributing to the MBR, shifting the
building a visual bridge to the group dimension by paying attention to both layers
participation from individual singing to
singing in group
So, you built a kind of bridge? First you get
his attention and then you show him there is
a group…..
Of course, keeping my attention on both
him and the group

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
I felt confident he was able to reduce his
Hyperactivity when he sat down the second
time
[audio corrupted]
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Rhythmic Grounding
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
26.01 Balancing different elements in group management
26.0.01 One to group relationship created by balancing the individual and group dimensions
26.0.05 Group environment where every member can find his role facilitates MBR
26.0.09 Multilayer work: creating a bridge between layers (individual and group) by switching attention back AND FORTH

26.02 Rhythmic grounding
26.0.02 Rhythmic grounding facilitates the individual to group relationships

26.03 Redirection of different elements at MBR
26.0.03 Redirect attention using instruments and words at agitation MBRs
26.0.04 2-layer attention redirection by changing instrument and shifting focus from individual to group relationships

26.04 Creating clients’ engagement
26.0.06 Client engagement indicated by acceptance and sharing of group sound parameters
26.0.7 Group engagement leads to MBR

26.05 Music therapist multilayer work creates bridges and increases interaction
26.0.08 M Therapist’s multilayer work may increase client interaction chances
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F.27 IPA of MBR 27
IPA of MBR 27, Client Z, 04-04-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client Z remained calm in epoch 6 after
many exit seeking attempts in epoch 5
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
In particular which were the most important
elements that facilitated the client’s
involvement and being active?
27.0.01
Warm invitation to
play physically
expressed (by taking
client’s hand)

First of all, physical contact was important.
I took him by the hand, and he came to the
piano together with the assistant and me

Music Therapist. The engagement process starts with an invitation to sit down at the
piano, expressed verbally and by physically taking his hand. Assistant’s presence is
desirable
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Importance of the assistant ‘s presence

27.0.02
Assistant’s presence
is desirable
27.0.3
Importance of
respecting client’s
time to enter the
setting

Then I respected his time. I asked him to sit
Music Therapist leaves the client enough time to enter the setting without pressure,
down and, in the meantime, I was playing
without being demanding.
some phrases ... then I asked him again to
sit but respecting his time … without being
demanding

27.0.04
Music Therapist lets
the client control his
involvement process
without being
demanding and by
positively responding
to client’s ideas while
maintaining a
stimulating setting

Then in a similar way I asked him to play
with me, I showed him the piano. I just
played with one finger and at certain point
he decided to play by himself.
When I noticed he was playing, I started
playing in a way so as to express the idea “I
noticed what you did and I like it” and the
same schema was re-proposed when he
clapped his hands. At first, I continued
playing, trying to accompany his hand
clapping. When he clapped his hands again,
I clapped my hands as well with him

He sat down without me asking him to.
I didn’t interfere with what he wanted to do.
Client’s increasing participation.
He spontaneously sits and plays the piano because the Music Therapist was not
demanding and gave him enough time to take the initiative. Music Therapist lets
the client control his involvement process without being demanding and by
positively responding to client’s ideas while maintaining a stimulating setting
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27.0.03
Importance of
respecting client’s
time to enter the
setting

Do you think we can say that this
engagement phase is based on a sequence
of moments where you make some
proposals, verbally or musically and then
you leave him enough space to enter the
situation?
To enter the situation without being
invasive by pressing, demanding … My
voice timbre was important as well. Initially
it was like whispering with nearly no sound.
I used a louder voice according to the
intensity of his sounds…
Then I used a louder voice, more expressive
with more volume, whereas when I used
lower sounds I used more facial expression
to contact him. … Anyway non-verbal
parameters

The Music Therapist feels that the determining factor is the absence of pressure.
She used her voice, starting with a very low intensity, a smooth sound.

The importance of not being demanding when involving a client who shows
hyperactivity and respecting client’s time
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How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
I think it was the fact of just being focussed
on listening to him and answering him. He
made his sound and I answered him. When
he made two sounds, I answered with a
small melody or an accompaniment. For
instance, when he clapped his hands I
answered.
It was a repetition of the same pattern:
Client’s sound / Therapist’s response
Client’s sound / Therapist’s response… and
so on
And musically what were you doing?

This description repeats the concept of respecting client’s time, and even
in the Question/answer interaction that the music therapist is describing, the element of
respecting client’s waiting time is important

This interview was very dialogic. The interviewer tries to help the interviewee in
remaining focussed on discovering the elements that came out in the interaction. It is
interesting that also in this highly dialogic part, the interviewee, after further describing
the situation, tends to confirm the elements that she has just described.

A very easy to listen to and “clear” music, a Emergent theme 02.0.03 can also be used here as the music therapist declared that the
relationship was based on respecting client’s time.
simple V – I harmonic progression
was it something he could repeat?
Yes, sometimes. I did something in the
middle of the Keyboard and when he played
clusters, I re-played something very similar.
And from a relationship point of view?
Anyway, the relationship was based on
respecting his waiting times. The waiting
time frames. This way of interacting works
best with client Z
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How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
Definitely pleasant; it was working...The
fact of having a group was working – in the
group I had another patient with whom I
had already worked a bit so maybe in that
part of the video you can see that I’m
working more with client Z than with client
U. Actually, a similar situation had already
happened because I had already worked
with him.

This question seems somehow demanding for the music therapist. This time the Music
Therapist sincerely expresses that she was feeling good at MBR but she switches soon
to a “clinical” explanation of what was happening at the piano in terms of relationship
management. In the description above the music therapist was focussed on giving the
most significant details on what was relevant for MBR. It seems that when MTherapists
have to speak about themselves, they need more time, or perhaps they need help to
move their focus to their personal level

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Imitating, pacing, sharing instrument,
making spaces, reflecting
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
27.1 MTherapist manages physical dimension in communication with PWD
27.0.01 Warm invitation to play physically expressed (by taking client’s hand)
27.2 Assistant’s presence is desirable (super-ordinate theme = emergent theme.)

27.3 Client validation
27.0.03 Importance of respecting client’s time to enter the setting
27.4 Music Therapist’s flexibility in managing two different actions (let the client control the process while maintaining sound stimuli)
27.0.04 Music Therapist lets the client control his involvement process without being demanding and by positively responding to client’s ideas while
maintaining a simulating setting
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F.28 IPA of MBR 28
IPA of MBR 28, client Z, 11-04-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
MBR: reduction of Hyperactivity as Client
Z re-entered the setting from an Exit
seeking and wandering (started in epoch 6)
in epoch 8. He remained seated for more
than five minutes and interacted musically
with the Music Therapist
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
At epoch 8 when I saw that client Z was
coming back in the setting, I was sitting
28.0.01
with the other two clients at the piano. The
Creating a welcoming first thing I did was play an improvised
atmosphere in 3 steps song with his name in the lyrics. The song
1.Soliloquy / hello
was based on a recurring phrase: “At last
song
2. Physical closeness Client Z came back …”
[video 31’00]
3. Giving and then
each one using the
same type of
instrument

At epoch 8 the Music Therapist performs a sequence of actions aimed at making the
client sit down and stop his wandering, pacing behaviour.
The first one is singing a soliloquy phrase about the client re-entering the setting.
Once the client sat down, the Music Therapist sat near him and she offered him a guitar
with a F chord open tuning. Sharing an instrument and the physical position are
important to engage the client. So, the sequence is
1. Soliloquy / hello song
2. Physical closeness
3. Giving and then each one using the same type instrument (in this case the guitar)
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Client Z sat down on a chair and I sat next
to him. I gave him a guitar and I picked a
second guitar. I played guitar for him and he
played something on the guitar as well
28.0.02
Giving attention to
one client without
forgetting the group
by using sound
material meaningful to
all the group
members

28.0. 03
3 step client
engagement:
1. invitation by giving
2. giving value to his
musical ideas (here a
pulse)
3. making him the
leader by following his
pulse and sharing the
instrument
28.0.04
The Music Therapist’s
ability to manage the
physical spaces in the
setting

I was playing something in F as the client’s
guitar was open tuned in F. Then I start
singing Happy birthday to one of the two
clients who was still sitting at the piano.
I turned to them to maintain eye-contact. I
didn’t want them to feel abandoned so I was
still playing with client Z and at the same
time singing Happy birthday to client Z.
Client X was smiling and he moved to the
song tempo (nearly dancing on the chair),
The other in the meantime relaxed and put
his arms behind his neck…. I continued
playing guitar ...,
When I noticed that client Z diminished the
intensity of his sound, I gave him a stick to
play the conga
I played a waltz. This was a way to frame
his beats. I wanted to make his beating
something important. –
Then I also took the stick and we played the
Conga together.
-Ok Did you provide the pulse?

The client is engaged enough playing on the same tonal centre with the two guitars and
then she tries to involve the other two clients who were sitting at the piano by using a
very beloved song: Happy Birthday. For this group this is a very powerful song as it
seems to remind client Z of a familiar joyful atmosphere.

Eye contact important and vocal call to involve client.
Use of Happy Birthday as a glue song between the two on the piano and client Z, who in
the meantime was playing the conga [this situation generated Emergent themes 28.0.04
and 28.0.05]
Relaxed atmosphere given by "best wishes" that led client Z to play the conga and the
others to stay engaged

Further steps in the process to make the client relaxed and to keep him sitting down:
1. Giving the client the opportunity to play louder by offering a stick (Giving technique)
makes the client more musically engaged. In fact, the client also provided a pulse.
2. Guitar accompaniment – creating a harmonic frame to client’s pulse.
The Music Therapist was following the client’s pulse. She played less than the client.
3. MTherapist shared the drum with the client following client’s pulse
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28.0.05
Work group. Music
Therapist can
manage
simultaneously
physical relationship
and eye contact to
keep the group
together and work on
individual problems at
the same time

Client Z was the pulse leader. I followed
him and I played with lower intensity. I also
played fewer beats. I intervened sometimes
with short rhythmic phrases on his tempo. I
didn’t want to distract him. I wanted to
give him the opportunity to remain focussed
on what he was playing so I decided not to
play too much. I think that this facilitated
the fact that he remained seated, that he
smiled and was relaxed.
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
I was sitting next to client Z but slightly
turned towards the center of the xylophone.
In this way I was able to contact the clients
who sat at the piano as well. I had good eye
contact with him. I could also talk to him
easily.
Was it a dialogical position?
Yes, from that position I was able to easily
talk to the clients at the piano and possibly
involve them. I had the feeling it that was
important that client Z could feel me close
to him and at the same time the other clients
could feel I was still there
So, for the relationship it was important
what you were playing combined with your
physical location?

Music Therapist highlights the importance of a dialogical position: sitting in a way where
she was nearly in front of client but where she could also maintain eye-contact with the
other clients sitting at the piano,
The Music Therapist description of her physical location was redundant. This seems to
highlight that her location in the room was an important aspect of the session to her.
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Yes, absolutely it was important to client X
and also to client U and client X as well
How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
Music Therapist should perhaps get more used to expressing her feelings and personal

I found this moment pleasant and rewarding responses
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?

Soliloquy – when I sang his name and then
he came back into the room.
Pacing technique as I was mainly matching
his energy level (intensity). I interacted with A further research study might involve distilling techniques and then asking the music
him with more energy than with the others therapist to reflect in depth on how they used specific techniques.
This information can however be retrieved for further analysis if needed.

Sometimes he beat the instrument without
having the idea of playing. There was no
tempo nor meter or rhythm. In this case I
mirrored the gesture and the intensity
(volume)
I also used the Giving technique because I
offered him the guitar then I took another
one. A musical gift. I also used the
Interjecting technique. I used it when we
were playing percussion together. When I
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was playing with him, I often played guitar
or Congas, Interjecting as I was waiting for
a space in the client’s music so that I could
fill the gap…
So, you were using…
- Pacing, Soliloquy, Giving and Interjecting
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
28.01 Describing the process of creating a positive atmosphere and engagement
28.0.01 Creating a welcoming atmosphere in 3 steps: 1. Soliloquy / hello song; 2. Physical closeness; 3. Giving (technique) and then using the
same instrument (guitar) one for each
28.0.03 3 step client engagement: 1. invitation by giving 2. giving value to his musical ideas (here a pulse) 3. making him the leader by following
his pulse and sharing the instrument

28.02 One to group
28.0.02 Giving attention to one client without forgetting the group by using sound material meaningful to all the group members

28.03 M Therapist manages spatial dimension of the setting
28.0.04 The Music therapist’s ability to manage the physical spaces in the setting

28.04 Forming-maintaining the group
28.0.05 Work group. Music therapist can manage simultaneously physical relationship and eye contact to keep the group together and work on
individual problems at the same time
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F.29 IPA of MBR 29
IPA of MBR 29, client U, 11-04-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The MBR regarded a scream (Aggression)
in epoch 1
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?

29.0.01
MBR occurred when
Music Therapist
created a welcoming
atmosphere while
engaging the client in
playing

The sound elements were mainly: at the
beginning the voice, then: intensity. - Why,
what happened? - intensity and speed – so?
- because I went towards the client; I took
him by the hand and accompanied him to
the Piano [which is his favourite
instrument]

29.0.02
Music Therapist can
use client’s Favourite
instrument to create
empathy

[Pianoforte]

The Music Therapist develops client’s engagement based on acceptance and welcoming
in 4 points
. moving toward the client
. taking his hand
. bringing the client to the client’s favourite instrument (the piano), and therefore
creating empathetic atmosphere
. lowering the volume and slowing down the tempo of her speech
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29.0.03
Favourite instrument
used as a diversion
from Behavioural
symptom

[Pianoforte]

29.0.04
MBR is based on
slowing down tempo
and intensity of nonmusical (speech) and
musical elements to
create acceptance
and welcoming sound

While I was doing this, I spoke to him,
inviting him to come with me while slowing
down and lowering the volume of my
speech to try and calm him; slowing down
the prolation [in the sense of vocal and
rhythmic delivery]

29.0.05
Music Therapist is
consistent in using the
elements that lead the
client to relax when
she started playing
with him

29.0.06
Children’s songlike
melodies = tonal
music, not a fast
tempo, down-volume

Once at the piano, I continued to speak to
the patient with the same musical elements.
The patient reacted with a very aggressive
YES – Why did he do this? - I was asking
him “the piano is your instrument, right?”
and he said YES! very aggressively and I
answered with a long vocal sound, a “oooh”
[same intensity] I sat down next to him at
the piano and started to play. I was on the
bass keys side of the piano; I had left the
patient on the higher pitched side.
What were you playing? - I started playing
music with very simple elements, childlike
music, very basic tonal music

Importance of slowing down sound parameters of her speech intensity and prolation
when inviting the client.
It was a physical and verbal diversion from exit seeking; an invitation to his favourite
instrument based on the combination of speech and physical communication.

M Therapist’s empathy and closeness in introducing the client to the piano and
introducing simple music elements are important to make the client feel safer and bring
the client to actively participate in the music.
The Music Therapist develops acceptance and welcoming elements
Acceptance and welcoming sounds are the Music Therapist’s coherent response to
further agitated behaviour – pacing in matching the same client’s vocal energy but with a
different shape. The client produced a short, loud aggressive yes. The music therapist a
long “oooh”. The music therapist shares high intensity with the client whilst providing
an alternative shape.
Music Therapist plays a very simple childlike melody and at the ‘right’ intensity, perhaps
she means mezzo piano.
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lead the client to relax
and participate.
FORMAL
COHERENCE
Importance of sound
parameters. Formal
coherence creates a
safe environment at
MBR

29.0.07
Music Therapist’s
ability to manage the
physical dimension to
create a positive
interaction with the
client at MBR

29.0.08
Eye contact
combined with
physical closeness in

- that could relax him, slowly, very slowly,
with the right low intensity and volume,
after which, the patient raised his hands and
put them on the piano and played a few
notes. I understood that this was the right
way to enter into a musical relationship with
him
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?

Music Therapist’s musical and non-musical proposals have a somewhat formal
coherence based on slowing down tempo and intensity
The Formal coherence between invitation modality and the way melodies at the piano
are played seems to produce a trusting environment as shown by the client’s active
response

Physical dimensions are essential in creating a relationship with clients. Physical
Strictly relational was the fact of having
gone to meet him, taking him by the hand, elements which created trusting atmosphere were:
1. moving toward him
accompanying him to the instrument that he
2. taking his hand
likes...So physical contact was important? 3. sitting beside him
physical contact was important... -So that’s
why you brought him to the piano? because I know he likes it, it’s one of his
favourite instruments and this meant that he
calmly sat at it with me next to him playing.
Because while I was playing, I was looking
at him, I was referring to him and I think
this is a very important thing from the point
of view of relationship – physical contact
and looking The MTherapist shows how the relationship with client was developed by developing
physical contact possibilities and eye contact.
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the musical
relationship with PWD
29.0.09
Music Therapist’s
ability to understand
the need for one to
one relationship

I think this is a personal consideration –
yes, absolutely yes, a direct personal
consideration – in the relationship, do you
think you mainly needed a one-on-one
relationship? - Definitely. Considering the
other patients, one was going away and the
other was not participating in the group at
that moment, so I think in that moment he
was wanting to get up and go because he
wasn’t considered, because I was also
talking to the other two. When I took him
personally into consideration, he allowed
himself to calmly sit down at the piano

Music Therapist notices that the personal relationship needs to be one-on-one and she
orients her work to enhance the one to one relationship which brings client P relaxation
and tranquillity

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?

29.0.10
Client’s MBR and
well-being affect
Music Therapist’s
mood

Ok. Your personal considerations in that
moment? At the moment when I saw that
the sound elements I was using, the physical
contact that had taken place, my welcoming
him, that his being personally considered
was working and I was building a
relationship with him, I realized that I was
on the right road and I should continue
because this calmed him, and of course also
me

When the Music Therapist had the sensation that with
. The sound element introduced
. physical contact
. welcoming
. the one-to-one relationship
client U was relaxed, she felt comfortable as well
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What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Pacing, Tonal -Centering, Calming, Sharing
Instruments

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
29.05 Welcoming atmosphere
29.0.01 MBR occurred when Music Therapist created a welcoming atmosphere while engaging the client in playing

29.01 Favourite instruments possibilities
29.0.02 Music Therapist can use client’s Favourite instrument to create empathy
29.0.03 Favourite instrument used as a diversion from exit seeking attempt

29.02 Coherence among different interaction elements
29.0.05 Music Therapist is consistent in using the elements that lead the client to relax when she started playing with him
29.0.06 Children’s songlike melodies = tonal music, not a fast tempo, down-volume
lead the client to relax and participate. FORMAL COHERENCE Importance of sound parameters Formal coherence creates a safe environment at
MBR
29.0.04 MBR is based on slowing down tempo and intensity of non-musical (speech) and musical elements to create acceptance and welcoming
sound

29.03 Physical elements in communications
29.0.07 Music Therapist’s ability to manage the physical dimension to create a positive interaction with the client at MBR
29.0.08 Eye contact combined with physical closeness in the musical relationship with PWD
29.0.09 Music Therapist’s ability to understand the need for one to one relationship

29.04 Music Therapist feedback
29.0.10 Client’s MBR and well-being affect Music Therapist’s mood
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F.30 IPA of MBR 30
IPA of MBR 30, Client T, 11-04-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments (coding step 1)

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Interview on 11 April, group B. Client T reenters after an exit seek by the whole group
while the music therapist played the piano
alone in the room. The group re-enters in
epoch 3. This session is characterized by
continuous exit seeks that don’t last, just as
they don’t stay more than 2 or 3 minutes
after they re-enter, while client T remains
seated for more than 5 minutes after reentering in epoch 3.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?

30.0.01
Musically redirecting
attention to calm
down anxiety and
reduce exit seeking
attempts

Basically, the role of client T in the group
was one of supporting me, both before he
exited and after he re-entered. Every time
the other clients tried to go away and exited,
I changed their instruments and seating
places. Client T…- You mean to keep them

Music Therapist describes client T’s role in the group before the exit seek attempt and
the MBR. He was collaborative.
MTherapist redirected the attention of the group members to reduce their agitation
hyperactivity exit seeking attempt.
T contributes by always playing /accepting client P’s ideas and also Music Therapist’s
proposals and instrument or physical seating changes.
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there and seated, you used the technique of
changing the instrument or changed their
seating places, the position. During all of
this, client T stayed where he was, because I
proposed other instruments to him but not
just to keep him there – Just to change
them? -yes, to change them. So that he had
the same treatment as the others and so he
supported me, in the sense that he played
nearly all the time, also when I asked him
to. Let’s play, I would look at him and he
would play. So, he played percussion, the
guitar…
- Did he maybe have a role in following the
30.0.02
pulse of the others? - - Of course, he
MTherapist can
followed the pulse of client P who would
enhance client’s
energetically play a rhythm, a pulse and the
musical and relational
exit… but he kept the pulse
role-taking by
accepting the client’s
choice.

MTherapist points out that client T has a quasi-helper role by showing acceptance and
supporting the group music and the music therapist’s and other client’s proposals. Client
T has a follower role.

The music therapist seems to be very sensitive in supporting the role-taking attitude of
client T by accepting that he didn’t want to change instrument or his seat like the other
clients, although the music therapist offered everyone the same attention diversion
possibilities.
Client T didn’t need to often change his instrument or seat.
The music therapist points out that she wanted to make the group members feel she
was acting in the same way with everyone. There were no privileges.

Although there was an agitated atmosphere, MTherapist describes that they were
So, we could say that client T, from a
sometimes playing like a musical group. This was the musical group atmosphere that
musical point of view, supported the pulse
sometimes occurred before the MBR
of the others? From inside the group as a
follower not as the boss or leader – Not as a
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leader –he didn’t take the main part…he
followed and participated – So both
musically…and.- from the point of view of
the physical position, he stayed?- He had
moments of relaxing and listening and
moments where he was more active, also
his position on his chair changed so that he
was leaning forward, he wasn’t sitting back
in a relaxed position but was attentive and
observed the others – Of course, in the
sense that when no one was there, you
played the piano….
30.0.03
He entered first and sat down in a listening
Music Therapist’s skill attitude – And then –without actively
in recycling positive
participating but rather passively but
elements of pre-MBR present. And after, what happened? - After
musical relationships
which, everyone else came in, I moved from
to facilitate MBR
the piano and started playing with them. At
that point he also …I signalled to him with
my hand to come closer and play…he
accepted the invitation and started to play
…
How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
In the moment in which the clients were not
in the room, I played a Mozart sonata on the
piano.
After which, when I saw they were coming
back and then re-entered the music therapy
room, I changed and played the melody of a
song they knew, Mamma, which they often

Here the Music Therapist describes two very important steps in making him stay after
his exit seeking
1. acceptance of his listener position and playing the piano for him
2. once the other clients came back, the Music Therapist’s creating a welcoming
atmosphere using Mamma (a shared song in the group) which facilitated client
T’s acceptance to participate in the singing.
MBR occurred, recovering positive elements of his participation in the pre-MBR phase of
the session (his previous helper role-taking, his follower role with an attitude of
acceptance which the Music Therapist then mirrored)
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sing together and so know very well. I
inserted some chords to accompany the
melody. The client sat down and the other
client took the instrument. At that point, I
started accompanying the clients on the
guitar.
30.0.04
Music Therapist’s
cultural attunement to
repertoire which
keeps the group
together

MTherapist is sensitive to traditional song repertoire that can bring the group together
so, she decided to play the Mamma song.
Ok. Any other technique? - another
technique … I definitely gave space to
client T to be able to play. I let client Y
calm down and feel comfortable in the
room. After which, when the group
reformed, I left him time to relax and at that
point he started playing

30.0.05
Making space is a
condition for
hyperactivity MBR to
occur providing
relaxation to the client

Here the Music Therapist highlights the importance of the “making space” technique
which is very important to facilitate client T’s relaxation.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
30.0.06
Awareness of
Therapist’s own
feelings and
sensations in the
ongoing work
contributes to MBR

My personal sensation is very positive
because I saw that with the song that I knew
and that they knew and were familiar with, I
was able to get them to come back to the
room and even to sit down. The fact of
playing with the other client, of leaving
space to client T relaxed me because I saw

Music Therapist felt relaxed because she noticed she was using the right element to
make the clients come back into the setting.
She felt particularly good when she noticed that this was a way of musically interacting
with the group which didn’t stress client T.
Music Therapist’s skill of being aware of her own feelings while she is interacting with
the clients makes her confident in her ongoing work.
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it was a way to avoid stressing him, so it
made me feel good. I felt him present and
participating.
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Giving, Redirecting, [in this case the music
therapist preferred to call the technique
‘redirecting’ instead of ‘intervening’]
Making spaces
SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
30.01 Diversion
30.0.01 Musically redirecting attention to calm down anxiety and reduce exit seeking attempts

30.02 Importance of validating client’s contributes by Accepting and recycling it
30.0.02MTherapist can enhance client’s musical and relational role-taking by accepting the client’s choice;
30.0.03 Music therapist’s skill in recycling positive elements of pre-MBR musical relationships to facilitate MBR.

30.03 Repertoire attunement to form the group
30.0.04 Music Therapist’s cultural attunement to repertoire which keeps the group together

30.04 Engagement ingredient
30.0.05 Making space is a condition for hyperactivity MBR to occur providing relaxation to the client

30.05 Awareness of therapist’s own feeling
30.0.06 Awareness of Therapist’s own feelings and sensations in the ongoing work contributes to MBR
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F.31 IPA of MBR 31
IPA of MBR 3, client S, 13-04-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments
Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
This MBR regards the decrease of client S’s
aggressive behaviour. After one ABMI
scream item at min. 16 (Epoch 4), in epoch
5 no other ABMI item occurred.
.
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
Music Therapist describes what was happening before the client’s scream. Client S
Well, after I got a Maracas during a pause
seems to react when the Music Therapist tries to connect with her by making eye
in an improvisation, I started playing a
binary rhythm. I was looking at client S and contact and changing musical meter
she screamed in a way similar to a voiced
wheeze.

31.0.01
Transformation of
issues in resources
(or valuable elements)
in the music (a
melody built on
disruptive screaming)

After this scream I mirrored her scream
with a vocalization. The client had
straightened herself up in her seat and… She was sitting up and kept screaming? kept on screaming

Music therapist mirrored the client’s scream with higher intensity. But the client
continued screaming.
And soon Client N imitated client S’s scream as well.
Music Therapist transforms the scream into a vocalization of a popular traditional song O
sole mio.
This transformation leads to client’s MBR
Transforming a scream / disruptive vocal or instrumental sound into a musical element of
a song drives the client to MBR
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…. at that point I introduced the song “O
SOLE MIO” into my vocalizing and the
client stopped screaming.
It should be said that when I was vocalizing
Client S gave up screaming when two changes occurred:
31.0.02
after client S’s screaming, in the group
Group members co1.
client N started vocalizing with me and then The scream was transformed into a song
work (cooperation co- sang the O SOLE MIO song with me
2. Another group member took part in singing.
creating) facilitates
client’s engagement
(Resonance) and may
contribute to MBR

31.0.03
Changes in musical
structure facilitate
client’s engagement
and may lead to MBR

31.0.04
Clinical Environment
(holding) environment
based on rhythmic
grounding and vocal
variations
31.0.05
Positive Clinical
Environment based
on

The harmonic key change (from major to minor) in the song structure leads the client to
and after the song modulates into a minor
key, she joined in the singing for a moment, sing with the Duo which then becomes a Trio
where, on a musical level, a trio formed.

After which I continued improvising with
Rhythmic pulse and meter remain the same and client N and Music Therapist were
the rest of the group, keeping the same
improvising
melodic phrases and lyrics and this is an atmosphere which kept client S
pulse and the same binary rhythm. I
calmer
or
more
relaxed
improvised and client N – What were you
improvising? - We were improvising
something rhythmic with our voices and... What do you mean exactly? - More exactly
there was an exchange of … - phrases? - of
phrases, vocalized words in the song,
between myself and especially client (N)
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Acceptance of group
members’ musical
ideas

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
I think I’ve pointed it out already in answer
to the previous question (audio missing)

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
While client (S) started and continued to
scream, I felt uncomfortable and surprised.
Transforming the screaming into ‘O SOLE
MIO’ made me feel better and after I had
given the ... to client G, taking up the
musical conversation with the other clients,
and...
31.0.06
Transformation of
issues in resources
(or valuable elements)
also positively affects
Music Therapist’s

Music Therapist states that when the client screamed, she felt uncomfortable.
Important resource: the ability to transform disruptive behaviour into something with
aesthetic musical value helps make the Music Therapist feel less uncomfortable.
Importance of Music Therapist’s ability to be aware of her /his own emotions.

Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) positively affects also
…seeing that client S had calmed down, I
Music
Therapist’s feelings and work. At first, she felt less uncomfortable when she was
felt calmer and my confidence increased as
able
to
transform the disruptive sing into a song melody, and then when clients were
the music proceeded in a rhythmically
regular way; I felt more secure and stronger playing as a group, she felt more confident in what she was playing and proposing to
keep the group together
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feelings, work, and
self confidence

about what I was proposing to the other
clients

31.0.07
Anger MBR in 3
steps:
1.Mirroring of the
vocal aggressive
sound
2. Introduction of
changes
3. Creation of a
positive clinical
environment by
Rhythmic Grounding
to support client’s
engagement in the
group

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?

The succession of techniques is a description of the process leading to MBR:
1. Mirroring of the vocal aggressive sound
2. Introduction of changes
3. Creation of a positive clinical environment by Rhythmic Grounding to support client’s
engagement in the group

Techniques used:
Moment of screaming: I used a mirroring
technique, and more precisely, Pacing.
Subsequently I implemented Introducing
Change by starting to sing “O Sole Mio”
together with the other clients. After
modulation into a minor key, client S tried
to sing.
From the end of the song, after a musical
pause where I proposed an instrument to
client G, I used Rhythmic Grounding on
which we improvised with the other clients
and client S stayed calm but still attentive.
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
31.01 Giving value to client’s issues or ideas by incorporating them
31.0.01Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) in the music (a melody built on a disruptive screaming)
31.0.05 Positive Clinical Environment based on Acceptance of group members’ musical ideas

31.02 group members co-work
31.0.02 Group members co-work (co-operation co-creating) facilitates client’s engagement (Resonance) and may contribute to MBR
31.03 Client’s Engagement facilitated by changing musical structure
31.0.03 Changes in musical structure facilitate client’s engagement and may lead to MBR

31.04 Holding environment created by rhythm grounding
31.0.04 Clinical Environment (holding) environment based on rhythmic grounding and vocal variations

31.04 Holding environment created by rhythm grounding
31.0.04 Clinical Environment (holding) environment based on rhythmic grounding and vocal variations

31.05 Music Therapist’s awareness of her/his own feelings
31.0.06 Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) positively affects also music therapist’s feelings, work, and self confidence

31.06 Session process: Steps towards Anger MBR
31.0.07 Anger MBR in 3 steps:
1.Mirroring of the vocal aggressive sound
2. Introduction of changes
3. Creation of a positive clinical environment by Rhythmic grounding to support client’s engagement in the group
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F.32 IPA of MBR 32
IPA of MBR 32, client S, 04-05-17
Emergent Themes Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Client S - ABMI item 3 (Scream) reduced to
zero in epoch 4.
32.0.01
presence of assistant is
desirable with PWD
32.0.02
MTherapist has to
intervene when client
shows physical issues

Clinical notes
At minute 12 Client S reacts in an aggressive
way when the Music Therapist helps her to
find a better position in the chair and invites
her to use the shaker by touching her hand.

Client’s behaviour was triggered by a Music Therapist action. The Music Therapist was
worried about the risk of the client sliding onto the floor. The Music Therapist lightly
and delicately pushes the client back up (here the client was sliding down in her chair)
Physical contact: are MTherapist and clients used to this?

The group helps in the reduction of her
aggressive screaming “via via” _ (away
away) and the client remains calm till the
end of the session. Later she will also
interact musically with the Music Therapist
and the other clients.

In what way does the group help reduce the behaviour? Perhaps the clinical notes are
sometimes not as accurate as the interviewer’s answer.

32.0.03
Behaviour triggered by
Music Therapist’s action
…
32.0.04
M Therapist’s
awareness of the Group
As a Resource
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32.0.05
M Therapist’s ability to
describe and reflect on
how group resources
work

Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
32.0.06
Transformation of issues When client S screamed “go away!” I
in resources (or valuable answered with an Opera like voice timbre
elements) in the music: adding some vibrato
Instant transformation

Important resource: the ability to transform disruptive behaviour into something with
aesthetically musical value.
The ability to instantly transform an issue into a resource through music – Music
Therapist’s readiness to respond to client’s need!
1.

32.0.07
Transformation of issues
in resources (or valuable
elements) in the music:
Surprise effect by instant
transformation

The importance of the musical resources available to the Music Therapist – in
this case the Music Therapist used a Classical vocal technique approach in
responding to the client’s disruptive behaviour

2. A surprise and a new perspective for the client: her screaming expressed
something negative and she received something positive (A Vocal sound in an
opera-like voice timbre)

3. Matching and mirroring frequency and transforming the timbre of the client’s
scream are crucial elements of a nonverbal interaction

32.0.08
Nonverbal mirroring by
working on sound
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parameters (frequency
and intensity)
32.0.09
Work on Frequency and
intensity to non-verbally
match the client’s sound
32.0.10
Positive Clinical
Environment based on
Acceptance of group
members’ musical ideas

32.0.11
Matching using timbre
(client’s choice of similar
or complementary
instruments)

Client N answered client S’s screaming by
making the rooster sound at the same height
and the same tonal qualities and on a varied
rhythmic pattern.

Music Therapist’s vocal intervention triggered a ripple-effect on other clients’
responses and activation. Perhaps it gave them an opportunity to redirect their need
to react to aggressive behaviour towards the music (client N activation occurred a
little bit later but his nonverbal expression manifests this “reaction need”) – group
effect and/or group managing?

Client M and I provided variations of the
rooster sound pattern. Shortly afterwards,
client N introduces a rhythmic pattern with
the bongos (eighth and quarter triplets). I
took the sticks to support the pulsation of
client F. Client S was calm and quiet.

Music Therapist-client’s musical interaction creates a context where there is group
playing and one member is free to remain a listener – clinical environment
MT sensitive to group member’s musical ideas (introducing a marching band rhythmic
pattern and atmosphere) [Listener and player function]
MT is sensitive to choosing musical instruments that can support group members’
new ideas [rhythm stick]

Guest N played and I vocalized a melodic
phrase that would evoke a marching band
and a marching band atmosphere.
Then I stared tuning Reginella Campagnola
(Italian folk song).
Client S starts singing along then slowing
down the song tempo which I supported
slowing down the group tempo using the
sticks

The importance of creating a joyful atmosphere using
• a marching band mood phrasing
• the joyful song Reginella Campagnola
is followed by client S (the one who screamed) changing her previous mood into
attentive (instead of aggressive)

32.0.12
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MTherapist flexibility =
ability to connect the
people in music
(attunement to the beat
tempo)

Music Therapist’s flexibility and sensitivity to attune the group beat to client S’s beat
by slowing it down.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
32.0.13
Sung-spoken invitation
May lead to MBR

32.0.15
Collaborative
Atmosphere leads to
engagement and an
effective clinical
environment

32.0.16
The Music Therapist is
flexible in facilitating
musical/relational ROLE
TAKING and ROLE
CHANGING

Client S had been quiet in the previous
improvisation. I invited client S to
participate with a sung phrase. The phrase
was "now S will help us ...".

Perhaps previous clinical atmosphere conditions are elements that contribute to the
MBR, in this case the sung-spoken invitation to participate and help the group.

In this case she agreed to be helped to sit up M Therapist and Client E are playing together: M Therapist is completing and varying
client’s sound. This collaborative atmosphere leads to client B joining the group
better but the invitation to participate with
my hand and with tact was rejected with a
shout. However, her aggressiveness was
transformed into music by the group (me, N,
and then G).
The group provided a containment for S
through improvisation
The importance of Music Therapist’s sensitivity in accepting and incorporating every
Every element introduced by each member
of the group was incorporated into the music client’s idea into the music group. This means that each participant switches from a
follower to a leader role and vice-versa
of the group.

.
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32.0.17
ACCEPTANCE
Atmosphere triggers
problematic-behaviour
client to switch into
collaborative mood

32.0.18
Transformation of issues
in resources (or valuable
elements) in the music
32.0.19
Importance of giving a
new role to the client
who manifests BPSD

I was the person who guaranteed the
acceptance of all the elements. At a certain
point I felt comfortable introducing
Campagnola Bella in order to actively
involved client S. Client S began to sing.

First the Music Therapist has a supporting role for every new idea or contribution to
the music. Then she felt she could introduce a song, and the group accepted. We can
define this as a mutual acceptance mechanism that helped the client to become
involved in the music, which kept her away from aggressive behaviours
This reciprocal acceptance (trust in each other) atmosphere was a good clinical
environment element to trigger client S’s positive participation in the music.

A difficult moment served to achieve the
goal that I set myself (to actively involve
client S).
I decided to slow down the pulsation time
because client S sang it more slowly. This
element guaranteed S's participation in
singing and helped the group stay together.

Transforming a critical moment into a positive musical interaction moment helped the
Music Therapist narrow her focus to one important clinical goal for this group.

Client S became the singer who lead the song tempo. In this way the Music therapist
gave her a new musical-role.
An attunement to client S’s need to sing in a slower tempo helped group member
collaboration. Cohesion in the group

32.0.21
How would you describe this moment in
Intuition-trigger mirroring terms of your own personal
32.0.20
The group is a resource
for the MTherapist as
well

responses/feelings?
The "go away!" took me by surprise, and
instinctively I mirrored it. But then the fact
that client N joined me in what I was doing
musically gave me confidence and courage
to carry on the musical discourse.

The music therapist is aware of her own instant intuition. Such quick intuition might
be the result of the fact that the music therapist knows client S well. She is also aware
that her intuition was supported by the quick participation of client N in providing a
response to client S. It’s important to note that group members can provide a real
support for the Therapist. This is not possible in a one to one relationship.
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What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
Together with client F, I used the technique
of incorporating when we transformed the
cry of S into music, first with my
vocalization, then with the imitation of the
verse of the cock by F.
Incorporating, Rhythmic grounding.
To keep S quiet, I then used the rhythmic
base with sticks.
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
32.01 Assistant presence is desirable
32.0.01 PWD presence of assistant is desirable
32.0.02 PWD presence of assistant is desirable (B) [MTherapist has to intervene when client shows physical issues]
32.0.03 Behaviour triggered by Music Therapist action

32.02 Acceptance Atmosphere = giving value to grp members music and Ideas
32.0.04 MTherapist awareness of the Group As a Resource
32.0.10 Positive Clinical Environment based on Acceptance of group members musical ideas
32.0.15 Collaboration Atmosphere leads to efficient clinical environment
32.0.17 ACCEPTANCE Atmosphere triggers problematic-behaviour client to switch into collaborative mood
32.0.21 Intuition triggers mirroring

32.03 Transformation = MTherapist ability in identifying music resources suitable to transform behavioural symptoms sounds
32.0.06 Instant Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) in the music
32.0.07 Surprise effect by instant transformation
32.0.08 Nonverbal mirroring by working on sound parameters (frequency and intensity)
32.0.09 Work on Frequency and intensity to non-verbally match the client sound
32.0.11 Matching using timbre (choice of client’s similar or complementary instruments)
32.0.06 Transformation of issues in resources (or valuable elements) in the music

32.04 Role changes – group resources
32.0.05 MTherapist ability to describe and reflect on how group resources work
32.0.19 Importance of giving a new role to the client who manifest BPSD

32.05 Role changes - Flexibility
32.0.12 Therapist flexibility = ability to connect the people in the music (attunement in the beat tempo)
32.0.16 The music therapist is flexible in facilitating musical/relational ROLE TAKING and ROLE CHANGING
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F.33 IPA of MBR 33
IPA of MBR 33, client S, 15-06-17
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation
Interviewer speech in Italics

Exploratory Comments

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
The reduction regarded client S’s Apathy
which was reduced at about 11.18.
Alertness scoring increased from zero to 5
in epoch [5 and 6] and then 5 in following
epoch 7
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
33.0.01
Positive relationshipAtmosphere triggers
problematic-behaviour
client to switch into
collaborative mood

Just before client S become involved,
coming out from her apathetic state, I was
playing with client N and client G. Client N
was playing a guitar, which was lying on
her knee and client G was playing two
sticks. I was inviting client N to play the
guitar by plucking the strings. She was
doing it in the same way. Then we started
plucking and beating the guitar together.
That was your acoustic guitar… you
changed the guitar and you didn’t use the

MTherapist describes the pre-MBR situation. Client S was in apathy. She didn’t want
to participate and the Music Therapist was playing with the other two clients.
She was playing guitar with client N and client G was playing stick percussions.
Client S became involved after a changing-instrument moment when the
MTherapist was developing a dual interaction with client N on the guitar.
Client G didn’t want to use the sticks and the Music Therapist offered them to client
S. Client S accepted and started playing - ACCEPTANCE So, it seems that client S became involved when she noticed that group members
were interested in doing something together. A Positive Clinical environment is an
environment where people can interact with interesting things. The group activity is
attractive to outsider client to do something together
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classical guitar which was open tuned, did
you?
I gave her mine (standard tuning) because
she asked me explicitly for it.
[summarizing

a little bit] So when I was in
this kind of dual interaction with client N
and client G was joining in by playing the
sticks … then client S put herself in a less
reclined position on her chair.
33.0.02
Rhythmic Grounding
is a basis to form the
group by improvising

The solid Rhythmic grounding is the basis for creating the group and for client S to
be confident in proposing variations in tempo.
The music… Essential musical elements
were a binary rhythm, a rhythmic grounding It seems that the two clients have different roles in participating in the
provided by me and client N; Client N beat improvisation. Client N has a leader role in keeping the rhythm by beating on the
strings. Client G is a follower and the Music Therapist sustains the group’s sounds
the guitar on the body and on the strings;

Client G continued to follow the rhythm
with sticks and with a tambourine. I
supported the group pulse by playing the
castanets

33.0.03
Sung-spoken
invitation
May lead to MBR

The pulse was regular and client S remained
alert. She also participated by playing the
sticks … she also became active in inserting
an “accelerando” in the pulse which could
be clearly heard as the other instrument was
being played with a lower intensity
Another element … returning a little bit
earlier in time … when client S was sitting Sung words and Sung speech seem to be really important in the interaction with
PWD. In fact, music or sung spoken words are enhanced in meaning by the
less reclined on her chair, client N and I
were singing ”good morning” to her, I have nonverbal meaning of expressions. Therefore, sung speech can be helpful in
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the sensation that by singing her name, we
made her feel welcome and acknowledged
her

obtaining MBR, especially in situations where the PWD need to be welcomed and
acknowledged

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
33.0.04
Importance of social
and musical role plays Well, before client S sat up better, I was
when a positive group focussed on responding to client N’s
is formed
requests. We were both playing guitar but

she wanted the one I was playing… and in
the meantime, client G was a little active
and followed us.

The Music Therapist describes the relational role in the group: Music Therapist and
client N are a duo and they are like two soloists interacting together, proposing new
musical material. Client G follows the duo by playing percussion. Client S is the
welcoming guest. When she joined the others, the group formed. Every role can be
seen as a musical role and a social role.

At a certain point, probably client S
become interested in this kind of dialogical
sound interaction and sat up better [less
reclined].
We welcomed her by singing “good
morning” … Client N with louder voice
than me.
33.0.05
Rhythmic grounding is
used to keep
cohesion in the group
and to create a
welcoming positive

She was still not playing but she was
watching us with attention.
At a certain point, client G’s sticks fell on
the floor. Client G didn’t want to use the
sticks anymore and that was the occasion to
offer them to client S.

Music Therapist proposes using light percussion instruments to the clients to
engage all the clients in the group in the group music.
Music Therapist describes her effort to keep the group together by using a twobeat rhythmic grounding so that she was able to invite client S and make her feel
accepted by offering her a musical instrument to join in group playing
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interactive
environment

Client S took the sticks without hesitation
and started playing with client N
So, at a relationship level I always tried to
keep the group together and at the same
time to make client S feel accepted. Then
she could properly participate in the group
with the sticks

33.0.06
Light percussion
work to involve PWD
client’s in
improvisation

Music Therapist highlights the importance of giving / offering an instrument to
My intention was also to involve client G in everyone.

33.0.07
At MBR group work is
on 2 levels at the
same time: individual
and group interaction

At the relational level, my intention was to
Music therapist was working on two levels at MBR:
keep all the group members involved and
• keeping all the group members involved in the music by offering them new
active in playing. Most of all I was
instruments and maintaining the regular pulse
interested in making client S feel active and
•
making client S feel she has a prominent role in the group by giving her
“protagonist” of the moment where we were
relational and musical attention (singing her name and making the group
playing together

the music again, as he stopped playing after
the sticks fell. Therefore, I offered him a
tambourine. He started playing with us
again.

follow her percussion playing)

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal responses /
feelings?
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I was enjoying this moment of group

activation sound playing
What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
At a technique level, I used Rhythmic
Grounding with a binary rhythm which I
used nearly all the time and also left some
open spaces … making spaces to let her
come in the session and to give her the
opportunity to play the sticks
Before this… singing her name as in the
“giving” technique.
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SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
33.01 Atmosphere
33.0.01 Positive Relationship-Atmosphere triggers problematic-behaviour client to switch into collaborative mood

33.02 Forming the group
33.0.02 Rhythmic Grounding is a basis to form the group by improvising

33.03 Sharing a rhythm gives sense of belonging a group
33.0.05 Rhythmic grounding is used to keep cohesion in the group and to create a welcoming positive interactive environment
33.0.04 Importance of social and musical dimensions (role taking) when a positive group is formed

33.04 Pure musical ingredients towards MBR
33.0.06 Light percussion work to involve PWD clients’ in improvisation

33.05 Multilayer work
33.0.07 At MBR group work is on 2 levels at the same time: individual and group interaction

33.06 Importance of sung words to communicate with PWD
33.0.03 Sung-spoken invitation May lead to MBR
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F.34 IPA of MBR 34

IPA of MBR 34, client N, 06 -07-2017
Emergent
Themes

Original Transcript Translation

Exploratory Comments

Interviewer speech in Italics

Descriptive comments (normal text) and Conceptual comments (underlined text)

Introduction
Exit Seeking
Client N tries to exit the room at epoch 6
Can you give a description of the musical
elements that were important for the
reduction to happen?
In the sense of what helped him remain in
the room.
He stood up.
34.0.01
Presence of assistant I got up too and I took his arm, inviting him The Music Therapist needs to follow and bring client G back because there is no
is desirable
verbally and with [improvised] song lyrics assistant in the room. With PWD that may manifest BPSD, even slightly, there is usually a
need for an assistant present in the room. Moreover, the music therapist had to provide
to come back and sit down again. I
a nonverbal invitation to come back in the setting by taking client’s arm
accompanied him to his chair.
34.0.02
Importance of sung
words to
communicate with
PWD

I changed the words of the song to create a
sung invitation to sing with us.

Music Therapist uses sung words to communicate with a PWD in a critical moment

I presented him the sticks, by playing and
offering them.
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Then I had client N choose between a
34.0.03
bongo and a cymbal.
Giving value
Client G became active proposing three
to client’s musical
rhythmic fragments in two-time which were
idea makes him more taken up by the group.

Music Therapist is trying to trigger a participating environment by handing out
instruments to all the group clients.
Acceptance atmosphere by giving value to client G’s musical ideas and to client’s choice
of instrument creates cohesion of the group.

involved in the music

How would you describe this moment in
terms of musical relationshipsinteractions?
34.0.04
The importance of
Group Atmosphere:
collaboration in the
music by playing the
rhythmic pulse all
together.

Client G sat down again and stayed in the
group thanks to the reassuring atmosphere
of playing together, firstly with rhythmic
pulse (small percussion instruments) and
then with songs sung and accompanied by
rhythm of small percussion instruments
played all together

The atmosphere of collaboration in the group keeps client G there.
Positive framework. The rhythmic pulse plays a central role. Rhythmic pulse is central
both when the group is playing percussion and then when the group is singing.
The music therapist used this sharing pulse atmosphere to create a sense of
collaboration and a sense of being in a group. The music therapist highlights that these
elements were the group’s glue.

How would you describe this moment in
terms of your own personal
responses/feelings?
The fact that he wanted to leave surprised
me. I was less worried when he
immediately accepted to play.

Music therapist was reassured by the fact that the client accepted to come back in the
setting. The music therapist is aware of the power of the pulse’s reassuring effect on
herself

What Music Therapy Techniques were
relevant or were used which helped in
obtaining this moment of reduction?
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Rhythmic Grounding
Sharing instrument
Giving (the improvised song at the session’s
beginning) Redirecting in the sense of
Bruscia’s ‘intervening’ technique.
[in this case the music therapist preferred to
call the technique ‘redirecting’ instead of
‘intervening’]

SUPER-ORDINATE THEMES
34.01 Assistant presence
34.0.01 Presence of assistant is desirable

34.02 Sung word
34.0.02 Importance of sung words to communicate with PWD

34.03 Validation of client’s ideas
34.0.03 Giving value to client’s musical idea makes him more involved in the music

34.04 Rhythmic grounding towards forming the group
34.04 The importance of Group Atmosphere: collaboration in the music by playing the rhythmic pulse all together.
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APPENDIX G: MBR data set table

This appendix contains the complete MBR Data Set Table of the partial table presented in
chapter five (5.2.1).
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Appendix G Table 1 – Complete MBR data set

Apathy

Hyperactivity

Features Of Clinical Environment

One to group relationship

Group Creation

Group As A Resource

Assistant Presence

Physical Dimension - Pwd Body Expression

Space And Time Dimension In Pwd Interaction

Continuity Throughout Sessions

MT process design

Multi Dimension/Layer Managment

Multilayer work at mbrs

Music Therapist Flexibility

Client validation: Giving Value To Client’s Music

Diversion

ingredient to engagement

Music Therapist Skills To Mbr

Elements directly linked to mbr

Rhythmic Grounding

Choice Of Instruments / Favourite Instruments

Sung Words

Calming

Completing

Conducting

Extending

Enabling

Giving

Imitating

Incorporating

Interjecting

Introducing Chg

Making Spaces

Modelling

Pacing

Receding

Reflecting

Redirecting

Repeating

Rhythmic Grnd

Shaping

Sharing Inst

Soliloquy

Synchronizing

Tonal Centering

Music Therapy Techniques (MTT)

Depression

Emergent Superordinate Themes (EST)

Aggression

BPSD Syndromes

MBR NUMBER

MBR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
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0
0
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0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
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0
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